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INTRODUCTION.
Ye Stars which are the poetry of Heaven !

If, in your bright leaves We read the fate

Of men and empires—’tis to be forgivcm,

That in our aspirations to be great,

Onr destinies o’erleap this mortal state

And claim a kindred with you
;
for ye are

A beauty and a mystery and create

In us such love and reverence from afar,

That Life,Fame,Power and Fortune have named themselves a star *

—

The Value and practice of the science of Astrology were well

understood in India hy the ancient Aryans at a period of hoary

antiquity. The question of the time at which the science arose

is, probably, one in regard to whicn it is extremely difficult to

arrive at a conrident conclusion. It is, however, a well-known fiBU5t

that in the earliest literature of the ancient Hindus, Astrology

holds a prominent i^Iace. It was -the first sketch of science of

the ancient Brahinanas to wdioin ^ a knowledge of astronomical

positions was indispensable in order to determine the proper time

for commencing and ending their sacrifices, '‘principally, ihe so-

called Sutras or sacrificial sessions'* which **
could not be kno^H^n

without an accurate knowledge cSf the time of the Sun’s northern

or southern progress. The knowledge of the calendar forms

such an essential part of the ritual that many important condi-

tions of the latter could not be carried oh without the former.’* t

The brilliant views on the dome of the universe which they wit-

nessed from night to night must have been a delightful study to

the great sages who, having effiF^cted a deliverance and a separa-

tion from the low cares of mortality, were absorbed in “ looking

through Nature up to Nature’s God ”. It must be observed that

a knowledge of the motions and influences of the heavenly bodies

and the laws by which they are governed with such perfect order

* Byron, t Introduction to Aitareya Brahmana by Dr. M. Haug.

A
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and harmonyi though highly requisite for the Brahmanii for the

performance of sacrifices, instituted according to a certain ordei

of time, was in fact but a circumstance” in the serene ascent of

intense meditation on divine wisdom and goodness, to render

himself that pure and perfect image of his Great Original.

Our limited faculties cannot imagine that subtle communion

with nature which guided their studies of mystical” subjects and

by the help of which alone they had discovered the revolution of

the earth and other planets round the Sun, the twelve Signs of the

Zodiac, the nature and causes of Eclipses and the planetary posi-

tions and conjunctions, centuries before Copernicus, Galileo,

l^cho Brahe, Kepler and the illustrious Sir Isaac Newton were

born. The vision of the ancient Brahmana was, then, the soil from

which Astrology sprang. He alone could explain the theory of

his basis, if any, and there is no tradition about it. The opinion

prevailed for some time that the 12 Signs were discovered in

Egypt at some remote period and that they had a reference to the

division of the seasons and the agriculture of that country at the

time. Sir William Jones ascribes the discovery to Anaximander

about 560 B.C
,
affirming, at the same time, that they had been

known to the Hindus from time immemorial. Now, Anaximan-

der was one of Thales* scholars, the other being Pythagoras who
travelled through India, Egypt and (/haldea in pursuit of know-

ledge. ’ In India we are told he learnt the theory of the rotation

of the earth and all the other planets round the Sun as their

centre, a doctrine which was adopted by Copernicus and followed

up by Sir Isaac Newton. It is reasonable to suppose that Pytha-

goras, returning from his travels in the East, communicated,

among other things, the doctrine, imparted to him by the Hindus

about the 12 Signs of the Zodiac, to his contemporary,

Anaximander.

In tracing the evolution of astronomy ofthe Aryans one sees

the grandeur and precision of the^ meditation of the ancient

Brahmanas who were the first to cultivate it and through whom
the science came to light. The frontiers of its province have

been extended by the discoveries of modem science which has re-

vealed the subtler powers of nature and the great reservoirs of
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energy and their compositions. Bat, from those very early time8>

Astrology has been in high favour in India. ' The course of ages

hascommunicated to it a fascination to which no other science has

any pretension. The feasts and fasts of the Hindusi the allego-

ries of Hindu mythology, the chief incidents of the Bamayana

and the Mahabharatha are all connected with the configuration

of planets.
,
The Mundaka Upanishad, one of the earliest of the

Upanishads, refers to Astrology as one of the six Vedangas.

Students of Samskrit literature are aware of that earliest treatise

on Astronomy, the Vedanga Jyotisha, which tr^ta.of the regula-

tion of time by astronomical positions. These remarks seem re-

levant because, in the first place, they throw light upon the

)r^tice by the ancients, from the earliest times, of the science of

Astronomy and of its Life-Side

t

Astrology, and, secondly, how the

most enlightened of the earliest inhabitants of the earth derived

their knowledge of the science which is still the most astounding-

ly accurate and which is still carefully followed up and taught

by men of superior intelligence of every nation from age to age.

To ask or searoh I blame thee not; foi heaven

Is as the book of God before thee set,

Wherein to read His wondrous works, and learn

His seasons, hours, or days, or months, or years.*

By the help of telescopes. Western scientists have been able

to discover, investigate and determine the positions and the com-

positions of the heavenly bodies, their immense distance from

one another, their diversity in magnitude and the phenomena

they produce. Years of observation and experience supply them

with the materials wherewith to build up a principle or a theory of

scientific importance. The system of the ancient sage in India

is different. That the Highest dwells with him is his working

hypothesis. Disengaged from all worldly concerns and purificki

from every stain by .the doctrine of austere devotion to Him,

meditation was his key to unlock the marvels of Nature, ^‘the

* MiUonf
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perenniel miracle which the soul worketh’’. The science of

Astrology is a signal illustration of the value and preciseness of

his absorption of mind in the Divine. Well said the poets—

* *
.

^ Celestial Light

Shine inward, and the mind thmugh all her powero

Irradiate ;
there plant c^yes, all mist from thence

Purge and disperse that I may see and tell

Of things invisible to mortal sight.

Verily, to use the words of a great poet, do His radiant Ministers

proclaim to the sage the dust of your feet is the sphere of our

orbit.” Verily, again, it is said that the universe is represented in

a dust, in a moment of time. Astrology demancls purity of

chara(!ter and power of effective meditation, the master secrets of

one and all the philosophers who flourished in the days of the

childhood of our race. Out of those two principles of man's nature

grow sound memory and the faculty of deductive judgment, much

safer guides to the study of Astrology than the presumptive rea-

soning of man, for it is a science of the Life^Side of the lieavenly

bodies, wlnle Astronomy treats of its Fm^-Sidei and a knowledge

of those things such as the influence, power, quality and tendency

of the nature forces which do not admit of being put into scien-

tific moulds or of being established by matlierriatical calculations

are only open to those who have faith and the ppwer of right

meditation which purifiy and strengthen the imagination and

enable one to know the essence and nature of all things by

Intuition.

Before proceeding to study the sepHi-ate character of each

of the planets and its hahitatf the student must acquire a
'*

knowledge oi the Ecliptic, the Zodiac, the planetary orbs and

the stars recognised by the ancients. The Ecliptic is tliat great cirr

cle of that celestial sphere which is the apparent path of the Sun,

among the stars, or that of the earth, as seen from the Sun. It is

called "thb Ecliptic beqause when any heavenly body is near the

circle it is liable to be eclipsed i.e., deprived of the Sun's light,

by some intervening body. The Zodiac (Rasi-Mandalam; is a
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broad circle or bel^ sunoanding the heavens, abont 16** vide,

along the imddle of which rnrs the ecliptic or the Sun’s path.

It includes the paths of the Moon and all the principal pbheM
and contains the twelve Signs or Divisions reckoned in the order

in which they axe given below, from (Aries^ the point of intar>

section of the ecliptic and the equator:—Aries, Taurus, Gemini,

Cancer, I^eo, Viigo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn,

Aquarius and Pisces. Since the Skxliac contains 360 degrees,

each sign is 30 degrees. A degree is the daily step of the Sun

on his .annual path round the sky, among the- s!ars. It
.
is a unit

of distronomical calculation. The six planets,—^the Moon, (Satel-

lite' of the Earth) Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn

—

revolve round the Sun frpm West to East according to the. order

of the signs in the ecliptidi i.s., from Aries to Taurus, then to

Gemini and so on. Nef)rrest to. the Sun is Mercury ; next to him

is Venus ; then comes (the Earth and her Satellite) the Moon,

next to which -is Mars. Jupiter is next in order, and after him

comes Satmm. The M&on is the nearest to the earth llbf all .

planets. Mercury is the smallest cf all. He and Venus revolve

in orbits which are included Within that of .the earth.. They are*

continually changing places among the fixed stars and are never

seen in opporition to the Sun t.e-, they do not appear in the

Western horizon in the morning when he is in the east nor in the

eastern when he appears in the wesj^ By far the most brilliant

of the planets is Venus, second in order of the solar system. She

is an evening star (Hesperus) when she appears east ofthe Sun and

a morning star (Phosphorus) when , she is seen west of him.

.'^ext to her is the Moon, nearest to the earth* of all planets

She revolves frCm one point of the heavens to the same, point

again in 37 days 7 hours. 43 minutes and 4*7 seconds. This is

called her tropiecU revolution and forms the Tropical or Periodi-

ecU month. The mean-time of her revolution (with reference to'

the Sun) from the New-Moon to the New<^Moon again consists of

39 da^ 13 hottrs 44 minutes and 3*7 seconds. This fqrms the

Bynodie month.
.
The- mean time of her rotation from one star,

back to the same star is 37 days 7 hours 43 minutes and 11*6

seconds. This is called the Siderial month. Another astrbnomi-
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cal month is the Solar Months the 12th part of a Solar Teart the

average time taken by the Sun to pass through a sign of the

zodiac. A month, then, is the measure of time corresponding

to the period of the Moon^s revolution. She is a body depend-

ing like the earth on the Sun for her light and heat. The Moon
rotates* while revolving^ shining by light reflected from the Sun

and passing through her phases every month. She is New
when in conjunction with the Sun and no part of her enlightened

side is visible. She is Fall when the earth is between her and

the Sun. when all the illuminated hemisphere is turned to the

earth. The fortnight during which, as the Moon goe^ on in her

orbit, the enlightened part comes more and more into view till

the Full-Moon when the whole of the illumined disk will be to-

wards us is called Sukla Pakaka. The next fortnight during

which her enlightened side is turned more and more from us till

she comes into conjunction with the Sun, forms Krishna PaJcaka.

Each day of Sukla Paksha (bright fortnight) aiid of Krishna

Paksha (dark fortnight) is balled a Thithi and each of the

Thithis from the Full-Moon or the New-Moon denotes a particu-

lar phase of the Moon, a pro^ r notion of which may be gathered

from her appearance.

It may not be out of place here to refer to the division of

time into weeks. The period of seven days is distinguished by

the names of the seven planets beginning in the order of their

distance from the Earthy from which origin their present names

are derived. Sunday is the Sun’s day and its lord is the Sun.

Monday is ^he Moon’s day and the Moon is its lord. Tuesday

(Tuesco’s day) is presided over by Mars. Wednesday (Woden’s

day) is presided over by Mercury. The lord of Thursday (Thor’s

day) is Jupiter. Venus governs Friday (Friga’s day). Saturday

is Saterne’s day and Saturn is its lord. We now proceed to

Mars which is known in the heavens by a dusky red appearance.

He completes a revolution round the Sun in 1 year and 321

days. Of immense magnitude is Jupiter, the largest of a all

planets distinguished by his peculiar brilliancy. His term of revo-^

lution round the Sun is 11 years Sl7 days 14 hours 2 minutes 8^
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seconds. . The most distant- of the solar system is Saturn shining

with a pale dead light. He performs his journey through the

Zodiac ln about 29^ years. Then there are the Dragon’s Head

(Rahu) and the Dragon’s Tail (Kethu). Theiy are respectively the

Ascending and the Descending Nodes or points where the ecliptic

is crossed * by the Moon. The one points northward where^ the

Moon begins her north latitude and the other, where, she begins

her south latitude. “ The deviation from the eclipti^^inade by a

planet in passing from one node to the other seems, according

to the fancy of some, to make a figure like that of a Dragon whose

belly is where there is the greatest latitude, the intersections

representing the Head and Tail.” *The Dragon’s Head is dark and

the Dragon’s Tail is of ruddy color.

This sketch of the planets and the divisions of time, neces-

sarily brief and, in the main, a summary of what may be found in

various treatises, brings me to the mystical aspect of the

heavenly bodies. . The conception of the saiges does not stop with

a superficial view of the stars and the planets and the celestial

areas covered by them. . They realise that the planets are

entrusted with the duty of declaring clear and well-balance4

instructions based on the laws of the First Cause in which we live

and move and have our being and which are potent equally in

every part, of His realm. Fire, air, earth, water, planets and

animals, are all subjected to, eSr, aided by the motions of the

planets. They cannot be separated firom anything that has life

in it. To study the influence of the planets is to know what one

is worth, what one can do and should do to prepare oneself, by

purity, so as to reproduce His laws in all functions of life in pro-

cess of evolution. Man is the being in whom the powers of truth

4nd light and the powers of his own nature are atperpeti!lal war,

the one struggling to root out the other. In the material body

which the Supreme Self has evolved we have two systems in

which Its manifestation as Cosmos is complete^the one, the

Mental, and the other, the Material, each having its own law of

* Encyc. Brit.
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existence and working. These two systems (fonstitute the Embo-
died Self: the one, the inner movement, and the other, the out-

ward life, of the individual. Starting from this ]>rimary data,

Astrology explains the jwist, present and future of these move-

ments, theii* character and their capacity by the fundamental

division of the planets into Beneiica and Male/ics. Jupiter, the

largest of all planets, signifies the Universal Mind, the Divine

within everything, possessed of its unity of all diversities, infinite

in its scope but one in its works, in which these two movements

are formed, the one creating and delivering currents of life and

the other, using them, thus giving rise to the multitudinous

activities of existence and all its inscrutable mysteries, .lupiter

is a F-M Beneiic and his i)Osition in a horoscope indicates the

measure of help which the individual will evoke from Above.

Jupiter is therefore said to preside over the ‘‘ Store-House ”—the

Store-House in which all forms exist, out of which all

manifestations emanate, into whicli all these vanish. He is never

a Malefic as he is beyond the sins of the Lower Self. He is the

(shwara of tlie Planetary l^ogos. His deity J is Indra, the King

of the ( rods.

Next to Jupiter is Venus of overpowering lustre, the Jivatma

of the Planetary Logos, a fragment of Ishwara with name and

form, wrapped up in the body and held captive by the instincts of

animal life in the universe. The Jivatma may either be stirred

by true devotion to Him, and, )*edeeming’his lower nature, evolve

towards union with Ishwara, or, sense-struck, plunge into the

ocean of desire and remain slave to Maya (Delusion). Venus

proclaims the stage of evolution ofthe Jivatma. She is not a full-

Benefit. As a reflection of the splendour of Ishwara, she is al 1

powerful, but by identification with the animal kingdom, built by

[shwara for her dwelling, she becomes ignorant and helpless—as

far from the God-idea as she is near. Therefore, she is. a Be'nejic

and planet. Her Deity is Indrani, the wife of Indra;

t Idandra, changed into Indra, {Jdam PashvaH^ who sees This^

who sees the not-Self) is the name of Ishwara.— The AUareya

Updnishad,
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She is blind of one eye : and the products ef.her activity on the

lower plane are those of a game of n blind nmn’s bnff. Lower

down the plane of Venus is the realm of abstract thought, ci^a-

tive reasoning and serene intelligence.. Planet Mercury is bidden

to reveal the nature and capacity of the individual on this 'plane.

Mercury is said to preside over the Play-Grround, for there, in his -

plane, the twofold activities of the mind are set in play towards

a deBnite end—a perpetual game of see-saw between ‘the law

of its own inward movement reflected from that which is beyond,

on the one hand, and all forms of mental life on the other,
.
so as

to obtain a result conformable to the Parent Will. Therefore, Mer-

cury, as far from the God-idea ^s he is near, is a Benefic and

Malefic planet. His Deity is Vishnu, the Preserver of the Laws of

the world, the God who follows nature in all her forms to maintain

them. The fourth is the plane of the Moon, the plane of Manas

(mind), the receptacle of an endless diversity of forms, names,

assumptions and sensations. The Moon declares its nature and

capacity. The Moon—Manas—may either be a luminous God in

the individual, inspiring him to happier ascents and conquest ol

worldly desires, embracing a knowledge of the One from whom she

derives her light, or, her growing splendour may be enshrouded in

ignorance, her submission to the outer senses, to the animal

man, may impede the bounty from the '‘Store-House” of the Plane-

tary Logos. She is said to preside over the Natural Waters of the

Earth. Mind, like a streamj runs through myriads of different

channels and takes the color of its contacts. Water is the soft-

est and, at the same time, the most potential on earth. Hence,

mind, divine in its essential nature and, for that reason, a Benefic,

*is jalso a Malejic by union with the perishable. Her Deity is

Varuna, the God of the Waters. These four entities constitute

the Mental system.

Wrapping up and obscuring' these entities is dense matter,

the physical body, the seat of an unceasing lust for food

and never-sated thirst, the eater and the self-nourisher.

Mars is its God. He presides Over the Fire-^spot, for man is built

up of a* number of fire-atoms and is the summation of an endless

B
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process of combustion and alimentation through and through.

Mars shows physical valour, so essential for the acquisition of

existing objects, and the establishment of fertile fields for mate-

,

rial pleasure. In the Vedas, Agni is described as the Son of

Strength. Mars is a MdUfic^ because, eternally far fron^r'the Gool-

idea, he sustains and nourishes the transient and perishable.

He finds his salvation in the God Subratnanya, the Ideal Child of

Action, the Warrior God against the Asura (demoniacal qualities)

in the battle field of the universe, the antagonism of the latter

taking colossal forms. The two wives of the Deity emphasise His

devotion to Matter. With terrible obstinacy the war is waged

until the 'Asura grows into the recognition of his subsistence on

the Deva. The eventual enthronement of the latter on the back

of the former signifies the final adjustment between the two

forces, the adaptation of the one to the other. Right activity

consists in the harmonious combination of the material and the

spiritual. United to and preserved in the physical body of man
is its power of activity in the outer world—the scheme,

“ ungodly ” in its nature, which descends into and drags, in the

mire of degrading desires and superstitions of the. world, the

lower mind of man. Planet Saturn, lame, and of pale-dead

colour, represents this form of physical activity. Mars claims the

service of Saturn, both equally removed from the God-idea.

Saturn takes hold of the advantages of the external world, pulls

by his hand, bites with his teeth and tries to maintain them. He
tumbles down of his own weight, under his ballast of goods, and,

as comprehension increases, limps along in the wake of events

and improves by what he rejects. One experience of his i^s

swept away by another. Therefore, Saturn is said to preside over

the place where Sweepmga are gathered. All physical experiences

and sensations, so much needed for the training and development

ofthe evolving Ego, proceed from the plane of Saturn. Saturn, in

the Planetar} Logos, governs the domain of activities in which is

rooted the processes of other planets and which blossom into exr

perience. Saturn is the 'Creator’ ofthe Planetary Logos and with-

out him all other planets must go to sleep. Therefore, his Diety

is Brahma, the Creator. Where, in a horoscope, Saturn is ill-
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plaeedf weak and besieged, the individual will be tactlessi intmcter

ble and shallow-minded. Where he rises well-di^ified, the indi-

vidual is firm, considerate, austere, sympathetic and of an esoteric

turn of mind. Saturn and Mars are malefics and when, in a horos-

cope, they rise powerful, in conjunction, the individual puffs

with tage and folly and. a heated imagination. One more planed

remains and, that is, the Sun, the centre of the Solar System,

round which the six Shining Ones revolve
; for, the Sun in the

Planetary Logos represents the Life-Energy of the universe—^the

Prana that sustains all inward and outward activities. The

Upanishads tell us that without Prana, Atma itself cannot move.

Its activity in man is sixfold. Proceeding upwards from the

lowest plane that we know of, we find, there. Prana grasping,

oppressive, and selfish under the encumbrance of ignorance ; in

the physical body Prana exists as hunger for food, thirst, lust,

nourishment and strength ; in the mental, we realise its existence

as thought, impulse and sensation ; in the plane of Mercury

Prana is discrimination and contemplation ; higher iip, in the

plane of the Jivatma, Prana is mainfest in Will-Power ; in the

highest of these, the plane of Jupiter, the activity of Prana^is

the emanation of the teeming myriads pf world-systems and uni-

verses in endless space. Therefore, verily, it is said that the

Sun (Prana) presides over the Place of Worship : the Shining

Ones will have neither existence hor movement where Prana does

not abide.

It follows then that these two systems, the Mental

and the Material, act on each other, the one representing the

inwiri movement into the All, and the other, a multiplicity of

forms constituted from it. The one thinks and the other works.

Bsnefics on the Side ofThought and Malejics on the Side of Things.

The one represents the God-idea and the other the Sense-idea.

conduct the movements of the world and Bmsfios express

the law of energy at work. Bensfics furnish a solution ofthe world-

problem, while Mals/ics render it more and more incompre-

hensible. Malefics improve by denials, while Bensfics are self-

sustainihg. BmcJuss progress by comprehensioni while Malefi»
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improve by sweeping away ignorance. B&ifieficB improve by

what they take in and Malejica by what they ignore, li&nefica

belong to the higher plane and MaUfics to the lower. The

mutui^ dependence of the two systems is functional. In the

purification of thought and assumptions is the solution and ad-

justment of the Side of Things. Malefics co-operate with and be-

come Bmefics by a process of dematerialisation—now receiving,

now rejecting! now accepting, now denying. Both express the

same law—the law of the timed operations of Nature—the Material

merging into the Mental and the Mental falling to rei^ into the

bosom of the Eternal. Astrology, then, is the lamp oif the law of

the world-systems, aiming at the affirmation of the Reality which

is the recognised theme of all religions. I have enlarged on this

occult side of the subject at some length, because a knowledge

of it gives a clue to the labyrinths of Astrology. Did I aim at

completeness, I might pursue these studies and describe the

relation-values of planets and the methods of applying these

principles to exactitude. But it would be too long to be included

in a brief introduction like this. I reserve it for another book.

I must also say a word on the Dragon’s Head and the Dragon’s

Tail. Both are Malefics \ where in a horoscope Rahu rises power-

ful, the individual receives a chequered career and learns the

bitter lessons of life—by personal experience, experiment or

speculation. Kethu, powerfully located, is less trying and pro-

gress comes to the individual—through analogy
|
observation and

&ith. Astrological occultism teaches us that these seven Planets

represent the seven Planes of Consciousness, from dense material

body to the innermost shrine wherein dwells the Suprefiie.

* * » the great world’s altar-stairs

That slope through darkness up to God.

Here, is a theory of life which Astrology uses for the pur-

pose of instructing the progressive soul as to his prior and

future state of existence, warning him of the one law at work,

indicating the right track and the right method of activity, the

nature of his faculties and their limitations, the penalties of.

violationsj the reward for meriii on the great stage of the world’s
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existence. It must be borne in mind that the narratives given

of each of these planets such as the residencesi statures, colours,

characteristics and other details, which to the ignorant may seem

a curiosity of antique literature, are all .standpoints which the

sages have adopted ‘ in order to teach us to determine the

signification of the planets in respect of the several physical and

mental qualities and enable us to purify activity, win merit and

])rocure salvation. T^et no man, then, be so simple as to suppose

that the planets possess a jurisdiction similar to his own and that

his own condition is perhaps as excellent as theirs. The attri-

butes are merely cloaks. Common people, the barbarous and

the uninstructed had no ])lace in the scheme of the esoteric

teaching of the Rishis. The true doctrine of the mysteries

which was the mine of their intellectual wealth was divulged

only to the '' elect ’’ candidates as a reward for their life-long

practice of virtue and wisdom* That has been the rule with the

sages of India from pre-Vedic times, and in Greece, Egypt and

everywhere else.

Unto you is given to know the Mystery of the kingdom of God : but

to them that are without all these things are done in parables^
- *

The same enigmatical manner we trace in the pictorical

representations of the Zodiacal signs the names of which are

already familiar to the reader. The following lines will enable

the reader to remember them and their order easily:

—

The. Ram, the Bull, the heavenly Twins,

And next the Crab, tlie Lion shines,

The Virgin and the Scales,

* The Scorpion, the Archer and the Sea-Goat,

The man who holds the Watering Pot,

And Fish with glittering tails.

The twelve signs of the Zodiac respectively represent, the

head, face, breast, heart,* belly, navel, abdomen, genital organ,

tooth, eyes, two knees, two ankles and the two feet of Kalapuru-

sha. Astrology has thus given birth to Chiromancy, a branch of

which is Palmistry in which the influence of the planets are

indicated by the mounts, lines and marks on the palm. That
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this system of astrology flourished in the olden days, and was

enjoyed to a wonderful degree, is evident from the several

exhaustive works on the subject in India.

It may perhaps be useful to say a few words by way of

defining the six systems which constitute the Science of Astro-

logy* They are(l) iVlundane or National Astrology (2) Atmos-

pherical Astrology or the Annual Horoscope, (3) Genethliacal or

Natal Astrology (4) Transit System, (6) Horary Astrology (6)

Election System. Mundane astrology deals with celestial

phenomena such as Equinoxes, Solstices, New-Moons, Eclipses,

Planetary Conjunctions and Comets. The time of their occur-

rence is ascertained to the second by mathematical calculations.

It also includes a study of the influence ofthese phenomena upon

countries, nations and peoples. The study is more or less mecha-

nical and much easier than that of any of the other systems. Our

Almanacs are based upon this branch. Atmospherical Astrology

or the Annual Horoscope is the art of foretelling the condition of

the weather, the nature of the season—a * function that is now

attempted,. in a way, by the Meteriological Department of the

Grovernment. Forecasts of weather registered by this Department

are often known to prove incorrect. I venture to think that

it would be well for the Government to encourage the study

of at least this branch of the subject which, to be sure,

will amply repay investigation. The observations recorded by the

Department may be considerably strengthened by a study of this

system. The results will then be far more satisfactory. Chapter

41 treats of the influence of the planets, under this system, on

rainfall, agricultural growth, metals, fluid substances and seeds

etc. Forecasts are made from the nature ofthe planet that presides

over each of these during any given year. The most interesting,

and at the same time the most complicated, is the Natal branch

which deals with the individual horoscope and foretells the

character and destiny of the native from the Rising Sign and the

positions, aspects and conjunctions etc of planets at the moment
of his birth. Chapter II of this book is a study of the effects of

the Rising Sign (Ascendant) and the position of planets at the

moment, of a child’s birth by the ordinary rales of this blanch*
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The whole system turns upon the actual moment of birth ; and

the determination of that moment and the then fiising Sign are

the most important. The iigurei commonly known as a horoscope,

contains the twelve Divisions of the Zodiac i described above

as the twelve Signs. It is usually drawn in a square form, the

one recommended by Jaimini and which is easily understood. The

zodiacal places of planets for the required time can be ascertained

from the Dhrig-^OanitKa almanac, or, The Indian Ephemeris. In

Natal Astrology we realise that man has a sphere and sl habitat in

the system of the universe, that his individual power and

fortune, in the course of his career, rest on universal law, the

operation of which, before and behind him, is revealed by the

celestial Bodies, and that he is in the care of a Providence without

whose knowledge no infant can cry. But the inner secret of the

science, briefly outlined in the preceding pages, is only for

those who., having realised that some light upon the problem of

of existence is attainable, approach it, not in the spirit of satisfy-

ing a low curiosity, such as, for instance, the determination of

the date of a prospective promotion or a preferment fherely, but

to gain an insight into the actual nature and influence of the

sublime forces at work, into the essence and nature of his origin,

his powers of self-reliance which no human thought can span, and

the grand possibility, which is the right of every child that has

come to birth, of raising his qwn conduct and vision to the

loftiness and precision of natural agents, no matter whar prize he

pays for it. It is then that he comprehends that his essential

stature, as a physical and intellectual being, is such as no human
legislation or propaganda can alter and that every confusion that

besets his career can be converted into wholesome force. To the

fool who thinks that he is perfect, that his mission on earth is a

festival, horoscopy has no message. A brief outline of the Lunar

Horoscope or Transit system is given on page 206. The Horary

system deals with the art of foretelling the result of any under-

taking or transaction. The Bising Sign and the zodiacal places

oft he planets are determined, for the moment of asking the ques-

tion for horary answer. The scope of this branch is limited to

the prediction of events relating to the immediate future.
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I next come to the subject of this book, the Election

system. Here, the work of astrology becomes complete. It is here

that the science does substantial service to the student. The Elec-

tion system is by far the simplest and the most useful, from the

point of view of the daily life of every man. The study is based

upon the principle that the condition of the celestial bodies has a

significant and perpetual bearing upon every department of his

activity. They cause regret or happiness, disgrace or respect, fai-

lure or success, profit or loss, poverty or wealth, according to

their situation in the heavens and the quality and the quantity

of the influence they shed upon the activity of the individual at

the time. It is a study of the highest importance to every one

wishing to understand the fortunate time for performing a func-

tion, for celebrating an event, for starting a concern, so that he

may achieve the best possible results in accordance with his desire

and efforts. The instructions are simple, clear and to the pointy

There is no important function left out that the man of the world

may need. Every one has his fortunate and unfortunate moments,

his own fruitful or good-for-nothing planets, his adverse Signs,

Thithis and Asterisms* The Election system teaches us to think

and help ourselves in our daily lives in the astrological way. The

other five systems tell us mainly, among other things, what

lies in the womb of the future, given the RUmg Sign of the

Zodiac cmd the planetary poeitiona for a particular moment
The province of the Election system is different. 'It tells us what

should he the Rising Sign and the configuration of planets etc. at

the time of commencing a good function. Here, the reader

understands the strength and quality of each planet or asterism,

its separate and conjunctional influence, the measure and quality
'

of its aspects and the particular function or functions in which it

manifests its sympathy. In the Foreword, the learned author re-

commends daily study of the Panchangam, for a knowledge of the

day, the Thithi, the asterism, the Yoga and the Karana is the first

requisite for a correct application of its methods. This book and

a copy of the Almanac are all that is required to enable one to

follow the rules in practice. Every effort has been made in the

tianslation to explain fully all astrological terms ; explanatory
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notes and illustrations are also added, wherever necessary, so/tbat

any layman could apply the rules without the aid ofan astrologer.

The reader must first study the Appefndix and become tamiliar with

Thithisi Asterisms and Planets and other details. Chapters 33

and 34 may next be perused with advantage as they contain lists

of most of the Constructive and the Destructive Yogas besides an

explanation of technical words. This done, it would be easy to

follow the other chapters.

There is a time for sowing, a time for reaping, a time to get

married, a time for healing, for surgical operation, for taking

medicine, for turning the first sod, for heaping up money or

grains, for discharging a debt, for starting on a journey, for build-

ing, for buying and selling, and for the various other functions on

which health, happiness and success depend. One outstanding

feature of the * Election ’ is the predominant influence ascribed

to Asterisms. The Thithis and their Yogas also play an im-

portant part. Herein lies the completeness of the study of astro^

logy. To study the Thithis, Asterisms, Yogas, and Karanas

etc. is to study the Election system, and to understand the

Election system is to understand the science of astrology in full,*

In. Vedie times the celestial latitude was divided into 27 equal

parts or Nakshathras. Modern science has divided it into

degrees, minutes and* seconds. Each Nakshathra (asterism) was

divided by the ancients into 4 quarters, each quarter being known

as a Nakshathra-Padlia or a stellar-quarter. It is wonderful to

tliink how the old-world geniuses discovered these minute jioints

in the heavens and compelled them to a prophecy of the monsoons

etc.* The Vishnu Parana, one of the oldest of the Puranas, refers

to Nakshathra-Padhas (stellar (juarters) in ascertaining the

venial and the autumnal equinoxes. There were those, in the

X'edic and pre-Vedic jieriods, who held that the total number of

asterisms were 28, including Abijitli. This asterism occurs in two

or three places in this book. It is an intercalary asterism form-

ed by the contiguous parts ofthe 21st and the 22nd asterisms

—

[Jtharashada and Sravana. The Lunar Zodiac, however, contains

only twenty seven. Abijith was expunged long ago and does not

C
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ocdigr in any of the other systems of astrology: as far as I. know.

The Samhithas make mention of twenty-eight, including Abijithj

but writers life Prof. Max Muller are ofopinion that the original

number was twenty seven.

Want of space forbids further development of the subject

and a detailed examination of the subtler principles. The &rther

we go into the study, the deeper the revelations. To one who

has carefully examined the Six Systems, the whole universe will

seem an Institution of Astrology. Planets foretell the condition

ofthe atmosphere, the nature of the seasons, the condition ofplant

and animal life, the disposition ofthe mind, and the course of man’s

destiny. The mental and the physical qualities of man are mould-

ed by the quality and influence of the stars and planets to which

everything else in the world is subjected. Moving inwards the

Clock of Astrology indicates the ^mental variety’ in man, the path

of experience and renunciation, by which the evolving Ego, abs-

tracted from all earthly considerations, becomes one with the

Divine. Moving outwards, the Clock declares the law of the world-

events, the destinies of nations and of individuals, on every side of

existence. This is its ‘physical variety.’ The inward movement

of the clock shows the religious, as its outward movement, the

business side, so to speak, of the One Life that pervades the

universe. The world is the shop, the planets and the asterisms are

the Directors, and Cause and Eflfect, the Chancellors of the Exche-

quer, It has been said that planets influence the destinies of

nations. Furthermore, each planet has its own World-System

—

p.

Race of Humanity, specifically embodying the strength and quali-

ties which that- planet stands for. We have the Solar Itace—tjie,

Race of the Sun, the planet who, as already: observed, represents

Prana. King Rama with his bow, illustrating the law of heaven to

raise what is low and bring down what 'is high, Hanuman of indomi-

table spirit, of pervasive and ubiquitous nature,Ravana stem, severe

and unbending were all mahifestations, by the Jivatma, of Frana-

Sakthi^ the predominant quality of the Sun, which was generally

distributed among the people of the Solar Race. We have next the

Lunar Race.Yuddhishtra, the meek, Bhima, the vindictive, Aijuna,
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the chivalrous, the diplomatic Krishna^ the generous Kama, the

devoted G-handhari, the bigh-souled Bhishma, the blunt Bala*

rama, the imperious Droupadhi, the loyal Drona> the jealous

Dhuryodhana and the unprinciided Sakuni were all of the Lunar

Race—the race of the Moon in which the qualities of the Mind

—

the realm of the Moon—were prominently brought into view by the

Jivatma. Valour and heroism were the key-note of the Solar Race

as ambition and chivalry were the key-note of the Ijunar. The

former represented the Sun (Prana-Sakthi) ; the latter the Moon
(•Manas),

The present is the race of Mars, embodying the utilitarian

spirit which is the predominant quality, as stated before, of Mars.

Mars, as described in the preceding pages, is the Deva of the

material plane. The growing spirit of utility has called to its

assistance electricity and . steam, has seized ui^on the hidden

wealth in things and transformed them into handmaids to ad-

minister to all the wants of the body. In the unceasing struggle

of life, he (Mars) spans the heavens by Zeppelins and sounds the

depths and shoals of the ocean by sub-marines—all prompted by

eai’th-hunger. The war that is now going on in Europe rs a

demonstration of the activity of the Jivatma, influenced by MarS^

—

the utilitarian spirit. In the*use that is now made of Zeppejins and

sub-marines,, we have witnessed the tragic phases of the activity

attributed to him by the doctrine ofastrology. Modern utilitariani-

sm, distributed by Mars among the race, is making such revolu-

tionary discoveries that one would wonder if the world will cease

to marvel at the achievements of the heroes of the Solar and Lunar

races. If valour and heroism, ambition and chivalry,

Vere the respective distinctions of the Solar and the liunar races,

gluttony and utilitarianism mark the race of Mars. In the coming

race^ the influence of Mercury is bound to predominate, and. the

geniuses that now and then appear in different parts of the world,

few and far between, give promise of a race wherein intellectuali-

sm will be the paramount force, manifested by the Jivatma.

* Manas is defined in the Upanishads as the organ of think-

ing, peryaded by the senses,
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I have ventured to expatiate upon the subject of astrolofify,

at some length, not because books are written but because [ have

found its truth attested in my deepest experience. In my pre-^

sent method of life is the confession that I do not know what

to do with the promise of Brahma-Rundhra and I am pretty sure

thtft, were it possible that I should not be bom, there would be

no gap in the system of the universe. But, having come to birth,

the chief question is how to be guided in the pursuit of worldly

happiness ? It is easy to marry in haste, to unite in passion and

propagate, to build a mansion and multiply luxuries ad infinitum^

All these things are as much the need of the inferior animals as

of mine. But the question of all questions is the c|uestion when

shall I marry, when shall 1 unite in sexual love, how shall I build,

enjoy, move, preserve health and prolong life and so discipline

-every function of existence as to evoke the true melody of life,

and procure greater and more lasting achievements by co-

operating with the laws of nature ? If these are important matters

for consideration, if marriage and sexual union are indispensable

to respectability and happiness, on this side the grave, and if the

universe is governed by a law, and is law itself, where is the wis-

dom in ignoring or denying the existence of a law for determin-

ing suitability of marriage and the time for celebrating it, so that

the union may be fruitful of mutual bliss and the oftspring,

such as the married coujilemay be proud of? Divorces and futile

marriages are only accounted for from the standpoints of astro-

logy. Sir Bulwer Lytton, in pages so charming, has stated that

the .world’s great question is “ What will he do with it”? More
momentous than that is the question “When and how will he do

it ’’? To this astrology alone has the right answer. As in food,

medicine, or music, so in Time, it is sdection that determines the

results.

What, it may be asked, about the objections raised against

astrology ? No good purpose is to be served by instancing in

detail the misconceptions that obtain among some professional

astrologers and among some of those who have sought their aid

for astrological information. Want of skill in the astrologer is by
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no means the only cause for the failure of any prediction. There

are also certain rules which the querist himself has to observe, even

if the object of consulting astrology he, as in many instances, to

satisfy a low, if not an insincere, curiosity. I, as an astrologer,

deserve neither praise nor censure. My defects may be due either

to poverty of genius or to imperfections of character. WTiat

matters it to astrology that my plea for the study of it here seems

puerile and my style unconvincing ? .
To reject the science on the

score of an incorrect prediction by some astrologer is fatal to all

sane investigation. There are only two methods of arriving.at

tfie truth—personal research and the testimony of others. One

must approach the subject in the spirit of a humble pupil of the

great sages and pursue its study, for a knowledge of astrology

will aUme reveal the secrets of astrology. A judgment not

founded upon any of these two methods is not entitled to any

weight. Nature unfolds her secret to him who pursues its study

in a disinterested spirit. Those who study it merely from a pro-

fessional jxiint of view can scarcely hope to contribute to the

advancement of the science.

«

It may, perhaps, be appropriate, in this connection, to (]uote

the reassuring words of Dr. Huxley. “Looking at the question

from the most rigidly scientific point of view, the assumption

that, amidst the myriads of worMs scattered through endless

space, there can be no intelligence as much greater than man’s as

his is greater than a black beetle’s ; no being endowed with the

powers of infiuencing the course of nature as much greater tlmn

^his as his is greater than a snail’s, seems not merely baseless

but impertinent. Without stepping beyond the analogy of that

which is known it is easy to people the cosmos with entities in

aseending scale until we reach something practically indistin-

guishable from Omniscience, Omnipotence and Omnipresence.

If our limited intelligence can, in some matters, surely reproduce

the past of thousands of years ago and anticiflate the future,

thousands of years hence, it is clearly within the limits of possi-

bility that some greater intellect, even of the same order, can

mirror the whole past and the whole future. ’’ This philosophy of
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a possibility, of Dr. Huxley, after the methods of Science, must

slumber beside the visions of the mighty Sages of India, after

the methods of Intuition. Science can go no further than re-

cognise the possibility, in such matters, for it can only describe

what is perceptible to sense. But the point on which I wish

to insist is more clearly
.
brought out by Dr. Richard Saunders,

(1671 ) a voluminous writer on these subjects who seems to have

telt something of the truth of this ancient and singularly fasci-

nating science. “ The stars he says, have such an influential

power over us that we act by them, and though they are but

Second Causes

t

their influences do so necessitate us that we cannot

avoid their fatality, unless we have recourse to the Fwst Cause

which governs this all ”.

The preee[its of astrology are founded upon tlie law of the

First ( -ause the doors of which are open to the intuition of tlie

Yogi. Galileo’s law of falling bodies and Newton’s law of motion

were all intuitions. Indian astrology is waiting for some historic

genius who, armed witli a salutary love of science, will demonstrate

its actuality attthe bar of tl^e ’'fealisrn of modern thought. No
human effort can deprive a science of its importance which the

most enlightened of all ages have contributed to build up. And,

as long as human judgment remains sound and well-balanced, the

testimony of a Garga, Parasara, Varaha Mihira, Pulaha, Cha-

yana, Brigu, Vyasa and other illustrious luminaries will be enti-

tled to decided preference and veneration.

I must here express my gratitude to Pandit Sri. ISaptharishi

Bhaghavathar Avl. of Tanjore for his scholarly services in the up-

hill work of manipulating and editing the original Samskrit text. •

Those who are able to love Astrology will be interested to learn

that an Association has been formed with the object of promoting

the Study, Investigation and Practice of the Science, and that

this Book is issued under its auspices, in the earnest belief that

every reader will, by his affectionate attention to its precepts,

call the blessings of the Hierarchy of Planets on his exertions,

so requisite for his well-being.

January^ N. P. SUBRAMANIA IyEK.



KALAPRAKASIKA.

FOREWORD.

CHAPTER I.

I worship the Eternal Narasimha Deva, brilliant as

the spotless crystal and eternally seated with the Goddess
Maha Lakshmi on the throne resplendent with gems.

I. adore ^Viswaksena, the Commander-in-Chief of

Mahavishnu, the Wearer of the Discus, by meditation upon
whom all impediments vanish at a distance.

I go unto the lotus feet of Vadhula Varadachary for

shelter, by contemplating which all obstacles disperse.

1 offer my humble salutation to Narasimharya, the

head of the family of Vadhoola, who easily bestows on his

devotees all enjoyments here, oh earth, and salvation,

hereafter.

1 prostrate myself at the feet of Samarapungava who
has received the grace of K^topayantra Yogindra,

and is well-versed in Logic, Grammar, Mimamsa and other

sciences and whose incarnation has made the world happy.

Having thoroughly mastered the ancient text books

oil the science,'!, Narasimhan, the son of Varadarya, of the

family of Baradwaja at Proudarayapuram (Poli-Pakkam)

distinguished for virtue, learning and parentage, propose

to write this book, Kalaprakasika, embodying the essen-

tial principles of the science of Astrology.

. The student t.'ying to master the contents of the

various ancient astrological works is likely to feel bewil-

dered, finding them too high and elaborate ; only here and
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there aoes he find any nutriment td his mind. The aim
oi this compilation is to present the substance of the

several astrological texts in a concise and intelligible form.

In preference to other works, such as Muhoorta PaddhaH,
on the subject, 1 trust that this treatise of mine will be

appreciated by the world for whose benefit it is intended.

Study of the Psnchangam.—He who makes a study of the

Panchangam (almanac)—the Tithi, the Varam, the

Nakshatra, the Yoga and the* Karana of every day

—

becomes free from all sins. Knowledge of Tithi brings

prosperity ; knowledge of Varam prolongs life ; knowledge

oi Nakshatra causes the destruction of sins
; knowledge

of Yoga gives immunity from disease ; knowledjge of

Karana leads to success in all endeavors. Thus,

‘*Pancha-angam" (the five Angas or Limbs) bestows five

kinds of blessing. To the best of “ Dvijas ” a knowledge

of astrology is absolutely essential, for, thereby, he obtains

the fourfold bliss, namely, Dharma, Artha, Kama and

Moksha. He who, without t, prijper study of the autho-

rities, professes to have a knowledge of astrology,

administration of justice, penal laws, or medical science,

is said to commit a sin equal to that of murdering a

Brahmana. He who pretends to a knowledge of any
science without a careful study of thd authoritative

texts thereon—be he painter, poet, physician or astrologer

—is condemned to hell, as long«as the Sun and the Moon
endure. But he who interprets the science in the light of

the authorities, with a knowledge of its theory and

practice is said to meet With a reward greater than that

bestowed upon the performer of Asvamedha sacrifice.

In the same manner, the astrologer who has a thorough

knowledge of the beneficial and adverse effects of a

Miihoortha, receives a benefit, meritorious to him beyond

measure and is praised in the three worlds. Any treatise

on astrology should be based on accurate and well-

grounded kyowledge. Charlatanry is a crime. The true
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an act of dishonour to him loses the rewards due for all

one’s acts of virtue.

Just as a lighted lamp illuminates the objects around

it,
" Kalaprakasika” mirrors the quality of Time. Though

there are more; elaborate treatises on the subject, 1 trust

that to those who have an eye for real merit this book will

be of absorbing interest. Good and evil are the constitutive

elements ofTime. A day, absolutely auspicious and devoid

of adverse moments, is rare even in the experience

of the Devas ;
it is the duality of both. Innumerable

are the adverse influences that manifest through each

one of the twenty seven asterisms
;
and there is no aste-

rism but manifests some unfavourable quality. As, there-

fore, it is impossible to find a wholly auspicious day il;

would be well to choose one in which there is a prepon-

derence of benefic, over adverse, effects.
* • The

following texts have been consulted in the compilation

of this work:— Vahsishtam, Kaladheepam, Kaladharsam.

Paddhathi, Naradheeyam, Ahthrayam, Vachaspathyam

and several other authorities. -

JATHA-KARMA-THE CHILD'S NATIVITY.

CHAFFER II.

This Samskara, known as Jatha-Karma, should b«

done immediately after the child’s birth. The learned

say that the appropriate time for the function is before com-

mencing to suckle the child or before cutting off the nayel

string. If, however, one should miss that period, an aus.

picious day, thereafter, (after cutting off the nlivel string)
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should be selected according to the rules. The father

should have a look at the child at a very lucky moment
so that their lives may be fruitful of mutual good. To
see the child when the rising sign js a fixed one, and the

moon well-dignified, improves health, prolongs life and
increases prosperity.

•

Birth (by astrology) is determined in three ways

—

(r) The moment of appearance of the head, (2) The moment
of appearance of the tip of the nose, (3) The moment of

parturition- of the child. The position of the planets must
be noted the moment the nose is sighted. [ In practice,

hov/ever, the 3rd alone constitutes birth.] The father

must look at the child soon after its birth. In doing so, it

is stated that the father discharges his duty to his Pitris

(fore-fathers). He should, then, with the permission of the

Brahmanas, have his bath with clothes on, in a river or a

tank, facing north. Anger, niggardliness, contempt for

the Sastras, indifference to the advice of learned Brahma-
nas, ill-merited charity, atheistic turn of mind—all these

should be flung away, for they prove fatal even to Indra’s

son. Gifts of cow, ehrth, gold, cloth, jewel and sesamum,

and paddy seeds should be given away. This over, the

strength of the Lagna (the Ascendant) should be consider-

ed, because the learned in astrology give much importance

to the Lagna. The birth of the child must be made known
to the astrologer who will note the configuration of. the

planets at the time. I'he astrologer must not however be

approached empty-handed. If the father be an astrologer

himself, he may reflect upon the quality of the horoscope

'

himself.

#
' • • *

General Judgment on a Nativity.—The Sun, the Moon,

Mars and Kethu, occupying the Lagna (Ascendant) affect

the parents and the child adversely. The mother -will die

if the 2nd bouse be occupied by the Sun, Saturn and Mars.
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Mercury in tbe jrd house brings evil on the mother.

Rafau in the 4th house hurts tbe child. The Stm, the

Moon, Saturn and Mars in the 5th house cause evil to the

parents, brothers and the native. The moon in the 6th

house in conjunction with a malelid planet causes danger

to the life of the mother.

Any malefic in the- Ttfa houw will cause evil to the

mother.

The Moon in the 8th, 9th or loth house, without

Jupiter in any of the quadrants (ist, 4th, 7th and loth

houses from the Lagna) has an adverse effect on the son.

Any planet- in the IIth house produces good. The
Sun, Saturn and Mars in the 12th house bring evil oji the

parents and the son.

The Sun in the 5th house, the Moon in the 7th and

Saturn in the loth house prove fatal to the son, the

mother and the father respectively.

Any planet in the 8th house produces evil. Mars in

the 8th house causes danger to the uncle (of the nativ^.

Mars in the Lagna (Ascendant) with the Sun and Saturn

in the 7th, 3rd or 2nd house causes danger to the child

instantly. The Moon in the ^4th house, and Mars in tbe

7th cause danger to the mother within seven days.

The Sun and Saturn in the 12th house, and wariing

>l0Qn in tbe 7th cause danger to the Either instantly ;
if as*

pected by benefic planets the father will live three years.

Rahu and Kethu in any of the Kendras (quadrants)

aspected by malefics cause dan^r to the life of the son.

The same planets in the 9th bouse, aspected by- malefics,

bring evil on the father in three days.

Malefics in the 3rd house have an adverse effect on

the brothers. If the 3rd house be occupied by malefics,
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aspected by such, the brothers will be quickly aflfected.

If aspected by benefics, they will be affected in eight

years.

Saturn in the Lagna (Ascendant) in conjunction with

another malefic, causes danger to the life of the native in

sixteen years. Saturn and a malefic planet in the Lagna

aspected by malefics cause the same result in a month or

in a year.

The Sun, the Moon, Mars and Saturn occupying the

5th house have a tendency to effect the lives of the father,

mother, brothers and of the native respectively.

Saturn in the 7th house affects the father. The Sun
in the 7th house affects the mother. Mars in the 7th

house affects the native.

The Sun, in conjunction with a malefic occupying

any of the movable signs such as Aries or Cancer, affects

the lives of the native and his father by means of poison,

water or a weapon.

Saturn in the 4th house, the Moon in the 7th and

Mars in the loth cause danger to life by drowning in a well,

or by means of a rebellion. The Sun and the Moon, sta-

tioned in Virgo, having the aspect of malefics, produce

danger to life by means of water or rebellion, if Virgo be

the Ascendant in the Radical—horoscope of the child at

birth.

The Sun in Pisces, and the Moon in the 7th sign there-

from, (Virgo) in conjunction with a malefic surely produce

danger to life through women living in the house of the

native.

Death by fire or by trident occurs when the 4th house

is occupied by the Sun or by Mars and the 8th or 9th house

by the Moon. The Sun in the 4th, Mars in the 7th and
Saturn in the loth cause destruction by weapon, by fire

or by apparition.
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Saturn in the and, the Moonin the 4th, and Mars in the

loth produce harm through wounds or vermin.

Mars in the 5th, the Sun in the loth, and the Moon in

the 8th cause death by means of trees, or conveyances

such as carriage or horse. If Gemini or Virgo be the

Ascendant, and the Sun and the Moon, aspected by male-

fics, occupy the same, there will be likelihood of death by

drowning or from horned quadrupeds or from a tiger or

any other beast having his teeth for his weapon.

* • • •

Bhava relating to Son and Wife.— If the 5th house

from the.Lagna (Ascendant), or from the house occupied

by the Moon be held by its lord, or by any other benefic,

or aspected by a benefic, the native will have good sons

;

otherwise, there will be no son.

Mars in the 5th house causes danger to the life of the

son.

If the 7th hous4 from the Lagna (Ascendant) or from

the house occupied by the Moon be ruled by benefics the

native will have a virtuous wife. 'I'his effect will be

vitiated if the 7th house be aspected by a malefic. The
wife will be adversely affected if Virgo be the Lagna
(Ascendant) and the Sun occupies it, with Saturn in Pisces.

The issue will be the same if the 7th house be occupied by

the Sun, with Venus in the 5th or in the 9th house from the

Lagna—any Lagna.

If the 4th and 8th house from Venus be occupied by

malefics, the wife will suffer by means of fire or from a fall.

If, at the time of the birth of a person, the house of

Saturn or Mars be the Lagna the 7th house being

occupied by the Moon and Venus, he will either lose his

w ife early or, she will remain barren of children.
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If the 7th house be oceupied by Venus or the Moon
aspected by male planets, the native will marry a girl of

suitable family.

The Sun in the 6th house and the Moon in the i2th

tend to make the husband and the wife blind.

A person, born when the Moon is in the loth house,

Venus in the 7th. and malehcs in the 4th house from the

Lagna (Ascendant), will himself bring about the ruin of

his family and will be the last of his race.

The Moon in Taurus, Cancer or Scorpio makes the

native liable to diseases of the skin.

If malehcs, not in touch with benehcs, aspect the

Lagna (Ascendant) and the Moon, and if Jupiter occupies

any house other than the Kendras (quadrants), danger to

the life of the father must be predicted.

« « • •

Points relating to the life of the Native.— If Rahu occupies

any of the Kendras (quadrants), the native will have the

risk of losing his life in 10 or i6 years, and, earlier

still, if that planet be aspected by malehcs alone, and not

by benefics.

If the Lord of the 8th house be Mars, and Jupiter

occupies it, the Moon having* the aspect of maleilcs, the

native will likely meet with death in three years, if Venus
does not aspect Jupiter or the Moon.

If the Lord of the 4th. 6th or 8th house be Mars and

retrograde Venus occupies it, aspected by Mars, the native

will be exposed te calamity in 2 years.
•

If Saturn be in combination with the Sun and the

Moon in the 5th house, the Native will be liable to die in

his 9th year.
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If a malefic occupies the 8th house aspected by
another malefic, death occurs in a year. •

A person born when the Moon is in Leo, and Venus
in the 6th or 8th house, aspected;by benehcs, will die in six

years.

If sign Cancer be the 6th or the 8th house from the

Lagna (Ascendant) and Mercury occupies it (Cancer)

aspected by the Moon, the native is likely to meet with

ruin in a year.

Kethu occupying the Lagna (Ascendant) tends to cause

danger to the life of the person in two months. Saturn

with any other malefic occupying the Lagna (Ascendant)

produces a similar effect in sixteen days.

If Saturn be in the Ascendant aspected to other male>

iics, the same effect will manifest in a month or in a year.

If the Moon occupies the 6th or the 8th house, there

will be danger to life in a year. If the Moon be aspected

by malefics tHe same effect will come to pass earlier. If

she be aspected by benefics alone the same effect will a*))-

pear in eight years ; aspected by malefics and benefics to>

gether she produces the same effect in four years.

If the 8th house from th^ Sun be occupied by Saturn

and Mars, bereft of the aspecf of benefics, the father dies

early.

If malefics occupy ^th, 8tb and 9th houses from
.the Moon, both the mother and the child will be threatened

with death.

If the Lagna (Ascendant) be Pisces and if the 3rd

house be occupied by the Sun and the Moon the child will

be liable to contract disease. The child will be exposed
to the risk of losing its life in 3 days.

If the Ascendant, 5th or 9th house, therefrom, be

occupied by the Moon, with the Sun in the 4th or the 8th

2
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house, the child will suffer from bad disease and will be
liable to lose it^life in 3 days.

If the sth or (he 9th
.house from the Moon be occupied

by the Sun, the chiH will succumb to a bad disease in

20 days.

If, at the moment of birth, -the ist, 4th, 7th or loth

house from the Lagna (Ascendant) be occupied by Mars
alone, without Jupiter in any of those houses, ihe issue

will be a still-born child. It will pass away after birth, if

the Sun occupies the Lagna, the 8th house therefrom being

ocetiDied by any planet, with Jupitei located anywhere
except in a quadrant.

If the Sth house be occupied by several planets the

f-hild will be alive only for a week or a month.

If, at the moment of birth, the Lagna be occupied by
Mars with Venus in a quadrant the child will die when
Mars makes a round and comes again to the same point of

the Zodiac.

If the Sth house be occupied by the lord of the Lagna
aspected by all the malefics, death will be certain in four

months.

If, at the moment of birth, the Sun occupies a movable
sign, in combination with malefics, danger by means of

poison, water or weapon must be predicted.

The Ears—If the 3rd or the i ith house from the Lagna
(Ascendant) be occupied by the Moon in combination with
malefics, the native will be in danger of losing his ears

(power of hearing) at once
; but, if aspected by malefics,

the same will come to pass in course of time.

The Eyes—Saturn in the 12th house affects the right
eye

; and Mars in the 12th affects the left.

The Sun in the 8th house, the Moon in the 6th and
Mars in the 12th cause injury to the eye by cruel diseases.
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If malefics. occupying the 3rd, 5th, gth or roth house,

be not aspected to benefics, the ears, the teeth or power
of speech will be affected.

A person born when Rahu is in the Lagna ana the

Sun in the 7th house will become blind.

If the 6th or the 8th house be occupied by the Moon in

conjunction with malefics, or, if the Sun and the Moon
be in the 8th house, there will be loss of sight, if Rahu
governs the Ascendant.

# * #

Influence of Asterisms. A son born during the first

quarter of asterism Mula affects the life of the father
;

if

birth takes place during the second quarter of that

asterism the mother will suffer ; if birth be in the third

quarter, there will be loss of property
;
the fourth quar-

ter of the asterism is good, and the son, born during that

time, will have posterity, wealth, health, happiness and
power of speech, besides being esteemed by kings,

though possessed of a tendency to prove a source of distress

to the family.

A person born under asterism Purvashada ,at a time

when the Ascendant is Sagittarius, or, under asterism

Pushya at a time when the.;Ascendant is Cancer, brings

trouble on the father. Birth in the first quarter of

Purvashada or ; Pushya causes trouble to the father

;

birth in the second quarter affects tne mother ;
birth in

the third quarter affects the native himself ; birtn in tne

fourth is disastrous to the (maternal) uncle.

A person born in the third quarter of the ascerisras

Hastha and Barani is likely to lose his parents.

A person born in the hrst quarter of asterism Utharar

Palguni, in the second quarter of Hastha, in the third

quarter of Aslesha or in the fourth quarter of Barani

affects the life of the parents., the father will Suffer if the

child be a male, and the metber if the Child be a female.
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A person, born under asterism Utharapalguni,

Pushya. Purvasbada, Chithra, Aslesha, Mula or

Jyeshta affects the life of the father. The adverse effects

referred to will disappear if the father keeps aloof from

the child for 2 months, 3 months, 8 months, 6 months,

9 months, 8 years and 1 5 days respectively.

Birth Under Asterism Jyeshta.—Divide the total duration

of asterism Jyeshta into ten parts. Birth of the child in the

first part affects the maternal grand-mother, in the second,

it affects the maternal grand-father; in the third, the

maternal uncle, in the f urth, the mother; in the fifth,

the native himself
; in the sixth, the family ; in the

seventh, the relations of the parents ; in the eighth, the

elder brother ; in the ninth, the father-in-law ; and in the

tenth, it affects everybody. If the lord of the rising

Navamsa, at the time, be the Sun, the father will be afflict-

ed
;
the Moon, Mars and Saturn, as lords of the Navam-.

sas, afflict the mother, the maternal uncle and the brother

of the native respective^'. Jupiter, .Venus and Mercury

have the same effect on the native if the moment of birth

coincide with Thyajyam.

Dhins'Mrithyu and Dhina.Rogam. - If the Amsas, speci-

fied above, synchronise with Dhina-Mrithyu and Dhina-

Rogam, the effect will be as stated above.

Gaadantbam.—The last two ghatikas of Aslesha, the

first 2 ghatikas of Magha, the last two ghatikas of Jyeshta,

and the first two of Mula, the last two of Revathi and the

first two of Aswini are called Gandantham. This is

Nakshatra Gandantham.

The last two Ghatikas of Panchami, Dhasami, Full-

Moon and New-Moon are Gandanthams. This is Thithx

Gandantham.

The last Navamsas of Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, and the

first of Aries, Leo and Sagittarius are Rasi Gandanthams.
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The Effect of Gaodanthams.—Nakshathra Gandantham
adversely aftects the parents, brothers of the native and

the native himself ; Rasi Gandantham affects the family

to which the native belongs ;
Thithi Gandantham affects

his parents. Some writers think that Gandantham is a

thoroughly malefic period and that it deals death all

round.

A child, born during Gandantham, is not likely to

live long. If alive, the parents and the brothers, the

grand-father and the grand-mother of the child will be

affected.

A person born (i) during Vishti, suffers from poverty;

(2) during Gulika, will have deformed limbs; (3) during

Yama-Ganda, will not'have legs to stand on
; (4) during

Rikthai, will be a hermophrodite
; (5) during Vy;:thee-

patham, will have defective limbs
; (6) during Parigha, will

lose his life
; (7) during Soolam, his family will perish ; he

will be abandoned by his family and will have few enjoy-

ments (8) during New-Moon, will be deprived of his

lands ; (9) during Vaidhrithi, the father will meet with

death.

A person, born under an asterism affected by eclipse

will be afflicted with disease ; born under an asterism
A

governed by a' malefic, he tVill be troubled by his

enemies.

Birth on Chathurdasi of the Dark Fortnight.—Divide the

,
tcjtal ghatikas for Chathurdasi into six periods. Birth of

a person during the first period produces no harm. Birth

during the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth and the

sixth periods adversely affects and causes disaster to the

father, the mother, the uncle, the cattle and the children

respectively.

Planets in Exaltation.— If, at the time of birth of a per-

son, a single planet be exalted, the person will be free

from all misfortunes
;
if two planets be exalted, he will be
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the ruler of a territory ; if three planets be exalted, he

will be a king : if four planets be exalted, he will be an

emperor ; if Bve planets be in their exaltation, he will

have the sovereignty of the earth.

The effects of planets in debilitatton will be the

reverse of what is stated above for planets in their exalta-

tion. The beneficial influence will diminish according to

the degree of depression of the planets.

If, at the time of birth, the Sun be exalted, the person

will become the commander of an army; if the Moon
be exalted, he will have wealth and corn

;
if Mars be

exalted, he will have authority over forest lands
;

if Mer-

cury be exalted, he will have fortune from royalty : if

Jupiter be exalted, he will be a wealthy king; if Venus be

exalted, he will have wealth from royalty ;
if Saturn be

exalted he will be as powerful as a king.

Sunabah Yoga, - Planets, excepting the Sun, occupying

the 2nd house from the Moon, produce the Yoga known
as Sunabah.

Anabah Yoga- -Pl.nnets, excepting the Sun, occupying

the 1 2th house from the Moon, produce the Yoga known
as Anabah.

Dhufudhura Yoga. Planets, excepting the 3un, occupy-
ing both the 2n(i and the 12th houses from the Moon,
produce the Yoga known as Dhurudhura

A person born under the aforesaid three Yogas will

be well-educated, long-lived and of wide reputation.

Vahsi Yoga. -Planets, excepting the Moon, -occupying

the second house from the Sun form Vahsi Yoga.

Vaysi Yoga. - Planets excepting the Moon, occupying

the 1 2th house from the Sua form .Vaysi Yoga.

Ubacbari.— Planets, excepting the Moon, occupying

both the second and the 1 2th houses from the Svn form

Ubachari.
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These Yogas produce world-wide reputation, be-

sides the benefits of Anabha, Sunabha and Dhurudhura

Yogas.

Gafa'Kesari Yoga.—Jupiter occupying the 4th, 7th or

10th house from the Moon—this is known as Gajakesari

Yoga. A person born under this Yoga will have wealth,

good reputation, happiness and knowledge of several

sciences.

Illegitimacy. If the Lord of the Hora, at birth, occupy

an inimical sign, and if the Lagna (Ascendant) or the

Rasi (sig^ occupied by the Moon at birth) be not aspected

by Jnpiter, the native must be deemed to have been born

out of wedlock.

If the Sun and the Moon together occupy an inimical

sign, and do not aspect the Lagna (Hora Lagna) the birth

of the person should be considered illegitimate.

«

If the Sun and the Moon, occupying the same
sign, be not aspected by Jupiter, or, if all these three be in

debilitation, the birth is illegitimate.

Sterility. —A person born * when the seventh and the

twelfth houses are occupied by malehcs and the 5th house

by waning Moon, will have a wife barren of offspring

—according to some astrologers.

Enlarged Testicles. -A person born at a time when the

7th house from the Ascendant is occupied by Mars in

conjunction with Venus, aspected by malefics. will have

enlarged testicles to be surt

A person born during the intervals known as Dhina-

Mrithyu and Dhina-Roga will also have similar

testicles.
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RISING SIGNS AND PLANETARY ASPECTS.

Aries.— If the rising sign be Aries, at birth, the

native will be poor ; if the sign be occupied or aspected

by Mars, the native will be devoted to agricultural

work ;
if the sign be aspected by Jupiter, the native will

have a humble profession.

Tauru^--If, at the moment of birth of a person, the

rising sign be Taurus, the person will be possessed of

wealth and cows, if the sign- he aspected by the Moon ; if

Venus occupies or aspects the sign he will have many
enjoyments.

Gemini.— If, at the time of the birth of a person, the

Ascendant be Gemini, the native will be able to acquire a

knowledge of all arts and sciences and will be

addicted to many women, if the sign be occupied by

Mercury ; aspected by Mercury, he will be learned in the

four Vedas.

Cancer, - If, at the time of birth of a person, the Ascen-

dant be Cancer, occupied or aspected by the Moon, the

person will enjoy great happiness ; if occupied or aspect-

ed by Jupiter, he will have immense wealth and comfort.

Leo. If, at birth, the Ascendant be Leo, the native

will be courageous, heroic and capable of prevailing over

all.

Virgo -If, at birth, the Ascendant be Virgo, the native

will have many wives, will give birth to daughters,

and will be in humble life
;

if occupied or aspected by

benefics, he will have Immense wealth and corn.

Libra If, at birth, the Ascendant be Libra, the person

will live in comfort, will be a man of few words, truthful

and skilled in trade ;
if the sign be occupied by Venus, he

will be an eminent nobleman.
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Scorpio— If, at birth, Scorpio be the Ascendant, the

person will have a tendency to be cruel, devoid of charac-

ter and mean-mi.ided, if the sign be occupied by Mars
;

aspected by Mars, he will have command over armies.

Sagittarius - If, at birth, Sagittarius be the Ascendant,

the native will have a disposition to evil ways, if birth

takes place in the first half of that sign ;
if born in the

second half, he will be prodigiously wealthy ; if Jupiter

occupies either half of the sign, the native will be a king.

Capricorn -If, at birth, the Ascendant be Capricorn,

the native will have a weak intellect, wealth and happi-

ness ; if the sign be aspected by Saturn, he will have a

capacious stomach and will eat many kinds of food
;

if

aspected by benefics, he will become a king.

Aquarius If. at birth, the Ascendant be Aquarius, the

native will be poor, miserly, firm-minded, jealous, wicked

and addicted to thieving; if aspected by benefics, he will^

be a king.

Pisces -lf^ at birth, the Ascendant be Pisces, the native

will have a long and comfortable life
;

if Venus occupies

the sign, he will be a king. '

ON THE MOON IN THE SEVERAL SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC.

A person born with the Moon in sign Aries will

have round red eyes, slightly copper-coloured ; will

be a moderate eater of hot vegetable food ; will be easily

pleased: fond of travels and sexual intercourse; will

have weak knees ; will have no permanent wealth ; will

be valiant and attached to women ; will skilfully carry out

orders
;

will have deformed nails and a scar on the

head ; will be self-respecting, will be the eldest of his

brothers ; will have lines on his palm of tlie shape of

Sakti (a weapon) ; will be capricious ; and will be afraid
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Moon in Taurus- A person born with the Moon in

sign Taurus will be handsome and of attractive gait ; will

have stout thighs and broad face
;
will have a mole on a

side of his hip
;
will be of generous nature ;

will put up

with misfortunes ; will be a man of influence ; will have

daughters and will be aloof from his relations
;
the native

will have a tendency to phlegmatic affections ; will lead a

blessed life : will be patient ; will be a good eater ; will bo

affectionate to his wife and steady in friendship : will be

happy in the middle and last part of his life though

unhappy when young.

Moon in Gemini< at birth, gives the native a gallant

nature, keen intellect, sweet speech and an inclination for

good eating, music and dance
;
will have copper-coloured

eyes and curly hairs
;
will be witty and learned in the

sciences; will have a keen perception of others' motives

and a handsome body ; the native will be learned in the

sciences
;
will be served and res, ;cted by hermophrodites

and will have a flat nose.

Moon in Cancer A person born with the Moon in

Cancer, will walk fast with his body bent
;
will have a high

hip; will be under the influence of women
;
will have

good friends; will be learned in astrology; will have
many houses

;
will acquire wealth as the waning Moon

acquires light
;
will be of short stature ; will have stout

neck ; will be moved by sweet words ; will occupy an i

influential position ; will be inclined to have friendship of

those of quality or good position, and will be fond of

water and gardens.

Moon in Leo A person born with the Moon in Leo
will be easily offended ; will have broad face, cheeks and

brown eyes ; will have few sons ; will hate women
;
will

be fond of animal food and forests; will be angry for

nothing ; will suffer.from. hunger, thirst, stomach-ache and
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tooth-ache ;
will have mental anxieties

; will be generous ;

will have a deformed body and a steady mind, proud and

attached to his mother.

Moon in Virgo -A person born with the Moon in Virgo

will acquire education easily, will have a self-sacrificing

nature, a handsome face and phlegmatic constitution ; will

be truthful, learned in the sciences, virtuous, cultured and

fond of sexual union ;
will enjoy the house and property

of other men ; will live in foreign places ; will be of sweet

speech, will have daughters and few sons.

Moon in Libra—A person born with the Moon in

Libra will respect the Devas, Brahmanas and holy men in

general ; will be intelligent and clean ;
will be subject to

the influence of women ;
will be tall : will have a raised

nose and an excellent constitution ;
will be clever and fond

of travelling ; will be rich ; will have a defective limb;,

will be strict in business dealings ;
will be loved by the

Brahmanas ; will be a benefactor to his kinsmen by whom
he will be rejected.

Moon in Scorpio—A person born with the Moon in

Scorpio will have broad eyes, broad chest, round shanks,

thighs and knees ; will be aloof from his parents and
teachers: will suffer from illitess when young; will be
respected by the king’s family

;
will be of brown colour ;

will be of cruel nature
; will have lines in his hand of

the shape of fish, will be like the Moon to the sea of his

race and will have seme defect in his feet.

Moon in Sagittari—A person born with the Moon in

Sagittari will have a straight face and a sunken belly

;

will spend his paternal property ; will be a poet ;
will be

a hero ; will have big crooked teeth, will be weak ; will

be diligent ; will undertake various works ;
will be short

and deformed; will be skilled in sculpture, will have

/
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disfigured nails and fleshy arms
; will have a keen intel-

lect : will be charitable : will be strong in kinship, and
will be amenable only to kind words.

Moon in Capricorn A person born with the Moon in

Capricorn will treat his wife and children with kindness ;

will pretend to be charitable
; will have weak lower limbs,

fine eyes, and slender waist
; will grasp other people’s

thoughts ; will be prosperous and sluggish ; will have a

cool constitution
; will be lethargic on account of lust, will

be dutiful and strong, and attached to women of low caste,

.nd will be miserly, shameless and unrelenting.

Moon in Aquarius- A person born with the Moon in

Aquarius will have a neck like that of a young elephant,

hands rough with hair, will have a prominent neck-bone,

will be tall ; will have large feet, thighs, back, buttocks ;

.will be in love with others’ wives; will have a disposition

to do evil, will be alternately subjected to prosperity and

adversity ; will be deceitful ; fond of flowers, perf^umes,

and friends and will be fond of travelling.

Moon in Pisces—A person born with the Moon in

Pisces, will be a dealer in property acquired from the

sea, will be attached to his wife ; will have a strong body,

not easily fatigued by fight, lofty nose an.d big head

;

will be attached to women and will be under their influ-

ence ; will have fine eyes and bright body ;
will unearth

and enjoy hidden treasures and will be learned.

•

REMEDIAL FORCES.

If the planet occupying the Ascendant be also in ex-

altation, therein, all adverse effects will be extinguished.

If, at birth, the lord, of the Ascendant, Jupiter or

Venus, occupies quadrants, the native will be long-lived,

will be very wealthy and will enjoy the favour of kings.
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A person born at a time when any ofthe three planets

(Mercury, Venus and Jupiter) occupies the quadrant and

is strong will not be affected by the evil influences of

other planets.

If, at birth, the Hora Lagna be occupied by Venus,

and any of the quadrants by Jupiter, the native will live a

hundred and twenty years, provided maleflcs do not

occupy the 8th house.

A well-dignified benefic, located in a quadrant or in a

trine, at birth, dispels all evil effects relating to the time

of birth, as the Sun dispels darkness.

Rahu occupying the 3rd, 6th or i ith house, from the

Ascendant, and aspected by benefics, destroys all impedi-

ments. Rahu, occupying Taurus, Cancer or Scorpio,

produces the same effect.

Jupiter, at birth, in full strength, located in the

Ascendant, in his own or friendly sign, in his exaltation,

in quadrant or in trine, or in Virgottama position com-

pletely diminishes all the adverse effects of other planets.

The influence of the planets. Mercury and Venus,

similarly located, is the same on adverse effects.

But Venus in the 7th house and Mercury in the 4th

from the Ascendant produce no good.

• Jupiter or Venus, occupying the Ascendant, gives the

native a life of one hundred years. Besides, the evil

effects produced by planets, located in the 8th house, will

sink.

If the Ascendant be governed by its Lord, (a benefic)

occupying the Navamsa of a benefic in Virgottama posi-

tion, and aspected by benefics, the person will be Iree from

the adverse effects of other planets. Some writers say
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that ttie malefic planets, located in the 3rd, 6th or nth
houses from the Ascendant and occupying Virgottama

position possess the same influence, even if the Ascendant
be aspected by a malefic.

If the Moon, occupying an evil sign, at birth, be

aspected by its lord or any friendl3' planet, the native

will watch over his child as a miser his store.

All adverse effects manifest in a horoscope will

vanish, if the Moon be (i) vvell-dignified, (2) Full-Moon.

(3) occupying Virgottama position, (4) aspected by benefic

planets, (5) in conjunction with benefit' planets, (6) in her

maximum strength.

All the adverse effects produced by planets will be

(•ompletely extinguished, if the Sun and the Moon be

located in their own Virgas, or in those of their friends,

or in the Virgas of benefic planets, or in conjunction with

benefics or aspected by them. They should, besides, be

free from the inimical aspects of. or association with,

malefic or inimical planets and should be strong in the

Shadvirgas,

HOROSCOPY OF WOMAN.

I now come to the horoscope of woman >:

—

A woman, horn at a time when the /th house from

the Ascendant is occupied by Venus and the Moon, will

become the wife of an aged man. If malefics occupy the

7th house, she will become a ividou' in early life.

A woman, born at a time when the Ascendant is

Scorpio, Capricorn, Aquarius or Aries occupied by either

Venus or the Moon and aspected by malefics, will become

a prostitute along with her mother.

If, at birth, the 8th house from the Ascendant be

occupied by Mars, the woman will become a widowy
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If, at birth, the 8th house be occupied by a malefic

and the 2nd by a benefic the wife willpredecease herhusband’—

she will die a “ Sumangali. ”

The Moon in Taurus, Scorpio, Leo or Virgo, at birth,

gives the native veryfew children.

If, at birth, Venus be the lord of the 7th house, the

woman ivill have a handsome husband.

If Mercury be the lord of the 7th house, the woman
will have a learned husband.

If Jupiter be the lord of the 7th house, she will have a

husband possessed ofgood qualities.

If the Sun be the lord of the 7th house she ivill have a

husband of amiable nature-, if that be occupied by the Sun,

she will be divorced by her husband.

If the 7th house be weak and unoccupied and has

the aspect of malefics alone (not of benefics) the woman
will have a contemptible husband. She herself will be either

barren or unfortunate, or, etf/7/ lead a vagrant life.

If the 7th house be a movable sign and if its lord be

located in another movable ^sign or in the Amsa of such

movable sign, the husband of the woman ivill be a traveller

in foreign land-i.

If the 7th house be a fixed sign and its lord in another

hxed sign, or in the Amsa of such fixed sign, the husband

will be confined to his house.

If the 7th house be occupied by the Sun. aspected by

inimical planets, the woman will be rejected by her husband.

If the 7th house be occupied b}' Mars, aspected by

inimical planets the woman will become a widow when

young.
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If the 7th house be occupied by Saturn, aspected by
inimical planets, the woman will live a prostitute till old

age.

If the 7th house be occupied by both malefics and

benefics, the woman will be inclined to commit adultery.

If the lord of the 7th house be a malefic and if it be

occupied by Saturn and Mars, the woman will become a

•widow.

If the lord of the 7th house be a weak malefic,

aspected by benefics, the woman ivill be rejected by her

husband and if he be in depression, or, if he occupy an

inimical sign, she will hate her husband.

If the Navamsa of Venus be occupied by Mars and

vice versa, the woman will be addicted to adultery ; if, in

addition to this, the Moon occupies the 7th house, the wife

will be immoral with the passive consent of her husband.

If the Ascendant be the house of Saturn, or Mars, or

the Sun or the Moon, occupied by Saturn and Venus, the

woman 'will be barren oj children, if the 5th house be

occupied or aspected by malefics.

If the lord of the 7th house be a benefic or if he

occupies a beneficial Navamsa in conjunction with benefics

or aspected by them, the woman will have beautiful hips,

will be loved by her husband and will indulge in manv
kinds of enjeyment.

'

If the 7th house be occupied by the Sun, and if the

Sun be located in his own Navamsa, the husband will be

amiable and voluptuous.

If the 7th house be occupied by the Moon, located in

her Navamsa, her husband will be of bad character

;

he will hold a position of authority.
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If the 7th house be occupied by Mars, and if he be

located in his Navamsa, her husband will be had after

womeH and indi^rnL

If the 7th heuse be occupied by Mercury, and if he be

located in his Navamsa the husband will be good-natured,

rich and able to control his passions.

It the 7th house be occupied by Jupiter, and if he be

located in his Navamsa, the husband of the woman
will have good sense and 'loealth.

If the 7th house be occupied by Venus, and if she be

located in her Navamsa, her husband will be handsome

and enctomui ivith loealth and corn.

If the 7th sign be occupied by Saturn, and if he be

located in his Navamsa, her husband will be foolhardy

and aged.

In this manner, matters connected tvith a woman's fortune

and husband should be determined from the yth house in the

Radical.

The Ascendant— If Mercury be the lord pf the Ascen-

dant and Venus and the Moon occupy it, the woman will

hate her husband, will have; comfort and will be self-

willed.

If the Ascendant be occupied by the Moon and Mer-

cury, the woman will be of a respectable family and ex-

tremely happy.

If the Ascendant be occupied by Venus and Mercury,

the woman will be rich, fair and well-born.

If the Ascendant be occupied by the Moon, Mercury
and Venus, the woman will indulge in many kinds of

enjoyment.
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If the Ascendant be occupied b3’ j'upiter, the woman
will have abundant wealth and will be happy in her sons

and friends.

If the 8th house be occupied by a malefic, and if that

maleHc occupies his own Navamsa, the woman will die in

the Dasa period of that planet.

A malefic, occupying the Ascendant, does good if the

Ascendant be his own house or house of exaltation.

If the Ascendant be Sagittarius, Pisces or Cancer, the

woman will suffer grief through her husband, son etc, if

malefics be there.

If the malefics occupying the Ascendant, the Sth or

the 9th house, be not associated with benefics. the woman
will go through several misfortunes.

Even if the 7th and 8th houses be occupied by male-

fics the woman will have a long and happy life with her

husband and her sons, if the 9th house be occupied b^' a

fortunate planet.

Thrimsanjsa. The I'hriinsamsa is largely used in

reading the horoscope of women.

[Thrimsamsa is a part of a sign of tne Zodiac divided

into thirty equal parts, each part being a degree. The
odd signs are Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius and

Aquarius. The even signs are Taurus, Cancer, Virgo,

Scorpio, Capricorn and Pisces. In the odd signs, the

first 5 degrees are the Thrimsamsas of Mars, the next 5

degrees are those of Saturn ; the next 8 degrees are those

of Jupiter ; the next 7 degrees are those of Mercury
;
and

the last 5 are those of Venus. In the even signs the first

5 degrees are those of Venus, the next 7 are those of Mer-

cury ; the next 8 are those of Jupiter ; the next 5 are those
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of Saturn and the last 5 are those of Mars. For odd signs

— Mars 5 'degrees. Saturn 5, Jupiter 8, Mercury 7, and
Venus 5—total 30 degrees. For even signs:—Venus 5,

Mercury 7, Jupiter 8, Saturn 5, Mars 5—total 30 degrees.]

PLANETARY THRIMSAMSA OF ZODIACAL SIGNS.

Aries Of Scorpio. -If, at birth, the Ascendant be Aries

or Scorpio, and Mars the lord ol the rising Thrimsamsa,

the woman will be disposed to wickedness and her children

will die ; if Saturn be the lord of the rising Thrimsamsa
she will be of bad conduct

;
if Jupiter be the lord of the

rising Thrimsamsa, she will have wealth and sons ; if

Mercury be the lord of the rising Thrimsamsa, she will be

of bad conduct
;

if Venus be the lord of the rising

Thrimsamsa, she will indulge in adulter}'.

Taurus or Libra- — If the Ascendant at birth be Taurus

or Libra, and Mars the lord of the rising Thrimsamsa, at

the time, the woman will be inclined to immorality and

will have very few sons ; if the lord of the rising Thrim-

.samsa be Saturn, her children will die and she will he

inclined to prostitution ;
if the lord of the rising Thrim-

samsa be Jupiter she will be chaste and good-natured: if

the lord of the rising Thrimsamsa be Mercury, she will be

full of virtuous qualities ; if the lord of the rising Thrim-

samsa be Venus, she will be rich and happy.

Gemini or Virgo- -If the Ascendant, at birth, be Gemini

or Virgo and Mars the lord of the rising Thrimsamsa, at

tW time, the woman will be attached to paramours and

will have very few sbns ; if the lord of the rising Thrim-

samsa be Saturn, she will be adulterous and all her child-

ren will die ;
if it be Jupiter, she will be good and chaste ;

if it be Mercury, she will be full of good qualities ;
if it be

Venus, she will be happy and enormously rich.

Cancer- If the Ascendant, at birth, be Cancer, and

the lord of the rising Thrimsamsa at the time be Mars, she

will be of independent nature and the children, born of
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be Saturn, she will live in foreign countries and will turn

out a prostitute ; if it be Jupiter, she will be connected

with royalty ; if it be Mercury, she will have a knowledge
of sculpture and will be much devoted to her husband ; if

it be Venus, she will be unchaste and will have very few
sons.

Leo- — If the Ascendant, at birth, be Leo, and Mars the

lord of the rising Thrimsamsa, at the time, the woman will

be wicked ; if the lord of the rising Thrimsamsa be Saturn

she will be barren ;
if it be Jupiter, she will be the wife

of a king
;
if it be Mercury, she will be of masculine nature ;

if it be Venus, she will associate with people unsuited to

her rank,

Sagittarius or Hsces.—If the Ascendant, at birth, be

Sagittarius or Pisces, and Mars the lord of the rising

Thrimsamsa. the woman will be good-natured and chaste;

if the lord of the rising Thrimsamsa be Saturn she will

derive pleasure from very trivial matters
;

if it be Jupiter,

she will be virtuous and chaste ;
if it be Mercury, she

will be skilful and indifferent to the observance of re-

ligious formalities ; if it be Venus, she will be chaste.

Capricorn or Aquarius,—If the Ascendant, at birth, be

Capricorn or Aquarius and Mars the lord of the rising

Thrimsamsa, at the time, the'woman will lose her children;

if the lord of the rising Thrimsamsa be Saturn, she will

follow the religion of the lower castes; if it be Jupiter,

she will be attached to her husband ;
if it be Mercury, she

will be of bad conduct ; if it be Venus, she will be barren

and will have a tendency to violate all religious rules.

Such are the delineations for 'I hrimsamsa of the pla^

nets in the Horoscopy of Woman.
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Matters connected with the widowhood of a woman
should be determined from the 8th house

; matters con-
nected with the fortune and the husband of a woman
should be determined from the 7th house ; her grace and
beauty should be judged from the Ascendant : and
matters connected with her sons and their prosperity

should be determined from the 9th house, from the

Ascendant.

ORNAMENTATION.

CHAPTER III

To adorn a child with jewels, choose a day ruled

by the 5th asterism from its Janma-Nakshatra—the

asterism of the child, at birth.

Female infants, especially .are adorned with jewels in

order that they may have a long and felicitous life, ^'ama,

the God of Death, is supposed to come and menace the

^childon the 7th day. of its birth. To safeguard the child

against him and to prolong its life, it is customary t«)

perform a (preservative) ceremony which consists in making

an offering of sweetmeats in worship of the deity, in the

evening, and install, in front of the house, a water-pot

in the centre of a bed of palmyra leaves. V'edic Mantras

are then chanted over the pot and the God of Death, who
is supposed to knock at the door with pestles, is expelled

by strokes with the palmyra leaves to the recital of

incantations vivified by the sound of bells.
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NAMAKARANAM -NAMING THE CHILD.

I next proceed to describe the ceremony ot Namakar-
ahani. The appropriate day for this function is the loth,

1 2th or r6th day of the child’s birth. Failing to perform

it on any of the.se days, an ans/ih ioti,s Asiy. say the Vedas,

should be chosen for the purpose—after the ifithdayof

the child’s birth.

The following asterisms are good:—Aswini, Rohini,

Mrigasirsha, Ardhra, I’unarvasu, Pushya. IJtharapal-

guni, llastha, Swathi, Anuradha. Sravana, Sravishta,

Sathabis and Revathi.

The Thithis to he avoided are :

—
'I’he 4th. 6th. 8th, 9th,

12th, and 14th of the bright and dark halves of the lunar

month, the Kull-.Moon and the New-Moon days.

Sakunam and Vishti Karanas should be avoided.

[The second half of the 14th day (Thithi) of

the dark and bright halves of the lunar month is known
as “ Sakunam ” which is an inauspicious Yoga. “ Vishti

Karanam ’’ is also an inauspicious Yoga ; it occurs during

fi)the latter half of the 4th Thithi (2) fhe first half

ot the 8th Thithi (3) the latter half of the llth Thithi

r)t the bright fortnight (4) the first half of the Full-

Moon (5) the .second half of 'Phrithiyai, (6; the first half of

Saptharai. (7) the second half of Dhasami. and (8) the first,

half of Chathurdasi, of the dark fortnight.]

Monday, Wednesday. Thursday and Friday are good,

as also the Amsa, the Lagna (rising sign), the I )hrekkana

and Hora of Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and the Moon.

Other days should be avoided.

The 8th house, from the rising sign, at the time,

should be unoccupied.
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Fixed signs (Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius) are

considered the best

Common signs (Gemini, Virgo, Sagittari and Pisces)

are also approved, when occupied by a benehc.

The ceremony should be performed during the fore-

noon of the day and not at any other time. The child should

be given the name of any of his forbears or that of some

Deity. Titles conferred by kings, or earned by the

performance of extraordinary acts of sacrifice should be

added to the original name. It is also in vogue to give names

to temples, elephants, horses, trees, rivers, wells, holy

emblems, poems, poets and cattle.

Jupiter must occupy quadrant (Kendra) or Trine

(Thrikona) from the rising sign,, at the time of christen-

ing; a malefic must occupy the iith house, with Mercury
in a quadrant occupying a benefic Navamsa—this is consi-

dered a wry /««<• for celebrating the christening

festival.

Another auspicious time is during the bright fortnight,

(Sukla Paksha) when the i i4:h house from the rising

sign (Lagna), at the time, is occupied by either Venus or

a malefic. Jupiter or .Moon occupying the quadrants

(Kendras). This will produce, wealth, contentment and
prosperity.

Yet another auspicious time is that when :the rising

sign (i.agna), at the time, is the house of a benefic with a

malefic in the 3rd and Venus in the 12th house, the Moon
being dignified.

CRADLING.

T(> cradle a child the best time is the loth. 12th, i6th

or the 32nd day after it.s birth.
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TO FEED ON MILK.

A wise man will commence to feed the child on milk

from a nursing chank on the 31st day of its birth.; if that

be not convenient, the day of the loth aSterism from the

Jenma-Nakshatra of the child will be good.

The following asterisms are the best* - Aswini, Rohini,

Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Pushya, Magha, Utharapalguni,

Hastha, Chithra, Swathi, Anuradha.Sravishta, Utharasha-

da, Sravana, Sathabis, Utharabadrapada and Revathi.

Avoid the following Thithis- — Chathurthi, Navami,

Shasti, Ashtami, Chathurdhasi and New Moon as also

Sthirakarana and Vishtikaiana.

Aries, Scorpio and Piscc-. as also “ the sign occupied

by the Sun ’’ (Atho-Mugha Rasi) are inauspicious ; the

other Rasis are favourable.

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and the

signs occupied or aspected by the Moon, Mercury, Jupiter,

or Venus are auspicious for commencing to nourish the

child.

If the loth house from the rising sign at the time of

feeding be' occupied by any planet, there will be disaster.

The feeding must be done either in the fore-noon or

at noon. Night-time should be avoided.

This function may also be performed at the time of

feeding the child on cooked rice on the days specified

for it.

TO TAKE THE CHILD OUT OF THE HOUSE.

In the 3rd month, the child should be taken out ol

the ^ouse in order that it may see the Sun; in the 4th

month, the child should be made to see the brilliant Moon
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and the cow. The sacrament of Upa-Nishkramanam
should be performed in the same month. Upa-Nishkra-

manam is the ceremony performed to invoke the blessings

of the Gods on the child at the moment of its coming out

of the house to see the world beyond. The child must

be well-decked with jewels, and prayers of worship

offered to Gods accompanied by the sprinkling of saffron-

coloured rice in token of their benedictions and blessings

on the child. The performance of this ceremony bestows

wealth, long life and success on the child. If this

ceremony be not done, the wealth and life of the

child will be adversely affected. A procession should

then be formed, with the child on horse-back, or in other

conveyance. It is then the uncle's turn to make a present

of jewels to the child and pronounce his blessings on it

for a long and happy career. The relations and friends of

the child should be invited to take part in the function.

Outside the house, in the open air, the child should be

seated on a floor set off for the purpose and smeared

with a mixture of cow-dung and water. Consecrated

grains are also sprinkled, the prescribeu Mantras are

chanted and,over the incantation of Mritha-Sanjivi Mantra,

a string is tied round the waist of the child as an amulet,

riie guests are then treated to Refreshments.

TO FEED ON RICE.

I now pass on to give the rules to be observed in the

matter of commencing to feed a child on cooked rice in

order that it may grow in strength and stature.

Start feeding the son in the 6th month, failing which

in the 8 tli. joth or 12th solar month. In the case of a

daughter, the function should take place in the ;ih, gth or

1 ith month—in odd months.
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The following are the most favourable asterisms--^

Aswini, Rohini, Mrigasirsha. Punarvasu. Pushya, Uthara-

palguni, Hastha. Chithra, Swathi, Anuradha, Uthara>

shada, Sravana, Sravishta, Sathabis, Utharabadhrapada

and Revathi.

The asterisms Ardhra, Krithika, Jyeshta, Barani,

Asleshat Purvapalguni, Purvashada, Purvabadrapada will

cause misery, thoughtlessness and fear and so one

should not start any function of feeding on those days.

Shashti, Ashtami, Navami, Chathurthi, Chathurdasi

—

these Thithis should be totally avoided for this function.

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday are

good, as also the time when the rising Navamsa is that of

the Moon, Mercury, Jupiter and Venus.

Sunday, Tuesday anu Saturday and the time when
the rising Navamsa is that of the Sun, Mars or Saturn

are unfavourable.

Taurus, Aquarius, Libra, Virgo, Leo, Cancer, Capri-

corn, Gemini and Sagittari are beneficent signs.

The 2nd, 4th, 6tb, 8th, loth, i ith, I3th^ 15th, 17th

and 19th asterisms from the asterism, at birth, are

favourable.

The child should not be fed (for the first time) on a

day ruled by its asterism at birth, for this will shorten

its life. The function should not be performed at a time

when the 8th house from the rising sign is occupied by

Mars, or the 7th house by Venus, or the 9th by Mercury,

The loth house front the rising sign at the time of

feeding must be unoccupied.

Planets in the 6th house, benefic or malefic, cause
' ill-feeling among relations.
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The most important element in the matter of starting

to feed a child is the month; and so it does not matter if

Jupiter and Venus be “ Asthangatha ’* at the time.

Abdhapoorthy. On the first birth-day Anniversary the

child should be taken in procession to the river for oil-

bath, and dressed in clothes and with jewels ; a string

made of gold or silk, sanctified by ceremonial prayers,

should then be tied round his loin. This should be

repeated every year on the Jenma-Nakshatra day for

the assuagement of all ills and for the increase of the

happiness and prosperity of the subject. The practice

is to bathe the child in water, consecrated by “Udaka-

Santhi *' Mantra the previous night and next da^- invest

him with an amulet round his loin. This is followed by

the worship of the Planets. Agni and the Deities. Making
reverence to Brahmanas with gifts of new clothes and the

distribution of sandal and pan sitpari bring the function to

a close. This ceremony should be performed in a very

generous spirit, without miserliness or mutilation of Man-
tras, as it repays the individual a hundred-foW. [ I'hc

Mantras should not be mumbled over, nor pronounced

with incredible velocity, as is* the wa}' with the

Vaidhikas, ordinarily-]

EAR.BORING.

CHAPTER IV.

This function should be performed on the 12th or the

i6th day of the birth of the child or in the 6th, 7th, 8th

or the loth month. “ Nakshatra-Sandhi ”—the time

between the ending moments of one asterism and the

beginning of its next—is inauspicious.
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The auspicious asterisms are:—Mrigasirsha, Ardhra,
Punarvasu, Pushya, Hasta, Chithra, Sravana, Sravisbta

and Revathi.

Dwithiyai, Thrithiyai, Panchami, Shashti, Sapthami,
Ohasami, Ekadesi, Dwadesi and Thrayodasi are favoura-

ble. Other Thithis are not to be considered.

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and the

time when the rising Navamsa is that of the Moon, Mer-
cury, Jupiter or Venus are good. Avoid Sunday, Tues-
day and Saturday and the Virgas of the Sun, Mars and
Saturn.

Taurus Gemini, Cancer, Virgo, Libra, Sagittari and
Pisces are considered the best signs. Aries and Capri-

corn are of middling quality. Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius

should be avoided.

A day ruled by two asterisms or by two Thithis is

bad. If this rule be not observed, the subject will be

exposed to the risk of having his ears hurt.

The forenoon is the best time ; noon is pretty favour-

able ; afternoon, evening and the twilight time are in-

auspicious.

The 8th house from the rising sign, at the time,

should be unoccupied.

Venus must not occupy the 6th house or the 8th.

Mercury should not be in the 8th house.

The lobule ol the ear must be pierced with a copper

needle and white thready Ear-boring ceremony should

be performed according to the directions laid down here.
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CHOULAM—TONSURE.

CHAPTER V.

The following are the delineations for the perfor-

mance of “ Tonsure Ceremony ’’ for the child. The
learned say that Choulam is a sacrament which has the

effect of prolonging the life of the child. It may be per-

formed in the 3rd, sth or 7th year from date of its birth or

from that of conception. The 3rd 3'ear of birth is consi-

dered the best. The 5th and the 7th are also acceptable.

Some astrologers are of opinion that the commencement
of the last quarter of the 3rd or the 5th year is good.

The ceremony should not be performed when the mother

of the child is pregnant, for, in that case, it will cau.se

affliction to the ])arent.s besides being fatal to pregnancy.

If, however, the child be over five years old, this rule need

not be observed.

It would be most beneficent to have the I'onsure

ceremony when the Sun is in northern course ; the other

half of the year is unfavourable.

Tonsure, when the Sun is in Capricorn, will be fruit-

ful of all prosperity. •

The Sun in Aquarius, at the time of Choulam promotes

progeny ; the Sun in Pisces, at the time, gives prolonged

•happiness ; the Sun in Aries is productive of all kinds

of pecuniary gain; in Taurus, success; in Gemini,

prosperity to the famil}'.

The function should be done when bene lies, such as

Jupiter and Venus are not in combustion, but when they

are in their brilliance and when malefic planets are weak.

The bright fortnight bestows longevity ; the dark

fortnight tells upon life and fortune.
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The first five Thithis of the dark fortnight are, hou’-

ever, beneficent. Some writers are of opinion that the

first seven days of the dark fortnight are good.

The favourable asterisms are:—Aswini, Mrigasirsha,

Punarvasu, Pushya, Hastha, Chithra. Sravana. Sravishta

and Revathi.

The asterisms Rohini , Utharapalguni, Swathi Uthara-

shada, Sathabis and Utharabadhrapadha are pretty good.

The remaining twelve asterisms should be avoided.

Tonsure during Aswini brings joy; during Bharani,

it causes death; during Krithika, consumption, during

Rohini, annihilation of all afflictions
; during Mrigasirsha.

affluence; Ardhra grief
;

Punarvasu, fortitude
;
Pushya.

increase of riches; Aslesha, physical affliction; Magha,

loss of property; Purvapalguni, disease; Utharapalguni

annihilation of all disease ; Hastha, imparts brightness.

Chithra, progress of well-being ; Swathi. assuage-

ment of all pains; Visakha and Anuradha, loss of

money
;

Jyeshta. loss of landed property
;

Mula

and Purvashada. ruin of family
; Utharashada, health.

Sravana, bodily development
; Sravishta, longevity

;

Sathabis, strength, Purvabadhrapadha, death; Uthara-

badhrapadha, well being; and Revathi, increase of property.

Anuradha is auspicious save for the first “ Vapanam "

shaving, cutting or trimming hair. ' '

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday are

beneficent. Sunday, Tuesday and Saturday are to be

avoided.

Amoi.g malefic days, Sunday is favourable for

Brahmanas ; Tuesday for Kshatbriyas ; and Saturday for

Vaisyas and other castes.
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Monday is good only during the’ bright fortnight

(Suklapaksha) and not during the dark foitnight.

Wednesday will not do, if on that day Mercury be

associated with a malefic.

Shaving on Sunday, produces physical well-being;

Monday, bright complexion ; Tuesday, affects longevity:

Wednesday, generates royal favour ; Thursday success

;

Friday, universal respect ; Saturday, decay of the physical

body.

The fruitful I'hithis are Dhwithiyai, Thrithiyai,

Panchami, Sapthami, Dhasami, Ekadasi, and 'I'hrayodasi.

Those to be avoided are:—Chathurthi, Prathamai,

Shashti. Ashtami, Navami, Chathurdhasi. the New-Moon
and the Full-Moon days.

Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Virgo. Libra, Capricorn

and I’isces are auspicious signs.

Avoid Aries. l..eo, Scorpio and Sagittari.

.Signs Leo and .Scorpio breed disease and distress;

Aries, great afflictions : Sagittari. fear of government

:

-Aquarius, ruin of family, ‘These signs are favourable, if

occupied or aspected by benefic planets. In any case,

Aquarius should be totally avoided.

Agricultural work, travelling, shaving, marriage,

feeding, dressing and putting the child on horseback—the

rising sign at the time of these functions should be the

same as that occupied by the Moon in the Radical.

If at the time of tonsure, the 7th house from the ris-

ing sign be occupied by the Sun and Mars, the child will

die—to be sure. If that hou.se be occupied by Saturn.
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there will be loss of wealth ; if Venus be there, there will

be loss of everything ; Rahu and Kethu in the 7th house,

cause failure of business
;
while other planets, in the same,

produce pecuniary gain.

There should be no planet in the 8th house except

Venus
;

for, the location of Venus in that place confers all

kinds of prosperity upon the child.

Avoid night-time. Not even a whisper of shaving

should be uttered after nightfall. If, however, a mention

of it be inevitable, the expression '* Ayush-karma ’’ should

be used to convey the idea.

After tonsure, the first shaving should be on the 2nd,

6th, 8th or 9th day.

Avoid the 3rd, 5th, 7th and the 22nd day (after ton-

sure) as also " Chandrashtama ’’—the time when the Moon
is in the 8th house from that occupied by her at birth.

The day ruled by your asterism at birth is also bad,

as also the loth and the 19th asterisms therefrom.

The first quarter of the 12th asterism, the fourth

quarter of the 14th asterism from one’s asterism at birth

are inauspicious. The other parts are good. The 88th

quarter from that of the asterism at birth should be

avoided.

Shaving on an inauspicious day should be quickly

followed by a shaving on an auspicious -day.

The most fruitful time for tonsure is tnat when the

rising sign is Pisces, Aries or Taurus, occupied by Venus
or Mercury with the Sun in the nth house.

Another beneficent time is that when the rising sign

is Cxemini, Cancer 0 : Leo, occupied by Venus or Mercury

with the Sun in the nth or nth house, in the Sukla-

paksha.
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Choose also the time when the rising sign, and the nth.

and the 12th houses therefrom are occupied by Venus,

the Sun and Mercury respectively with the Moon
located in the Navamsa of Venus..

Malefics in the 3rd, 6th and i ith houses with benefic

planets (one, two or three) located in quadrants or trines

—this makes a favourable time for the celebration of

Tonsure.

TO LEARN THE ALPHABET.

CHAPTER VI.

1 proceed to give the rules for commencing to learn the

alphabet. This should be done in the fifth year of the

boy, and during the northern course of the Sun ; only,

avoid the month when the Sun is in Aquarius.

The study *of the alphabet should be started before

Upanayanam.
•ft

The student should begin the study, standing before

his teacher, facing west.

, The bright fortnight and the first five Thithis of the

dark fortnight are good. All Thithis are good except

Prathamai, Chathurthi, Shashti, Ashtami, Navami.
Chathurdasi, the FuR Moon and the New-Moon days

The following asterisms are favourable:— Aswini,
Ardhra, Punafvasu, Hastha, Chithra, Swathi, Anuradha,
Sravana and Revathi. The remaining asterisms should
be avoided.
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Wednesday, Thursday and Friday are auspicious;

Sunday and Monday are pretty favourable ; Tuesday and

Saturday are bad. Some astrologers reject Sunday also.

The common signs such as Gemini, Virgo, Sagittari

and Pisces are fruitful. Movable signs are neutral.

Fixed signs should be totally avoided.

Forenoon is commendable, and the noon far more so

;

afternoon, twilight and night-time should not be consi-

dered.

There should be no planet in the 8th house from the

rising sign at the time of commencing study.

Mercury, Jupiter and Venus, located in the 5th house

from the rising sign, cause much good.

Sthira-karana such as Sakunam should be avoided

as also Vishti-karana.

I'he yoga of the asterism on the day chosen for the

function should be beneficial ; and, if so, the result will

be satisfactory.

UPANAYANAM—THREAD.MARRIAGE.

CHAPTER VII.

Upanayanam should be performed in the 5th or in the

8th year from the date of conception or of birth. The 5th

year is preferable as it tends to promote intellectual

development ; the 6th year is equally good, as it helps

spiritual growth. So teaches Sukracharya.
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The Guru who aims at the moral and intellectual

development of his Sishya should perform his (Sishya’s)

Upanayana when he is just five years old.

Kshathriyas and Vaisyas may have this function in

the iith and 1 2th year respectively. The age-limit for

this sacrament in the case of Brahmanas, Kshathriyas

and Vaisyas is respectively i6. 20 and 24.

For Brahmanas, Chythra and Vysakha months,

when the Sun is in Aries and Taurus ; for Kshathriyas.

Jyeshta and Ashada i e., the months when the Sun is in

Gemini and Cancer ; for Vaisyas, the months of Aswayuja
and Krithika when the Sun is in Libra and Scorpio

—

these are the appropriate favourable periods for the three

castes, according to learned writers.

The sign occupied by the Moon is the Body, and the

rising sign at the time is the Jiva (life). Both these signs

should be favourably aspected by Jupiter at the time* of

Upanayanam.

Jupiter in the 2nd, sth, 7th, 9th or nth house,

from the rising sign, at tlie time of the function, produces

much good. The same planet, occupying the rising sign,

or the sign .ruled by the Moon, the 3rdi 4th, 6th, 8th, or 12th

house therefrom, inclines to cause sickness, death, fear,

grief, danger and fall respectively.

That time is very fruitful when Jupiter occupies

Sagittari or . Pisces or Cancer, though these three signs

may happen to be unfavourable in the light of the above

rules.

The time for Upanayanam having been ordained by

the Vedas, the function should not be stopped even if

Jupiter be located in an unfavourable sign.
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The movements of Jbpiter are stated in the Srorithis.

The Vedas being more authoritative than the Smrithis.

Upanayanam should be performed at least in the banning
of the 8th year from the date of conception, offering,

if necessary, propitiatory worship to Jupiter whose
movements are variable.

The important element in respect of Upanayanam is

the year, just as the month is in some cases.

The best season is when the Sun is in his northerp

course, between Capricorn and Gemini. The rest of the

year will not do.

The bright fortnight and the first five Thithis of the

dark fortnight are beneficial days.

Jupiter and Venus should not be “ Asthangatha ” * at

the time.

Jupiter is the Lord of the Rigveda; Venus, of the

Yajur-Veda ; Mars, of the Sama Veda ; and Mercury, of

the Atharva-Veda.

Regard must be had to the position of the lord of the

Veda to ' which the Sishya and his family belong. He
must be in his strength at the time of the. function.

The following asterisms are excellent:—Aswini,

Rohini, Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Pushya, Utharapalg^ni*

Hastha, Chithra, Swathi, Anuraidha Utharashada, Sravana,

Sraviihta, Sathabis, Utharabadhrapadha and Revathi.

Some are of opinion that Sravana Sravisbta and

Sathabis are neutral.

* A Planet is said to be Asthangatha when he disappeaia
within a partkidar limit from the Sun. his light being obscured

by the Sun. Jupiter disappears within 1 1 degrees and Venus
within lo degrees from the Sun.
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The Gurukkals (men in charge of the worship of the

idols in a temple) in Sivite tenjiples may perform the

function during asterism Ardhra; and Gurukkals, em>
ployed in Vaishnavite temples, during asterism Sravana.

During the bright fortnight, Dwithiyai,. Thrithiyai,

Panohami, Shashti, Sapthami, Dhasami and Thrayodhasi

are auspicious.

Ekadhasi and Dhwadhasi are of middling quality.

They, however, prove beneficial if the Moon be strong at

the time.

Of the dark fortnight, Pratharaai, Dwithiyai and

Thrithiyai Thithis are considered auspicious. Some
writers commend Thrayodhasi also.

The days to be avoided are :—Chathurthi, Ashtami,

Navami, Chathurdhasi, the Fulhmoonand the New-moon
days.

Brahmanas and others should celebrate Upanayanam
on days that are auspicious for the study of the Vedas.

Chathurdhasi is commended as good for Upanayanam
in case the subject is over th^ prescribed age.

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday are good. Sunday

and Monday are middling ; Saturday and Tuesday should

be avoided as also Monday of the dark fortnight (Krishna-

paksha).

Wednesday should be rejected if Mercury be

“ Asthangatha” (in combustion) at the time.

The Nakshatra Yoga of the day should be beneficial.

Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Sagittari

and Pisces atre fkvourable. The other signs should be

avoided.
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The Influence of the Zodiacal Signs*— If at the time of

Upanayana the rising sign be Aries, the individual will

acquire faculty of speech ; if it be Taurus, he will acquire

wealth and learning ; if it be Gemini, he will be acquaint-

ed with the Vedas : if it be Cancer, he will be able to

earn a knowledge of the six Vedangas (Limbs of the Vedas)

if it be Leo, he will become a sculptor ; if it be Virgo, he

will be a Pandit ; ii it be Libra, he will be a trader , if it

be Scorpio, he will be the leader of wicked men ;
if it be

Sagittari, he will be well-informed and universally

respected ; if it be Capricorn, he will be engaged in- the

business of Sudras ;
if it be Aquarius, he will be in the

service of the king ; if it be Pisces, he will be wcll-versed

in the Sastras.

Even if the rising sign be malevolent, its bad effects

will be reversed and good will come out of it, if the same
sign be occupied or aspected by a benefic.

Planets in the 1st House.- If, at the time of Upanayanam,

the rising sign be occupied by the Sun, there will be

trouble through the king
;

if it be occupied by the Moon,

the boy will suffer from diseases
;

if by Mars, there will

be danger by weapons ;
if by Mercury, he will become a

savant ;
if by Jupiter, he will become rich

;
if by Venus,

he will be learned in many arts ; if by Saturn, he will be

a thief ; if by Rahu, he will have defective limbs
; if by

Kethu, he will contract disease of the skin.

'Planets in the 2nd House. If, at the time of Upana-

yanam, the 2nd house from the rising sign be occupied by

the Sun, the subject will become blind ;
if Moon occupies

the second house, he will have patience ; if Mars be there,

he will become deaf; if Mercury, he will suffer from loss

of memory ; if Jupiter, he will acquire wide reputation ;
if

Venus, he will be free from sins
;

if Saturn, he wifl

contract disease.
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Planets in the 3rd House.-—Maleflcs as well as benefics

'contribute to the v/ell-being of the individual.

Planets in the 4th House.—The Sun, in the 4th house

from the rising sign at the time of Upanayanam, creates

impediment ;
the Moon gives a disposition free from

anger ;
Mars causes disease ;

Mercury bestows keen in-

sight and perception
;
Jupiter inclines to the performance

of Homas ; 'Venus produces misery
;

Saturn causes

disease ; and Rahu and Kethu indicate leprosy.

Planets in the 5th House.—The Sun in the sth house

from the rising sign, at the time of Upanayanam, indicates

absence of impediments
;
the Moon gives purity of life ;

Mars tends to dishonor ;
Mercury bestows keen intellect

;

Jupiter tends to favor Brahmanas ; Venus conduces to

the fruition of all religious practices
;
Saturn creates desire

for gambling ; and Rahu and Kethu incline to commit theft.

Planets in the 6th House. -Benefics signify evil ; male-

fics increase well-being.

Planets in the 7th House. -The Sun in the 7th house
from the rising sign, at the time of Upanayanam, gives dis-

may, the Moon inclines to leal'ning
;
Mars shows a desire

for using weapons ; Mercury shows an aptitude for

meditation
; Jupiter favours learning, Venus causes loss of

memory ; Saturn gives leprosy ; Rahu and Kethu produce

.
epilepsy.

Planets in the Sth House.—The learned say that the Sth
j

house should be unoccupied, for, there, benefics cause

danger to the life of the teacher and malefics adversely

affect the life of the Sishya.

Planets in the 9th House.—The Sun, in the 9th house
from the rising sign at the time of Upanayanam, causes bad

conduct
; the Moon creates a desire for learning the
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sciences ; Mars gives . leprosy ; Mercury shows intelli-

gence ; Jupiter inclines to sacrifice ; Venus bestows in-

sight into the practice of Yoga
;
Saturn creates ill-feeling ;

Rahu and Kethu are prone to adultery,

Planets in the lOth House.—The Sun, in the loth house

from the rising sign at the time of Upanayanam, helps to

make the individual a physician ; the Moon gives a know-
ledge of the Vedas

;
Mars makes him a man of vanity ;

Mercury gives a . knowledge of the Vedas
; Jupiter,

thorough accomplishment in logic ; Venus favours know-

ledge of music
;
Saturn leads to the commission of sins

;

Rahu and Kethu tempt the individual to acts of sin.

Planets in the 11th House. Any planet in the i ith house

favors pecuniary gain and gain of corn.

Planets in the IZth House.—The Sun, in the I 2th house

from the rising sign at the time of Upanayanam, gives

wealth ; the Moon causes danger to life ; Mars produces

fear
; Jupiter favours increased well-being; Venus promises

reputation ; Saturn stoops to do mean things ; Rahu and

Kethu incline to proselytize.

Planets occupying inimical signs, produce no evil

effect if they occupy friendly Navamsas, aspected by

benefics.

If, at the time of Upanayanam, the Sun be in Aquarius,

the individiial will acquire a knowledge of the laws and

duties of his religion ; if he be in Pisces, he will be learn-

ed in the Sastras atid rich ; if he be in Aries, he will be

accomplished in the Vedas and Vedangas ; if he be in

Taurus, he will be rich and skilled in the arts and scien-

ces ; if the Sun be in Gemipi, he will have a respectable

family and will be .foremost among those well-versed in the

Sastras.
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The individual will acquire a thorough knowledge of

the Vedas and Vedangas if, at the time of Upanayanam,
Jupiter, Venus or the lord of the Veda to which the

individual belongs, be in exaltation or exalted in Navam-
sa, occupy his own house or his own Amsa.

If the lord of the Veda, Jupiter or Venus, be in “ Para-

ma Uccha ’’(degree of main exaltation*) the individual will

be an observer of fasts ; will have enormous wealth,

besides a full knowledge of the Vedas and the Vedangas.

If the lord of the Veda, Jupiter or Venus, be in a

friendly sign or in the Amsa of a friendly sign, the

individual will observe fasts and will be learned.

If at the moment of Upanayanam, the rising sign be

the house of the lord of the Veda to which the individual

belongs, or if he be in his own house or house of exalta-

tion, fully dignified, or if he te the lord of the dayf of

celebration—it is a remarkably auspicious Yoga.

If the-Moon be in beneficial Navamsa, • the individual

will be an observer of religious ordinances and Well-

accomplished in the arts.

Note. Tin*

Plaiifts.

Ibllowinji table sh.i)\vs tin* (legret* of main e.xaltation of the

Plantrt Kxaltation sign Degree of Main Exaltation.

Sun , ... Aries lO.

Moon ... Taurus 3.

• Mars ... ... Capricorn 28.

Mt-rcnry... ... Virgo ... ... 15.

JiipiUT ... ... Cancer ... ,... 5.

VfHlUS ... ... Pisces 27.

Saturn ... ... Libra 20.

tThe Hindu astrological order and names of Planets are the

same as those of the days of the week- For instance, the lord of

Sunday is the Sun, the lord of Monday, is the Moon and so on.

7
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If the Moon be in the* Navamsa of malefic the

individual will become poor and miserable.

If the Moon be in the 4th quarter of the asterisms

Sravana and Punarvasu, at the time of the function, the

individual will respect the directions of his religion, will

be wealthy and will have a knowledge of the Vedas and

the Sastras.

The rising sign, at the time of Upanayanam, should

not be occupied by the Moon, though in exaltation, for

this position of the Moon brings an attack of consumption.

No manner of celebration should be held on days

ruled by the roth, i6th, i8th, 23rd and 25th asterisms from

the “ Jenma-Nakshathra ” (one’s asterism at birth).

These asterisms are respectively known as Karmam,

Sanghatham, Saamudhayam, Vinasanam and Manasam.

Spoorjitham -The Sun in a .quadrant forms what is

called Spoorjitham—this yoga should be avoided as it

will cause the ruin of the family.

Sputitham - Mars occupying a quadrant forms Sputi-

tham—this should be avoided, being fatal to the Guru and

the Chela.

Rudhitham—Saturn occupying a quadrant is known as

Rudhitham—this will cause an incurable disease and ak

such should be avoided.

Rundhram—Rahu occupying a quadrant is known as

Rundhram—this also should be avoided as it will prove

fatal to the mother.

Ugram— Kethu occupying a quadrant is known as

Ugram which will spoil all education and wealth.

In these circumstances, the time chosen for Upanaya-
nam should be bereft of these five adverse Yogas.
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If, at the time of the function, the Moon be aspected by
Mars, the individual will become blind ; if aspected by a

benehc, the individual will do great deeds.

If, at the time of the function, the 12th house from the

rising sign be occupied by the Sun aspected by strong

Mars, the Acharya will become blind. If Mars in this

case be weak, blindness will be gradual ; if aspected by

Saturn the education of the individual will be impeded.

If the Moon be in the Navamsa of the Sun, there

will be trouble by means of weapons ; if she be in her

own Navamsa, the individual will become an outcast.

If the Moon be in her own Virga, in a benefic place,

in a quadrant, on a good day aspected by a benefic. the

individual will be possessed of good qualities.

If, at the time of Upanayanam, the lord of the Navam.<a,

occupied by the Moon, be Mars, the individual will be a

sinner
;

if it be Mercury, he will be learned and wealthy

;

if it be Jupiter, he will be happy and well-educated , if it

be Venus, he will be learned.^ if it be Saturn, there will

be death.

The asterisms to be avoided are the Janma-Nakshatra.

and the 5th, 7th, loth, 19th, 22nd and the 27th therefrom.

* The period of the Moon’s passage through the 8th

sign from that occupied by her at birth—is inauspicious.

* This is commonly known as Chandra-ashtama. If, at birth,

for instance, the Moon in the Radical be located in Aries, the

days taken by the Moon to pass through the sign Scorpio which

is the 8th sign from Aries should be avoided.
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The following periods are also inauspicious—The end

of a season, of a month, of a Thithi, of an asterism ;

Thyajyam, Vishti-Karana, Shadaseethimukham, Vya*
ghatham, Vajram, Vishkambam, Parigham, Vaidhrithi,

Vyathipatham, Soolam, Gandam, Athigandam—all these

should be avoided.

Avoid also Soonya-Nakshathra, Soonya Rasi, after-

noons. nights, twilights, blind asterisms and Athimasam.

If these rules be not observed there will be loss of

wealth, learning and life.

Mars aspecting the 12th house occupied by the Sun,

will not cause blindness to the teacher, if the lord of that

house be the Sun. If the same house be aspected by the

Moon, the Guru will stick to the practice of virtue.

Refer to para 2 of page 5 1

.

If the lord of the Lagna and the lord of 9th house

or the Sun and Mars occupy an asterism of two-eyes,

the Acharya that conducts the Upanayanam will not be

affected.

Athi'voga—'I'he 6th, 7th or 8th house from the Moon
occupied by at least one benefic constitutes Athi-yoga

—

this is a fruitful time for Upanayanam.

Another fortunate time is that when a quadrant or a

trine is occupied by Jupiter, with the Sun or Venu.s in the

1 2th' house. Mercury in the 2nd from the rising sign.

Equally good is the time when Mercury is in the loth,

Sun in the i ith, Venus in the rising sign, with the Moon
in a beneficial Navamsa.

Very favourable is the time when the rising sign is

Pisces, occupied by Jupiter or Venus, with the Sun in the

11th and Mercury in the loth or 12th house.
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Another happy time is that when the rising sign is

Gemini with Mars in Aries, Venus in Taurus and the

Moon lorated in Cancer.

EDUCATION.

CHAPTER VIII.

The planetary positions for starting education are set

forth in this chapter.

" Vidhya ” or Education proper, comprises the study of

the four Vedas (Rig, Yajus, Sama and Atharva) the six

Vedangas, (Siksha, Vyakarna, Chandhus, Niruktham,

Jyothisha and Kalpa) Nyaya, Mimamsa, Dharmasastra

and the Puranas. “ Upavidhya’’ comprises the study of

Medicine, Music, Finance and the use of Arms and

Weapons.

The following are the most fruitful asterisms for com-

‘mencing education;— Mrigasirsha, Ardhra, Punarvasu,

Pushya, Hastha, Chithra, Swathi, Sravana, Sravishta. and

Sathabis.

The neutral asterisms are Aswini, Rohini, Uthara-

paiguni, Utharashada and Utharabadhrapadha and

Revathi.

Some writers commend Aswini as one .of the best,

asterisms. The remaining asterisms should be avoided.
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Rohini. Mrigasirsha. Punarvasu, Pushya, Hastha,

Anuradha, Sravishta and Revathi are: favourable asterisms

to commence the study of Vyakama (Grammar).

Aswini, Rohini, Punarvasu, Pushya Utharapalguni,

Hastha, Swathi, Utharashada. Sravana, Sathabis, Uthara-

badhrapadha—these are aiispicious.for beginning the study

of Tharka (Logic).

Aswini, Punarvasu. Pushya, Hastha, Swathi, Mula,

Sathabis and Revathi are beneficent asterisms for com-
mencing study ol Astrology and other Vedangas.

Pushya, Sravishta and Sravana are commendable
asterisms to start the study of all Sastras, Vedas, and' the

Arts.

Asterism Sravishta is good for the study of the

science of Ayur-Veda (the Science of Medicine) and Dharntr-

Veda(i\ie science of the use of bows and arrows etc).

The following Thithis are auspicious; —Prathamai, (of

the dark half of the lunar month) Dhwithiyai, Thrithyai,

Panchami, Shashti, Dhasami, and Ekadhasi.

Avoid Chathurthi, Navami, Ashta.mi, Chathurdhasi,

Full-Moon and New-Moon days.

The remaining Thithis are neutral. Take care to

avoid Saturday and Tuesday and the Amsas of Saturn and

Mars, the lords of those days.

Sunday prolongs life
;
Monday makes the student

dull
;
Tuesday brings death ; Wednesday favours intelli-

gence and insight (Pragna). Thursday bestows good
sense

;
Friday produces success ; Saturday shows incapa-

city.
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Some writers are of epinion that starting education

on Sunday will cause impediments to progress.

The Common signs are the best. Movable signs are of-

middling quality. Fiked signs are bad.

Wednesday morning is a very fruitful time for start-

ing education. To conclude the study of a subject Mon-
day evening should , be chosen.

There should be no planet in the 8th house from the

rising' sign. Some are of opinion that the 4th house also

must be unoccupied.

Malefics in the 3rd, 6th and i ith houses will in-

crease happiness.

Malefics occup}ring benefic places will certainly

cause obstruction.

'I’he forenoon and the noon are the best ; after-noon

and night should be avoided.
«

Saavaswatha Voga.—I proceed to describe Saarnswatha

Yoga which is very highly commended for starting the

study of the Vedas. This Yoga, is variously formed as

delineated below:— ;

I Wednesday ruled by asterism Hastha, the rising

sign at the time being Gemini or Virgo, with the Sun,

Moon and Mercury located in the Amsa of Mercury ;

s s

2. At sunrise on Wednesday when Mercury is in

Athi-Uccha, (15th degree of Virgo is the main exaltation

of Mercury) the Sun occupying Virgo ;

3. The Sun, the Moon and Mercury in exaltation,

with benefics located in the signs of those three planets

;

4. Mercury located in the rising sign and in the 3rd

quarter of asterism Hastha on a Wednesday

;
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S- Sunday, Monday or Wednesday ruled by asterism

Hastha with the Sun, the Moon or Mercury respectively,

on those days occupying the rising sign, Mercury being

the lord of the rising sign or of the Navamsa at the time ;

6. The Sun in his main exaltation (loth degree of

Aries) with Mercury in Taurus, Venus in Pisces or both

these planets in the^r Virgotthama t

7. The rising sign being Gemini—with Venus, the

Sun and Mercury in quadrants. Mercury, occupying the

Navartisa of Jupiter on a Thrayodhasi
;

8. Mercury in exaltation occupying the rising sig^

on a Wednesday with the Sun in the 3rd Dhrekkana* of

the sign Virgo (The 3rd Dhrekkana of Virgo is ruled

by Venus, lord of the 9th house (Taurus) from Virgo.)

;

9. Mercury occupying the rising sign in his degree of

main exaltation on all days except Saturday and Tuesday;

10. Jupiter occupying the rising sign, in his degree of

main exaltation on days except Saturday and Sunday.

t Of the Movable, Fixed and Common signs, the ist, sth and
the last Navamsas are respectively known as Virgotthama posi-

tions. The Virgotthama places are:

—

' (1) The I St Navamsas of the four Movable signs Aries,

Cancer, Libra and Capricorn.

(2) The 5th Navamsas of the four Fixed signs Taurus,

Leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius.

(3) The 9th Navamsas of the Common signs (movable
and fixed) Gemini, Virgo, Sagittari and Pisces.

These Navamsas bear the same names as the signs them-
selves. First Navamsa of the movable sign Aries is Aries ; the

5th Navamsa of the fixed sign Taurus is Taurus; the 9th

Navamsa of the Common sign Gemini is Gemini.



Vidhya-Vog»:—(i) Jupiter, located in the sth degree of

Cancer (the degree of bia main exaltation) and in his

Hora division, on a Thursday, produces Vidhya-Yoga.

(2) Venus in the 27th degree of Pisces on a Friday,

Pisces being the rising sign, produces the same Yoga.

(3)
'1 he Yoga is also formed when any planet (except

Jupiter and Venus) is in exaltation in the rising sign itself

holding its Hora and on a day ruled by it.

(4) The Sun located in his own Hora of the rising

sign produces the Yoga, if the day and its ruling asterism

be auspicious.

One must have regard for these rules in commencing
education

; otherwise, one will acquire very little educa-

tion. An auspicious day should be very carefully selected

according to these directions.

UPAKARMA.

CHAPTER IX.

Yajur-Vedis should perform Upakarma on the Full-

Moon day, succeeding the New-Moon of the month of

Ashada i.e., when the Sun is in Cancer ; Rig-Vedis have

their Upakarma at the same time, but on the day when the

ruling asterism is Sravana ;
the Upakarma for Sama-

Vedis is on the Panchami day of Sukla-Paksha (bright

fortnight) combined with asterism Hastha in the month

of Sravana. Eclipse and Surya Sankaranthi should not

synchronise with these days.

X
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Even if the Sun be not in Leo, Upakarma must be
performed on the Full-Moon day in the month of Proshta-
padha or Sravana.

No Upakarma should be performed during • Athima-
sam or t Malaimasam, nor on the day of (i) eclipse, (2) the

King’s death, (3) .invasion by his enemy’s army (4) Sanka-
ranthi (5) when the Lord of your Veda happens to be
“ Moudhya planet" at the time.

01 the two, Sravana and Proshtapadha, that which has
a -less number of adverse elements must be chosen.
If the adverse effects set forth above, be found in the

months of Ashada,t Sravana and § Proshtapadha,Upakarma
should be done in the month of Sravana. People living

in that part of the country to the south of the river Nirbadha
should have Upakarma when the Sun is in Cancer

;
those

living on the other side of her should have it when the

Sun is in Leo.

In case of an eclipse or Sankaranthi, occurring before

midnight, no Upakarqia should be done on the day ;

eclipse or Sankaranthi after midnight does not matter.

According to Apasthamba, Upakarma has been

ordained for the month of Sravana ; and Pouraami (Full

-Moon) being the specified time it should be done onl}r in

that month but not in the month of BadhrapadhaorAshada.

* Athi-Masam is an intercalary month formed of the aggregate
days omitted in reckoning the lunar month- Athi Masam is a
month of two New-Moons.

+ Malai-Masam is a month of two Full-Moons.

+ Sravana Poornima is the Fiill-Moon day preceding the
New-Moon of the month denoted .by the location of the Sun in

Leo. It is called Sravani from its coincidence with asterism
Sravana-

§ Proshtapadha Poornima is the Full-Moon' preceding the
Wew-Moon of the month denoted by the location of the Sun in

Virgo- It is called Proshtapadha from its association Svith
asterism Purvaprbshtapadha.
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Srawna Pournami associated with the asterisms

Mula, Purvashada and Utharashada should be avoided.

By doing I/pakarma on that day, one would lose the

effect of a year’s recitation of the Vedas. Upakarma per-

formed oh a day ruled by the two asterisms, Utharashada

and Sravana, will cause the same adverse effect ; nor must
it be performed on a day ruled by Purvashada or Revathi.

Upakarma on this day affects both the Guru and the

Sishva.

Adhyayana-Karma (the duty of reciting the Vedas)

being of the utmost importance, according to Manu,
Gautama .considers that the First Upakarma should

also be performed in the month of Sravana.

The annual performance of Upakarma is an important

sacrament even to those who have already started it.

'I'hey should invest themselves with the sacred thread,

Upaveetham, ” on that day.

To dispel the evil effects of an eclipse, occurring in

the month of Sravana, Prayaschittha has been ordained.*

In case of lunar eclipse, the Prayaschittha consists in the

performance of Homa to the chanting of si.\ Riks, “Somo-
Dhenoo ’’ etc, to be concluded by the “ Pranava’’ Mantra.

For • solar eclipse, Homa, to the recitation of the Mantras
“ Suryo-Devim ” “ Udhvayam Thamasaspari,” “ Ah-sath-

yena ”—
‘‘ Ah-dhe-voyathi ’’ etc, should be performed before

commencing Upakarma.

If Pournami (Full-Moon) ends and Prathamai begins

12* ghatikas after sunrise, Upakarma and Gayathri

Homa should be performed on that very day. If, how-
ever, the same thing occurs before the Sanghava Kala

(within .12 ghatikas after sunrise) Upakarma alone

should be done on that day and Gayathri Homa on the

next. This is the rule relating to Upakarma.

^Obviously, solar eclipse in the month of Sravana is considered inauspi-

ejous for the performance of Upakarma.
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YajW'Vedis— (i) The Full-Moon day governed by the

three asterisms Utharashada, Sravana and Sravishta in

the solar or lunar month of Sravana, and that governed

by the asterisms Sathabis, Purvabadhrapadha and Uthara-

badhrapadha in the solar f or lunar month of Badhrapadba

are appropriate days for the Upakarma of Yajur-Vedis.

Even if the Full-Moon (of the solar month of Sra-

vana i.e., from the New-Moon of Ashadato the New-Moon
of Sravana) synchronise with eclipse or Sankaranthi, it is

an appropriate day for Upakarma, Adhyayanam, i.e. ', the

recitation of the Vedas, being the essential. It may also

be performed when Jupiter or Venus is combust. If both

the planets be combust on that day, Upakarma should be

put off. If the one be in exaltation, in his own or friendly

house, and the other in combust, the latter should have

Santhi (propitation) prior to Upakarma, according to

Brihaspathy.

Eclipses, Rajya-Kshayam, Athimasam and Andha-
Poomami are not proper times for Upakarma.

Andha-Poomami—This word denotes lunar eclipse

at twilight time or one that occurs when Jupiter and
Venus are combust.

Chinna'Poornami— This word signifies lunar eclipse

at the moment of the Sun’s entry into the first point of a

house.

If lunar eclipse does not terminate before dawn, 'hut

prolongs into the next day, Upakarma should net be per-

formed on the day that then commences.

t The twelve lunar (Chandra) months of a year are Ch^fthra, V3fsakha.

Jyeshta, Ashada, Sravana, Badhrapadba, Aswayuja, Krithika, Margasira,
Pushya, Magha and Palguna. Tne twelve corresponding solar (Soura)
months are Mesha, Vrishabha, Mithuna, Kataka, Simha, Kanya, Thula,
Vrischika, Dhanus, Makara, Kumbha and Meena. A lunar month takes its

name from the ruling asterism on the Full-Moon of that month.
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INITIATION IN A MANTHRA.

CHAPTER X.

The nature of planetary influences at the time of

Initiation in a Manthra is described below:

—

The effects of learning a Manthra vary according to

the month in which the initiation takes place. Chy thra pro-

duces great.misery
;
Vysakha brings gain of gems

; Jyesbta

is fatal ; Ashada seriously affects relations ; Sravana indi-

cates exalted status
;
Badhrapadha leads to loss of chil-

dren; Aswayuja shows well-being; Krithika favours mental

development ; Margasira produces evil ; Pushya inclines

to ruin the intellect ; Magha tends to intellectual growth ;

Palguna makes the disciple liked and loved by all.

The most fruitful asterisms for starting to learn a

Manthra are:—Rohini, Ardhra, Punarvasu, Pushya,

Magha, Utharapalguni, Hastha, Chithra, Swathi, Anu-
radha, Jyeshta, Mula, Utharashada, Sravana, Sravishta,

Utharabadhrapadha and Revathi.

Avoid the Thithis,—Chathurthi, Ashtami and Nevv-

Moon ; reject Tuesday.

*
* Movable signs are good ;

Common sigpis are neutral

;

Fixed signs are useless for this function.

The 8th house from the rising sign at the time of

initiation should be vacant.

No Manthra should be commenced during the months
of Ashada, Badhrapadha, Margasira and Magha which' are

Jcnown as Pithur-Masa. The other months are auspicious.
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The " asterism of the individual at birth ” (Jenma-
Nakshathra) and the loth and rgth asterisms therefrom,

the Sankaranthi day, i.fi., the day of the Sun’s transit from
one sign into another, are beneficial, as also Wednesday.

Before starting to learn a Manthra the devotee should

make use of the following diagram in order to understand
whether the Manthra that he is to recite will produce the

desired result, i.e., whether he will attain Siddhi—the

gifts of the Deity which he seeks to obtain by means of

the Manthra.

Beginning with the /'V.s/ Idler of the individual's name
which should be inserted in cage i , each of the succeeding

fifty tellers of the Sanskrit n/p/tnbel should be set within the

cages one after another in the order of i, 3, 11,9. 2, 4,

12, 10, 6, 8, 16, 14, 5, 7, 1 5, 13,

Suldha

Siddham
Siddha

Saddhyain
Saddhya
Siddham

Saddhya
Saddliyam

[

Siddha

Ari

Siddha

Swnsiddhain

Saddhya
Ari

Saddhya
Swasiddham

Ari

Siddham
Ari

Saddhyain
Hwiisiddha

iSiddhnm

!

1

Swasiddha
i Saddhyain

Ari

Ari

Ari

Swasiddham
Swasiddha

Ari

Swasiddha
Bwasiddham



This diagram, it will be seen,consists Qf four squares

each square containing four cages.

Directions! - Note the Square containing the first

letter of your name. This square is called Siddham;the next

square to the right, is called Saddhyam ;
the ixAsquare is

Swasiddham; the 4th square is known as Ari. Again, mark

the Cage which contains the first letter of your name.

This Cage is known as Siddha>Siddham ; the next Cage \n

order (to the right) is called Siddha-Saddhyam, the 3rd

Cage is Siddha-Swasiddham; the last is known as

Siddha-Ari—square Siddha contains these 4 cages.

The names of the cages contained in the three

remaining squares, Saddhyam. Swasiddham and Ari,can be

determined in a similar way. You will thus have Saddya-

Siddham, Saddhya-Saddhyam, Saddhya-Swasiddham and

Saddhya-Ari cages in Square Saddhya. In the Square

Swasiddha,you will have the following cages:—Swasiddha-

Siddham, Swasiddha-Saddhyam. Swasiddha>Swasiddham

and Swasiddha-Ari. In the Ari you will have Ari-

Siddham, Ari-Saddhyam, ArY-Swasiddham and Ari-Ari.

As pointed out above, the individual should only mark
the cage containing Xht. first letter of his name and deter-

mine the names of the cages in order, proceeding forward,

from the cages of Siddham (the square which contains

the first letter of his name) to those of other squares.

This over, you should proceed to note the cage in

which the first letter of Manthra is seen.

Cages of Square Siddha "Should you find it in the cage
Siddha-Siddha, the significance is that you should repeat
the Manthra as many times as are required by the Manthra
Sastras. Should you find the letter in the cage Siddha-
Saddhyam

^ you will have to recite the Manthra twice
as many times.
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Located in Siddha-Swasiddha, the letter denotes that

it is enough to repeat the Mantra half as many times.

The letter, found in Siddha-Ari, denotes that the

repetition of the Manthra would ruin the members of the

family.

Cages of Square Saddhya—If luc ilrst ICttCr uc lound in

Saddhya-Siddha, it signifies much painstaking ; and the

Manthra should be repeated many times ;
if it be in

Saddhya-Saddhya, the Manthra will do no good ;
if it be

in Saddhya-Swasiddha, the Manthra should be recited

as ordained by the Sastras; if it be Saddhya-Ari, the learn-

ing of the Manthra will cause ruin to kinsmen.

Cages of Square Swasiddha If the first letter of the

Manthra be in the cage Swasiddha-Siddham it will be

enough to repeat the Manthra half the required number of

times ;
if it be in cage Swasiddha-Saddhyam, the full

directions, given for the practice of the Manthra, should

be followed; if it be in Swasiddha-Swasiddha, the fruition

will be prompt ; if it be in Swasiddha-Ari, the servants

will die.

Cages of Square Ari -If the first letter of the Manthra

be in cage Ari-Siddha, the son will die ;
if it be in Ari-

Saddhya, it will'kill the daughter; if it be in Ari-S'wasiddha.

the wife will be hurt
;

if it be in Ari-Ari, the individual

himself will be ruined.

Exception:—In the case of the Manthras for Narasimha

Moorthy, Aadhithya (the Sun) Aadhi-Varaha Moorthy.

or the Devi, such as Parah Prasadham and Navaavarnam,
or Sapindakshari-Manthra, the test of the squares may
be dispensed with.

Note:

—

A Manthra, as contemplated in this Chapter, is a
formula of mystical sounds the mental repetition of which,

according to the rules, invokes the blessings of the Deva or the

Devi, as the case may be, to whom it is sacred and assigned.

It is different from “a hymn or a ritualisic formula’- which is the

definition given by English lexicographers.
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THE STUDY OF THE VEDAS. ETC.

CHAPTER XI.

To start the much-esteemed study of the Vedas,

choose the following asterisms, which are favourable:

—

Mrigasirsha, Ardhra, Punarvasu, Pushya, Hastha, Chithra,

Swathi. Anuradha, Sravana, Sravishta and Sathabis.

'I'he following asterisms are neutral;—Aswini. Rohini,

Utharapalguni, Utharashada, Utharabadhrapadha and
Revathi. The remaining asterisms should be avoided.

Sonrie writers include Aswini among the first of

favourable asterisms.

Among Thithis, Sapthami and Thrayodhasi are

neutral; Prathamai, Chathurthi, Ashtami, Navami, Dhwa-
dhasi, Full-Moon and New-Moon days should be avoided.

The other Thithis are excellent.

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and the moments
when Mercury, Jupiter and Venvfs are the lords of the

rising Navamsa are good.

Sunday and Monday and the moments when the Sun
and the Moon are the lords of the rising Navamsa are

neptral.

Avoid Saturday and Tuesday and the Amsas and
associations of Saturn and Mars.

Common signs are auspicious ; Movable signs are

neutral ; Fixed signs are not to be considered.

'I'here should be no planet in the 8th house from the

rising sign, at the time of commencing Veda study.

Some writers hold that the 4th house also should be un-

occupied.

9
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Chathurthi, Sapthami and Thrayodhasi should be

avoided if the duration of any of these extends till mid-

night. In such a case, the recitation of the Vedas should

be suspended till midnight ;
otherwise, the student’s

recollection will become weak.

Pradbosham t— If Chathurthi lasts till nine Ghatikas in

the night, what is known as Pradhosham is formed.

Sapthami,continuing till midnight, forms Pradhosham.

Pradhosham is fatal to the study of the Vedas.

Some writers consider that the existence of Thrayo-
dhasi till the end of the first quarter of the night forms

Pradhosham.

If Thrayodhasi ends by midnight, the only appro-

priate Karma for that day would be the worship of Siva ;

any other function will b** fruitless. No study of the

Vedas should be made betveen the hour and a half before

sunset and midnight provided that Thrayodasi exists for a

ghatika or half after nightfall.

In this case the study of the Vedas should be sus-

pended for three days- This rule is intended for begin-

ners. In the case of others, suspension of study fona day

will suffice.

During times of mental distress, of heavy rain, of

thunder, of eclipses, and of earthquake
;
at sight of fire-

ball ; and after Upakarma, recitation of the Vedas should

be stopped for. three days.

A hare, a Chandala qr a sheep passing between the

Guru and his disciple during study is a bad omen. If

this should happen, the study should be suspended for six

months. If a cow, afrjc^, a mongoose, a crow, a rat,

a dog, cock or cat pass between the teacher and the

disciple the study should be stopped for three days.
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Avoid study of the Vedas on the following days:

—

The days of the Sun’s transit into Aries, Cancer, Libra and

Capricorn, i.e., the first days of the months of Chythra

Ashada, Aswayuja and Pushya, as also on the Ekadhasi

days of the bright fortnights of the months oi Ashada and

Krithika (Ashada-Sukla-Ekadhasi and Krithika-Sukla-Eka-

dhasi), Munvadhi and Yugadhi days

The following are Munvadhi days;—The I'hrithiyai

and Full-Moon days of the month of Chythra ; the Full-

Moon day of the month of Jyeshta ; the Dhasami and Fiill-

Moon days of the month of Ashada ; the Ashtami day of

the dark fortnight (Krishna Paksha) and the Full-Moon

day of the month of Sravana ;
the Thrithiyai days of the

month of Badhrapadha ;
the Navami of the bright

fortnight (Sukla Paksha) of the month of Aswayuja ; the

Dhwadhasi and Full-Moon days of the month of Krithika ;

theSapthami days of the month of Magha
; Full-Moon and

New-Moon days of the month of Palguna.

The Yugadhi days are:

—

(i) The Thrithiyai of the

bright fortnight of Vaisakha, (2) the Navami of the bright

fortnight of Krithika, (3) the New-Moon day of Magha

(4) The Thrayodhasi of the dark fortnight of the month of

Badhrapadha. :

SAMAVAPTHANAM.

CHAPTER XII.

[ Prior to the actual ceremony of marriage, the

bridegroom has to go through a number of small functions,

such as Vrutham (observance of religfious fast)and Snaanam
bath) etc, in token of renouncing his Brahmacharya life

and taking to that of a Gribastha. This preparation is

denoted by the- word, “ Samavarthanam.’’]



The rules for the selection of an auspicious time for

Vrutham are the same as those for Tonsure.

The following asterisms are good for the Snaana

(bath) Karina :—Rohini, Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Pushya,

Hastha, Anuradha, Utharashada, Sravana, Utharabadhra-

padha and Revathi. Asterism Swathi is commended by

some astrologers. The other asterisms should be avoided.

Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday

are auspicious for the Snaana Saturday and Tuesday

are unfavourable.

The signs Taurus, Gemini, Virgo, Libra, Capncorn

and Pisces produce good ; the other signs prove beneficial

for Snaana when occupied by a benefic planet.

The fruitful Thithis are:— Dhwithiyai, Thrithiyai,

Panchami, Sapthami, Dhasami and Ekadhasi. Thrayodhasi

is also excellent. Some writers commend Dhwadhasi as

auspicious. Shashti is considered favourable to kings.

Avoid Rikthai, Prathamai*, Ashtami, Full-Moon and

New-Moon days. There should be no planet in the 8th

house. The Snaana Karma should be done just prior to

the marriage.

DECISION OF MARRIAGE.

CHAPTER XIII.

TO DETERMINE THE SUITABILITY OF A MATCH.

The planetary conditions for determining the suitability

or othwwise of the bridegroom to the bride and vice versa

ait delineated in this Chi^ter.
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There are ten Considerations ” necessary to the

forming of a correct judgment as to the suitability of a

proposed ntatrimonial union. These are i. Dhinam,

2. Ganam, 3. Mahendhram, 4. Sthree-Dheergham, 5. Yoni.

6. Rasi, 7. Rasyadhipathi, 8. Vasyam, 9. Rajju and

10. Vedhai.

1. Dhinam- - Count the asterisms from the asterism of

the bride to that of the bridegroom (both inclusive).

The first, viz, the asterism at birth, is " Jenma the

2nd asterism signifies “ Sampath ”— fortune ;
the 3rd

denotes “ Vipath ”—disaster ; the 4th favours "Kshema"

—

well-being; the 5th produces “ Prathyara’’—obstruc-

tion ; the 6th shows •“ S^dhaka ’’ —aid ; the 7th inclines to

“Vadham’’— slaughter ; the 8th tends to Maithra—friend-

ship; the 9th leads to “ Parama-Maithra ” intimate

friendship. The asterism of the bridegroom should be

the 2nd, 4th, 6th' or 8th from that of the bride. If it be

the 3rd, the 5th, or the 7th, it shows disagreement. Of the

second +“ Pariyaya ’’ the ist quarter of the 3rd, the 4th

quarter of the 5th, and the 3rd of the 7th asterism should

be avoided. The other quarters of these asterisms are

good. The asterisms of the 3rd " Pariyaya ’’ produce

no evil. *

The asterism of the bridegroom should not be the

27th, in order from that of the bride. The a(iverse effects

arising from such a position will, however, be diminished

*if the two asterisms belong to the same sign. If the

asterisms belong to different signs the effect will be bad.

Another asterism to be avoided is the 22nd. count-

ing from the Janma-Nakshathra of either. This position

of the asterism is de.scribed as “ Vadha-Vainasika the

evil effects of which are set forth by Sage Kasyapa.

+ For explanation of Pariyaya, see Chapter - 33.
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A man and a woman born under any of the following

pairs of asterisms will form an unsuitable match and

their union will be unhappy;— Krithika and Aslesha;

Aslesha and Swathi ; Chithra and Purvasadha ; Anuradha
and Sravishta ; Sravishta and Bharani

;
Sathabis and

Krithika.

A couple born under any of the following pairs of

asterisms will make a happy match:—Ardhra and Uthara-

palguni ; Purvapalguni and Anuradha ; Chithra and

Pushya ; Punarvasu and Hastha. The last pair favours

the progress and development of the family.

Asterisms Jyeshta and Sathabis incline to ruin the

family.Utharapalguni and Mrigasirsha,Hastha and Mula

—

these two pairs tend to cause death and pecuniary loss

respectively.

If the asterisms of the bridegroom and the bride be

Rohini and Magha, or Purvabadhrapadha and Rohini,

they wiil have many sons ; if they be Aswini and Punar-

vasu, or. Swathi and Utharashada, the couple will give

birth to daughters ; if they be Revathi and Ardhra or

Jyeshta and Utharapalguni there will be rancour between

husband and wife ; if they be Visakha and Magha,

wicked sons will be born ; if they be Visakha and

Sravana, the husband and wife will become enemies ;
if

they be Aswini and Sravana, the husband and wife will

live apart; if.they be Utharabadhrapadha and Mrigasirsha

widowhood must be predicted ; if they be Utharashada

and Revathi, there will be enjoyment; if they be Mula
and Purvabadhrapadha there will be prosperity ;

if they

be Purvashada and Utharabadhrapadha, there will be

mutual affection ; if they be Bharani and Pushya, the

husband and wife will live in affluence.

+ This is an exception to the rule given in the previous page
under Dhinam. Utharapalguni, for instance, is the 7th asterism

from Ahdhra ; Anuradha, Pushya and Hastha are respectively

the 7th asterisms from Purvapalguni, Chithra and Punarvasu,
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COMMON JANMA NAKSHATHRA.

In many cases, the Janma-Nakshathra of the bride-

groom and the bride may be one and the same ; if such

Janma-Nakshathra be any of the following, it would be

excellent:— Rohini, Ardhra, Magha, Hastha. Visakha,

Sravana, Utharabddhrapadha and Revathi.

If the common Janma-Nakshathra be any of the

following, the effect would be neutral;— Aswini,

Krithika, Mrigasirsha,Funarvasu, Pushya, Purvapalguni,

Utharapalguni, Chithra, Anuradha. Purvashada and

Utharashada.

If the Janma-Nakshathra be any of the following, the

match should be considered unsuitable, and marriage

avoided:—Bharani, Aslesha, Swathi, Jyeshta, Mula,

Sravishta, Sathabis, and Purvabadhrapadha.

If the Janma-Nakshathra belong to two signs, the

stellar quarter of the bridegroom should be the earlier.

If It be otherwise, it will cause harm to the couple.

If the Janma Nakshathra of the bridegroom and thb

bride belong to the same sign, that of the bridegroom

must be prior to that of the bride ; otherwise, it is in-

auspicious.

Exception Among asterisrhs that belong to one and

the same sign, the following should be left out of

consideration: —Bharani and Krithika, Sravishta and

Sathabis, Pushya and Aslesha.

* The asterism of the bridegroom may rightly be the

next, in order, to that of the bride, if the asterism of the

latter be any of the following:—Aswini, Krithika. Mriga-

sirsha, Magha, Hastha, Swathi. Purvashada and Sathabis.

Jannui'Ffakshathra belongring to two Signs— If the bride-

groom and the bride have a common Janma-Nakshathra
belonging to two signs, the stellar quarter belonging to

the first sign should be that of the bride. Any of the
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remaining three stellar quarters of the other sign may be

that of the bridegroom. If the stellar quarters be equally

divided between the two signs, the sign for the first two

should be that of the bridegroom.

2. Ganam: -The following asterisms belong to

Deva Ganam : Aswini, Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Pushya,

Hastha, Swathi, Anuradha, Sravana and Revathi.

Manushya Gaaam -The asterisms of Manushya Gana
are:—Bharani, Rohini, Ardhra, Purvapalguni, Utharba-

dahra padha.

Rafcshasa Ganam—The asterisms of this group are:

—

Krithika, Aslesha, Magha, Chithra, Visakha, Jyeshta,

Mula, Sravishta and Sathabis.

If the Ganam of the bridegroom and of the bride be the

same it signifies suitability ; it is excellent. If their Ganas
be Deva Gana and Manushya Gana respectively, it is of

middling quality
;

if they be of Deva and Rakshasa

Ganas, it is very bad
;
the association of Manushya with

Rakshasa Gana is fatal.

If the asterisms of the bridegroom and the bride be

Manushya Gana and Rakshasa Gana respectively, the

marriage will prove harmful to both.

Exception -The adverse effects of Rakshasa Gana will

diminish if the asterism of the bride at birth be beyond

the 14th from the asterism of the bridegroom.

3. Mahendhra—The Janma-Nakshathra of the brideg-

room should be the 4th, 7th, loth, i3th,i6th, 19th,^2^nd or

25th asterism from that of the bride. This promotes well-

being and prolongs life.

4* Sthree-Dheergham- The asteflsm of the bridegroom

should be beyond the 1 3th asterism from that of the bride

to satisfy this point of suitability. Some writers hold that,

it is enough if the said asterism be beyond the 7th.
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5. Yon4—This word literally means the organ of

reproduction in the female animal creation. The 'genital

characteristics ascribed to asterisms constitute another
point in which there should be agreement in the horoscopes
9f the bridegroom and the bride:— Aswini and Sathabis—
Horse

; Bharani and Revathi—Elephant ; fushya and
Krithika—Sheep

; Rohini and Mrigasirsha—Serpent

;

Aslesha and Punarvasu—Cat; Magha and Purvapalguni

—Rat ; Utharapalguni, Utharashada and Utharabadhra-

padha—Cow ; Swathi a!>d Hastha—Buffalo ;
Visakha and

Chithra—Tiger; Jyeshta and Anuradha—Deer; Mula
and Ardhra—Dog; Purvashada and Sravana—Monkey;
Sravishta and Piirvabadhrapadha—Lion.

Monkey and Sheep, Deer and Elephant, Horse and
Buffalo, Cow and Tiger, Rat and Cat, Serpent and Rat,

Serpent and Mongoose. Dog and Deer—these are

mutually hostile—so, inauspicious. 1'o show suitability

the asterisms of the couple should be of the same Yoni.

If different, it is neutral : hostile Yonis should be avoided.

6, Rasi - The Jenma-Rasi (the sign occupied by* the

Moon at birth)of the bridegroom should not be the 2nd from

the Jenma-Rasi of the bride; in other words, the Jenma-
Rasi of the bride should not be the 1 2th, in order, from the

Jenma-Rasi of the bridegroom for this position proves

fatal. The converse should be the case; the Jenma-
Rasi of the bride should be the 2nd from the Jenma-Rasi
of the bridegroom. This tends to prolong life.

If the Jenma-Rasi of the bridegroom be the 3rd from

>the Jenma-Rasi of the bride, there will be misery. The
converse of this position shows suitability and the couple

will have a happy life.

If the Jenma-Rasi of the bridegroom be the 4th from

the Jenma-Rasi of the bride, in other words, if the Jenma-

Rasi of the bride be the loth from that of the bridegroom.-

they will become poor. If the position be the converse

of this they will grow rich.

10
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If the Jenma-Kasi of the bridegroom be the 5th from
that of the bride, there ^rill be widowhood ; the converse of

this position secures immunity from widowhood. She will

be a Sumangali—one in married life.

If the Jenma-Rasi of the bridegroom be the 6th from

that of the bride, loss of sons must be predicted; the

converse favours birth of sons.

If the Jenma-Rasis of the bridegroom and the bride

be diametrically opposite to each other in the Zodiac, the

couple will have a long and happy life.

Exception—Even if the Jenma-Rasi of the bridegroom
be the 2nd from that of the bride, the effect will be good
if such Jenma-Rasi be aq even sign. [ In this case, the

Jenma-Rasi of the bride is the i^th sign from that of the

bridegroom]. If it be an odd sign, it will do harm.

Where the Jenma-Rasi of* the bridegroom is the 6th

from the Jenma-Rasi of the bride, it will be felicitous, if

the two Rasis be any of the following pairs :—Aries and
Virgo ;

Sagittari and Taurus
; Libra and Pisces; Aquarius

and Cancer ;
I..eo and Capricorn

; Gemini and Scorpio.

7. Rasyadhipathi--Mars is the lord of Aries and
Scorpio. His friends are Mercury and Venus. The other

planets are his enemies.

Venus is the’Lord of Taurus and Libra. All the planets

except the Sun and the Moon are her friends.

Mercury is the lord of Gemini and Virgo. All save
the Sun, are his friends.

The Moon is the Lord of Cancer. Mercury and
Jupiter are her friends.

The Sun is the Lord of Leo. Jupiter is his only friend.
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Jupiter is the Lord of Sagittari and Pisces. All

except Mars are his friends.

Saturn is the lord of Capricorn and Aquarius.

Jupiter is his enemy.

8. Vasyam. -Leo and Scorpio are concordant to Aries;

Cancer and Leo are concordant to Taurus : Virgo, to

Gemini
; Scorpio and Sagittarius, to Cancer ;

Libra>

to Leo ; Gemini and Pisces, to Virgo ; Capricorn,

to Libra; Virgo and Cancer, to Scorpio; Pisces,

to Sagittari ; Aquarius and Aries, to Capricorn ; Aries,

to Aquarius; Capricorn to Pisces. The Jenma-Rasi(the sign

occupied by the Moon at birth) of the bridegroom should

be concordant to that of the bride, or vice versa in which

case there will be harmony between the couple.

9. Rajju. —There are five divisions of. asterisms under

this head:

—

1. Padha Rajju—Asvvini, Aslesha, Magha, Jyeshte,

Mula and Revathi.

2. Ooroo Rajju—Bharani, Pushya, Purvapalguni,

Anuradha, Purvashada and IJtharabadhrapadha.

3. Nabhi Rajju—Krithika, Punarvasu, Utharapal-

guni, Visakha, Utharashada and Purvabadhrapadha.

4. Kanta Rajju—Rohini, Ardbra. Hastha. Swathi,

•Sravana and Sathabis.

5. Siro Rajju—Mrigasirsha. Chithra and Sravishta.

If the asterisms of the couple come under Padha

. Rajju, they will travel in foreign countries ; Ooroo Rajju

causes loss of property ; Nabhi Rajju shows loss of off-

spring ;
Kanta Rajju signifies the death of the woman ;

Siro Rajju, the death of the man. Therefore, the asterisms

of the couple should not be in the same division- Thus

the sages interpret Rajju.
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10. Vedhai. -The following sets of asterisms are

mutually repellent. There should be no marriage between
a man and a woman, whose asterisms are found in the

same set:—Aswini and Jyeshta—Bharani and Anuradha- -

Krithika and Visakha—Kohini and Swathi—Ardhra and

Sravana—Funarvasu and Utharashada— Pushj'a and

Purvashada—Aslesha and Mula—Magha and Revathi

—

Purvapalguni and Utharabadhrapadha—Utharapalguni

and Purvabadhrapadha—Mastha and Sathabis—Mrigasir-

sha, Chithra and Sravishta.

Exception* Rajju, Vedhai, Ganam and Rasi—the

adverse effects arising from these need not be considered,

if (i) the lords of the Jenma-Rasis of the man and the

woman be the same, (2) they be friendly planets and (3; if

their Jenma-Rasis be diametrically opposite signs of the

zodiac.

Dhinam, Ganam, Yoni, Rasi and Rajju. are the five

chief points in which there should be agreement in the

horoscopes of the bridegroom and bride. Of these, Dhinam
and Rajju are first in importance. Dhinam is particularly

so to Brahmanas ; Ganam,to Kshathryas ; Rasi, to Vaisyas ;

and Yoni, to Sudras.

Agreement in respect of Dhinam, Ganam etc,- Dhinam
gives good luck ; Ganam brings wealth ; Mahendhram
develops attachment. Sthree-Dheergham promotes welfare;

Yoni gives birth to many sons ; Rasi ; shows growth of

family: Rasyadhipathi indicates prosperity in corn; Vasyam
favours development of posterity ; Rajju inclines to felicity

in married life and immunity from widowhood ; Vedhai

gives many sons.

Of these ten '‘Considerations," to determine suitability,

the horoscopes of the man and the woman must agree in

respect of at least five. If that be not so, one must be

guided by omen (Sakhunam) in the matter ofjudging the

suitability or otherwise of a proposed marriage.
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Female Asterisms—Bharani, Ardhra, Aslesha, Magha,
Purvapalguni, Utharapalguni, Chithra, Swathi, Visakha,

Jyeshta, Purvashada, Utharashada, Sravana and Sravishta.

Hermophrodite Asterisms—Mrigasirsha, Sathabis and

Mula.

Male Asterisms- -Aswini, Kritliika, Rohini, Punarvasu,

Pushya, Hastha, Anuradha. Purvabadhrapadha» Uthara-

badhrapadha and Revathi.

It is excellent if the asterisms of the man and the

MToman be respectively male and female. If it be otherwise

it will produce no good. If the asterisms of the man and

the woman be hermophrodite and female, hermophrodite

and male, both male or both female, the influence will

be of middling nature.

Nakshatfara Gothram -Divide the 28 asterisms, including

^Abijith into seven sets of four each. The 1st set represents

the Gothra' of Mareechi ; the 2nd represents Vasishta

Gothra ; the 3rd set is Angiras Gothra ; the 4th is Athri

Gothra ; the 5th is the Gothra of Sage Pulasthiah ; the 6th

is that of the Sage Pulaha ; the 7th is Grutha Gothra.

The Gothras of the man and the woman should be

(’'fferent. If it be the same, it will produce evil.

^
The Castes of the Signs—Signs Cancer, Pisces and

Scorpio belong to Brahma caste ;
Libra. Leo and Sagittari

are of Kshathrya caste
;
Aries, Gemini and Aquarius are of

Vaisya caste; Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn are ofSudra

caste. There should be no marriage between a man of a

lower caste and a woman of a higher.

* Abijith—This is an asterism formed by the 4th quarter of

Utharashada and the i St quarter of Sravana- For details see

Intro.
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Will there be Marriage ? If, at the time of this horarj'

t

question, the 3rd, 5th, 7th. loth or iith house, from the

rising sign, be occupied by the Moon and aspected by
Jupiter, marriage may be predicted.

Shall I find a Bride ? If at the time of this question
Libra. Taurus or Cancer be the rising sign, occupied
or aspected by any benefic planet, the answer should be in

the affirmative. If at the time of the query waning Moon
occupies an even sign, from the rising sign, with the eighth

house aspected to malehcs, the answer should be in the

negative.

How long will the Couple live ? 1 f at the time of such

query about a marri.age, the 5th, 6th or 8th house from the

rising sign be occupied by the Moon, the prediction should

be that the couple fif the marriage, in question, should

take place) will die in 8 years. If the rising sign be

occupied b3' Mars, with a benefic in the 7th house at the

time of the query, the woman will turn out a bad character,

or her children will pass away and her husband (if the

marriage, in question, should take place) will die in eight

years.

If, at the time of enquiry, the Moon occupies the

rising sign, with Mars in the 7th house, the death of the

husband (if married) after the 8th year of marriage should

be predicted.

If the 5th house from the rising sign, at the time of

enquiry, be occupied by a malefic, in debilitation, aspected

by inimical planets, the woman (if married) will either lose

her sons or will be immoral.

t This is another branch of astrology, it is the science oi

foretelling the result of a business or circumstance from the

position and aspect of --the heavenly bodies at the moment of

propounding a puestion.
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CELEBRATION OF MARRIAGE.

CHAPTER XIV.

The rules for fixing the time for celebrating a marri-

age are given in thjs Chapter.

t Lltharayana (the first half of the year when the Sun
is in the northern circle between Capricorn and Gemini) is

excellent ; Dakshinayana (the second half when the Sun
is in the southern circle between Cancer and Capricorn)

is of middling quality.

If, in the figure of the heavens (Gochaaram) at the

time of marriage, Jupiter occupies the Jenma-Rasi (the

house of the Moon at birth) the 3rd, 4th, 6th, 8th, loth or

1 2th house, therefrom, the bride will either die or become

a widow.

I'he marriage should be celebrated in the 5th^

6th or 7th year of the bride when Jupiter is well-placed in

a benefic sign.

The following asterisms are the best ; they favour the

birth of sons :—Rohini, Mrigasirsha, Magha, Utharapalguni

Hastha. Swathi, Anuradha. Mula, Utbarashada, Uthara-

badhrapadha and Revathi. " Oordhva-Mukha” asterisms

are the Tnost fruitful, Atho-Mukha asterisms cause harm

and “ Thiryag Mukha” asterisms breed ‘fever. Other

. asterisms affect the life of the son.

The best Thithis are:— Dhwittiiyai, Thrithiyai,

Panchami,Sapthami, Dhasami,£kadhasi, and Thrayodhasi.

Prathamai (of the dark fortnight) Shashti, Ashtami,

Dhwadhasi, Pournami (Full-Moon) are middling. All the

Thithis after Ashtami of Krishna Paksha (dark fortnight)

are inauspicious and will affect life.

Utharayana comprises the Months
,
of Pushya, magha

Palguna, Chythra, Vaisakha and Jyeshta. The other six months
of the year belong to Dakshinayana.
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The best signs are Gemini, Virgo and Libra. Aries,

Capricorn, Scorpio and Pisces should be avoided. The
other signs exercise middling influence.

Saturday Sunday, and Tuesday, and the Amsas and

associations ot Saturn, the Sun and Mars should be avoid-

ed. Choose Monday, Wednesday, Thursday or Friday and

the Amsas and associations etc., of the Moon. Mercury,

Jupiter or Venus.

Influence of Zodiacal Signs at the time of Marriage— If the

rising sign, at the time of marriage, be Aries, the bride

will become a prostitute; if it be Taurus, she will become
poor ; Gemini gives her good qualities

; Cancer inclines to

adultery; Leo bids her confine to her father’s house; Virgo

helps her to enhance the welfiire of her husband ;
Libra

favours her single-hearted devotion to husband; Scorpio

produces grief ; the ist half of Sagittari makes her a

whore; the 2nd half develops chastity; (Capricorn, Aqua-
rius or Pisces tend to adultery.

Marriage within a week after the re-appearance(Udha-

yam) of Venus, affects the life of the bride . adversely

;

Marriage,just prior to her becoming Asthangatha(combust)

affects the life of the bridegroom.

Marriage within 8 days after the re-appearance of

Jupiter adversely affects the life of the bridegroom. •

Marriage within 15 days prior to Asthangatha harms the

bride.

PLANETS IN THE ZODIACAL SIGNS.
«

Influence of Planets in the Rising Sign at the time of

Marriage—The Sun causes widowhood; the Moon shows
danger to the life of the bride; Mars affects the life of both;

.Mercury brings widespread fame; Jupiter and Venus
prolonglife; Saturn Creates poverty; Rahu or Kethu is

an impediment to birth of children.
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Planet* tn the 2nd House—Malefics in the 2nd hause

produce misery ; the Moan in the 2nd house generates

children ; Mercury and Jupiter bestow enormous pecuniary

gain : Venus favours the bride with a life of felicity and

prevents widowhood.

Planets in the 3rd House—Planets in the 3rd house give

happiness and fortune, as a rule.

Planets in the 4th House —The Sun causes adversity

;

the Moon tends to separation
;

Mars gives poverty

;

Mercury favours a life of felicity; Jupiter shows prosper-

ous life and freedom from widowhood ; Venus makes the

woman chaste ; Saturn brings in adverse circumstances ;

Rahu and Kethu lead the woman into bad character

so says Sage Girga.

Planets in the 5th House -If the 5th house be occupied

by a benefic, the couple will have many sons; the Sun*
and Mars affect the lives of the children ; Saturn and

Rahu cause leprosy.

Planets Ih the 6th House—I'he Moon causes widow-
hood ; Mercury helps the co'uple to dwell together,

always ; Riihu produces poverty ; other planets give many
sons.

Planets in the 7th House—There should be no planet in

the* 7th house. If there be, the adverse effects are as

follow:—Jupiter makes the woman disrespectful to her

husband
;

Mercury breeds indifference to religious

formalities ; Venus shows bad conduct ; Mars indicates

adultery on the part of the woman; Saturn affects the life

of the children ; Kethu gives the woman the disposition of

a maniac : the Sun hastens widowhood; Rahu causes

poverty ; the Moon brings all miseries. For these reasons

the 7th house from the rising sign, at the time of marriage,

should be vacant.

11
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Planets in the 8th House” Saturn , the Sun and Mars in

the 8th house cause good ;
other planets produce adverse

effects.

Planets in the 9th House All planets in the 9th house,

except Rahu. Mars and Saturn tend to gratify all desires.

Planets in the 10th House -Mars causes death ;
the Sun

leads to consumption ; Saturn shows debauchery ;
Rahu

gives widowhood ; other planets are benevolent.

Planets in the 11th House These bestow all the desired

advantages on both.

Planets in the 12th House -Venus, Jupiter and Mercury

are fortunate planets ; other planets deter by intimidation.

JUDGMENT ON MARRIAGE.

I give below the plane':ary conditions that produce

beneficial Yogas—those ti it bestow happiness and pro-

long life.

(1) If. at the time of Carriage, the rising sign be

occupied by Jupiter, with the Sun in the 6th house, Venus

in the 8th, and the Mouii in the loth, the individual will

own carriages, conveyances,gems, excellent beds,furniture,

grain and wealth.

(2) It the rising sign be occupied by Jupiter, with

Venus in the 8th house, the Moon in the 4th or the 7th,

the Sun in the 6th, Saturn and Mars in the 3rd house, the

couple, blessed with sons and grandsons, will live a long,

virtuous life in the plenitude of wealth and will have the

gratification of their desire’s.

(3) If the 3rd, 6th, toth and nth houses br occupied,

by malefics with benefics in quadrants or trines and the

lord of the nth house in exaltation, the couple will be

blessed with sons, wealth and long life.
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(4) The bun in the loth, Saturn in the 6th, Jupi-

ter in.the gth, and Mercury in the Mth—the couple will

have sons and grandsons, will have a long, happy life and

will be in the enjoyment of sound health.

(5) If Jupiter occupies the rising sign with malefics

in the 6th house, Mercury and Venus in quadrants, the

couple will be possessed of corn, wealth, and vehicles.

(6) If the rising sign be occupied by Mercury and

Venus, with the Sun in the nth, Mars in the loth and

Jupiter in the sth the couple will be blessed with pros-

perous sons and will live in affluence.

{,7) II cne rising sign be occupied by Jupiter and

Mercury, with malefics in the 3rd, 6th, loth and nth
houses, and the Moon in the 2nd, the couple will have

sons, long life, wealth and happiness.

PLANETARY COMBINATIONS FOR MARRIAGE.

1. Mahendhra Yoga. -Jupiter in the rising sign, Venus*

in the Sth house, and the Sun in the i ith form this Yoga
which bestows . all kinds -of happiness -upon the in-

dividuals if Mercury be not combust (Asthangatha).

2. Vishnu Priyai.—Venus in the rising sign, Jupiter

in the loth, the Sun and Mercury in the nth—this forms

the above Yoga that makes the couple thoroughly happy.

. . 3 . Anlhanaari.—Venus in the rising sign, and Jupiter

in the nth house, the 8th house .being unoccupied, make
Ardhanaari Yoga which, promotes mutual devotion between

husband and wife.

4. Sreemathi.—Venus in the 2nd house, Jupiter in

the 1 2th, the Sun in the 8th and Saturn in the 6th form

Sreemathi Yoga under which the couple will live in

happiness and affluence.
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5- Samudhra Yoga. -Venus in the rising sign, Jupiter

in the 4th, Mercury in the 2nd and Saturn in the- i ith

—

this is Samudhra Yoga fruitful of al] happiness.

6. Mahavishnu. Mars in the 3rd house, Saturn in

the 6th, Venus in the 9th, Jupiter in the 12th—this Yoga
bestows all happiness on the couple.

7. Pushya Yoga. -Saturn in the 3rd, Jupiter in the

6th, the Sun in the loth, Mars in the nth— this Yoga
makes the couple happy in all respects.

8. Sthavara Yoga. Jupiter configurated with Venus
in the rising sign, well-dignified, forms this Yoga that

promises all welfare.

9. Jaya Yoga. -Venus in the rising sign in conjunc-

tion with Jupiter—the two planets being well-dignified

—

makes Jaya Yoga which is extremely felicitous.

10. Vijayam, Mercury. Jupiter and Venus, well-

dignified and stationed in the rising sign produce Vijayam

which is really the queen of all beneficial Yogas.

Jupiter and Venus in the rising sign, with the Moon
in Cancer and in his own Navamsa, give a happj' married

life and promote prosperity of sons. (1'he position of

the Moon, by this rule, is obtained when the time, in ques-

tion, is governed by the 4th quarter of asterism Punar-

vasu.)

Marriage during Utharayana generally promotes

prosperity of sons and grandsons besides wealth.

Influence of the Months.—The marriage should be per-

formed in a very auspicious month.

The months of Ashada, Badhrapadha. Margasira and

Magha are not good. The ether eight months are fortunate.
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Marriage in the month of Pushya and Krithika en-

dows the woman with good character
;
in the month of

Palguna, the woman will live in affluence and will be very

wealthy ;
Vysakha and Jyeshta favour a prosperous life,

active sympathy with relations, a strong sense of duty to

husband, and birth of sons ; Sravana, Aswayuja and

Chythra are of middling quality.

Influence of the Asterisms—If the ruling asterism, at

the moment of marriage, be the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, or 9th

from the Jenma-Nakshathra of the individual, the couple

will live in fortune and acquire lands.

Asterism Magha prolongs the life of the bridegroom ;

the bride will live with her sons and brothers in wealth

and plenty ; Mrigasirsha produces mutual devotion

dearer than life and makes them happy ; Hastha bestows

pecuniary gains, and com in plenty, and happiness

besides ; Swathi and Anuradha show' development of

affection between the couple
;
promises to enrich them

with pearls, corals and gems; Revathi promotes

reciprocal sympathy and good feeling; Rohini favours

progress of sons, grandsons, and riches too. Utharapal-

guni, Utharashada and Utharabadhrapadha signify in-

creasing happiness, many man-servants and maid-ser-

vants and a life, long enough to see children's children.

Adverse Yogas to be avoided—No marriage should be

celebrated towards the end of a Paksha* a f Ruthu,

+ The year is naturally divided into six seasons marked by
temperature, moisture etc. Each season is known as a Ruthu.

• Vasantha Ruthu, comprising Chythra and Vaisakha, is the

spring season. Grishma Ruthu comprises Jyeshta and Ashada

—

the warmest time- Varsha Ruthu is the rainy season
;
it comprises

the months of Sravana and Badhrapadha. Sharat Ruthu is the

season when plants begin to put forth leaves ;
Aswayuja and

Krithika arc its months. Hemantha Ruthu, comprising Margasira

and Pushya is the snowy season. Sisira Ruthu Magha and
Palguna months "is the season at which plants begin to spring

and blossom.
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fAyana or of a year; during fRikthai; when the Moon is on

the wane;i! Vishu.Vyatheepatham and S'hadaseethimukham

are also inauspicious. The Prishtodhaya Rasis (Aries,

Taurus. Cancer, Sagittarius and Capricorn, signs that rise

by their feet) produce no good. 1'he marriage should not

be sigfnified by the depression of Jupiter or by the aste-

risms,Uikapathani§Bookanipani,Nirghatham.*Dhikdhaham;

or Jenma-Nakshathra, and the 3rd, 5th, 7th, loth and 19th

asterisms; therefrom, should also be avoided. An aste-

rism, (i) just released from a malefic, (2) one through

which a malefic is just passing, (3) one close to a malefic

—

these three asterisms are also inauspicious.

The Adverse Effects Marriage towards the end of a

Paksha has a tendency to prove evil to the relations of the

couple
;
Rikthai produces poverty ; waning Moon leads

to pecuniary loss ; marriage towards the end of a Ruthu

causes the death of the son ; Vishu and Vyatheepathain

indicate disease and death; Shadaseethimukham gives

rise to altercations
; marriage towards the end of a year

signifies ruin to the individual or to his family ; the end

of an Ayana is also harmful ; Prishtodhaya Rasis incline

to cause repentance; Dhikdhaham foreshadows danger by

fire ;
the 19th asterism and the Jenma-Nakshathra produce

evil ; the 3rd asterism from the latter denoted ruin to

friends; the 7th asterism portends disaster.

IT Utharayana and Dhakshinayana are the two periods of six

months each into which Hindu astrological year is divided- The
former denotes the period when the Sun is in his Northern ‘

Circle between Capricorn and Cancer
;
the latter is the period

when the Sun is in his Southern Circle between Cancer and

Capricorn.

t For explanation see Chapter 33.

* Preternatural redness visible in the horizon.

I Sankaranthi.

§ For explanation of Ulkapathami Bookampam and Nir-

ghatham see Chapter 33,
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Marriage under an asterism, just passed through by
a malefic, produces rancour ; marriage under an asterism
to be occupied by a malatic threatens to cause starvation

;

marriage under an asterism that is governed by a malefic

brings poverty.

Marriage during eclipse under an asterism governed
by Kethu brings death within six months.

The Moon in conjunction with the Sun. Mars,

Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Kahu or Kethu,

respectively produces poverty, disease, sterility, misfor-

tune, % Sa-pathneeyam, constant journey, dissension and
ceaseless grief.

The month and the day of birth and jenma-Naksha-
thra are inauspicious onl3’ in the case t>f the marriage of

the first-born son and not for marriage of girls or the

other sons.

Mercury, well-located in the Lagna, is powerful
enough to diminish a- hundred adverse effects ; \’enus

strong in the Lagna eradicates a thousand evils
;
while

Jupiter well-dignified in the Lagna. sinks three lakhs.

ON ATTAINMENT OF PUBERTY.

CHAPTER XV.

The character, career and destiny of a girl could be

judged from the month, the Thithi, the asterism, the day

and the moment of her arriving at_ puberty.

+ Rivalry between wives of the .same husband.
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lofiuence of Months—To attain puberty in the month of

Chythra portends widowhood ; Vaisakha shows chastity ;

Jyeshta promotes enjoyments of pleasure ; Ashada leads

to moral depravity ; Sravana gives birth to sons ; Badhra-

padha brings wealth ; Aswayuja suggests widowhood;
Krithika signifies adultery; Margasira inclines to bad

character ; Pushya makes her a chaste wife ; Magha
causes loss of property ; Palguna produces many children.

Influence of Days -Sunday inclines to barrenness :

Monday makes the girl a chaste wife ; Tuesday forebodes

ruin to her husband ; Wedne.sday gives sons ; Thursday
signifies good nature ; Friday bestows many children ;

Saturday produces poverty.

Influence of the Stars Aswini causes widowhood

;

Bharani gives birth to sons
; Krithika inclines to loss of

children
;
Rohini leads to happiness ;

Mrigasirsha shows
gain of all advantages

; Ardhra tends to disease ; Punar-

vasu welcomes a pleasant life ; Pushya signifies regal

pleasures
;
Aslesha predicts death of the son ; Magha helps

the growth of sons
; Purvapalguni foretells luck ; Uthara-

palguni indicates comfort
; Hastha produces much happi-

ness ; Chithra, ordinary happiness ; Swathi breeds a good

family: Visakha forebodes widowhood; Anuradha promotes

well-being
;

Jyeshta tempts to adultery ; Mula inclines

to prostitution ;
Purvashada brings affluence ; Uthara-

shada bestows happiness ; Sravana favours a very noble

career ; Sravishta denotes many kinds of enjoyment

;

Sathabis produces poverty ; Purvabadhrapadha gives a

virtuous son ;
Utharabadhrapadha presages a. luxuriausi

and comfortable life ;
Revathi promotes chastity and

devotion to husband.

Influence of Thithis -Prathamai portends widowhood ;

Ohwithiyai and Thrithiyai produce well-being; Chathurthi

tends to the commission of adultery
;
Panchami gives

birth to a son ; Shashti causes -ruin to the son ; Sapthami
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leads to sensual bliss; Ashtami . denotes suffering from

disease; Navami makes the woman poor
; Dhasami fills

her days with happiness and enjoyments ; Ekadhasi

promotes love of husband ; Dhwadhasi foreshadows

widowhood
;

Thrayodhasi signifies a comfortable life

;

Chathurdhasi favours adultery ; Full-Moon gives sons

;

New-moon ruins the family.

Influence of Zodiacal Signs -Aries shows prostitution

;

Taurus signifies enjoyment of several pleasures ; Gemini

brings all affluence ; Cancer denotes bad character ; Leo
gives sons ;

Virgo welcomes fortune ;
Libra shows

cleverness; Scorpio leads to adultery
;
ist half ofSagittari

inclines to immorality; the 2nd half favours chastity*

Capricorn causes dishonor ; Aquarius makes the woman
wealthy ; Pisces develops ability.

Lord of the Amsa— If Mars be the lord of the rising

Navamsa, the woman will become a servant
; Venus

makes her poor ; Mercury bestows wealth and sensual

bliss ; the Moon leads to wicked character ; the Sun brings

in good sense ; Jupiter favours prosperity and fortOne
;

Saturn tends to poverty.

Influence of Planets in the Rising Sign-Planets occupying

the rising sign at the time of puberty also affect the life

and character of the woman—favourably or adversely :

—

The Sun portends the death of the woman ; the Moon
gives birth to daughters ; Mars causes abortion ; Mercury
bestows sons ;

Venus and Jupiter favour long life, wealth,

fortune, health and affection ; Saturn signifies enmity

;

Rahu inclines to grief.

Planets in the 7th House. - All matters connected with

the fortune and the husband of a woman shall be deter-

mined from the 7th house. Ihe effects produced by
planets, located in the 7th house from the rising sign, at the

12
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moment of puberty, are :—The Sun predicts widowhood

;

waxing Moon foretells well-being ; waning Moon breeds

consumption ; Mars affects the son ; Mercury gives birth

to sons
;
Jupiter favours wealth and long life

;
Venus fulfils

all desires ; Saturn prevents conception ;
Rahu threatens

to bring death.

Influence of the Days of the Week.—Sunday. Monday.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday. Friday and Saturday

are respectively governed by the Sun, the Moon, Mars,

Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and ^aturn. The strength of the

day corresponds to the strength of its lord. The influence

of.the day, and that of the planet that rules it, on the life

;and character of a woman, are thus set forth;—To attain

puberty on a Sunday, at a moment when the rising sign

is occupied, or aspected by, the Sun, signifies death

;

Tuesday with Mars in the Lagna or aspecting it, causes

abortion
; Saturday, with the rising sign occupied or

aspected by Saturn leads to prostitution ; Wednesday,
with the rising sign occupied, or aspected by, Mercury
gives good sons

;
Friday with the rising sign occupied or

aspected by Venus favours a life of happiness, free from

illness ; Thursday, with the rising sign occupied or as-

pected by Jupiter, bestows long life.

Influence of the Day and the Night* -The forenoon is the

most auspicious time
; the noon is middling in quality ;

the afternoon is bad. Similarly the early part of the night

is favourable ;
midnight is of middling quality ; the time

between midnight and morning is inauspicious.

If the ruling asterism, at the time of attaining puberty,

be inimical to the Jenma-Nak^hathra of the native, or. if

the rising sign, at the time, be the 8th from her Jenma-
Rasi, or, if it be Chandrashtama day for her, the woman
will suffer many griefs.
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The woman, fresh from her bath, after the menstrual

period, should first set her eye upon her husba*id alone

;

none else should be the object of her sight at the time.

This will preserve the purity of her progeny. [ The pre-

vailing practice is, however, quite different. Women,
as a rule, keep out of sight of the husband at the time.3

NISHEKAM (COPULATION.)

CHAPTER XVI.

Nishekam is the word used to denote the first .sexual

union between husband and wife. For this a day of

beneficent planetary influence must be selected according

to the Sastras. The bed chamber should be in a con-

venient place decorated and kept fragrant with sandal,

flowers etc, and provided with water taken from sacred

rivers. Above all, there should be nothing to disturb the

peace of mind of the couple.
A

The best asterisms are Kohini, Utharapalguni, Hastha,

Swathi, Anuradha, Mula, Utharashada, Sravana, Sathabis,

Utharabadhrapadha and Revathi.

Aswini, Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Pushya, Chithra, and

*Sravishta—these asterisms are of middling quality. The

remaining asterisms should be avoided.

Monday. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday are aus-

picious days, as also the Amsas of the lords of these days

viz ; the Moon, Mercury, Jupiter and Venus.

Saturday, Tuesday and' Sunday should not be consi-

dered. The Amsas of Saturn, Mars and the Sun should

also be rejected.
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All Thithis except Chathurthi, Ashtami, Navami,

Chathurdhasi, Full-Moon and New-Moon days are good.

The Jenma-Nakshathra (the asterism at birth), the

loth asterism (Anu-Jenma), and also the 19th asterism

(Thri-Jenma) therefrom should be strictly avoided.

Dhwadhasi is equally inauspicious.

The beneficent signs are I'aurus, Gemini, Cancer,

Leo. Virgo, Libra and Ptsces, Avoid other signs.

Ruthu-Dhinam - This is the expression used to denote
the sixteen days from the first day of the menstrual period.

Sexual union during the odd days will tend to

produce a female child. The issue of sexual union on even

days will be male. Those that wish to beget a son should

prefer the even days. To indulge in sexual intercourse

during the first four days of menses will lead to seri-

ous evil effects. The first day proves fatal to the hus-

band ; the second day affects the life of the woman; the

third day causes abortion ; the fourth day inclines to

produce a poor and short-lived son, stupid, house-

less, miserable and bereft of good habits. Besides all

these evils, sexual union, on the fourth day, inipairs the

vital power of the father ; and so. the first four days of

the menses should be avoided. Copulation on the fifth

day tends to give birth to a daughter ; the sixth day
favours a son who will promote posterity ; the seventh,

day inclines to bring forth a daughter who will bear no
child ;

the issue of sexual union on the eighth day will be

a noble son ; the ninth day tends to give birth to a wicked

girl ; the tenth day promises a praiseworthy son ; the

eleventh day predicts the birth of a gprl having a disposi-

tion to be unrighteous; the twelfth day welcomes a

virtuous son ; the thirteenth day favous the birth of a

virtuous woman ; the fourteenth gives birth to a son rich

in com and gold ; the fifteenth day inclines to bring forth

a daughter that will not live long ;
Copulation on the
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sixteenth day of the menses presages the birth of a son

of all-embracing intelligence. Sexual union may be

indulged in only on days that bear favorable testimonies

so that the progeny may be noble, sunny and prosperous.

INFLUENCE OF THE RISING SIGN.

If the rising sign, at the time of Nisheka, be an even

one, occupied by the Moon, the issue will be a daughter

;

if it be an odd sign, with the Moon in it, the issue will be

a son.

If the Sun and Jupiter be stationed in any of the odd

signs from the rising sign, at the time of Nisheka,

the issue will be a son.

If, at the time of Nisheka, the Sun and the Moon or

Mercury and Saturn aspect each other, the issue will be

a hermophrodite.

Saturn in the Nisheka Lagna (the rising sign at the

time of Nisheka) aspected by Mars in conjunction with

the waning Moon leads to the death of the woman during

the period of pregnancy.

If the Nisheka Lagna and the sign occupied by the

Moon be between evil planets without the aspect of bene-

Jics, the woman will either die wihin the period of

pregnancy, or after parturition. The child will not survive

the mother.

If the Nisheka Lagna be the house of Saturn or his

own Navamsa, and if that planet, occupies the 7th house

from the Nisheka Lagna, a child will be born in three

years.

Cancer, as the Nisheka l.agna, or as the Amsa occu-

pied by the Moon, with the Moon in the 7th house from

the Nisheka Lagna, premises a child in twelve years.
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The Sun, the Moon, Mars and Venus, located in their

own signs, with Jupiter in the Lagna or in the 5th or 9th

house—this planetary position foretells the birth of a son.

If the Nisheka Lagna be Sagittarius, with the same

plsnet occupying either that or the last Navamsa of it,

aspected by Mercury or Saturn, there will be many
children.

If the Nisheka Lagna be an even sign, occupied by

Venus and the Moon with Mars, Mercury and Jupiter in

odd signs, the issue will be Tivins.

If the Nisheka Lagna be an even sig^ and the Moon
occupies also an even ^ign. Mars, Jupiter and the Sun
aspecting both the Lagna and the Moon from even signs,

the issue will be Twins.

Hermophrodite —Mercury and the Moon located in th*;

Nisheka Lagna aspected by Mars lead to the birth of a

hermophrodite.

The Sun stationed in the Nisheka Lagna (even sign)

aspected by hermophrodite planets (Mercury and Saturn)

produces a hermophrodite.

Dwarf— If Nisheka Lagna be the " last Navamsa of

Capricorn ” (Virgo) aspected by the Sun, the Moon and

Saturn, the issue will be a marvel of a dwarf.

Hunch-back -Cancer as the Nisheka Lagna occupied

by the Moon and aspected by Saturn and Mars causes tiie

birth of a hunch-back.

Cripple -Pisces as the Nisheka Lagna occupied by the

Moon aspected by Mars. Saturn and the Sun tends to

produce a cripple.

Leper If the rising Navamsa, at the time of Nisheka.

be Pisces, Cancer, Capricorn or Aries, occupied by the

Moon, in conjunction with or aspected by. Mars and

Saturn, the issue will be a leper.
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Blindness—The Sun and the Moon posited in the

Nisheka Lagna—Leo—aspected by Mars and Saturn

predict the birth of a blind child.

Protuberant Eyes—The same Nisheka Lagna (Leo) occu-

pied by the Sun and the Moon, aspected by benefics (the

Full-Moon, Jupiter, Venus and Mercury) as well as by

malehcs (Mars, Saturn, the Sun, Rahu and Kethu) causes

the birth of a child with protuberant eyes.

Defective Limbs.—Mars, located in the 5th or 9th house

from the N. L. aspected by malehcs, gives birth to one

with defective limbs, if Jupiter be not well-dignified in

any of the quadrants.

Scragfy Body. —Aries or Taurus, as N. L. aspected by

malefics, gives birth to one of scraggy body.

Leprosy.—Scorpio, Capricorn or Taurus, (as the N-L)

with malefics located in, or aspecting, the 5th and 9th

houses causes the birth of a child that will contract

leprosy.

Leprosy# Diseases of the Stomach or of the Lungs.—* The
Moon located in the N. L with malefics in the 2nd and

the 1 2th houses and the Sun iivthe 7th. threatens to give

birth to a child that will contract leprosy, dyspepsia, or

asthma.

Adverse effect on the Husband.

—

If, in the figure' of the

.hpavens, at the time of Nisheka, the 7th house from the

Sun be governed by Saturn and Mars, the husband of the

woman will contract disease.

Abortion.—The Sun in the N. L. with Saturn and

Mars in the 7th house, (2) Saturn, Mars and the Moon
located in N. L., (3) the Moon, stationed in the house of

Saturn or Mars and aspected by the same planets, but not

by benefics—these three planetary positions tend to cause

abortion.
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No feeling of grief or uneasiness should pervade

the minds of the couple during Nisheka:; otherwise, the

result will be a dwarf, dumb, blind or miserable child.

Some astrologers lay stress on the principle that the

N. L. must not be occupied by any planet ; others consi-

der that the 8th house should be vacant. It is good,

therefore, that there should be no planet in the N. L. and

the 8th house, therefrom.

PUMSAVANAM.

CHAPTER XVn.

This function is performed when the woman is in the

family way, in the 3rd month, preferably, when symp-
toms of pregnancy become evident. Pumsavanam may
also be celebrated in the 4th, 6th or 8th month under
asterisms, Pushya or Sravana.

All Thithis except Chathurthi, Shashti, Ashtami,

Navami, Dhwadhasi, Chathurdhasi, Full-Moon and New-
Moon days, are auspicious.

All signs, except Gemini, Cancer and Virgo, are

favourable.

Virgo, is inauspicious even when aspected to a

beneBc. That sign should be strictly avoided.

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and F'riday are fruit-

ful, as also the Amsas of the lords of these days viz., the

Moon, Mercury, Jupiter and Venus.

The 8th house from the rising sign should be vacant

,
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The Moon located in the rising sign or in the 12th

house and the rising sign aspected to Venus are com-
mended as very favourable.

Benehcs produce good, if located in Quadrants

(Kendhras) or Trines (Tiirikonas). These places should

not be held by malehcs. The latter cause good if posited

in the 3rd, 6th and iith houses.

The Moon must be well-dignihed for this celebration.

These rules should be considered, only when Pumsavanam
is separately performed. As a rule, it is blended with

Seemantham in which case the delineations for the latter

should be followed.

seemantBam.

I now proceed to give the delineations for See-

mantham. This must take place in the 4th, 6th or 8th

^ solar month.

Followers of Bhodhayana and Kowsheethaka may
have Seemantham in the 5th or the 7th month.

If the months, specilied for this function, be incon-

venient, Sage Sankha considers that it must be performed

any time before delivery at all events, being an import-

tant sacrament intended for the sanctification of the

pregnant woman. The ceremony is ordained only in

ifeSpect to the first conception.

The following asterisms are excellent :—Rohini,

Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Pushya, Utharapalguni, Uthara-

shada, Utharabadhrapadha, Hastha, Sravana and Revathi.

It would be well if the stellar quarter, at the time of

celebration, be governed by a benefic. This strengthens

the good influence of the asterism.

IF See Foot-note on page 60 for explanation-

13
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Sottie astrologiers are of opinion that Aswini, Anu-
radha and Mula may also be commended as auspicious

under unavoidable circumstances.

Avoid Chathurthi. Shashti. Ashtami,Navami,Chathur-

dhasi and New-Moon days. Chathurthi. Chathurdhasi and

the Full-Moon days are commended as auspicious by

some when the Moon is well-dignified.

Monday, Wednesday’. Thursday, and Friday and the

Amsas of the ^Moon, Mercury, jupiter and Venus (lords

of these days respectively) are fruitful.

Avoid Sunday, Tuesday- and Saturday and the

Amsas of malefics (the Sun, .Mars and Saturn.)

All signs except Leo and Scorpio are beneficent.

Other signs are not to be considered.

The 8th house from the rising sign at the tim'' must

be vacant

Exception—If the lord of the 8th house from the rising

sign, at the time, be stationed in a quadrant (Kendhra)

aspected to benefics, the adverse effects referred to in the

above rule will disappear.

The wise man will avoid Seemantham under the 3rd,

5th, 7th, loth, 19th, 22nd and 37th asterisms, from the

Jenma-Nakshathra which are inauspicious.
r '

('handrashtama should be avoided.

It must be observed that, as the auspicious nature

of the month ranks first in importance, Jupiter and

Venus produce no evil, it combust, at the time of the

celebration. fAthimasam should also be avoided

t See Foot-note on page 58 for explanation,.
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LYING-IN APARTMENT.

CHAFFER XVIII.

The pl^ce for child-birth (Soothika-Griham) should be

arranged at the approach of the month of parturition.

The following asterisms are the best;—Aswini,

Rohini, Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Utharapalguni, Hastha,

Chithra, Swathi, Anuradha. IJtharashada, Utharabadhra-

padha and Revathi.

All Thithis except Rikthai (Chathurthi, Navami and
Chathurdhasi) Ashtami, New-Moon and Full-Moon days

are auspicious.

The * 3thira-Karanas such a‘> Sakhunam, Cha'thush-

padham, Nagam, and Kimsthughnam should be avoided,

as also Vishti-Karana.

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday' are'

prosperous as also the Ainsas of the Moon, Mercur}'^,

Jupiter and Venus.

Malefics shobld be avoided ond the days which they

govern—Sunday, Tuesday and Saturday—and the Amsas.

Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius are fruitful signs

;

Gemini and other Common ' signs are middling ; the

Movable signs, Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn should

not be considered.

The apartment chosen for the birth of the child must
be comfortable to the pregnant woman.

* Sakhunam occurs in the latter half of Chathurdhasi

;

Chathushpadham and Nagam occur in the two halves of the New-
Moon respectively ; Kimsthughnam occurs in the first half of
Prathamai of the. bright fortnight. For explanation of Vishti

etc., See Ch. 33.
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AGRICULTURAL WORK.

CHAPTER XIX.

The rules for choosing the most auspicious time for

the commencement of agricultural work which is indis-

pensable to the subsistence of the world are set forth

below:

—

1 he first step in this matter is to select an auspicious

day on which the owner may set his foot on his land for

the purpose. I'hen follow ploughing and other opera-
tions.

The best asterisms under which the owner may
enter into his land to start agricultural work are:— Bharani,
Ardhra, Pushya, Magha, Utharapalguni, Chithra, Swathi,

Anuradha, Utharashada and Utharabadhrapadha.

All odd Thithis (Prathamai, Thrithiyai, Panchami,

Sapthami, Navami, Ekadhasi and Thrayodhasi) except

Navami are favourable. The even Thithis" except

Dhwithiyai and Dhasami should be avoided. Some
astrologers condemn * Badhrai.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday are

auspicious. Saturday also is recommended by some.

TILLAGE.

Taurus, Virgo and Scorpio produce good. The days

of benefic planets produce good ; those of malefics show
evil. Sign Leo or any other, held by the Sun, or, any

asterism governed by him, is favourable. Having entered

the land on an auspicious day the owner may start

ploughing.

t Badhrai is the word used to denote Dhwitiyai, Sapthami
and Dhwadhasi Thithis. See Chapter 33.
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The beneficent asterisms are:—Rohini, Punarvasu,

Pushya, Utharapalguni, Hastha, Anuradha. Mula, Utha-

rasfiada and Utharabadhrapadha. Aswini, Mrigasirsha,

Magha, Chithra, Swathi, Visakha, Sravana, Sravishta and

Sathabis are also considered auspicious by some astro-

logers. For commencing tillage choose the 3rd, 4th, 5th,

6th, yth, nth, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 19th, 20th, 24th, 25th

and 26th * asterisms from the one occupied by the Sun on

the day in question. Ail other asterisms produce evil.

All Thithis except Chathurthi, Shashti, Ashtami, Na-

vami, Dhwadhasi, Chathurdhasi Full-Moon and New-
M'oon days are good.

To start ploughing on Navami causes damage to

crops ; Chathurthi leads to their destruction by insects ;

Chathurdhasi tends to cause danger to the life of the

owner.

There should be no malefic planet in the rising sign,

at the time, lest the landlord may be adversely affected.

The fortunate signs are;— Taurus, Gemini, Cancer

Capricorn and Pisces. Avoid Aries, Leo, Scorpio and

Aquarius. The remaining signs are of middling quality.

The Influence of the Zodiacal Signs.—If, at the time of

starting, the rising sign be Aries, it proves fatal to the

COWS; Taurus, Gemini and Cancer promise a good harvest

,

Leo leads to damage of crops ; Virgo favours a proper

yield ;
Libra predicts luxuriant growth ; Scorpio threatens,

to cause damage to the crops by fire ; Sagittarius promo-

tes fertility ;
Capricorn gives an abundant harvest ; Aqua-

rius causes fear of thieves ; Pisces denotes prosperity.

* Some of the.se asterisms have also to be avoided, for while

being favorable to tillage they afflict either the bullocks or the

landlord. See para 6 of page 103.
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Choose the bright fortnight (Sakla-Paksha) and avoid

the dark fortnight (Krishna-Paksha).

For ploughing for the first time choose a time(i) when
the Moon holds a watery sign (2) when the rising sign is

occupied by Jupiter and Venus f ttwhen the ruling astorism

is Rohini and a benefic is the lord of the rising Navamsa

(4) when the risign sign is Taurus during the forenoon

governed by asterism Rohini.

Start and proceed to plough eastward or northward.

And. for the first day. stop with cutting one or three or
five furrows.

Quadrupeds with broken horns or hoofs or with tails

rut and those of brown colour should not serve for tillage.

Dark or red-coloured ones sliould be put to the task .

To meet with a serpent among the furrows while

ploughing signifies that the land will soon be alienated ; to

see a tortoise denotes that the profits from the land will

certainly go up a thousandfold. If ashes, charcoal, husk,

bone, hair, tooth, or tile be found, pour a mixture of ghee

and milk in the furrows and resume ploughing.

Avoid the six asterisms from the one occupied by the

Sun. for they cause affliction to the bullocks
;
asterism.s

thirteen to eighteen, therefrom (both inclusive), aflect the

landlord adversely ; the other asterisms are good.

SOWING.

Seeds must be sown at the appropriate seasons. The
most fruitful asterisms are:—Rohini, Piishya, Magha,

Utharapalguni, Hastha. Swajthi, Visakha.Anuradha, Mula,

Utharashada, Sravana, Sathabis, ITtharabadhrapadha and

Revathi. Aswini, Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu and Sravishta

have middling influence. The other asterisms should be

avoided.
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Roots—To sow seeds of roots the following asterisms

are good :—Bharani, Krithika, Magha, Purvapaig^ni,

Visakha, Mula, PurVashada and Purvabadhrapadha.

Flower and Fruit—For sowing seeds of flower plants

and fruit-bearing creepers the following are beneficent

asterisms :—Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Hastha, Chithra.

Swathi, Anuradha; Jyeshta and Revathi.

Fruitful Stellar Vogas:— Bharani governs Solanum
Indicum and Solanum Jacquini. Aswini favours the growth
of betel-nut trees

; Rohini is a fruitful asterism for trees;

sugar-canes flourish under Punarvasu ;
Chithra protects

all varieties of grain ; Swathi governs paddy; Anuradha
is a productive asterism for sesamum ;

Mula brings up all

roots and creepers ; black-grain crops do very well under

asterism Sathabis ; and for the teeming growth of paddy

Sravana is the best asterism.

Cocoanut—To plant seedlings of cocoanut. choose

sign Aquarius governed by Venus in the Rasi and the

Amsa figures.

Pumpkins—The seeds must be sown :at a tiine' when
Venus rules the rising sign and Navamsa of Pisces

(Scorpio). There will then be an abundant crop of huge

pumpkins.

All Thithis except Prathamai.Dhwithiyai. Chathurthi,

.Shashti. Sapthami, Navami, Ekadhasi and Chathurdhasi

and all Karanas except Vishti, Chathushpadham, Nagam,

Rimsthughnam tare auspicious.

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and the

Amsas governed by the Moon, Mercury, Jupiter and

Venus are beneficent.

t See Foot-npte on page 99.
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Seeds and Their Days—Sasya (paddy) seeds should be

sown on a Sunday when the rising signi at the time, is

occupied by the Sun ; seeds of flower plants, such as

thrive in water, should be sown on Monday when the

rising sign, at the time, is occupied by the Moon ;
ragi

seeds should be sown on Tuesday when the rising sign,

at the time, is occupied by Mars
;
Palmyra seedlings and

the varieties of the palm, such as the betel, Coco etc.,

should be planted on Wednesday when the rising sign is

occupied by Mercury ; seedlings of long-lived fruit trees

should be planted on Thursday when the rising sign, at

the time, is occupied by Jupiter ; seedlings of Flower trees

should be planted on Friday when the rising sign, at the

time, is occupied by Venus ; seeds of Black Grains should

be sown on Saturday noon when the rising sign, at the

time, is occupied by Saturn.

Agricultural work started on Monday, Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday will prove quite profitable. Sunday,

Tuesday and Saturday are favourable only to a particular,

kind of agricultural work.

The best signs are:—Taurus, Cancer, Leo, Capricorn

and Pisces
;
Libra, Gemini and Aquarius have common

influence
;
the other signs will do no good.

Malefics in the 3rd, 6th or 1 ith houses produce good.

They must not be in other houses.

The Moon in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th 5th, 7th, loth and nth.

houses from the rising sign, at the time, does much good.

There must be no planet in the 8th house. Venas in

the 7th house is also inauspicious.

To determine the day for sowing a Field.—Note in the

first place the asterism ruled by Venus on the day in

question. The three succeeding asterisms, therefrom.
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blight the crops ; the next three asterisms prevent earing,

and produce blasted stalks
;
the next twelve asterisms

favour luxuriant growth, and one of them should be

chosen ; the penultimate six asterisms produce empty
grains

;
and under the last three the plants perish.

If these directions be carefully followed, all agricul-

tural operations will be abundantly repaid.

HARVEST.

CHAPTER XX.

To start reaping the crop, the most favourable

asterisms are;—Bharani, Rohini, Mrigasirsha, Ardhra,

Pushya, Magha, Utharapalguni, Hastha, Visakha, Anu-
radha, Utharashada, Sravana, Utharabadhrapadha and
Revathi.

Of Thithis, avoid Chathurthi, Ashtami, Navami, Eka-
dhasi, Dhwadhasi, Chathurdhasi and New-Moon. t Sthira

Karanas (Sakunam, Chathushpadham, Nagam and
Kimsthughnam) and Vishti Karanas should be positively

avoided. The remaining Thithis and Karanas are good.

Signs belonging to benefics and the days governed by
them are felicitous.

To Commence Hai^est : -Choose sign Pisces under the

asterism Bharani ;
sign Scorpio under the asterism Sra-

vana ; sign Cancer under the asterism Visakha-r-for, these

planetary positions promote prosperity and strengthen

you to prevail over yoUr enemies.

t See Chapter 33.

la.
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Aries and Cancer afford a happy time for gathering

fruits. Begin no work of this kind, after nightfall. All

signs will benefit, if Jupiter be located in the 4th house

from the rising sign at the time of starting this work.

Avoid Jenma-Nakshathra and the loth and the 19th

asterisms therefrom. To start work under these aste-

risms will result in loss.

THE IN GATHERING OF CROPS.

The produce of agriculture may be gathered in at any

time during the year excepting the months of Sravana and

Badhrapadha. The best asterisms are:—Bharani, Rohini,

Mrigasirsha, Purvapalguni, Ardhra, Punarvasu, Pushya,

Magha, Utharapalguni, Hastha, Swathi, Anuradha, Mula,

Utharashada, Sravana, Utharabadhrapadha and Revathi.

Saturn located in the 4th house, from the rising sign,

at the time, is a benefic for this business.

All Thithis, except Chathurthi, Shashti. Ashtami,

Navami, Dhwadhasi, Chathurdhasi and New-Moon, are

good. Sthira Karanas—Sakunam, Chathushpadham,

Nagam and Kimsthughnam—and Vishti Karanas should

he strictly avoided. Nitya Yogas produce good.

Monday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday are the best

as also the AmsaS and signs of the lords thereof, viz., the

Moon, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn. Wednesday and the

Amsa of Mercury are neutrals.

Avoid Tuesday and Sunday and the Amsas of Mars

and the Sun.

Fixed si§^s bestow much good
; Common signs cause

profit as well rs loss. Nc collection of grain should be com-
menced when the rising sign is a Movable one

Benefics occupying the rising sign, or the 4th, 5th,

7th, 9th and loth houses, therefrom, and malefics in the

3rd, 6th and nth houses produce good.
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The signs occupied', to be next occupied, or just

vacated by malefics should be left out of consideration ;

those occupied by benefics should alone be chosen.

Jupiter and Saturn occupying or aspecting a fixed

Navamsa and governing any of the Oordhwa-Mukha ’

asterisms afford a very prosperous time for gathering

grains.

Here the author describes a small ceremony before

commencing to gather corn. The ceremony consists in

scattering all round the fields a mess of cooked rice and

curd to propitiate the Deities that preside over the grown
product of the field. This over, the work of gathering

should proceed silently—the people at work should not

talk to one another. (The object of this rule seems to be

to safeguard the produce against contamination by the

offensive odour emanating from some mouths and the

spurting of saliva.) The practice should be let to a virgin

take the corn, first of all, and put it into the hands of a

pregnant woman who must preserve it.

FORTUNATE PLANETARY YOGAS.
•»

(1) A fixed sign (Rising Sigpi at the time) aspected by

Saturn with Jupiter in the 7th house forms an excellent

Yoga for starting to gather in corn. This planetary

position favours growth and progress.

(2) Dhanya Parvatha Yoga.-—The day ruled by asterism

Magha, in the month of Magha, or that ruled by Uthara-

palguni in the month of Palguna, at a time when the rising

sign is Taurus—this makes Dhanjra Parvatha Yoga^

+ Oordhwa-Mukha Asterisms are ;—Rohini, Ardhra, Pushya,

Utharapalguni, Utharashada, Sravan^ Sravishta, Sathabis and

Utharabadhrapadha.
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(3) Dhany«-Meru.—Saturn occupying the rising sign,

at the time, Jupiter in the 7th, the Moon in the 7th house

from the Sun—this is an equally valuable Yoga the effect

of which is to endow the landlord with a mountain of pro-

perty in grain.

(4) Another felicitous time is after mid-day when the

rising sign is occupied by Saturn or by Gulika—this adds

to the grain store.

(5) Saturn aspecting the rising sign (fixed) at the

time, with Jupiter in the 7th forms another favourable Yoga'

(6) Still more auspicious is the time when the rising

sign is occupied by Jupiter, with the Moon in the 12th and

the Sun in the 6th house.

(7) Phanya'Parvatha Yoga—Asterism Pushya in the

month of Pushya and asterism Sravana in the month of

Sravana—these also form Ohanya Parvatha Yogas.

(8) Dhanyarnava Yoga- If, at the time of gathering in

corn, the rising sign be occupied by Jupiter, the 4th house

by the Moon, the i ith by the Sun and the 7th by Saturn,

what is known as Dhanyarnava Yoga is formed. Under
its influence the grain property of the landlord will go on

swelling in abundance like the billows of the ocean.

EXPENDITURE OF CORN.

The best asterisms for expenditure of corn are:

—

Aswini, Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Pushya, Purvapalguni,

Utharapalguni, Utharashada, Sravana, Sravishta, Purva-

badhrapadha, Utharabadhrapadha and Revathi. If grain

be expended on days ruled by these asterisms the store

will flourish increasigly. ,

The asterisms to be avoided are:—Bharani, Krithika,

Rohini, Ardhra, Chithra, Swathi, Jyeshta, Mula, and
Sathabis. Under no circumstances can grain be inter-

fered with on these days. The influence of the remaining

asterisms (Aslesha and Magha) is middling.
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Any Saturday ruled by a beneficent asterism and a

Thithi and any time, thereon, when the rising sign is the

house of Jupiter, is very auspicious for expenditure of

com. The stock will increase.

No grain should be expended on Chathurthi, Ashta-

mi, Navami,Chathurdhasi and the New-Moon.The remain-

ing Thithis do good.

Some astrologers commend Rikthai as good for

expending corn.

t Sthira Karanas (Sakunam,Chathushpadham, Nagam,
Kimsthughnam) and Vishti Karanas should be avoided, as

also Sunday, Tuesday and Friday, and the Amsas of the

Sun, Mars and Venus. The other days are good. Some
writers consider Friday felicitous and commend also the

Amsas of Venus as such.

Fixed signs have a beneficent influence
; Common

signs have middling influence ; Movable signs should be

left out of consideration. Malefics in the 3rd, 6th and

nth houses and benehcs in squares or trines, the 8th

house being vacant, do much good.

TO LAY UP TREASURE.

CHAPTER XXL

To lay up treasure, all Thithis except Rikthai, Full-

Moon and New-Moon are auspicious.

The following asterisms are the best :—Mrigasirsha,

Ardhra, Pushya, Utharapalguni, Hastha, Anuradha,

Utharashada, Sravana, Sravishta, Sathabis and Uthara-

badhrapadha.

t See Chapter 33 for explanation.
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Sthira Karanas (Sakunam, Chathushpadham, Nagam and

Kimsthughnam) and Vishti Karanas should be avoided.

Nitya Yoga, Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and

Friday, and the Amsas and signs of the Moon, Mercury,

Jupiter and Venus are favourable.

Fixed signs have beneficial influence
; Common signs

have middling influence.

Malefics in the 3rd, 6th and iith houses, benehcs in

quadrants or trines bestow all prosperity.

There should be no planet in the 8th house.

Jupiter in Virgothama position with Mercury and

Venus in quadrants is an extremely lucky planetary

position for collecting and depositing gold. The store will

then increase a millionfold.

Equally felicitous is the time when the rising Navam-
sa is occupied by the Moon in her main exaltation with

Jupiter in the 7th house.

A very fortunate planetary condition under which

gold, grain and gems may be gathered and deposited is

when the rising sign is occupied by Saturn. Jupiter loca-

ted in the rising sign gives prosperity.

Jupiter, in the rising sign, Venus in the and. Mercury

in the nth and the Moon in the loth house—this is the

best planetary position which renders the store firm

against failure.

To take on Servants etc.—To employ servants and to

deposit money choose the time on a Thursday when the

rising sign is occupied by Jupiter with the Sun in the nth

and Saturn in the 6th house. Everything- will prosper

immensely.
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Metals—To store lead, bronze and iron, Venus located

in the rising sign, with the Moon, Jupiter in the loth

house, is a prosperous planetary position.

To treasure gold, silver, capper, brass, iron, pe^irl,

coral, emerald and diamond choose favourable asterisms

from the list given above in this chapter.

Fragrant Substances—If at the time of collecting camph-

or, sandal and odoriferous woods such as Devadar, and

garlands, the rising sign be occupied by Jupiter with

the Moon in the 12th house, the stock will become

inexhaustible.

Library and Records—To form a Library or to collect

records, the most fruitful time is when Mercury is in his

main exaltation, or occupies the rising sign on a Thursday

in exaltation—the: Library and records will prosper rapidly.

' Silver—For making and storing silver wares, the

most felicitous time is that when the t rising sign is occu-*

pied by Venus on a Saturday, when the Moon is in

asterism Rohini (in her exaltation in Taurus), Jupiter

aspecting Aquarius.

•*

The silver wares will increase in quantity a hundred-
fold if, at the time of collecting them, the rising sign be

governed by Venus, in exaltation, with Jupiter in the 7th

and the Sun in the 5 th house.

TO TAKE POSSESSION OF LAND.

To g^in possession of any land your right to which is

contested, scoop out and carry away a handful of earth

from that land, at a time when the rising sign is Cancer,

when therfourth quarter of any of the asterisms, Bharani,

Ardhra, Visakha. or Hastha rules.

t Evidently, the rising sign required by this rule is Aquarius.
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A very auspicious time for taking possession of a
land is that when the rising sign and the Navamsa there-

of are occupied by the Sun and Kethu—these two pla-

nets must be together in the rising sign as well as in the

Navamsa Chakra, for the time. The land so obtained

will permanently remain yours.

The best asterisms are;—Aswini, Rohini, Mrigasirsha,

Punarvasu, Pushya, Utharapalguni, Hastha, Swathi,

Anuradha, Utharashada, Sravana, Sravishta, Sathabis,

and Utharabadhrapadha. Avoid Rikthai and Vishti

Karana.

To Buy Land and Cattle—Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Saturday are good. The lords of these days are the

Moon, Mars, Mercury and Saturn respectively. The lord

of the day, in question, should occupy the rising sign at

the moment of the transaction.

To Buy Sheep—The most prosperous time is that on a

Thursday ruled by asterism Pushya when the rising

sign is Aries. Sheep purchased at this time multiply a

thousandfold.

Krithika, Ardhra, Magha, Aslesha, Swathi and Anur-

adha are good, only for buying cattle ; not for selling

which will end in loss.

Loan on Pledge—Things given or pledged and money
lent for interest, under asterisms Sadharana, Vajra

and Theekshana do not return.

Loan or Gift of Gold—He who parts with his gold, at a

time when the ruling asterism is Krithika, Magha, Mula,

Sathabis, Utharapalguni,' Punarvasu, or Jenma-Nakshathra
will be reduced to destitution. The one that receives the

metal will flourish.

The “Sadharana" asterisms are:—^Visakha and Krithika.
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The “ Vain ’’ asterisihs ;— Bharani, Magha, Purva-

palguni, Purvashada and Purvabadhrapadha.

The " Theekshana — 'The group of asterisms

denoted by tnis word are:— Ardhra, Aslesha, Jyeshta and
Mula.

The “Laghu”:—This word is uied to denote the

asterisms, Aswini, Pushya and Hastha.

The “ Mrodbo —Mrigasirsha, Chitfara, Anuradha,

and Revathi—^^these asterisms are known by the name
Mrudhu".

The Sthira —Rohini, Utharapalguni, Utharashada

and Utharabadhrapadha.

The “ Cbara Punarvasu, Swathi, Sravana, Sra-

vishta and Sathabis.

The following asterisms cause good results in all

transactions, buying, selling etc;—Aswini, Rohini, Mriga-

sirsha, Ardhra, Punarvasu, Pushya, Magha, Purvapal-

guni, Utharapalguni, Hastha, Visakha, Jyeshta, Mula,

Utharashada, Sathabis and Utharabadhrapadha and

Revathi.

The following signs produce the same effect:—Taurus

Gemini, Leo, Libra and Scorpio.

Of Thithis, all have the same effect except Chatburthi,

.Shashti, Ashtami, Navami, Dhwadhasi and Chathurdhasi.

To buy or sell a Cow—To buy or sell t cows, the proper

asterisms are:—Aswini. Punarvasu, Pushya, Hastha, Swa-
thi,Visakha,Jyeshta, Sravishta and Revathi. One’s property

in cows will increase by the transaction started under

these as1;erisms.
- - .A

t Jupiter governs the sheep, the cow and all those animals

that are useful to nutn.

*5
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DINNER OF NEW GRAINS.

CHAPTER XXII.

[After commencing the harvest it is customary, among
the Hindus, to take home the first sheaf of corn and make
a repast of the saihe in celebration of the event. The time

for such rejoicing is delineated in this chapter.]

The following asterisms are considered the most

fruitful for this purpose :—Aswini, Rohini, Mrigasirsha,

Punarvasu, Pushya, Magha, Utharapalguni, Hastha,

Chithira, Swathi, Visakha, Anuradha, Mula, Utharashada,

Sravana, Sravishta, Sathabis, Utharabadhrapadha and

Revathi.

The remaining asterisms should be avoided.

All Thithis, except Chathurthi, Shashti, Ashtami,

Navami, Dhwadbasi, Chat^'irdhasi, Full-Moon and New-
Moon days produce good. Avoid Vishti Karana.

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and the Amsa and

t Dhrekkana of the lords of these days—Mercury, Jupiter

and Venus—have a very beneficent influence on a meal

composed of the fruits of the new crops.

The following signs should be chosen;—Taurus, Can-

cer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Sagittarius, Capricorn and Aquarius.

Gemini has a middling quality. Avoid Aries, Scorpio, and

Pisces. The last sign is however the most felicitous for a<

meal of the first crops, according to Devaratha.

Flowers.—To make use of the flowers of the season for

the first time, sign Aries iS the best.

Fruits.—To taste the first crop of fruit choose the

time ruled by the sign Pisces.

t For explanation of these and other figures see Chapter $3.
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Leaves.—For a meal of leaves, greens etc., the most

favourable is the time when the rising sign is Scorpio.

See that the 9th and loth houses from the rising sign,

at the time of taking the meal, are unoccupied ; otherwise,

it will have an adverse effect on prosperity.

No meal should be taken at a time when the 8th or

the 1 2th house from the rising sign is held by the Moon.

Malehcs in the 3rd, 6th and nth houses produce good.

There should be no maleBc planet in any of the other

houses.

This festival should be universally observed every

year. The months of Ashada, Margasira and Magha are

alone inauspicious. The other months promote felicity.

TO PUT ON NEW CLOTHES-

CHAPTBR XXIII.

The following asterisms are the best :—Aswini,

Rohini, Punarvasu, Pu'shya, .Utharapalguni, Hastha,

Chithra, Swathi, Visakha, Anuradha, Utharashada, Sra-

vishta, Utharabadhrapadha and Revathi.
o

The remaining asterisms are inauspicious.

Stellau* Influence on the Wearing of New Clothes.— Aswini
brings rewards from royalty ; Bharani causes danger to

wife’s life ; Krithika exposes the person to fire accidents ;

Rohini bestows all wealth ; Mrigasirsha causes danger to

clothes by rats ; Ardhra affects longevity
; Punarvasu

favours plenty of wealth and corn*; Pushya engenders all

prosperity ; Aslesha breeds disease ; Magha shows danger
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to life; Purvapalguni causes affliction by disease ; Uthara-
palguiik indicates wealth of habits

; Hastha brings fine, soft

articles of dress ; Cfiithra bestows various kinds of
apparel; Swathi welcomes exquisite feast; Visakha
favours mental happiness

; Anuradha creates kinship

;

Jyeshta inclines to cause damage to the clothes
; Mula

troubles the grain
: Purvashada portends disease; Utha-

rashada predicts many additional articles of dress ; Sra-
vana tends to cause eye-disease

; Sravishta shows in-

crease of corn ; Sathabis creates fear of poison
;
Purva-

badbrapadha leads to royal displeasure
; Utharbadhra-

padha favours many sons ; Revathi signifies gain of gems.
In this way each of the twenty seven asterisms exercises

its influence on the wearing of new apparel.

Dhwithiyai, Thrithi}^!, Panchami, Sapthami, Dha-
sami, Ekadhasi and Thrayodhasi are the best Thithis.

Chathurthi, Navami, Chathurdhasi and New-Moon
days should be strictly avoided. Other Thithis have
medium influence.

Wednesday,' Thursday and Friday and the Amsas
of Mercury, Jupiter and Venus produce good.

Sunday and Monday have middling effect. The
remaining two days should be avoided,

Influence of the Days, of the Week.—Sunday portends

disease ;. Monday is likely to. cause the cloth to be bathed

in tears ; Tuesday creates, risk of fire accidents to

clothes ; Wednesday gives rise to all prosperity
;

' Thurs-

day predicts an mnplitude of wealth and' com ; Friday

welcomes several kinds of prosperity
;
Saturday denotes

the likelihood of deep grief

All signs except Aries, Leo, Scorpio, Sagittarius.

Aquarius and Pisces are felicitous.

Inflocace of Zodiacal Signs.—To wear a cloth when the

rising sigp. is Taurus brings benefit through corn
;
Gemini

and Virgo, signify pecuniary gain;, Capricorn ha& but



cofnmenr influence ; Aries is a bringer of deep grief ;
Leo

has a tendency to cause dishonor ;
Aquarius shows

trouble by disease ; Scorpio tends to loss of property

;

Sagittarius tends to create royal displeasure ; Pisces

signifies fear of contracting disease.

TO WEAR A NEW ORNAMENT.

CHAPTER XXIV.

The following are fruitful asterisms for putting on a

new jewel made of gold:—Aswini, Rohini, Mrigasirsha,

Punarvasu, Pushya, Magha, Utharapalguni, Hastha,

Chithra, Swathi, Anuradha, Utharashada, Sravana,

(Jtharabadhrapadha and Revathi. To wear a new jewel,

for the first time, under any of these asterisms promotes

welfare.

The best Thithis are:—Prathamai, Shashti, Panchami,

Dhasami, Ekadhasi and the Full-Moon. The other Thithis

should be avoided.

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and the

Amsas of the Moon, Mercury, Jupiter and Venus are

auspicious
; the other planets and the other days should

not be considered.

Taurus, Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces

produce good.

The days ruled by fortunate Yogas (Siddha Yoga

or Amritha Yoga) are good for ^tearing a new jewel.

Beneiic planets should be in quadrants or trines and

the malefics in the 3rd, 6th and i ith houses at the time of

wearing a jewel. The 8th house should be vacant.
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That time is the best for wearing a jewel made of

gold, when Jupiter occupies the rising Navamsa in exalta-

tion with Mercury and Venus in the 4th house. It is

stated that a gold jewel worn at this time will be followed

by thousands of such ornaments.

Choose a Saturday governed by asterism Rohini

and make a gold jewel, during the interval known as

Amirthaghatika, and put on the jewel on a Saturday of the

same asterism and at the same time thereon. Thf moment
is considered so fruitful that the individual will soon be-

come possessed of many ornaments, and immense wealth

that may know no diminution. He will also lead a happy

life.

If, at the time of wearing a gold jewel, the rising sign

be occupied by Jupiter in exaltation or if that sign be the

house of Jupiter with the Sun in the i ith house, the jewels

will increase a millionfold.

To wear a new cloth, a new jewel, or for using a new
vehicle, choose the time when the quadrant or trine occu-

pied by Venus, is her own house, or her house of exaltation

or her friendly sign. '

The Moon in her degree of main exaltation occupying

the rising sign with Jupiter in the 7th house at the time of

wearing a jewel, welcomes an enormous increment of

wealth and jeweller3\

Put a gold ring on the tore-finger and another on
the thumb at a time when the rising sign is Aries, with the

Sun in tl.e loth degree thereof—the loth degree of Aries

is the main exaltation of the Sun.

Mercury and the Moon governing the same quarter
of' asterism Mrigasirsha is an auspicious planetary posi-

tion for wearing, rings on the fingers of the hand or the leg.
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New ornaments ot the head should be worn, for the

first time,.when the Moon is in the 3rd degree of Taurus

at a time when the rising sign is the same ; or when the

rising sign iS Cancer with Jupiter ' in the 5th degree

thereof.

Jewels set with precious stones must be worn at a

time when Jupiter and Venus are in their t Moola-Thrikona

houses.

When wearing a new apparel or a new jewel, watch

your breath. If the breath flows through the left nostril,

the time is auspicious.

A car, a musical instrument, an umbrella, an ornament,

a Chamara, gold or bronz^ vessels and thrones—all these

should be made use of, for the first time, according to the

directions laid down for wearing new clothes*

TO LAY FOUNDATION.

CHAPTER XXV.

To lay the foundation for the construction of a build-

ing etc., at the four cardinal points (North, South, East and

West) the following four pairs of asterisms are respec-

tively prosperous :—Aslesha and Krithika, Chithra and

Visakha, Pushya and Magha, Utharashada and Sravana.

t The Mula-Thrikona Signs of Planets are

Planets,

San
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter •••

Venus ...

Saturn ...

Signs.

Leo.
Taurus.
Aries.

Virgo.

Sagittari.

Libra.

Aquarius



Jyeshta, Badhrapadha, Margasira and Palguna are

prosperous months to lay the foundation of the kitohm, the

cowstall or the rice-mill,—^any place for basking paddy.

A person whose Ascendant^ at birth, is between
Scorpio and Aries (six signs) should commence building

at the eastern part ; one bom under any sign between
Aquarius and Cancer (six signs) should do so at the

southern part ; one born undter any sign between Taurus
and Virgo (six signs) should choose the western part

;

one born under any sign between Leo and Capricorn

(six signs) should start at the northern part.

Vasthu'Purusha—This Deity that presides over house-

building sleeps on his left with his head to the East,

during the months of Badhrapadha, Aswayuja and

Krithika, with his head to the South during Margasira,

Pushya and Magha months, with his head to the West
during Palguna, Chythra and Vysakha months

;
and with

his'head to the North during Jyeshta, Ashada and Sra-

vana. No building should be erected on the locality

covered by his head, his legs, his hands and his back.

To build on the ground covered by his head will prove

fatal to the father of the individual; to do so- on that

covered by his legs will affect the lives of his wife and

children ; to build on the ground covered by his hands

and back will cause fear of thieves. The best section to

build on is the ground covered by the stomach of Vasthu

Purusha which gives- rise to all prosperity.

The following asterisms are the best.—Rohini,

Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Pushya, Utharapalguni, Chithra,

Swathi, Anuradha, Mula, Utharashada, Sravana, Uthara-

badhrapadha and Revathi.

Aswini, Hastha, Chithra, Sravishta and Sathabis

—

these asterisms have middling influence. The other

asterisms should be avoided.
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To build in the East>-—To build a house in the eastern

quarter, choose the asterisms Rohini, Mrigasirsha,

Funarvasu and Pushya.

To build in the South. -To build a house in the southern

quarter, Magha, Swathi, Hastha and Utharapalguni are

fruitful.

To build in the West.—To build a house in the

western quarter, Utharashada, Sravana and Mula are

the most prosperous asterisms.

To build in the North.—To build a house in the

northern quarter, Sravishta, Utharabadrapadha, Chithra

and Sathabis are the most fortunate asterisms.

To build in all Quarters.—Asterism Revathi is good to

start building a house anywhere.

Town-Planning.—To lay the foundation lor building a

town, the best asterisms are Aswini, Chithra and Revathi.

Military Quarters.—Asterisms Utharabadhrapadha is

excellent for beginning the construction of soliders’ quar-

ters OF cantonment.

Granary.—To start erecting a granary, Utharapalguni.

Utharashada, Anuradha, Rohini, Sravana and Magha are

the most felicitous asterisms.

•

Restaurant etc.—The construction of eating-houses,

hostels, refreshment rooms and choultries shouldcommence
under asterisms Bharani, Ardhra, Jyeshta, Mula, Krithika,

Visakha, Magha, Utharashada and Purvapalguni.

Dining Hall.—Hastha is a fortunate asterism for start-

ing the construction of a dining hall.

Bed Chamber.—Asterism . Mula is auspicious for laying

the foundation of a bed chamber.

i6
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For Lainp.—To construct a place to install a lamp in,

begin under asterism Krithika.

0»en.—To set up an oven, commence under asterism

Revathi. It is good to start construction on Monday,
“Wednesday, Thursday or Friday ruled by a beneficent

asterism agreeable to the wife of the individual. See
that the rising sign, at the time, is governed by a benefic,

and the 8th house is unoccupied.

Dormitory—The construction of a sleeping apartment

should be started under the asterisms Purvapalguni and

Swathi.

Water Troughs—To construct a water trough or to

set up any receptacle for holding water, Anuradha, Mula

and Rovathi are successful asterisms.

The Design—The design of the house should be as

follows:—On the eastern side of the house gymnasium

;

on the south-east side, granary; on the southern, the

dining hall; on the south-west, the lying-in room; on the

western, the bed chamber
; on the northwest, the place

of worship ; on the northern, the treasury ;
and on the

rvorth-east, the kitchen.

All odd Thithis except Navami are good. Of the even

Thithis, Dhwithiyai, Shashti and Dhasami are auspicious.

The day chosen for laying the foundation of a building

must be governed by a fortunate Yoga (Siddha Yoga or

Amritha Yoga.)

Learned astrologers recommend Monday, Wednesday,

Thursday, Friday and Saturday as auspicious for laying

the .foundation of a house. The other days are rejected.

Fixed signs are the best ; Common signs occupied by

benefics have middling influence; Movable jsigns, and

Common signs without benefics in them should be avoided:
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Oordhwa-Mukba Lagna, (a sign just vacated by the

Sun) is auspicious. Atho-Mukha Lagna, (the sign occupi-

ed by the Sun) even when occupied by a benefic, should be

avoided. Thiryagh-Mukha Lagna, (the sign next to the one

occupied by the Sun) is good, ifaspected by a benefic planet.

Benefic planets in the rising sign and in the and, 9th

and tzth houses. promote well-being. Malefics in the 3rd,

6th and iith houses produce good, while any planet

located in the 8th house causes disaster. Some astrolo-

gers hold that the 12th house must be vacant.

The Pillars, Beams and Interior Door'ways etc.should be

set up under Sirodaya asterisms ; roofing and the con-

struction of the doorway may be commenced at a moment
auspicious for house-building. According to some ancient

astrologers, the auspicious time for the disposition of

the pillars, lying-in-room, door-way, beams and interior

door-ways is the same as that indicated for laying the

foundation, they being the chief appurtenances to a house.

The DooT'frame :—This, artistically carved, should be

fixed at a time when the rising sign is a Fixed one. Any
of the following asterisms maybe chosen:—Rohini, Mriga-

sirsha, Utharapalguni, Chithra, Apuradha, Utharashada,

Utharabadhrapadha and Revathi. The Thithi, asterism,

the day and the rising sign (fixed) should all be carefully

chosen, for the moment of fixing the door-frame has an

important bearing upon the prosperity of the master. An
auspicious moment promotes it.

Common signs are good for furnishing the house with

doors and for roofing it.

The Doors*—To fix the doors choose Wednesday or

Friday ruled by any beneficial Thithi, a Common sign and

any of the following asterisms:— Aswini, Pushya, Hastha

(Movable asterisms): Rohini, Utharapalguni, Utharashada

and Utharabadhrapadha (Fixed asterisms,)
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Outer Pillars*—The pillars on the pials of a house must
be put up at a time when the rising sign, the rising Na-
vamsa and the sign occupied by the Mbon are Fixed

signs belonging to, and aspected by, benefics.

The timbers required for the building should be piled

up eastward or northward. They must all be new, as no
old materials (those that once formed the structure of

another house) should be employed. 'I'he pillars, and the

interior doorways must be an odd number.

The stalls for cozvs and buffaloes must be located in the

north-west part and the sheep-fold in the south west.

THE DAIRY.

To begin the use of the churning dasher choose the

time when the rising sign is that of the Moon (Cancer) and

the ruling asterism a Movable one. (Aswini, Punarvasu.

Pushya, Hastha, Swathi, Sravana, Sravishtaand Sathabis

are movable asterisms). Such a beginning will bring

growth and prosperity to the cattle and generate curd in

profusion.-

To set up the pole to hold the revolvingdasher in posi-

tion by means of chains, Monday is the most auspicious

and the time when the rising sign is occupied by the Moon.

The operation should be started at a time when the

rising sign is occupied by the Moon, governing a beneficial

asterism and Navamsa.

To Milk the Cow.—The Moon located in the rising sign,

and governing a favourable -asterism and Navamsa is good

for commencing to milk the cow. The yield will increase.

To Lathe Artides—To cut or shape articles with the

lathe, commence at a time when the rising sign is Leo

occupied by the Sun, on a Sunday, when the Moon passes

through asterism Revathi'and when the lord of the rising

Navamsa is Saturn or Mars.
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To Melt Butter -To melt the butter for the 6rst time

choose asterism Jyeshta or Krithika. on a Wednesday,
when the Moon is placed in the Navamsa ot a benefic

planet. Any Monday ruled by asterism Visakha is auspi-

cious fdr mblting the butter from buffalo or sheep’s milk.

THE DURABILITY OF A HOUSE.

The duration of existence of a dwelling house or other

building, in a state of prosperity, should be determined

from the moment at which the foundation stone is laid.

The Yogas that protect the house against decay and

ensure its continuance in a state of happiness are set forth

in this chapter:

—

To stand for 8 decades—To.build a dwelling house or an

edifice that will stand for eighty years in a prosperous

condition, lay the foundation stone thereof at a moment
when the loth house from the rising sign is occupied

by the Moon, the 4th by Jupiter and the i ith by Mars and

Saturn-

To stand for a Century. - The foundation should be laid

(i ) When Jupiter is located in the rising sign. Mercury in

the 7th house, Saturn in the 3rd; the Sun in the 6th and

Venus in the 4th ; (2) when the rising sign is held by
Venus, the loth house by Mercury, any quadrant by

Jupiter and the 1 ith house by the Sun.

To stand for Two Centuries—The house will continue in a

state of happiness for two hundred 3'ears the foundation

stone whereof is laid at a moment when the rising sign is

ruled by Venus, the 5th by Jupiter, the 3rd by the Sun
and the 6th by Mars.

To stand for Six Centuries —A dwelling house, a village

or a town, the construction of which is started under any
of the following planetary positions will have golden days
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for a period of six hundred years :—(i) The Moon in the

rising sign, Jupiter in the 7th and Mercury in the loth

house (2) Venus in the loth house, Jupiter in the 7th and

Mercury in the rising sign which should be afixed one.

To stand foti Eight Centuries.—To construct a dwelling

house that will last for eight .hundred years, blessed as a

house of the Gods, lay the foundation of it at a moment
when the rising sign is occupied by Venus with Jupiter in

the 7th house which must be a fixed sign.

To stand for Ten Centuries.— To lay the foundation of a

temple or of a dwelling house at a moment when the ris-

ing sign is ruled by the Sun, the 7th by Jupiter, and the

10th by the Moon, predicts the existence of the house

or temple for a thousand years. in- a state of affluence.

The destiny will be the same respecting a house or

temple the construction of which is started at a moment
when Venus is stationed in the rising sign, Jupiter in the

7th and the Moon in the loth.

Mercury occupying the rising sign, Jupiter the 7th

and the Moon the loth house—this planetary position, at

the moment of starting the construction foretells similar

stability.

Yet another planetary position that bestows the

same good fortune on the house or the temple, started

under it, is:—-Jupiter in the rising sign (fixed). Mercury in

the 7th and the Moon in the loth.

Any of these four planetary positions, at the moment

ol laying the foundation, will establish the house or

temple, in question, in prosperity for a period of thousand

years.

ALL ABOUT THE HOUSE.

The floor of a dwelling house or a bungalow should

be smeared with a mixture of cow-dung and water every

Monday and Friday, and on the Ne w-Moon and Full-Mooii
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days, days of eclipse, the first day of every month, the

conjunction of Venus and the Moon—on all these days the

floor should be smeared with cow-dung. The floor should

be swept clean each morning.

To clean and whitewash the walls, Monday, Wednes-

day, Thursday and Friday are auspicious. Avoid in-

auspicious days and Chathurdhasi Thithi. White-washing

on these days tends to cause the extinction of the building.

The flooring should be renewed once a year or every

six months. No repairs should be started under the

asterisms:— Krithika, Magha, Pushya, Purvapalguni,

Hastha, Mula and Revathi, when any of these is governed

by Mars. If this rule be not observed, the house will be

exposed to fire accidents and the life of the son to danger.

To repair the Roof.-—Do not commence repairs to the

roof on Tuesday morning under a fiery sign occupied by
*

Mars ;
otherwise, the house will take fire. The roof of

the house should be repaired at a time when Venus is

located in the rising sign and Jupiter in a quadrant. The
building will then be safe against fire and storm. The most
auspicious time is that when the rising sign is occupied by
a benefic with the Moon in any of the aquatic sig^s.

(Taurus, Cancer Libra, Scorpio, Aquarius, Capricorn and
Pisces) on Monday, Wednesday, Thursday or Friday.

The house, so repaired, will be immune from fire

accidents.

A house roofed on Friday at a moment when the

rising sig^ is Taurus or Libra (aquatic signs) occupied by
Venus, will never take fire.

A house roofed on Monday when the Moon is in

Cancer (Aquatic sign) will never be subject to accidents

by fire.
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Raja Yoga—Jupiter in combination with any of the

following asterisins on a Thursday forms what is known
as Raja Yoga which is considered a very fortunate time

for starting the construction of a house. This planetary

position leads the owner of the house to a position qf

royalt3>^ and bestows upon him a righteous son :—Rohini,

Mrigasirsha, Aslesha, Utharapalguni, Purvashada, Utha-

rashada, Sravana and Utharabadhrapadha.

The wood of the trees of the following descriptions

should not be employed in the construction :

—

(i) A very shady tree, (2) a tree standing on the

road side or within a temple (3) one having a hole,

(4) a tree blasted by lightning or beaten down by storm

or r-ain, (5) a rotten tree, (6) a sweet tree (7) one affected by

fire or standing in the cremation ground, (8) one that has

fallen down with a crash (9) one that is growing in the

temple of Kali Cio) one situated in a pasturage (i i) one that

serves as prop to anothei Vilvam, Thundukam, Slesh-

malakam, Kongu—these trees, being dear to the Gods,

should be considered too sacred for men who should, by

no means, employ them in the construction of a house.

Otherwise, the issue will be disastrous.

Timbers once employed in the construction of a house

and dismantled are dubbed “Salyam.’’ So a structure that

incl ides such materials tends to cause ruin to the owner,

his wealth and his family.

A house devoid of doors or of roof or one in which

there is no worship of the Gods, wherefrom no bounty is

given and where the hungry are not fed will become the

haunt of devils and will breed trouble.

From the Point of View of the Ascendants:—Persons whose

Ascendants are Cancer, Pisces or Scorpio will do well to

build a house facing East ; those born under Capricorn,
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Virgo or Taurus will prosper in a house facing South ; a

house facing West will be found excellent by those whose
Ascendant is Aquarius, Giemini or Libra. Such a dwell-

ing will bestow wealth on the occupants. Those whose

Ascendants are Sagittari, Leo or Aries will flourish in

every respect in a house facing North.

The Entrance.— Divide the plot into nine sections ; the

fourth section from the left should form the main entrance

to the house.

For a house facing East:—Divide the plot into eight

sections. These respectively signify, in order, dissatis-

faction, weakness, pecuniary gain, royal favour, enormous

wealth, 'physical weakness, abundant happiness, deep

grief, intimidation.

For a house facing South:—Divide the plot

similarly into eight sections. These indicate danger to

life, bondage, endearment, protection, gain of seeds, mental

affliction, fear of disease, disability.

For a house facing West!—The eight sections denote

loss of sons, growth of enemies, increase of affluence,

pecuniary gain, well-being, misfortune, love, sorrow.

For a house facing North:—The eight sections pro-

duce, in order, insult to wife, want of strength, harm, gain

of seeds, monetary gain, increase of prosperity, acquisition

of all fortune, disease.

The construction of, and entry into, a house should not

be commenced when the wife of the owner is pregnant

and when Jupiter and Venus are combust. If this rule

be not observed, the issue will be disastrous to the wife.

Laying the foundation stone. Ornamentation, Agri-

cultural Work, Education, Coronation—all these should be

commenced under the Janma Nakshatra (one's asterism at

birth) or under the loth asterism therefrom.

17
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The Indicator. —Divide the house into sixteen squares

The four central squares are known as “ Braamham the

square in the North-East is sign Pisces
;
the other squares

begin with Aries as shown in the diagram below. Of these

squares, the foundation laid in squares Aries, Leo or

Sagittari will protect the relations ; squares Taurus, Virgo

and Capricorn signify preference from royalty : Squares

Gemini, Libra and Aquarius favor prosperity of sons and

grandsons ; squares Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces have an

adverse effect upon the family.

Pisces,

North-East

Aries.

East

Taurus.

East

(xernini.

South-East

A<4uarius.

1

North
Braa hinam

Cancer.

South

Capricorn.

North
Braa hmam Leo.

South

Sagittari.

North-West
Scorpio.

West
I.ibra.

West
Virgo.

South-West

THE OPENING CEREMONY.

CHAPTER XXVI.

“ Grahapravesam"-—the Opening Ceremony—must be.

performed in Sukla Paksha and within the first lo Thithis

of Krishna Paksha, in the forenoon or at noon.
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The best asterisms are:—Rohini, Mrigasirsha, Punar-

vasu, Pushya, Utharapalguni, Hastha, Anuradha, Uthara-

shada,Sravana,Sathabis, Utharabadhrapadha and Revathi.

The best Thithis are:—Prathamai of the dark fortnight,

Dhwithiyai, Thrithiyai, Panchami, Sapthami and Ohasami

;

and Ekadhasi and Thrayodhasi of the bright fortnight.

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday are

auspicious and the Amsas of the Moon, Mercury, Jupiter

and Venus, the respective lords of these days. Saturday

is neutral. The other days and planets should be avn'ded.

The rising sign at the moment should be a Fixed one.

Common signs have middling quality. Movable signs

should not be considered.

Any Movable sign is, however, good if, at the moment,

the rising Navamsa of that sign be Taurus which is

a very • fortunate sign.

Influence of Zodiacal Signs fromJenma'Ra.si Grahaprave-*

sam when the rising sign is your Jenma-Rasi foretells

immunity from disease, if the jenma Rasi be a fixed sign;

the second house, therefrom, protends illness and decline

of wealth ; the third signifies ppcuniary gain ; the fourth

shows trouble to the relations ; the fifth gives trouble to

the son ; the sixth brings ruin on the enemies
; the seventh

is adverse to the wife ; the eighth causes cruel malady

;

the ninth foreshows trouble through the king
;
the tenth

favours attainment of the object
;
the eleventh promotes

affluence, the twelfth multiplies comfort and fortune by
itself, even when bereft of other dignities. If, however,

the sign be occupied by a benefic planet, at the moment, it

is unquestionably the most felicitous sign. Some astro-

logers advocate the performance of this function, even at

night, at a moment when the rising Navamsa, or the rising

sign itself/ is occupied by a benefic. The influence of each

zodiacal sign is described in the chapter on Travel.
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It is inauspicious to celebrate this function when Venus
is located in the opposite direction, or on your left. Venus,

occupying her own, or her friendly house, or her house

of exaltation never exercises an adverse influence.

The 8th house from the rising sign, at the moment,
should be vacant, lor any planet located therein will

produce harm.

The time chosen for Grahapravesam, Marriage,

Nishekam, Pumsavanam and Seemantham should be

favorable to the wife of the individual.

CORONATION.

CHAPTER XXVII.

The time for Crowning a Sovereigjn is indicated in this

chapter. The author thus sets forth his ideal of kingship:

—

Born of a worshipful family, under Raja Yoga, and gifted

with all regal qualities, a knowledge of all the virtues, and

the wisdom toguide the nation,well-trained in horsemanship

and in th^ use of weapons, filled with devotion to God and

to Brahmanas, served and respected by ministers of great

eminence, a speaker of truth, the king must be one who
has controlled his lower impulses, one endowed with the

spirit of supreme courage, self-sacrifice and self-denial.

Choose the bright half of the lunar month and a day,

therein, bereft of all adverse qualities. In the forenoon

there should be recitations, from the Vedas, of benedictory

verses by Brahmanas upon whom liberal gifts of gold

should be bestowed. This over, the king must put on his

golden Crown, resplendant with all kinds of gems, amidst

the rapture of music, conch and bugle. The king
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must then make his salutation to Maha Vishnu, to the

priests and the elders and equip himself with all the para-

phernalia of royalty.

The best asterisms for coronation are :—Aswini,

Rohini, Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Pushya, Oothirapalguni.

Hastha, Anuradha, Oothirashada, Sravana, Oothirabadh-

rapadha and Revathi.

All odd rhithis of the bright half of the lunar month
except Navami are good. Of the even Thithis, Dhwithiyai

and Dhasami are good.

All Rasis (signs) except Libra, Scorpio, Virgo and

Capricorn are good.

There should he no planet in the 8th house.

Malehcs in the 3rd, 6th and iith houses produce

pecuniary gain and promote the well-being of the landlord.

For Audience.—To pay your respects to the king

choose any of the following asterisms:—Aswini, Rohini,

Mrigasirsha, Pushya, Utharapalguni, Hastha, Chithra,

Anuradha, Sravana, Sravishta and Revathi.
' -i

Fixed signs are the best.

Any Thithi of the bright half of the lunar month,

except Chathurthi, Navami and Chathurdhasi ( Rikthai) is

Commendable.

Sunday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and the

Amsas of the Sun, Mercury, J upiter and Venus are very

fruitful.

A very fortunate moment to wait upon the king is

when the rising sign is that of Mercury occupied by

Jupiter in " Virgothama” position.
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Having chosen a Fixed sign, the:only thing is to see

that the sign occupied by the Moon at the time is

“ Vasya” (Concordant) to your Janma-Rasi, and that the

asterism ruled by the Moon is “ Vasya ” to the Janma-
Nakshatra of the sovereign.

RIDING.

To seat oneself on horseback or any other convey-

ance, the following asterisms are the best:—Aswini,

Rohini, Mrigasirsba, Punarvasu, 'Magha, Utharapalguni,

Hastha, Chithra, Swathi, Anuradha, Utharashada,

Sravana, Utharabadhrapadha and Revathi.

All Thithis except Prathamai. Shashti, Ekadhasi and
the Full-Moon and the days of the week except Sunday
and Tuesday are good.

To put on Arms and Weapons etc—To wear arms and wea-

pons, both offensive and defensive, choose any of the

following asterisms :—Aswini, Bharani, Krithika, Ardhra,

Aslesha, Magha, Purvapalguni, Chithra, Jyeshta, Satha-

bis and Revathi.

Of Thithis, Chathurthi, Navami and Chathurdhasi

are fortunate. Badhrai (Vishti) Karana, Sunday, Tuesday,

Thursday, and the signs and Amsas of the Sun, Mars,

Jupiter and Saturn produce good results.

TO RECEIVE TRIBUTE.

A king should receive tribute for the first time under
any of the following asterisms :—Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu,

Utharapalguni, Hastba,'Chithra, Swathi, Sravana, Sra-

vishta and Sathabis.

Jupiter, Mercury and Venus and their signs and

Amsas as well as their days of the week are ver^ felicitous.

Tributes received by the king in accordance with these

rules enhance the prosperity of the Stste.
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Avoid Prathamai, Chathurthi, Ashtami, Navami,
Chathurdhasi, the New-Moon and the Full-Moon.

Aries, Scorpio and Aquarius are evil signs.

1 be Sth house from the rising sign at the time

should be vacant.

The Time for Interview—The one who pays the

tribute should choose any of the following asterisms to

pay his respects to the king:—^^Mrigasirsha, Pushya,
Utharapalguni, Anuradha, Sravana and Sathabis, Chathur-
thi, Navami and Chathurdhasi should be avoided. Choose
any of the remaining Thithis and a P'ixed sign on Sunday,
Wednesday » Thursday or Saturday.

ELEPHANT AND OTHER ANIMALS

To buy, tame or make use of an elephant the pros-

perous asterisms' are :—Aswini, Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu,
Pushya, Magha, Utharapalguni, Ilastha, Anuradha, Utha-
rashadha; Sravana, Sravishta, Utharabadhrapadha.

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and the

signs and Amsas ot the Moon, Mercury, Jupiter and
Venus are good for mounting an elephant or for training

him.
•ft

Sirodhaya signs (Gemini, Leo, Virgo, Libra,

Scorpio and Aquarius) aspected b3' benefics should be

chosen.

• To place the goad on the elephant choose Capricorn or

Aquarius and the Navamsa of a benefic on a Saturday
ruled by any of the asterisms specified above.

The Stable—To lay the foundation for the construction

of a stable for the elephant, the most auspicious time is

when the Sun is in exaltation, or in his own house,

Jupiter, Vfenus or the Moon well-placed in the rising sign

and the Moon located in the Navamsa of a benefic.
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To buy a Horsa—To buy or break in a horse any of

the following asterisms is good :—Aswini, Kritbika,

Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Pushya, Utharabadhrapada,

Hastha, Swathi, Visaka, Anuradha and Sravishta.

To mount a Horse —These asterisms are fortunate -for

mounting a horse. They bestow happiness and fortune.

Mares are governed by Sathabis
; horses, by Aswini.

These two Asterisms are fortunate for purchasing and

training, respectively, a horse and a mare.

To buy Sheep—Choose the first half of Krithika and
Pushya which govern them.

For buying elephants the second half of Bharani or

Revathi which govern elephants is excellent.

Elephants, horses and cows etc., should be purchased,

brought into the stable and employed on auspicious

days under the rising sign and Amsa of a benefic. This
contributes to enhance the welfare of the owner.

Village, Town etc Defined—That quarter of a village

which is monopolised and inhabited by holy learned

Brahmanas is called Agraharam. If people of other
classes also live in the same propitious place, the whole
territory is styled a Village. “ Nagaram"’ is the desigfnation

of a place closely inhabited by people of different classed

and artisans, and provided with temples for public worship.
"Pathanam" is the term applied to a more extensive

area inhabited by people of various creeds and classes,

noted for wealth and commerce and situated on the

bank of a river or on the coast of a sea.

The Quarters of a Nagaram etc.—The Eastern part is

assigned to potters ; the vvestern side to sellers of meat

;

oil-mongers live on the northern side ; those that. deal in

flowers dwell on the north eastern. Sudras live here and
there, and artisans anywhere ; outside the city the painters

thrive ; and the depressed classes in the south-west.
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TO INSTALL A DEITY.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

The ceremony of installing a Deity should be dene in

the first half of the year—when the Sun is in his northern

course. Avoid the month of Magha. The wise man should

perform the function at a moment when the rising sign is

propitious and fruitful to' him, when Jupiter and Venus are

well-dignified and devoid of adverse qualities, when they

are seen in their brilliance in the sky and when the Moon
is prosperous, ruling a benefic asterism, in the bright half

of the lunar month (Sukla Paksha).

The following asterisms are excellent:— Rohini,

Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Push3'a, Utharapalguni, Hastha,

Swathi, Utharashada and Utharabadhrapadha.

Aswini, Chithra, Anuradha, Mula, Sravana and
Sravishta'are of middling q^uality.

All odd Thithis except Navami are auspicious. Of
the even Thithis, Dwithiyai, Shashti and Dhasami will do
good.

The Moon, Mercury, Jupiter and Venus are bettefics ;

their sighs and Navamsas and .the days of the week ruled

by them, the*'* t Dhrekkanas and their Horas give pros-

perity.

Choose Fixed signs. To install a female Deity, a

Common sign is commendable. Movable sioris should he

avoided under any circumstance.

The Moon in her exaltation (Taurus) at the time is

important as it -will conduce to tht well-being of the

Yajaman—the donor who is responsible for the endowment.

Debilitated, she brings poverty ; located in a friendly

sign, she helps to promote the good offices of friends, and

pecuniary gains : in inimical signs she multiplies enemies.

+ See Chapter 33 for explanation.

i8
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If, at time of installing a Deity, the rising sign be

occupied by the Sun, Mors, Rahu, the Moon and Saturn,

the village or part of the town concerned will suffer

devastation.

Malehcs in the 2nd house from the rising sign at the

moment of installation deprive the Yajaman of his wealth.

Benefics accompanied by the Moon, in the same house,

endow him with more.

Planets in the 3rd house bestpw and improve happi-

ness.

Malefics, in the 4th house, give trouble
;

benefics,

except the Moon, cause increased well-being.

Malefics, in the 5th house, affect the sons
;
benefics

bestow sons, a charitable disposition and promote welfare.

The Moon in the 5th house disturbs happiness,

Malefics, .in the 6th house, bring about the defeat of

enemies; Jupiter, therein, multiplies them ; the Moon and

Venus, therein, tempt the individual to relinquish his posi-

tion.

The Sun in the 7th house, threatens to kill the

Yajaman ;
Saturn, therein, ruins his well-being ; Mercury

brings danger to the life of the son
;
Mars produces peril of

fire accidents ;
Venus tends to convert the temple into a

haunt of devils; Jupiter and the Moon favour pecuniary

gain and gain of seeds.

There should be no planet in the 8th house lest the

family may perish.

Benefics in the 9th house signify prosperity to the

endowment ; Malefics in the same house, in conjunction

with the Moon, adversely affect wealth, happiness and

the institution itself.

Malefics in the loth house denote the decay of the

institution ; benefics located there in conjunction with the

Moon promote prosperity in sons and friends.
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Planets, in the nth house, bestow sons, wealth,

happiness and longevity.

The 1 2th house must be vacant ;
if occupied by any

planet, the Yajaman will be reduced to poverty. Jupiter

and Mercury in the 12th house, however, increase his

wealth.

Avoid the ceremony at the following periods :—The

end of the Ayana (half-year,) the end of the year, of a Thithi,

and of an asterism. “ Vcdhai ’’ asterisms, Vyathipatham,

eclipses, • Sunya month, Sunya days and Sunya Rasi

*Shadaseethi-Mukham, the day on which is seen

“ Parivesham” (the halo round the Sun or the Moon)

and the day on which the Sun is not visible.

YATHRA TRAVEL.

CHAPTER XXIX.

I shall now state the rules relating to Travels.

Influence of Signs and Planets -Do not start on ajourney

when the Sun is in Pisces, Cancer or Scorpio. The Sur

should be in other'signs at the time of starting. A person

must not enter upon a journey under the middle part

of the signs Leo and Cancer ; otherwise he will contract

disease and will have no peace of mind for seven years.

He must avoid also the time when Mars, Venus and

Mercury are retrograde or combust.

Pakshas Choose the bright fortnight (Sukla Paksha)

having regard to the planetary position at the time.

Avoid Krishna Paksha (the dark half of the lunar month).

* See Chapter 33,
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The best asterisms are:—Mrigasirsha, Fushya, Hastha,

Anuradha, Sravishta, Sravana, Revathi and Aswini.

Rohini, Funarvasu, Utharapalguni, Chithra, Mula,

Utfaarashadha, Sathabis possess a middling quality.

Put off the journey if the ruling asterism, at the time,

beany of the following:— Hharani, Krithika, Ardhra,

Aslesha, Magba, Purvapalguni, Swathi, Visakha, Jyeshta,

Purvashada and Purvabadhrapadha and your asterism

at birth. Of these, the following asterisms are auspicious

for journey beyond the Ghathikas (of their total duration)

specified against each:—Krithika 13 Ghatikas, Bharani 7,

Magha 14, Purvapalguni, Purvashada and Purvabadhra-
padha 16, Swathi, Aslesha, Visakha, Ardhra, Jyeshta and
the Jenma-Nakshathra, 14.

Thhhts—Dwithiyai, Thrithiyai, Panchami, Sapthami,

Dhasami, Ekadhasi and Thrayodhasi of the Sukla and

Krishna Pakshas are good.

Prathamai, Chathurthi, Shashti, Ashtami, Navami,

Dwadhasi, Chathurdhasi as also the Full-Moon and the

New-Moon should be avoided.

The Days —Wednesday, Thursday or Friday and the

time when the rising Navamsa is that of Mercury, Jupiter

or Venus, (the lords of those days) are commendable.

The other days and the Navamsas of the lords of those

days are inauspicious.

The fruitful signs are:— Taurus, Cancer, Leo, Libra,

and Sagittari. Other signs are not to be considered.

Stellar Influence.—Journey during asterism Ardhra

causes misery; Aslesha produces grief on account of hunger;

Purvashada leads to physical injury ; Swathi and Visakha

denote suffering from wounds ; Bharani and Magha
portend danger to life ; Krithika causes needless roaming

;

Purvabadhrapadha brings many troubles
;
Jyeshta causes
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severe fever ;
Purvapalguni threatens to make safe return

impossible. One should not start on a journey under any

of these asterisms.

• To start on a journey during Vyathipatham impairs

health ; to do so at Sankaranthi signifies rambling
;
to do

so on a day of eclipse portends confinement.

Significance of Weather. If, at the time of starting, you
oppose yourself to the wind the journey will be beset with

troubles.

journey at the time of the appearance of Parivesha

(the halo rouud the Sun or the Moon)causes suffering from

hunger and thirst.

Journey on a cloudy dayfwhen the Sun is not visible)

portends helplessness
;
rain at the time makes the return

journey difficult.

Influence of Thithis*—Prathamai denotes troubles

;

Dhwithiyai favours achievement of object ; Thrithiyai

welcomes wealth ; Chathurthi causes misery
; Panchami

brings affluence ; Shashti leads to frustration of all pur-

poses ;
Sapthami shows success ; Ashtami breeds sick-

ness ;
Navami signifies danger to life; Dhasami shows

fulfilment of the object ; Ekadhasi keeps away all causes

of fear ; Dhwadhasi tends to failure of business ; Thrayo-

dhasi gives happiness and success
;
Chathurdhasi foretells

eye-disease and disappointment ; New-Moon day leads to

defeat and the Full-Moon day to destitution. To set out

on a journey on Prathamai and Chathurdhasi days of the

. bright and dark fortnights, respectively, is likely to cause

loss of property ; it tends to render return from the

journey difficult. Some astrologers predict a similar effect

of a journey begun on Shashti, Ashtami or Dhwadhasi.

The Days of the Week.- -To start on a Sunday causes

waste ; Monday produces disability
;
Tuesday brings

fever and other illness ; Wednesdav creates fear : Thurs-
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day favours gain in various ways ; Friday welcomes suc-

cess and gain of wealth
; Saturday tends to loss of money

and danger to life.

The Zodiacal Signs. -To set out at a time when the ri-

sing sign is *Aries causes danger to life
; Taurus signifies

success, Gemini indicates evil
; Cancer favours gain of

lands ;
Leo gives comfort

;
Virgo breeds fever

;
Libra

shows a successful journey ; Scorpio leads to suffering

from wounds; Sagittarius bestows conquest over enemies
;

Capricorn denotes confinement
;

Aquarius portends

battery on the way. tPisces inclines to cause fear of theft.

Influence of Signs from the Jenma'Rasi.—Success will

attend a journey commenced at a moment when the rising

sign is the Jenma-Rasi of the individual
;
the second sign,

therefrom, gives the pleasure of the company of relations

;

the third bestows conveyances
;

the fourth throws

obstacles ; the fifth presents many difficulties ; the sixth

helps to overcome enemies and gain wealth ; the seventh

causes trouble, fear and inconvenience to. the individual

and his conveyances ; the eighth shows danger to life and

adversely affects relations ;
the ninth leads to sickness,

unnecessary expenditure and confusion ;
the tenth por-

tends grief and death ;
the eleventh favours pecuniary

gain and gain of other things besides freedom from ill-

ness ;
the twelfth tends to loss of money and failure.

Influence of Signs from the Ascendant - -No journey should

be begun at a moment when the rising sign is the Jenma-
Lagna (Ascendant at birth) of the individual. To start at

that time leads to malady; the fifth sign from the Jenma-
Lagna should also be avoided for it tends to cause loss of

* Aries is an auspicious sign, according to Kalamrita-

t Pisces foretells rain and ultimate success? according to

Kalamrita.
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sons and danger to life ;
the seventh sign, therefrom,

creates pain of mind at the outset and bestows happiness

in the end ; the ninth sign hinders the progress of journey;

and compels return, the tenth bestows money. The
delineations for the end, 3rd, 4th, 6t-h, 8th, iith, and 12th

signs (from the Ascendant) are the same as those g^iven for

the same houses from the Jenma-Rasi, (Vide para supra.)

Influence of Oordhwa'Mukha and other Rasts—To start at

a time when the rising sign is an Oordhwa-Mukha-Rasi—
a sign just vacated by the Sun—helps the individual to gain

the object of his desire
;
Thiryag-Mukha Rasi—the sign to

be next occupied by the Sun—brings misfortune ; Atho-

Mukha Rasi—the sign occupied by the Sun—leads to

loss of property.

The Influence of the Signs—JPrishtodhaya Rasis create

intimidation, f (Jbhayodhaya Rasi causes deviation from

the path of rectitude. Sirodhaya Rasis, * favour complete

success. [The auspicious signs already indicated should

be chosen in the light of this rule.]

Sulam—An Inauspicious Astrological Yoga—Jyeshta and

Sravana are inauspicious for gQing westward ;
Magha and

Aswini, for going southward; Rohini and Pushya,'for

going westward
;

Hastha and Utharapalguni, for going

northward
;
jyeshta, for going south-east ;

Purvabadhra-

padha for going south-west and Rohini foi going north-

west; Utharapalguni for going north-east. Sulam is

inauspicious for journey and should be, therefore, positi-

vely avoided.

+ Aries, Taurus,Cancer, Sagittarius and Capricorn are known

as Prishtodhaya Rasis, signs that rise by their feet.

t Pisces, a sign that rises b3' its head and by its feet.

* Signs that rise by their heads are Sirodaj'a Rasis, such

as Gemini. Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio and Aquarius.
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"Kaadakftui** for the Days of the Week—This is also an
inauspicious Yoga. It is inauspicious to go south-east

on Tuesday, sou;n-west on Wednesday ; north-west on
Saturday. This adverse Yoga for the days with reference

‘o the directions specified, is known as Vara-Kandakam.

The Rasis and their Directions—One should choose Aries

to go eastward ; Cancer, to go southward ; Libra, to go

westward; and Capriconi,-tQ go northward.

The Lord of the Ascendant at Birth—The sign of the lord

of your Lagna, at birth, his friendly house and his house

of exaltation are good for starting on a journey. His

inimical sign and the sign of his debilitation should be

avoided.

The Influence of Planetary Amsas—The Amsas of the

San, the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn,

at the moment of starting, respectively produce loss of

conveyance, evil, danger by fire, gain of friendship,

pecuniary gain, the enjoyment of fortune, and loss of issue.

Conveyances.—Journey .;astward on an elephant ;
south-

ward in a car ; westward on a horse
;
northward in a

palanquin or any other conveyance borne oft the shoulders

of men.

Conjunction of Planet8.~To begin a journey when the

Moon is in conjunction .with Mercury,' Jupiter and Venus

tends to breed quarrel with relations ; to do so when the

Moon is in conjunction with Rahu is likely to affect the

wife ; the Moon in combination with the Sun, at the time,

is likely to breed disease ; the Moon, in conjunction with

)atum and Mars tends .to create disappointment in all

places
; in conjunction with the Sun and,Kethu, she has a

tendency to upset everything.

A very felicitpus Time—Jupiter or Venus, well plaeed-tn

the rising sign at the .time of starting makes the journey,

both ways, immensely profitable and pleasant.
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Yogini.—The location of Yogini at the time of starting

is an important matter. Yogini, located behind or on the

right of the traveller is conducive to success ; Yogini in

front of him or on the left side proves disastrous—even

to Indra.

The following Table shows the points of the horizon

governed by Yogini during the bright and dark halves

of the lunar month :

—

Sukla-Paksha. Krishna-Paksha. Directions.

Prathamai, Ekadhasi ...

riirithiyai, Thrayo-
dhasi.

Panchami,Ful1-Moon . .

.

Chathurthi, Cliathur-

dhasi.

Shashti...

Sapthami
Dhwithiyai, Dhwadhasi
Ashtarn i

Navami

Dhasami

Shashti...

Ashtami

Dhasami
Navami

Prathamai, Ekadhasi ...

Dhwithiyai, Dhwadhasi.
Sapthami
Thrithiyai.Thrayodhasi
Chathurthi, Chathur-

dhasi.

Panchami and New-
Moon.

East.

South-East.

South.
South-West

West.
North-West.
North.
North-East
Sky.

Earth.

The Traveller’s Zodiac—The day is divided into eight

parts of an hour and a half each. Each part is called a

Yamam. Only eight planets are reckoned with for purposes

of this chapter, and they are the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Mer-
cury, Venus, Saturn, the Moon and Rahu. Sign Pisces is

the beginning of this circle in which' these eight planets

move backwards in the order in which they are given.

The lord of the day in question, namely, the planet

denoted by the day of the week, is located for the first

Yamam in Pisces which, as stated above, is the commence-
ment of this Zodiac. He moves backwards to Aquarius, for

'the second Yamam. The Movable signs are not occupied.

So, crossing Capricorn, he occupies Sagittari in the 3rd

Yamam ; Scorpio, in the 4th, Virgo, in the sth, Leo in the

6th, crossing the movable sign Libra ; Gemini, in the 7th

*9
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and leaving Cancer, occupies Taurus in the 8th. The
remaining planets occupy in the order in which they are

mentioned the Fixed and Common signs from Pisces

backwards. In this way, every one and a half hours the

eight planets move, in their order, along the ecliptic back-

wards occupying only Fixed and Common signs.

Let us, for instance, determine the planetary position,

as per this rule, during the first

one and a half hours on Sunday.

'I'he Sun being the lord of that

day, is placed in Pisces, the starting

sign. The other planets occupy

the other divisions of the circle

in the order given, as in +Fig. 1.

crossing the Movable signs (Capri-

corn, Libra,Cancer and Aries).

The Yathra Chakra for the 2nd Yama will begin with

Kahu in Pisces, the Sun in Aquarius, Mars in Sagittarius,

Jupiter in Scorpio, Mercury in Virgo, Venus in Leo, Saturn

in Gemini, the Moon in Taurus.

To work out the Yathra Chakra for the first period

of Wednesday. As per directions

given above. Mercury, the lord of

Wednesday, must occupy the

starting sign Pisces; the next, in

order, is Venus who must be

located in Aquarius ; after her is

Saturn who should be placed in

Sagittarius, not in Capricorn,

because it is a Movable sign. The
Moon should occupy Scorpio

; Rahu should be in Virgo
;

the Sun, in Leo; Mars, in Gemini; and Jupiter, in Taurus

as in Fig. 2. Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Rahu, the Moon,
Saturn and Venus are respectively the lords of the 2nd

3rd, 4th, sth, 6th, 7th, and 8th periods.

The numeral indicates the Yamam of which the planet is lord.

1st

Sun
2iitl

. Riiliu

;ir<l

Moon

8th Yatlira
Mars. (•hakm -

1st Yafnain
Sunday. 4tli

Sat.

7tli . Gtli .'ith

.1 up. M<m*.

Pi* 1.
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The facts to be borne in mind in drawing a Yathra
Chakra are(i)that the 8 periods are governed by 8 planets

(2) that they move backwards, (3) that the starting sign is

Pisces, not Aries, and (4) that the Movable signs are left

unoccupied.

The same rule should be applied to locate the lords

of the eight Yamams of the night.

To start on a journey at a moment when the lord of

the Yama governs the direction +jn which the individual

has to travel gives conquest over enemies, however
powerful they might be. The planetary directions are

shown in this circle :

—

Nakshathra Purusha :—The first three asterisms from
the Jenma-Nakshathra constitute its face

; the next four,

its eyes ; the next four its neck ; the next six, its hands
;

the next two, its sides
; the next eight, its legs.

+ Planetary Directions:—The Sun is the Regent ol the East,
Venus, of the ^uth East, Mars,of the South ; Rahu.of the South-
West, Saturn, of West

;
the Moon, of North-West, Mercury, of

the North
; Jupiter, of the North-E. st'. These are the p’anetary

regions.
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Do not start on a journey under an asterism which

at the time is governed by Mars ; otherwise, that part of

the body governed by the asterism will be hurt by a

weapon-

To?go on a journey under the asterisms, Purva-

palguni, Purvashada and Purvabadhrapadha, Barani,

Jyeshta, Aslesha and Ardhra is likely to cause danger to

the life of the individual beyond the tenth mile.

*Thithi Sulamt—Prathamai and Navami are inauspi-

cious for going eastward ; Dhwithiyai and Dhasami, for

going northward, Thrithiyai and Ekadhasi, for going

south-east ; Chathurthi and Dhwadhasi, for going south-

west Panchj.mi and Thrayodhasi, for going southward ,

Shashti and Chathurdhasi, for going westward ; Sapthaini

and Full-Moon, for going north-west ;
Ashtami and

New-Moon, for going north-east.

Sulam for the l')ays of the Week.—Monday and Saturday

are inauspicious for going eastward ; Thursday, for going

southward ; Sunday and Friday, for going westward
;

Tuesday and Wednesday, for going northward. These
days are not throughout inauspicious for commencing a

journey in the directions specified. Monday and Saturday

are auspicious beyond the 8th Ghatika after sunrise
;

Thursday is auspicious beyond the 22nd Ghatika after

sunrise ; Sunday and Friday, beyond the 15th Ghatika;

Tuesday and Wednesday, beyond the 12th Ghatika.

Chandra Kandakam.—This is also an unfortunate Yoga.

Aries, Leo and Sagittarius ; Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn;

Gemini, Libra .and Aquarius ; Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces

—these iour sets of Thrikona or triangular signs are in-

auspicious for going West, North, East and South,

respectively, if the rising sign, at the time, be occupied

by the Moon. This is known as Chandra Kandakam.

•Sulam is not a.lucky astrological Yoga, and the prospective

traveller should not oppose himself to it.
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Asterisms and their lucky Directions.—To go east,

asterism Pushya is the best ;
Mrigasirsha is of middling

quality. To go south, Hastha is the best ;
Chithra is next

in merit. To go west, Sravana is the best ;
Anuradha

ranks next. To go north, Sravishta and Aswini are the

best ; Sravana is of middling quality.

Thithis and Directions -Do not go (i) eastward during

•Nandhai; (2) southward, during Badhrai; (3) westward,

during Jayai; (4) northward during Poornai ; and (5) any-

where on the New-Moon day and during Rikthai.

The Days of the Week.—To go eastward on Tuesday,

southward on Monday and Saturday, westward on

Wednesday and Thursday, and northward on Friday,

is certain to give success.

Do not go (i) eastward, when the rising sign is

occupied by the Sun, (2) south-east, when the iith or

1 2th house from the rising sign is occupied by Venus,^

(3) southward, when the loth house is occupied by Mars,

(4) south-west, when Rahu is posited in the 8th or 9th

house, (5) westward, when Mercury holds the 7th house,

(6) northwest, when the Moon is located in the sth or 6th

house, (7) northward, when MeVcury is in the 4th house,

and (8) north-east, when Jupiter is stationed in the 2nd.

Neglect of these rules will surely cause disaster.

+ The thre^ main Gunas of Time and Signs of the Zodiac

Signs Pisces, Virgo, Cancer and Sagittarius are consi-

dered adverse to Sathwic periods ;
Taurus, Scorpio, Libra

and Aries to Rajasa period ; and Gemini, Leo, Aquarius

and Capricorn, to the Thamasa. See Table on page 150.

Multiply the Thithi, the day of the week and the

asterism by 2,3 and 4, respectively and divide the product

by 6, 8 and 6 respectively. If these figures be exactly

+ For Explanation sec Appendix- * See Ch. 33.
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divisible,, it is a bad day for the journey. If there be a re-

mainder, the day may be considered fortunate. If the first

figure alone be exactly divisible, it indicates malady ;
if

the second figure be so, the person will suffer intimida-

tion ; if the third figure be so, there will be affliction. If

all the figures be exactly divisible, it portends disaster.

Illustration :— Is it auspicious to set out on Friday, ruled

by asterism Pushya and Panchami Thithi ? Here, the

number, denoted by the Thithi is 5 ; Counting from
Sunday, Friday is the 6th day of the week ; Asterism
Pushya is the 8th from A-swini. As per the rule, the

figures 5, 6 and 8 should be multiplied by 2, 3 and 4
respectively, and the three products divided by 6, 8 and 6

respectively. As none of the figures is exactly divisible,

the day is auspicious.

Count the asterisms from the one ruled by the Sun,
to that ruled by the Moon, and divide the total number
by 7. If the remainder be 2 or 6, the journey will involve

needless movement from place to place. If 3 or o be the

remainder, the individual will be exposed to the risk of

receiving blows ; remainders i
, 4 or 5 are excellent and

will make the journey profitable.

PANCHAKAM.

Add 15 to the total obtained by the addition of the

Thithi, day, asterism and the rising sign, at the moment
of starting, and divide the total by 9. If the remainder be

5, illness must be predicted. Add 12, instead of 15, to the

said total and divide the resultant by 9. If 5 be the

remainder, there will be a likelihood of danger by fire.

Add 10 instead of 12, to the same total and divide it by 9

if 5 be the remainder, it indicates trouble from royalty.

Add 8, instead of ro, to the total, and divide it by 9;

if 5 be the remainder; fear of thieves will be likely. Add

4, instead of 8, to the total, and divide the resultant by 9,
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If 5 be the remainder, the issue will be disastrous, s is

therefore a “ bad ” remainder and should be avoided.

Other remainders make the journey profitable.

THE RIGHT TIME FOR'TRAVEL.

In the light of the foregoing rules, it is by no means

easy to select a day thoroughly favourable in respect of

Thithifcday of the week, asterism, the rising sign and the

Amsa, A description of some of the beneficial Yogas that

make a journey fruitful is therefore set forth below :

—

Just prior to departure at the auspicious moment, the

Brahmanas, deities, the astrologer, the relatives (elders)

and the family priest should be the eligible objects of rever-

ence and bounty according to one’s means. All success

will attend him who sets out, offering his salutation to

Narayana who is the Spirit and Central Light of the Sun.

Clean, well-dressed, and perfumed with sandals and scents,

the prospective traveller should begin his journey with

the consent of his wife and others. This will give him

success. The mind should be Tree from all feelings

of anger, sorrow, miserliness or dejection.

If the breath of the body flows through the right

nostril, take the starting step on your journey with your

right foot first. If the breath flows through 'the left,

use the left foot first.

Do not go eastward or northward when the breath

flows through the left nostril, and westward or southward

when it flows through the right
; otherwise, there will be

fear of thieves and of risk to life.

To go into the house when the respiration is through

the right nostril, and to leave it when it is through the left

—this is a very good rule.

See that the Moon is strong and well-dignified and
free from malefic aspects at the time of starting, and you
will attain your object without difficulty or impediment.
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One should not even think ©f starting when t day and
night are of equal length.

Good Days for Starting—A journey started under any of

the following planetary conditions is certain to prove

successful:

—

1. The Moon in(Cadent)the 3rd, 6th, 9th or 12th house,

and Jupiter located in square to the rising sign.

2. Start under asterism Anuradha, sojourn on the

way for the whole duration of asterism Jyeshta and re-

sume the journey at the commencement of asterism .\lula.

3. Start under ast. Mrigasirsha, sojourn on the way
for the whole duration of ast. Ardhra and Punarvasu

and resume the journey at the commencement of ast.

Pushya.

4. Start under ast. Hastha, sojourn for the whole

duration of Chithra and Swathi, on the way, and resume
the journey at the commencement of Visakha.

5. Start when the rising ' sign is occupied by the

.Moon with Jupiter or V'^enus in a quadrant.

6. Jupiter well-placed in the rising sign and the Moon
anywhere except in the 8th house, gives success over

enemies, besides making the journey profitable if the latter

be located in the 6th house from the Lagna in the Navamsa
figure.

7. The Moon in the 7th, and Venus and Mercury in

the 4th—this makes the journey easy and peaceful.

tThe vernal equinox and autumnal equinox, occurring about

March 21 and September 23, are the only two days in a year,

when day and night are of equal length. It is the time when the

Sun's centre in crossing the equator coincides with that of the

equinoctical points. The Autumnal signs are Libra, Scorpio and
Sagittarius and the Vernal signs are Aries, Taurus and Gemini.

At each equinox, daj' and night are of equal length. To set out

at equinox is likely to have a disastrous issue-

20
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8. Venus governing the rising sign, Mercury the 2nd
and the Sun the 3rd—this gives victory over enemies and
success in the undertaking.

9. Mercury in the 4th house, Jupiter in the 2nd or

7th or in trine—this will eradicate all adverse effects as

Rama did the Rakshasas.

10. Jupiter, in the rising sign, completely dispels the

influence of malehcs in the 8th house and bestows success.

11. Jupiter, Venus or Mercury, well-dignified in

trines or quadrants,produces good—So says Brahma Deva.

12. Benefics, stationed in the 2nd and i ith houses from

the rising sign, with the Sun in the loth house, prove
the journey successful and profitable, in all ways, and
favour a safe return from the journey in good health.

13. Jupiter, stationed in the rising sign, malefics in the

3rd, 6th and nth houses, and Venus anywhere except in

the 7th, fill the journey with good luck all along the line.

A General Rule : -Begin no journey when the qua-
drants from the rising sign, at the time, are unoccupied by
benefics, or are occupied by malefic planets ; if the

quadrants be governed at the time by malefics and benefics

together, the result will be of middling quality.

For Ladies : -Ladies should not set out pn a journey
(i) when the Sun is in Cancer, Virgo or Aquarius, (2) on
Friday or Wednesday, (3) on Prathamai day, (4) under
asterism Utharanalguni, Utharashada and Utharabadhra-
padha, (5) when, in the journey, they have to oppose
themselves to Venus or when she is placed on their left

side. Women should have regard to these points in addi-
tion to the foregoing rules.

In times of famine or of political turmoil, for going to

a marriage or for the purpose of attending a sacrifice, and
for movements from one part of a town or village to

another, the location of Venus in the opposite direction

has.no evil influence.
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In the case of ajourney of, or less than, two§Crosas>

or extending to over twelve Yojanas, the location of

Venus need not be considered.

To propitiate Venus and put down the adverse effects

due to her location in the opposite quarters, gifts of a

white horse, white cloth, genuine pearl and silver to

Brahmanas are recommended.

Exception.—The location of Venus as referred to above

has no adverse effect whatever on a journey undertaken

with the object of protecting children, the sick or the forlorn;

nor when the wife goes to her husband’s accompanied by
him.

The wife proceeding to her husband's for the first

time should not, however, oppose herself to Venus.

Those:that belong to Kasyapa, Vasishta, Bharadhwaja
Athreya, Angeerasa, Bhargava, and Srivathsa Gothras are

not affected by such location of Venus.

The adverse quality will; however, sink, if Venus be

in her own or friendly house, though in the opposite

direction. A person should not go on a journey in the

6th or the 8th month of his wife’s period of pregnancy ;

the month of Ashada should also be avoided.

Parasthanam - In case' of emergency when no aus-

picious moment may be found at the desired time a

person may start and proceed a few steps, equipped for

the journey, and put up in the nearest place available, or,

leave there his cloth, his stick, umbrella, rosary, books,

looking glass, bed or seat or vehicle or anything else in

token of his departure, and thereafter proceed within

a week. If rain or storm should intervene a fresh

Parasthanam should be made.

24 inches make 1 Hastha.

4 Hasthas I Dhandah.
2000 Dhandahs,, I Crosa.

4 Crosas „ I Yojana-

An inch is trije length of 8 paddy grains placed breadthwise.
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Good Omens—The following are good omens which

foreshow success :—A virgin, cow, gems, flower, curd,

horse, Brahmanas, creepers, flaming fire, a pair of water-

pofs, bull, lotus, sandal, grain, fried rice, food, dead body,

prostitute, white garland, chamaras, weapons, consecrated

rice, (saffron-colored rice) sesamum, chintz, a young
woman with her baby, a calf with the cow, the sound of

conch and other musical instruments, pieces of flesh, ghee,

or milk. To meet with any of these coming in front of one

on the way indicates happiness. I'he hearing of such

sounds as “go,” "be happy," “conquer,” “leave," "deliver’’

or "start” at the time of departure are also good omens.

Evil Omens—The following are evil omens:—Whey,
one rubbed over with oil, with dishevelled or plaited hair,

a crumpled nose, an ascetic, oil-monger, red flowers, wet

clothes, a hog, hare, snake, salt, tripping, tearing of clothes,

stumbling down or weeping. To see any of these coming in

front on the way forebodes evil, and the person must put

off his journey, in such a case. The hearing of such ex-

pressions as “come,’’ "stop,” "If 1 simply say “go," you
walk off," are also bad omens.

The cry of quarrel or of lamentation is also a

destructive omen. If you see a. snake or a cat on the way,

put off the journey for six months
;

if you* see birds, put

it off for three days ; if you hear a sneeze, stop for a day;

if you meet with a hare think not of that journey as long

as the Sun and the stars endure. A single Brahmana is

evil itself incarnate ; two predict early success
;

three

portend failure; a group of Brahmanas promise good.

A single Sudra is a good omen ; two or more present only

too bad an omen.

Sneezing at the time of journey forebodes no good.

The sneezing of a cow portends a gory spectacle and a

life-long Nemesis. The sneezing of a buffalo shows

disaster. If you hear a disagreeble voice, at the time,
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you will do well to halt a while, do five or six Pranayamas
and then proceed ; should you hear a repetition of the

voice, then stop and do sixteen Pranayamas and resume

the journey. If you hear the same a third time put a

stop to the journey.

These omens should be observed and interpreted

only till the completion of the first Crosa on the journey.

Here the author describes the standard complexion

of the four great castes for purposes of omens. Brahmanas,

copper colour; Kshatriyas, bronze colour; Vaisyas,

brown
;
Sudras, dark complexion. A Brahmana passing

on the left side is an omen that gives success in the long

run ; A Kshatriya doing the same shows success in due

course
;
a Vaisya doing the same signifies prompt success

;

A Sudra doing the same indicates absence of obstacles

and achievement of object. These interpretations 'will hold

good only if the individual in question possess the com-
plexion attributed to him.

Dogs -To behold a dog making water on rubbish, stick

or a block of wood portends pecuniary loss and intimida-

tion. i

Influence of Zodiacal Signs at Home'Coming— It is inaus-

picious to come back home, after a journey, on the 8th day,

or in the 9th month of starting. Aries, as the rising sign,

at the time of coming back into your house, shows
further travels; Taurus gives comfort and aflluence

;

Gemini brings riches ; Cancer takes away all pro-

perty ; Leo bestows a long happy life ;
Virgo foretells

dalliance with many ladies ; Libra breeds many diseases

;

Scorpio portends many dangers ; but if occupied by a

benefic the sign denotes much gain ; Sagittarius gives

increase of corn ; Capricorn causes loss of things, house,

trea'sure • etc ; Aquarius signifies prodigious wealth
;

Pisces predicts a long happy life.
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Cow—For taking a cow from one place to another the

following asterisms are the most fortunate:—Bharani,

Krithika, Rohini, Aslesha, Magha, Purvapalguni, Uthara-

palguni, Chithra, Visakha, Sravana, Sathabis, Utharabadh-

rapada and Revathi. Some writers condemn Rohini.

A cow should not be started on her journey under

asterism Punarvasu, for that will cause a defect in her

leg ; Anuradha produces eye-disease ;
Swathi brings

malady. Thus the learned have stated.

Friday, Wednesday Chathurdhasi, Full-Moon and

New-Moon days are inauspicious for starting on a journey,

or for the construction of a cow-stall, if those days coincide,

respectively, with Sravana, Rohini, Chithra, Utha-

rapalguni, Utharashada and Utharabadhrapadha.

For journeys by boat or by steamer all the foregoing

rules should be observed.

TO INVADE A COUNTRY.
A king who sets out when the rising sign is governed

by Venus, the i ith house by the Sun, and the 4th by the

Moon, will subdue his enemies as the lion subdues the

herd of elephants.

A king who sets out (i) when the rising sign is

Pisces, occupied by Venus, (2) when the rising sign is

Cancer, with the Moon located in Taurus, will carry

destruction into the army of his foes, even as Sri Krishna

sent death into the Rakshasa woman Boothalai.

A king who starts when the rising sign is Cancer,

occupied by Jupiter, and the Moon in tbe nth house, will

come down upon his eoemies and slaughter them as

dreadfully as Paramasiva did the Thripurasuras.

A king who begins journey when the benefics are in

quadrants or trines, with the Sun or the Moon in the i ith,

will be able to drive his enemies before him as comple-

tely as the Sun dispels darkness.
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A king who starts when Venus governs the rising

sign, holding her Virgothama position, will annihilate his

enemies as meditation upon Mahavishnu does all sins.

A king who starts when benefics are in quadrants or

trines, located in their Virgothama positions, will drain

the strength ot his enemy as surely as the waters of the

Ganges wash away the sins of people.

CONCERNING DISEASE.

CHAPTER XXX.

Influence of Ast. at the Commencement of a Disease—Fever
that begins under Aswini will shake off in nine days

;

under Bharani, it is cured in five days
;

under
Krithika, seven days ; under Rohini, twenty one days

;

A malady that begins under. Mrigasirsha will cure

in five or nine days ; under Ardhra, it is likely to prove

disastrous in five days or three fortnights
; under Punar-

vasu and Pushya the patient will recover in 7 nights and
eight days respectively

; Aslesha proves dangerous in

eight days or in the long run ; Magha shows the same
result in ten nights or before the next return of the Moon
to the same asterism

; Purvapalguni g^ves relief in twenty

one days; Utharapalguni, in nine days
;
Hastha, in seven

nights
;
Chithra, in eight nights or, before ^the succeeding

Chithra
;
Swathi cures in ten nights or three fortnights ;

Visakha, Anuradha, Jyeshta, Mula, Purvashada and Utha-

rashada take twenty five, ten, twelve days, ten nights,

eight nights and one month, respectively ;
Sravana and

Srayishta cure in eight and ten nights respectively

;

Sathabis and Purvabadhrapadh^. signify development of

disease in six or twelve days ;
Utharabadhrapadha cures

in a fortnight ; Revathi takes eight days.
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The commencement of a malady on a Sunday, Tues-
dsy and Saturday coincidinf? with Chathurthi, Navami and
Chathurdhasi respectively, and ruled by (i) Ardhra,

Aslesha and Magha, (2) Swathi, Jyeshta and Bharani.

(3) Purvapalguni, Purvashada and Purvabadhrapadha,

respectively is likely to have a disastrous issue. The
issue will be the same of diseases that commence on

Chathurthi, Navami, Chathurdhasi. Shashti, Ashtami,

Dhwadhasi and the New-Moon days.

Diseases that commence under Sakunam and other

Sthira Karanas and Vishti Karana do much harm.

A malady that sets in under jenma-Nakshathra or

under the 3rd, 5th, 7th, loth and 19th asterisms there-

from will cause much loss and distress.

The Critical Time- —The following are critical periods

for patients in declining health:—Chandrashtama, I)aktha

Yoga, Jenma-Nakshathra and the 22nd asterisms there-

from, the 88th stellar quai ir from that occupied by the

Moon at birth, Tuesday, Saturday and Sunday, Vishanadi

(Thyajyam) and twilight time.

TO TAKE TREATMENT.

CHAPTER XXXI,

Medical treatment should begin uuder the following

asterisms:—Aswini. Rohirii. Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu,

Pushya, Utharapalguni, LFtharashada, Utharabadhrapadha

Hastha. Chithra, Swathi, Anuradha, Sravana. Sravishta,

Sathabis and Revathi.

The best time for taking medicine is:—Monday,
Wednesday.Thursday and Friday ruledby Hastha, Aswini,

Chithra and Punarvasu, at a time when the Moon,
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Mercury, Jupiter and Venus, occupy their own Virgas,

a movable sign or the Amsa of a movable sign. This

moment is specially favourable lor the treatment of fever.

Those suffering from typhoid or enteric should choose

Sunday coinciding with Chathurthi, Navami or Chathur-

dhasi and ruled by Ardhra, Bharani, Visakha or Anuradha.

Ugra Yoga. Medical treatment should begin under

"Ugra-Yoga” The following combinations produce

Qgra-Yogas:— (i) Thrithiyai or Ashtami, coinciding with

asterism Rohini, (2 ) Chathurthi or Ashtami with asterism

IJtharapalguni, (3) Panchami with Sravana, (4) Shashti

with Mrigasirsha, (5) Sapthami with Revathi, (6) Navami
with Krithika. (7) Dhasami with Pushya, (8) Thrithiyai

or Dhwadhasi with asterism Anuradha, (9) Ekadhasi

with Krithika or Magha, (10) Dhasami with Rohini and

(i i) Thrayodhasi with IJtharapalguni.

Treatment for Venereal Disease. -A New-Moon day ruled

by *Kshipram, Ugram and §Chara asterisms is a fortunate

time for treating venereal complaints in both sexes.

Choose sign Aries or Cancer.

Rheumatism.—To commence treatment for rheumatic

affections, choose Thursday ruled by the asterisms Sra-

vana. .Aslesha or Aswini onJ Thrithiyai, Ashtami or

Thrayodhasi day.

Biliousness.—For diseases due to biliousness, the

fortunate time for medical treatment is Prathamai, Shashti

or Ekadhasi, on a Thursday, ruled by asterism Swathi,

Mula or Pushya. The rising sign at the time of taking

medicine should be a Movable.

For disorders in respect to the bile, the patient should

commence treatment on Dhwithiyai,Shashti or Dhwadhasi,

on a Friday, ruled by Punarvasu, Revathi or Swathi.

Choose a Movable sign.

* See Chapter 33 for Kshipram and Ugram.

4 See page 1 1
3.

21
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Wind and Phlegmatic Complaints.—The patient should

begin treatment on Tuesday ruled by Bharani, Krithika or

Ardhra and under a Movable sign.

Gonorrhoea.—Choose a Wednesday of Chathurdhasi,

Navami or Chathurthi, ruled by Chara, Ugra or Kshipra

asterisms,

Leprosy.—A fortunate time for starting treatment of

leprosy is Tuesday, Saturday or Sunday coinciding with

Chathurthi, Shashti, Ashtami, Navami or Chathurdhasi

and ruled b^^ Mrigasirsha, Chithra and Sravishca ;
Pushya,

Anuradha and Utharabadhrapadha
;

Krithika, Uthara-

palguni and Ctharashada, at a time when the rising sign

is Aries. Leo, Scorpio, Capricorn or Aquarius (signs of

malefics) with a malefic located in the 8th house.

Ascites. - To commence treatment of ascites choose a

Tuesday governed by Bharani, Krithika, Ardhra, Aslesha.

Visakha, Magha or Jyeshta.

Phthisis.- -The treatment should commence on a day

ruled by a t “ Sadharana " asterism aspected by a planet,

in retrograde ; the Thithi.at the time, should be free from

Vishti Karana.

Leprosy, Phthisis, Pyrosis and Epilepsy,—The treatment

should begin under a Common sign. A Movable sign, if

occupied by the Sun and the Moon, will do good. Fixed

sig^s should be avoided.

Surgical and other Treatments.—The application of all

external remedies, such as pigments, steam, etc and,

operations with surgical instruments should commence on
Tuesday or Saturday when Mars is powerful, when the

8th house is unoccupied, apd when the ruling asterism

is Ardhra, jyeshta, Aslesha or Mula, coinciding with

Chathurthi, Navami, or Chathurdhasi. Aries, Cancer,

Virgo, Taurus-^any of these signs should be chosen.

t See page 1

1

a.
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TO PREPARE MEDICINES.

Sunday* Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and

the Virgas and signs of the Sun, the Moon, Mercury, Jupi-

ter and Venus are good. Shashti,. Ashtami, Chaihurthi,

Chathurdhasi, Navami are good Thithis ; Dhwithiyai and

Dhwadhasi should be avoided ; Prathamai, Shashti and

Ekadhasi are also commended by some writers as good.

All Sthira Karanas and Nithya-Yogas are good. Vishti

should be rejected. Movable signs are the best ; fixed

signs should be avoided ; Common signs are neutral.

The 6th, 7th, and 8th houses, from the rising sign, should

be vacant ;
if occupied, the issue will be disastrous.

Rasayanam.—The preparation of “Rasayanam’’t should

be started on a good day ruled by a good Thithi, a good

Yoga, a good Navamsa, a good asterism and a good

rising sign aspected by a good planet.

Sarva Roga Prasamana—(Panacea).—Saturn, Mars and

the Sun stationed in the rising sign or in square to it pre-*

sent a very good time for commencing the preparation

of Sarva Roga Prasamana, a remedy for all diseases.

BATH;

Having completely recovered, the patient must have

a bath. The best asterisms for this purpose are Aswini,

Hharani, Krithika, Mrigasirsha, Ardhra. Pushya, Purva-

palguni, Hastha, Chithra, Visakha, Mula, Purvashada and
Purvabadhrapadha.

Avoid “ Chandrasntama,'’ the jenma-Nakshathra and
the 3rd, 5th, 7th, loth, i2th, 14th, i6th and 22nd asts,

from the latter.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday and the Virgas

and signs of Mars,' Mercury and Jupiter are good. To
repeat the bath choose a Sunday and the sign and the

+ Electuary,
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Virgas governed by the Sun. Saturday and the signs and

Virgas of Saturn are neutral. Avoid Chathurthi, Ash-

tami, Navami, Chathurdhasi and New-Moon days.

Benefics in trines or in squares, with malefics posited

in the 3rd, 6th and iith houses, afford a very happy time

for bath after recovery from illness.

OIL-BATH,

The rules for oil-bath are given in this connection.

Oil-bath on Sunday and the other days ol the week
will produce burning sensation in the heart, fair com-

plexion, untimely death, wealth, poverty, danger, longevity

and happiness, respectively.

Oil-bath on Dhwithiyai, 'I'hrithiyai, Panchami, Sap-

thami, Dhasami and Thrayodhasi bestows strength,

wealth, longevity and sons. One must have an oil-bath on

Dhasami ; a bath without oil on that day mitigates life,

intelligence and reputation.

Oil-bath on Prathamai, Chathurthi, Shashti, Navami.

Chathurdhasi and New-Moon days has an adverse in-

fluence on life, intelligence, strength and reputation. If.

however, one must have an oil-bath on those da3’s, the

evil effects will diminish by mixing a little ghee with the

oil.

The asts., Jyeshta, Utharapalguni, Sravana, Ardhra.

Jenma-Nakshathra the loth and the 19th asterisms there-

from and Sankaranthi are inauspicious for oil-bath, as

they affect wealth and life adversely.

Thrithiyai or Panchami, on a Thursday ruled by

asterism Swathi gives health, wealth and strength.

Thrithiyai, Panchami, Dhasami and '['hrayddhasi

bestow children, longevity, wealth. A day is more power-

ful than a Thithi. The influence of an asterism is four



times that of a Thithi ; that of a Karana, six times
; that of

a day, eight times. Tuesday and Friday are felicitous

for women’s oil-bath.

TO PAY UP DEBTS.

CHAPTER XXXII.

Have regard to Anuradha or Aswini and pay your

creditor at a time when the Moon holds the rising sign.

'I'his combination is known as Maitbra Muhoortha.

Even if you pay but a small fraction of your -dues at that

time you will be able to discharge all your debts though

they might he incalculable.

Mark the location of Gulika in the rising sign (at the

time of discharging debt) on a Tuesday, Saturday or

Sunday, coinciding with Na^^ami, Chathurdhasi and

Chathurthi respectively. Even if you discharge a smal.^

portion of your debts at that moment you will be free

from all liabilities in a short time. This auspicious

moment gives conquest over enemies.

Vishti Karana ruled by Gulika on Sunday, Tuesday
or Saturday, coinciding with Chathurthi, Navami or

Chathurdhasi is a very unfortunate time for starting to

liquidate a debt. The debts will never be extinguished ;

on the other hand, the debtor’s house will become the pro-

perty of the creditor.

A Movable sign on a Saturday accompan'ed by Pro-

dhoslia presents another felicitous time for Jischarging

all debts.
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Rahu, placed in the rising sign coinciding with
Vyatheepatha Yoga on a day of eclipse is a very bad time

for lending or borrowing. As a rule, any payment to-

wards discharging a debt should he made under a favour-

able asterism, with a malefic located in the 8th house from

the rising sign at the time.

EXTERMINATORY YOGAS

CHAPTER XXXIII.

The following are the delineations of the evil in-

fluences of the many of planetary and stellar positions

which should be avoided in starting anything calculated to

bring profit or happiness.

The first nine Asterisms from the Jenma-Nakshathra

(the ruling Asterism at one’s birth) are respectively

characterised as (i) Jenmam

—

birth ; (2) Sampath

—

fortimr,

(3) Vipath

—

dan^vr\ (4) Kshema

—

ivell-bciiij'

;

(5) Prath-

yara

—

obstacles] (6)Sadhaga

—

help] {7) \ladha-~slnit/fhtcr

(8) Maithra — friendship
; (9) Parama-Maithra — intimate

friendship.

Pariyaya.—(Cycle) This word is used to denote a set of

nine asterisms from the Jenma-Nakshathra. The first

nine asterisms constitute the first Pariyaya ; the second

nine asterisms constitute the second
;
the third ijine aste-

risms ending with the 27th asterism from the Jenma-
Nakshathra constitute the third.

•

To each of the second 9 asterisms—from the loth

to the 19th, forming the second Pariyaya—the same quali-

ties are attributed as to those of the first 9. They are

also ascribed to the 9 asterisms of the 3rd Pariyaya that

ends with the 27th asterism from the Jenma-Nakshathra.
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The influence of the first Pariyaya.—Jenma causes failure

of health and business; “Sampath’’ denotes fortune;

“ Vipath ” signifies danger ;
“ Kshema ” shows health and

well-being ;
“ Prathyara ” manifests obstacles ;

‘‘ Sadhaga
"

welcomes help towards the attainment of the object, hard

though it be ;
‘‘ Vadha ” portends slaughter ;

“ Maithra
”

brings joy like a true friend ;
“ Parama-Maithra ’’ bestows

easy victory-thus the quality of each asterism of a Pariyaya

is what is denoted by its name.

The Second Pariyaya.—The strength of the first aste-

rism, (the loth asterism from the Jenma-Nakshathraj of

this set is only one half of what is attributed to the '• Jen-

mam ’’ of the first Pariyaya. The quality of the 19th

asterism is just one half of what is attributed to the loth

asterism. The' 3rd, 5th and 7th asterisms (of the 2nd

Pariyaya) are not, however, as '* bad ” as the 3rd, sth, and

7th asterisms of the first:—the first quarter of the 3rd, the

fourth quarter of the 5th and the third quarter of the 7th

asterism should alone be avoided.

The Third Pariyaya.—The asterisms of this Pariyaya,

as such, have no adverse qualities.

'Vainasika,—This word dcpotes the qualit}'' of the 22nd

asterism from the Jenroa-Nakshathra. It indicates ruin

and should, therefore, be avoided. The 88th “ Naksathra-

Padha ” (stellar quarter) from that at birth is also in-

auspicious.

Chandrashtama.—The location of the Moon in the 8th

housp from' the Jenma Rasi, at any time, forms the adverse

Yoga known as “Chandrashtama’’. Nothing auspicious

or important to one’s welfare should be started during that

period.

The 27th Asterism.—The 27th asterism from the Jen-

ma-Nakshathra is inauspicious. Death-day anniversary,

marriage, shaving, and journey should not be performed

by the Dhwijas on the day ruled by that asterism.
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Unfavorable Asterisms.~-Nothing new of important

should be started under any of the following asterisnns.

as they do not produce happy results:—Bharani, Krithika,

Ardhra, Aslesha, Magha,' Purvapalguni, Jyeshta, Pur-

vashada and Purvabadhrapadha
;
and the Jenma, Anu-

janma and Thri-Janma asterisms, ie., the Janma-Nak-
shatra, the loth and the 19th asterisms therefrom respec-^

tively.

Unfavorable Thithis. - Chathurthi, Navami, Chathur-

dhasi, Shashti, Dhwadhasi. Full-Moon. Prathamai of the

bright fortnight, Ekadhasi, Dwadhasi, 'I'hrayodhasi,

Chathurdhasi and the New-Moon of the dark fortnight

should be avoided. Shashti, Sapthami^, Ashtami, Navami
and Dhasami of the dark fortnight are neutrals.

The Days of the Week. -Of Saturday,Sunday and Tues-

day the day-times are bad.’’ The Virgas and; the lords of

those days, viz., Saturn, the Sun and Mars produce evil

even when posited in the 3rd, 6th and i ith houses from

the rising sign. Signs of Mars and Saturn are, as a rule,

unfortunate.

The following nine Yogas are " bad —Vyaghatham,

Parigham. Vajram, Vyatheepatham, Vydhrithi, Gandam,
Athigandam, Sulam, Vishkambam, Vishti, Chathush-

padham, Nagam, Kimsthughnam, Sakhunam—these five

Karanas are powerful for executing acts of violence but

do not favor deeds of benevolence or virtue.

Dhina'Mrhyu—The first quarter of Sravishta, Hastha ;

(2) the second - quarter of Visakha and Ardhra, (3) the

third quarter of Utharabadhrapada and Aslesha, (4) the

fourth quarter of Bharani and Mula are known as Dhina-
Mrithyu—an evil Yoga powerl'ul only if it occurs during;

Hay-time.

Dhina'Roga,—First quarter of Aslesha, Uthor^badhra-

padha, (2) the second of Bharani and Mula, (3) the third

of Utharapalguni and Sravana, (4) the fourth of Swathi
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and Mrigasirsha are known as Dhina-Roga. the evil in-

fluence -of which exists only if it occurs during day-time.

Dhina-Mrithyu and Dhina-Roga are however devoid of

evil if they occur during night.

ASEEVTSHAM.

The 2nd, 6th, 9th, nth, 13th, i8th and 27th asterisms

from the one in which New-Moon ends are Aseevisham.

This Yoga is inauspicious beyond remed}'.

EKARGALA.

This evil Yoga, powerful only during the day-time,

interferes in affairs started under the nine Yogas, Vishkam-

bam, Vyatheepatham, Soolain, Parigham, Gandam, Athi-

gandam, Vajram, Vyaghatham, Vaidhrithi which are res-

|)ectively governed by the nine asterisms Aswini, Aslesha,

Mrigasirsha. Magha, Mula, Anuradha, Pushya, Punarvasu

and (!)hithra. Note the ruling Yoga at the time of start-

ing any affair and its relative asterism. Place this asterism

at top of the diagram, marking the succeeding aste-

risms in their order. If the two asterisms at the two

ends of a line happen to be Hhose governed by the Sun
and the Moon on the day in question, the Yoga known as

ICkargala is formed. [Suppose, for instance, a business

is started under the Yoga, Parigham. The relative aste-

rism being Magha 't is placed at the top of the following

diagram and the succeeding asterisms .should be marked
in their order. Suppose the Sun is in Aswini and the

Moon governs Mula on the day in question
; these two

being on the same line Ekargala is formed. If the aste-

risms ruled by the Sun and the Moon fall on different

lines there will be no Ekargala. Anything commenced
under Ekargala. during the day-time . will have a disas-

trous issue, for, as already stated, the influence of this

Yoga prevails onl^' during the day-time].
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(Parigham)

Magha

Aslesha Purvapalguni

Pushya- Utharapalguni

Punarvasu Hastha

Ardhra Chith ra

Mrigasirsha- Swathi

Rohini Yisakha

Krithika^ Anuradha

Bharani Jyeshta

Aswini Mula

Revathi Purvashada

U tharabadhrapadha— U tharashada

Purvabadhrapadha- .Sravana

Sathabis Sravishta

SHADASEETHIMUKHA.

This is also an adverse Yoga formed variously with

reference to the location of the Sun in a Movable,. Fixed or

Common sign. The 5th Navamsa of a movable sign occu-

pied by the Sun, the 7th Navamsa of a fixed sign occu-

pied by the Sun, and the 9th Navamsa of a common sign

occupied by the Sun—each of these presents an unfavour-

able Yoga known as Shadaseethimukha. When this

Yoga occurs the first 60 Ghatikas of that period should be

left out of consideration. [ Shadaseethimukha occurs in

the I St quarter of ast. Bharani, in the 4th of Rohini, in

the 3rd of Punarvasu, in the 4th of Pushya, in the 3rd of

Purvapalguni, in the 2nd of Chithra, in the 3rd of Swathi,

in the 2nd of Jyeshta, in the ist of Utharashada, in tne 2nd

of Sravana, in the ist of Purvabadhrapadha and in the 4th

of Revathi, when the Sun is in Aries, Taurus, Gemini,

Cancer, Leo, Virgo. Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius Capricorn

Aquarius and Pisces, respectively.]
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Blind Asterisms- Omit the stellar quarters (Nak-

shathra-Padhas) irum Purvabadhrapadha to the ruling

asterism at the time in question. Divide these stellar quar-

ters by 27. Remainders from i to 6 represent blind aste-

risms ; remainders 7 to 15 represent asterisms blina ot

one eye
; 16 to 27 are asterisms with two eyes.

Blind Thithis.—These are determined with reference to

the i^kadhasi of the dark fortnight. The 9 Thithis from

that are blind
;

the next 3 have one eye
;

the next 6 have

two eyes ; the next three have one eye ;
the next six have

two eyes ; the last ttiree have one eye.

Blind Rasis. Aries, Taurus and Leo are blind during

day-time
;
(lemini, Cancer and Virgo are blind during

night.

The “blind ones” are destructive: those that have

“ one eye ” produce no good ; those that have both eyes’’

bestow success. If the “ one-eyed ’’ be strong, it is also

fruitful.

Deaf Rasis. Libra and Scorpio are deaf signs in the

morning; Sagittarius and Capricorn become deaf in the

evening. Sign Cancer and Virgo are deaf at mid-day.

Lame Rasis. -Aquarius and Pisces are “ lame ” at

twilight times.

The “blind’’ is an impediment; the "deaf” brings

loss of property; and the “lame” has an adverse effect on
longevity. These three should therefore be avoided.

Sakata Yoga—The location of the Moon in the 6th, 8th

or 12th house from Jupiter forms what is known as

Sakata Yoga. This yoga is inauspicious.

Karthari Yoga—This also is a destructive Yoga formed

when the 2nd and 12th houses from the rising sign are

ruled by a pair 'of malefics in retrograde.
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SOONYAM.

This characterises certain asterisms, Thithis and signs

of each month. It is an exterminative Yoga and nothing

auspicious or important should be started under the

asterisms, Thithis and signs affected by the Yoga. The
Soonya Yogas for the i2 months are:

—

Chythra—Ashtami and Ekadhasi : Rohini and Aswini:

Aquarius.

Vysakha—Dhwadhasi : Chithra Swathi, Utharashada:

Pisces.

Jycshta—Thrayodhasi : Punarvasu : Taurus.

Ashada—Shashti : Puvapalguni and Sravishta

.

Gemini.

Sravana—Full-Moon : Purvashada : Aries.

Badhrapadha—Sapthami: Revathi arid Sathabis: Virgo.

Aswayuja—Navami : Purvabadhrapadha : Scorpio.

Krithika—Panchami : Magha, Pushya, Mrigasirsha

and Krithika : Libra.

Margasira—Dhwithiyai : Anuradha, Utharabadhra-

padha and Visakha : Sagittarius.

Pushya—Prathamai : Hastha, Ardhra and Aslesha :

Cancer.

Magha—Chathurthi and Dhasami : Sravana and

Mula ;
Capricorn.

Palguna—Chathurdhasi : Jyeshta and Bharani ; Leo.

Soonya Rasis for Thithis—Rasis are affected by Soonya

Yoga with reference to particular Thithis :

—

Prathamai—Libra and Capricorn.

Dhwithiyai—Sagittarius and Pisces.

Thrithiyai—Capricorn and Leo.

Chathurthi—Aquarius and I'aurus.

Panchami—Virgo and Gemini.
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S/i(is/iti—Aries and Leo.

Sapthami—Sagittarius and Cancer.

Ashtami—Gemini and Virgo.

Nnvanii-—Scorpio and Leo.

Dhasami— Do. Do.

Ekadhasi—Sagittarius and Pisces.

D/iwad/iasi—Libra and Capricorn.

TJirayodhasi—'I'aurus and Leo.

SOOLAM.

The first seven asterisms from Krithika constitute

Soolam in the eastern direction
; the next seven, in the

southern direction ; the next seven including *Abijith,

in the western direction
; the last seven, in the northern

direction.

t I lie asterism locati^d opposite to the one governed
by the Sun or the Moon at eclipse signifies Maha-Soolam.

Soolam an<l Maha-Soolam defined above are evil

Yogas.

Graha Soolam - The seven days prior to those governed
by the Moon at eclipse .and the seven after them
constitute Graha-Soola, an unfortunate Yoga.

An asterism ruled by a planet and the asterisms

prior, and next, to that asterism are inauspicious. J Aste-
risms governed by malefics produce bad luck.

Malat and Visha Masas. -A month without a Full-

Moon is known as Visha-Masa
; and one with two

Full-Moons is Malai-Masa. Nothing of importance should*
be started in those months.

"For particulars about this asterism see Introduction.

The asterism specified here is the 15th from the one
governed by the Sun or the Moon on the day of eclipse. So,
the adverse Yoga indicated will prevail about a fortnight after
the phenomenon—on the day ruled by the said 15th asterism.

+ The asterisms are harmless when governed by bcnefic
planets.
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Skinsarpam. A month without a Sankaranthi is called

Samsarpam : a month with two Sankaranthis in it is des-

cribed as Amhaspathi. These are evil Yogas too.

Sthoolam. Count the asterisms from the one ruled by
the Sun to ast. Mula. The last of the same number of

asterisms reckoned from Mula is denoted by the term

Sthoolam which is not lucky^

Kantakam.--Count the asterisms from the one ruled by
Mars to ast. Mula. The /«s/ of the same number of aste-

risms from Mula is denoted by the term Kantakam.

Kantaka Sthoolam.—Count the asterisms from the one

ruled by the Sun to ast., .Mula and add this number to the

number of asterisms from the one ruled by Mars to Mula.

The last of this total number of asterisms from Mula
signifies Kantaka-Sthoclam. This is a blending of the

two foregoing rules. This produces a very destructive

Yoga. Remedial forces and powerful beneficial influences

do not diminish its harmful effect.

Jwalitham,—The sth, 7th, loth, 14th, 2Sth and i6th

asterisms from the asterism governed by Mars are denoted

by the word Jwalitham—an evil Yoga. The 5th, 7th, isth

and the 21st asterisms from that governed by, the Sun,

and the 7th, 14th, i6th and 25th asterisms from that

governed by Mars, the Sth, iSth and 24th from that

governed by Mercury arc all bad.

Dhwaiadhandam.—The 9th asterism from that occupied

by Jupiter is called Dhwajadhandam. This and the loth

asterism from the one governed by Venus,the 6th,i ith and
2oth from that held by Saturn, the 5th, i ith and 13th from

that ruled by Rahu are also inauspicious.

Saturn in the 5th, Moon and Jupiter in the 6th, Venus
in the 7th, Jupiter in the Sth with the Moon and a malefic.

Mars in the 9th, Mercury in the loth and the Sun in the

12th are unfavourable planetary conditions,
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•Sankafanthi.~The 30 Ghatikas before and after Sanka-
ranthi are inauspicious ; the 60 Ghatikas before and after

Aswayuja Sankaranthi, ie., the time of the Sun’s entry

into the first point of Libra, are inauspicious. The entries

of the Sun into the other cardinal Movable sigpis, Aries,

Cancer and Capricorn should also be noted. The three

days before and after the Sun’s entry into the 1st point of

each of those signs should be avoided. Sankaranthi is,

as already observed, the entry of the Sun into the ist

point of a sign of the zodiac

+ Gulika.—The interval in a day governed by Saturn is

known as Gulika. The twelve hours of the day are

divided into 8 periods of an hour and a half each- The
lord of the day, in question, governs the first and the last

periods. The other six periods are ruled,by the lords of

the remaining days of the week in their order.

Ardhapraharam.~Of the eight periods aforesaid, the
4th period of Sunday, the 3rd of Monday, the 2nd of
Tuesday, the ist of Wednesday, the 7th of Thursday, tha
6th of Friday and the 5th of Saturday—each of these
periods is known as Ardhapraharam.

Yamaganda.— Similarly, the sth period of Sunday,
the 4th of Monday, the 3rd ‘of Tuesday, the 2nd of
Wednesday, the ist of Thursday,, the 7th of Friday and
the 6th of Saturday are Yamaganda periods.

Kala“‘ The ist, 7th, 6th, 5th, 4th, 3rd and 2nd
periods of Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday respectively are known as
the periods of Kalan.

* Particular religious importance is attached by the Hindus to
the day of the Sun’s entry into the first point of Capricorn—the
first day of the month of Makara when the Sun commences his
northern course*

+ Gulika is not considered inauspicious, though included in
this chapter. See page 1 76 for Gulika and other Tables.
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Day-Time. Gulikan
Yama-
gandam.

Ardha-
praharam

Kalan.

Sunday 3-4-30 12-1-30. 10-30—12 6-7-30
Monday 1-30—3 10-30—12 9-10-30 3-4-30
Tuesday 12-1-30 9-10-30 7-30—9 1-30—3
Wednesday ... 10-30—12 7-30—9 6—7-30 12-1-30
Thursday ... 9-10-30 6—7-30 3-4-30 10-30-12
Friday 7-30—9 3-4-30 1-30—3 9-10-30
Saturday 6-7-30 1-30—3 12-1*30 7-30—9

Night.. Gulikan.
Yama-
gandam.

Ardhra-

4}raharam
Kalan.

Sunday • 9-10-30 6-7-30 3-4-30 10-30-12
Monday 7-30—9 3-4-30 1-30—3 9-10*30
Tuesday 6-7-30 1-30—3 12—1*30 7-30—9
Wednesday ...;

• 3-4-30 12-1-30 10-30—12 6-7-30
Thursday,' ...; 1-30—3

1 10-30—12 9—10-30 3—4-30
Friday 12-1-30 9-10-30 7-30—9 1-30—3
Saturday 103 0—12

I

7-30—9 6-7-30 12—1-30

The three periods Ardhapraharam, Yamagandam
and Kalan should be rejected as inauspicious.

Hora—(Hour) Hora is the term used to denote each of

the hours into which a day is divided. The ist Hora ol

the day is governed by the lord of the day ; the and is

governed by ‘the planet sixth in order from the lord of

the I St Hora ;
the 3rd, by the planet sixth in order from

the lord of the and Hora. Thus, the lord of each -Hora,

after the first is the one that is sixth in order from the

lord of the previous Hora, the lord of the ist Hora being,

as stated above, the lord of the day in question. See

Table on the next page.

Rahu Kalam:-—This is also inauspicious. It occurs only during-

the day-time on the following days:—Sunday 4*30 to 6 ;
Monday

7*30 to 9; Tuesday *3 to 4-30; Wednesday 12 to 1*30; Thursday
1*30 to 3 ;

Friday, io'3o to 12 ;
Saturday 9 to (0*30. These periods

are positively harmful for all good business.
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The Intluence of the Hora Lords-^The Sun portends

danger to life ; Venus favours marriage ; Mercury foretells

child-birth ;
the Moon gives well-being ;

Saturn signifies

fetters; Jupiter bestows pecuniary gains; Mars shows

battle.

THE SHAD-VIRGAS.

The SIX Virgas denoted by this name are:—Dhrekkana,

Hora, Thrimsamsat Navamsa, Dhwadhasamsa and

Kshethra.

Dhrekkana- This is the name of a division of a sign

divided into three equal parts of io° each. In the case of

Movable signs, the lord of the ist Dhrekkana of a sign is

the lord of the sign itself ;
the lord of the 2nd Dhrekkana

is the lord of the 5th from that sign
;

the lord of the 3rd

Dhrekkana is the lord of the 9th from that sign. In the

case of a Fixed sign, the lord of the ist Dhrekkana is the

lord of the 9th sign from the one in question
; the lord of

the 2nd Dhrekkana of the sign is the lord of the sign itself

;

the Idrd of the 3rd Dhrekkana is the lord of the sth from

the sign. In the case of C ntnton signs, the ist Dhrekkana

is governed by the lord of the 5th from the sign in

question ; the 2nd Dhrekkana is governed by the lord of

the 9th from the sign
;
the 3rd Dhrekkana, by the lord of

the sign itself.

Hora— Hora is the name of one half of a sign—a sign

divided into Iwo equal parts of 15° each. In the case of

odd signs, the 1st Hora is governed by the Sun ; the

2nd, by the Moon. In the case of even signs, the ist

Hora is governed by the Moon and the 2nd by the Sun.

Thrimsamsa —Thrimsamsa is the name of a division of

a sign divided into thirfy equal parts of i ^ each. In the case

of odd signs, the first 5 degrees constitute the Thrimsamsas

of Mars ;
the next 5, those of Saturn ; the next 8, those of

Jupiter; the next 7, those of Mercury ; and the last 5, those

of Venus. In the case of even s^ns, the first 5 degrees
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form the Thrimsamsas of Venus ; the next 7, those qf

Mercury; the next 8, those of Jupiter; the next 5 those of

Saturn
; the last 5, those of Mars.

Navamsa -Navamsa is the name of a division of a sign

divided into nine equal parts. In the case of a movable
sign, the ist Navamsa is governed by the lord of the .sign

itself; the 2ad Navamsa, by the lord of the second from
the sign, in question, and the third Navamsa by the lord

of the third from the sign and so on. In the case of afixed
sign, the lord of the ist Navamsa is the lord of the 9th

house from that sign ; the lord of the 2nd Navamsa is the

lord of the loth house from that sign and so on. The lords

of the 9 houses from the 9th house from the sign in

question are, in their order, the lords of the Navamsas of

a fixed sign. In the case of a Common sign, the lord of the

ist Navamsa is the lord of the 5th from the sign in

question
; and the lords of the 2nd, 3rd and other

Navamsas of that sign are the lords of the 2nd, 3rd and
other houses from the said 5th house from the sign, in

question. It will be seen from the foregoing rules that

Thrikona or triangular signs (i) Aries, Leo and Sagittarius

begin with the Navamsa of Aries
; fe) Taurus, Virgo and

Capricorn begin with Capricorn; (3) Gemini, Libra and
Aquarius begin with Libra; (4) Cancer, Scorpio and
Pisces begin with Cancer. Each sign of the zodiac

contains 2J asterisms or 9 stellar quarters (Nakshathra-
Padhas). A Navamsa therefore represents a “Nakshathra-
Padha ” or 3^ degrees of the zodiac.

Dwadhasamsa—This is the name of a division of a sign

divided into twelve equal parts, the parts bearing the same
names as those of the signs of the zodiac. The name of the

ist Dwadhasamsa of a sign is the name of the sign itself.

The twelve “ Dwadhasamsas ” of Aries begin with Aries

;

those of Taurus begin with Taurus and end with Aries
;

those of Gemini begin with Gemini and end with Taurus,
and so on.
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*Kshethra -Mars is the lord of Aries and Scorpio
;

Venus is the lord of Taurus and Libra ; Mercury is the

lord of Gemini and Virgo ; the Moon is the lord of Cancer ;

the Sun is the lord ol Leo; Jupiter is the lord of

Sagittarius and Pisces ; Saturn is the lord of Capricorn

and Aquarius.

Note:—These six modes of the divisions ofthe ecliptic

are collectively known by the term “Shadvirga.” The suffix

“ Anisa" means d divisioH o/ the ciiiphc. The word Virga

denotes the position of the planet in each division. The
suffix “ Virga’’ in the word Shadvirga is but a synonym
for “Amsa". A planet has ten Virgas. It may l>e

(i) a powerful planet, (2) in exaltation, (3) in Mula-

thrikona, (4) in its own house, (5) in a quadrant (6) in a

trine, (7) in good Amsa. (8) in friendly house, (9) in its

own Navamsa and (10) in its Athimithramsa. Some
writers recommend four more divisions of the ecliptic

making, in all, ten Virgas or; Amsas. There are, besides,

Sapthamamsa, Dhasamsa, Shodasamsa and Shashtyamsa.

These modes of dividing the ecliptic constitute '' Dhasa-

virga.” A description of these four Amsas may not be out of

place. Sapthamamsa is the name of a division of a sign into

seven- parts of 4t degrees each. It is a division of the

ecliptic into 84 Amsas. The lords of the seven parts of the

odd signs are respectively the lords of the seven signs of the

zodiac from the odd sign and the lords of the seven parts

of the even signs are respectively the lords of the seven

signs of the zodiac beginning from the 7th sign from the

even sign. Dhasamsa is the name of a division of a sign of

the zodiac divided ihto ten equal parts of 3 degrees each,

thus dividing the ecliptic«into 120 Amsas. The lords of the

ten parts of the odd signs are respectively the lords of the

ten signs of the zodiac commencing from the odd sign and

*Kshethra is the horoscope at birth . from which everything

is judged. It is also called the Radical or the Rasi Chacra-
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the lords of the ten parts of the even signs are respectively

the lords of the ten signs commencing from the loth sign

from the even sign. Shotiasainsa is the name ot the

division of a sign of the ecliptic into- sixteen, equal parts.

This divides the ecliptic into 192 Amsas. The lords of the 16

parts of the odd signs are respectively the lords of the 12

signs commencing from the odd sign together with Bramha,

Vishnu, Rudhra and Sur^'a. The lords of the 16 parts of

the even signs are the lords of the 12 signs commencing

from the even sign together with Surya, Rudhra, Vishnu

and Bramha. Shashtyamsa is the name of the division of a

sign into sixty equal parts, thus dividing the ecliptic into

720 Amsas. The sixty equal divisions of the odd signs arc:-

(i) Ghora, (2) Rakshasa, (3) Deva, (4) Kubhera, (5) Rak-

shogana, (6) Kinnara, (7) Bhrashta, (8) Kulaghna,

(9) Garaala, (10) Agni, (11) Maka, (12) Prethupureesa,

(13) Apampathi, (14) Devaganesa, (15) Kala, (16) Ahi,

(17) Amirtamsa-, (18) Chandra, (19) Mridu, (20) Kamala,

(21) Padma, (22) Lakshmi, (23) Vageesa, (24) Dhigam-

bara, (25) Dheva, (26) Ardhra, 127) Kalinasa. (28) Kshi-

theeswara.(29) Kamalakara,(3o)Mandathmaja, (3()Mrithyu,

(32) Kala, (33) Devagni, (34) Ghora, (35) Amaya,

(36) Kantaka, (37) Sudha, f.38) Amritha (39) Poorna-

chandra, (40) Vishapradigdha, (41 1 Kalinasa, (42) Mukya,

(43) Vamsakshya, (44} Utpathaka, (45) Kalarupa,

(46) Soumya, (47) Mridu, (48) Suseethala, (49) Damsh-
trakarala, (50) Indumukha, (51) Praveena, (52) Kalagni,

(53) Dhandayudha,(54) Nirmala, (55)Subha, (56) Asubha,

(57) Athiseethala, (58) Sudha, (59) Pa3fodibramha and

(60) Indureka. The names of the sixty parts of the even

signs are the same beginning from Indureka in the inverse

order. A planet that occupies his own sign in the Hora,

Dhrekkana,Navamsa,Dwadhasama, Thrimsamsa and other

figures is said to be in his yirga. A planet that has two
Virgas, of the ten above described, viz, powerful, exalted

etc., is said to be in Parijthamsa\ when it has 3 Virgas,

Uthamamso', when it has 4 Gopurantsa] when it lias 5,
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SimJiasannntsa •, when it has 6 , Paravathamsa; when it

has 7, Devalokamsa \ when it has 8, Kunknmamsa when
it has 9, Aimvathamsn , when it has 10, Vaiscshikamsa.

'Fhe houses of malefics in the Shad-Virgas described

above should be rejected.

Benefics Jupiter. Venus, waxing Moon and Mercury,

not accompanied by malctlcs, are benefic planets. 'Fhc

other planets are malefics.

No marriage, Upanayana or other celebrations

should be started when Jupiter or Venus is in debility,

or in inimical sign or when they are combust, young or

old. Jupiter and Venus in retrograde, or, located opposite

to each other, produce a more adverse Yoga than when
they arc in combustion.

The following periods are unfavourable, and nothing

of importance should be started during those periods :

—

The last two Ghatikas of an asterism, the last three days of

the month, the last fortnight of the year, a fortnight prior

to the disappearance of Jupiter, (Vridha Jupiter) 10 days

prior to the disappearance of Venus (Vridha Venus),

to days after the reappearance of Venus (Bala Venus),

8 days alter the reappearance of Jupiter (Bala Jupiter),

when the Moon is Vridha, i.e., between Navami and New-
Moon the seven days of the dark fortnight; when the Moon
is Bala, i.c., the Prathamai day of the bright fortnight.

A marriage, celebrated during these forbidden peri-

ods will prove unhappy
;
journey undertaken is likely to

prove unsafe ; tonsure for the child tends to cut short its

life
;
installation of a deity :produces consternation

;
Upa-

nayana affects the longevity of the individual
;
perfor-

mance of sacrifice kills the Yajaman (performer)
;
while

the installation of a king subjects him to persecution by
his enemies.
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Chara Karanas.—There are seven movable Karanas,

Viz, Bavam, (lion) Palavam, (tiger) Kowlavam, (hog) Thai-

thulam, (ass) Karajam, (elephant) Vanijam (bullock) and

Vishti or Badbrai (hen). Beginning with the second half

of the Prathamai of the bright fortnight, these Karanas

rule in succession the Thithis, completing eight circuits

ending the first half of the Chathurdbasi of the dark fort-

night. It follows, therefore, that each Karana rules one

half of a Thithi. In this circuit, Vishti Karana governs, in

its turn, the second half of Chathurthi, the first half of

Ashtami, the second half of Ekadhasi of the bright fort-

night and the first half of the Full-Moon, the second

halves of Thrithiyai and Dhasami and the first halves of

Sapthami and Chathurdhasi of the dark fortnight.

Sthira Karanas—The four Sthira (fixed) Karanas, Viz,

Sakunam (bird), Chathushpadham (dog), Nagam (snake),

Kimsthughnam (worm), respectively govern the latter half

of Chathurdhasi, the first, half, and the second half of the

New-Moon and the first half, of the Prathamai of the

bright fortnight. These Karanas, a.s also the Vishti

Karana, described above, are adverse periods to all good

work and nothing of importance should be started on

those days. They are, however,*favourable to projects of

a malicious nature.

Paksha Chidhra—Chathurthi, Shashti, Ashtami, Nava-

mi, Dhwadhasi and Chathurdhasi—these Thithis are

“ Paksha-chidhra

Nandhai—Prathamai, Shashti and Ekadhasi Thithis are

collectively known as Nandhai.

Badhrai—This is the collective name for Dhwithiyai,

Sapthami, and Dhwadhasi.

Jayai—Thrithiyai, Ashtami and Thrayodhasi Thithis

are denoted by the term Jayai.

Rikthai—This comprises the three Thithis. Chathurthi,

Navami and Chathurdhasi.
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Poornai—This term signifies Panchami, Dhasami

New-Moon and Full-Moon. Paksha-chidhra and Hil<thaii

should be avoided.

Oordhwa Mukha Astcrisms—Pushya, Utharapalgunif

Utharashada, Utharabadhrapadha,. Sravana, Sravishta,

Sathabis, Rohini and Ardhra—these are asterisms with

faces “ upturned

Thiryag^Mukha Asterisms—As\vini,Mrigasirsha, Ilastha,

Chithra, Svvathi, Aniiradha, Jyeshta, Piinarvasu and

Revathi—these are asterisms Crsss-faced

Atlio-Muklia Asterisms—Bharani.Krithika, Aslesha, Ma-
gha, Purvapalguni, Visakha, Mula. Purvashada and Purva-

badhrapadha—these are asterisms with faces down-
cast”. These should be avoided.

Oordhwa^Mukha Rasis—A sign tliat has Jusl been vaca-

ted by the Sun is known as Oordhwa-Mukha Kasi.

Athomukha Rasi—A sign occupied by the Sun is Atho-

mukha Rasi.

Thiryagh-Muklia Rasis. A sign next to that occupied

by the Sun is Thiryag-Mukha Rasi.

Sirodhaya Rasis. These are Gemini, Scorpio, Leo,

Virgo, Aquarius and Libra—signs that rise on their head.

Prishtodhaya Rasis- Aries, rauriis, Sagittarius, Capri-

corn and Cancer—signs that rise on their feet.

The Sirodhaya and Prishtodhaya Rasis. Sign Pisces is at

once a Sirodhya and Prishtodhaya Rasi.

Prishtodhaya Rasis are considered inauspicious.

Days ruled by three asterisms or three Thithis have
no influence for good

; on the other hand, an}^ affair

started on such days prove too disastrous to bo remedied.

'I'hi.s sign is of the shape of two fish lying side b^' side, the
head of the one being clo.se to the tail of the other-
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Nothing important should be started in a village

where the installation of a Deity and festivities connected
therewith are celebrated.

In^ach household only one function or alTair should
be started at any auspicious moment on a single day. Two
or three commenced at the same time tend to result in

failure.
( •

Mridhabam. - The asterism ruled by the Sun, the one
next to it and the one prior to it—these three asterisms

are signified by the term ‘‘ Mridhabam ” (lifeless). The
seven asterisms next to these are half alive

;
the next one

is again “ Mridhabam the next eight asterisms are full

of life ; then follows a Mridhabam the next seven are

halt alive. Of these asterisms the “ Mridhabam ” is

thoroughly inauspicious for all good purposes.

Stellar Thyajyam. This is an interval of 4 Ghatikas in

the duration of an asterism. rhyajyam for ast. Aswini
occurs after the 50th Ghatlka of its duration ; for Bharani,
after the 24th Cihatika

; for Krithika after 30 Ghatikas
j

tor Kohini, after 40 ;
for Mrigasirsha, after 14 ; for

Ardlira, after 21 : for Pun^rvasu, after 30; for Pushya,
after 20 ; for Aslesha, after 32 ; for Magha, after 30 ;

for

Purvapalguni, after 20 ; for Utharapalguni, after 18; for

llastha, after 21 ; for Chithra after 20 ; for Swathi, after

14; for Visakha. after 14; for Anuradha, after 10 ; for

jyeshta, after 14 ; for Mula, after 20 ; for Purvashada, after

24; for Utharashada after 20 ; for Sravana, after 10; for

Sravishta, after 10; for Sathabis, after 18; for Purva-
badhrapadha, after 6; for Utharabadhrapadha, after 24;
for Revathi, after 30.

Mula has two Tliyajya periods, according to some astrologers,

the one after the 20th Ghatika and the other after the 56th

(jhatika of its duration.

24
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Tliyajyam for the Days of the Week.—Sunday, 30 Ghati-

kas after sunrise ; Monday, 42 ; Tuesday, 41; Wednes-

day, 31 ; Thursday, 2 ; Friday, 22 ;
Saturday, 20 Ghatikas

after sunrise.

Thithi Thyajyam.—Thyajyam for the 1 5 Thithis, bet-

ween the New-Moon and the Full-Moon, (from Pratharaai

of the bright fortnight) occurs after 24, 12, ss, 5 > S4 > 5 » 34 *

10, 21, 7, 29, 6, 13, 21 and 35 Ghatikas, respectively

Rasi Thyajyam.—I'he ist Navamsa of Aries, Taurus,

Virgo and Sagittarius, the sth (middle) Navamsa of Gemini

Leo, Libra and Aquarius and the ptb (last) Navamsa of

Cancer, Scorpio, Capricorn and Pisces are afflicted by

Thyajyam. “ Vishanadi ’’
is another name for Thyajyam.

Vishanadi of the ist Navamsa is Bhujangam
; that of the

5th Navamsa is Gridhram
; that of the 9th Navamsa is

Varaham.

The influence of Thyajyam, in the first Navamsa, as

per foregoing rule, prevails only on Wednesday and

Saturday; that in the sth or middle Navamsa, on Monday
and Friday ; that in the 9th or last Navamsa, on Tuesday,

Thursday and Sunday ; the Thyajyam need be considered

only on the days specified
;

it signifies no evil on other

days.

The 4 Ghatikas of Vishanadi are inauspicious. The
1st Ghatika brings ruin

;
the 2nd adversely affects the life

of the individual ; the 3rd causes total ruin ;
the 4th hurts

the prosperity of the family.

Atliimasain.—This occurs every 2 solar (Soura ) years

8 months 16 days 3 Ghatikas and 55 V. Ghatikas. (A

Solar year consists of 365' 242264 days. Athimasam is an

intercalary month formed of the aggregate days omitted

in reckoning the lunar month.) Athimasam in which two

New-Moons occur is not a fortunate month.
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Samahatham.—The ^th and the 9th asterisms from that

governed by Jupiter the loth and the 15th from that

governed by Venus, the loth nth, 20th and 6th asterisms

from that governed by Saturn are known by the term

Samahatham—inauspicious for all happy functions.

Bhookampam.—This term denotes the 7th asterism

from the one ruled by the Sun.

* UHkai—This, denotes the loth asterism from the one

governed by the Sun.

Bramha Dhandam.—This denotes the 1 5th asterism

from the one governed by the Sun.

Dhwajam.—This term denotes the 21st asterism from

the one governed by the Sun.

Parigham.—The 5th, 7th, i6th, 24th, and 25th asterisms

from the one occupied by Mars are called Parigham.

Apasatham.—The 9th asterism from the one occupied

by Jupiter is called Apasatham.

Vidhyuth.—The 5th asterism from the one governed by
the Sun is called Vidhj'uth.

Soolam.—This term denotes the 8th asterism from the

one governed by the Sun.

*Asani.—This denotes the loth asterism from that

governed by the Sun.

Nirhatham.—This denotes the 14th asterism from that

governed by the Sun.

The above asterisms Bhookampam, Ulkai etc are in-

auspicious for good functions when ruled by the M'oon.

The Five Adverse Elements connected with the Sun.—
Dhoomah, Vyatheepatham, Parivesham, Indhradhanus and

Dhoomakethu are five satellites attendant upon, and

revolving round, the Sun ; they impede all success in good
undertakings and exercise a baneful influence on the

learning, reputation and life of the individual.
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The satellite Dhooman is 4 signs and thirteen

degrees from the Sun, longitudinally ; Vyatheepatham, 3

signs and 1 5 degrees ; Parivesham, 9 signs and 1 5 degrees;

Indhradhanus, 10 signs and 13 degrees; Dhoomakethu, 11

signs.

There are twenty one adverse elements which should

be avoided in the selection of a fortunate time for starting

anything important and involving profit, progress or

pleasure. These, according to Naradha, are :

—

(1) A Thithi, a day, an asterism, a Yoga, and a

Karana, marked inauspicious.

(2) The rising sign and the 7th house therefrom

being adversely affected.

(3) Surya Sankaranthi i.e., the entry of the Sun into

the first point of a sign of the zodiac.

(4) Malefics, strong in the Shad-Virgas.

(5) Venus, located in the 6th house.

(6) Mars, located in the 8th house.

(7) Gandantham.

(8) Karthari.

(9) The Moon in the 6th, 8th or 12th house.

(10) An asterism governed by a planet.

(11) The rising sign being .the 8th house from the

Jenma-Rasi of either the husband or the wife.

(12) A sign the duration of which coincides with

Thyajyam.

(13) Dur-Muhoortham. (A time chosen for the execu-

tion of a maliciods deed.)

(14) The part of a day marked adverse.

(15) Kkargala.

(16) Eclipse.

(17) Uthpadha asterisms. .

(18) An asterism ruled by two malefics.

(19) Ku-navamsa ;
that is, the Navamsa of a malefic.

(20) Mahapatham (Vyatheepatham).

(21) Vaidhrithi.
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Avoid the ten asterisms from the ruling asterism on

the day of the Sun’s entry into asterism Ardhra for those

asterisms counteract all prospects of gain or happiness.

Sayana and Uthana Ekadhasi—The period between Sa-

yana and Uthana Ekadhasis, i.e., the period between the

Ekadhasi of the bright fortnight of the month of Jyeshta

and the Ekadhasi of the bright fortnight of the month ol

Aswayuja is inauspicious.

Untimely rain, wind, fog, dust-storm are bad omens,

and the days of their untimely occurrence portend evil.

The day during which the Sun is not visible is also

adverse.

Parivesha—The halo round the Sun or the Moon is a

phenomenon that signifies an unfortunate time when
nothing calculated to bring profit or happiness should be

begun.

Kuhoo—This occurs when the Jenma-Nakshathra, the

loth or the 19th asterism, therefrom, synchronises with

New-Moon the ending moments of which coincide with

Thyajyam. Kuhoo signifies an evil Yoga, to counteract

the effects of which the prescribed Homas and prayers

should be gone through prior to other functions.

'I'hese are the adverse forces in nature and a wise

man should reject the^moments when they prevail.

NEUTRALIZATION OF ADVERSE YOGAS.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

I proceed to delineate the stellar and planetary combi-

nations that counteract the exterminative ’'Yogas detailed

in the preceding chapter:

—

* The astrological terms used in this Chapter are explained

in Chapter 33.
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Against Adverse Asterisms—The A^oon well-placed in

the 9th or loth house, aspected to benehcs, counteracts

the evil effects caused by Jenma-Nakshathra and the 3rd,

Sth, 7th, loth and 19th asterisms therefrom.

The Sun, Jupiter or Venus, located in the 3rd, 6th,

loth or iith house, or, the Moon in the 5th, 9th, ist, 4th,

7th, 10th, 3rd, 6th or iith house—this planetary condition

has the same remedial effect on the adverse qualities of

the asterisms mentioned above.

The moon favourably situated to the rising sign or to

Jenma-Rasi holding, at the same time, her own Navamsa
or her friend’s, aspected to benefics, has a similar influ-

ence.

,
The Sun and the Moon located in the 3rd, 6th or nth

place from each other, aspected to benefics, produce the

same effect if the Moon and Venus be well-dignified.

If the lord of the rising sign and that of the loth

house be friends, the adverse effects produced by the 88th

stellar quarter (in the 22nd asterism) from that of the

Jenma-Nakshathra.wiil vanish.

The 27th asterism from the Jenma-Nakshathra is

auspicious for all functions except Shaving,' Upanayana,
Marriage, Anniversary, Journey, and Laying the founda-

tion of a building.

The 27th asterism does not adversely affect the

following functions;—Ornamentation, mounting a horse,

harvest, the in-gathering of corns, installation of a deity,

medical treatment, dinner of new grains, dinner and

garden parties, Seemantham, worship of Vishnu, entry

into a land, starting of agricultural operations, sowing

ablutions.

The latter half of the 27th asterism should however
be avoided, especially the last quarter of it.
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Chandrashtama—Chandrashtama is of six kinds,

namely. Suddbam, Sobhanam, Siddham, Kaivartham,

Amalam and Kshayam. Three of these produce good.

If the asterism ruled by the Moon at the time be the

5th in the second Pariyaya, it is Suddham. This portends

evil; if the said asterism be the 6th, it is Sobhanam,

causer of good ;
if it be the 7th, it is Katvatthdm, an

unfavourable Yoga ; if it be the 8th, it is Amalam—a Yoga

that counteracts all evil effects
;

if it be the 9th, it is

that foretells success ; if the asterism ruled by

the Moon during Chandrashtama belong to the third

Pariyaya, it is known as Kshayam which portends evil.

Chandrashtama shows no evil when the Moon is on

the increase, well-placed in a benefic sign and holding

a benefic Navamsa.

If the lords of the Jenma-Rasi and the 8th sign there-

from be friends, Chandrashtama loses all power for evil.

Influence of malefics—All evil effects produced by
(i) an asterism governed by- a malefic, (2) an asterism

prior to the one governed by a malefic, (3) an asterism

next to the one governed by a malefic, and (4) Gulika

vanish when the malefics are a^pected by powerful Jupiter,

Venus or Mercury.

The aspect of, or, association with, Venus converts

all evil into good.

An asterism (i) governed by Jupiter, (2) the one
prior to it, and (3) that next to it does good,

Gulika—When the lord of the day is well-dignified or

is posited in the rising sign, the adverse qualities of Gulika

need not be considered.

Gulika located in the rising sign produces no harm,

when powerful Moon occupies the rising sign holding the

Navamsa of a benefic or that of the lord of the day in

q uestion.
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Jupiter or Venus, stationed in the Lagna, aspected to

beneHcs, nullify the evil effects of Gulika, Ardhaprahara,

Bhujanga and Gridhra.

The favourable functions for Gulika—Harvest, the in-

gathering of corns, oil-bath, buying and selling (trade),

making eyes on the image ofa Deity, deathday anniversary,

ornamentation, liquidation of debt, worship of fire,

opening ceremony, perfuming oneself, medical treatment,

seating oneself on an elephant or a horse, initiation,

installation, worship of fire in black magic, gift of lands,

the study of the Vedas—in respect of all these functions

Gulika has no evil force. It is a benefic.

Ekargala.—Benefics in quadrants or trines and malefics

in the 3rd, 6th and i ith houses destroy the adverse effects

of Ekargala. This “bad" Yoga does not touch the

following asterisms;—Aswini, Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu,

Pushya, Sravishta, Chithra, Hastha and Revathi.

t Soolam.—The evil effects of Soolam, Athimasam,

(intercalary month) Ekargala and blind asterisms prevail

only in that part of the country north of the river Sone.

Aseevisham.—The following asterisms are .. free from

this evil Yoga:— Rohini, Sravana, Hastha, Mrigasirsha,

Anuradha, Pushya and Uthara-palguni-ashada-badhra-

padha. Marriage, Conception, Pumsavanam and Seeman-

tham are likewise unaffected by this Yoga.

The Moon holding the Navamsa of Jupiter and aspect-

ed by him kills the effects of this Yoga as the lion kills

the elephaiit.

The Moon located in the 'quarters of asterism Aslesha,

and aspected to Jupiter counteracts “ Aseevisham

t See page 187.
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Waxing Moon located in the Navamsa of a friendly

sign has the same effect, according to Naradha. Located

in the Navamsa of Mercury she has a similar influence.

Even if the lord of the day be' a malefic, he produces

good when located in the rising sign, the 6th, iith or

12th house.

Tuesday is not ‘ evil ’ after mid-day.

The adverse qualities' of Vishti, Vyatheepatham and
Vaidhrithi, Janma-Nakshathra and the 5th asterism there-

from do not prevail after midday.

Even if the lord of the rising Navamsa be a malefic,

its evil effects diminish when benefics are powerful in the

rising sign, in quadrants or in trines.

The adverse effects of Sunday, Tuesday and Satur-

day do not prevail after nightfall.

No day of the week is “ bad”, provided the lord there-

of is strong in the figure of the heavens.

Benefics placed in quadrants dispel the evil effects of

Rikthai and Vishti ; if the trines be powerful they possess

the same influence. ^

All evil influences disperse when benefics located in (he

rising sign and holding a benefic Navamsa are associated

with and aspected by benefics on an auspicious day.

Jupiter or Venus well-dignified in a quadrant radically

frustrates the evil effects of Vishti. Gulika in the rising

sign, Shashti, Ashtami and the last days of the dark fort-

night produce no harm when Jupiter is posited in quadrant.

Paksha'Chidhra.—The Moon occupying the rising sign

and holding “ Virgotharaa ” p'jsition with Jupiter in

t Simhasanamsa subdues the evil effects of Paksha-Chidbra.

tFor an explanation of this word, see pages 181 and 182.

25
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Jupiter or Venus occupying the rising sign or aspect-

ing it counteracts the effects of an inauspicious Thithi, day,

asterism or rising sign.

Shadaseethimukha etc.— Jupiter or Venus powerfully

located in the rising sign dispel the evil effects of Shada-

seethimukha, Sakatam and Asani.

The Moon in exaltation and in her own Navamsa has

the same effect on Shadaseethimuklia.

Sakata Yoga—The Moon in her own house, in

exaltation or in the house of Jupiter dispels the evil effects

of Sakata Yoga as the Sun does darkness.

The Moon in the house of Mercury or Jupiter, in

Taurus or in Cancer, annihilates the effects of Sakata

Yog^ as Vishnu did the hordes of Asuras.

Soonyam— If the lord of the rising sign be placed in

his own house, in conjunction with or aspected by Jupiter,

or, if the ruling asterism be governed by Jupiter, the

effects of Soonyam vanish.

Benefics located in their strength, in quadrants or

trines produce the same result.

Kantakam—A planet in his own Virga or in exalta-

tion, aspected to a benefic, is not affected by Kantakam.

A planet well-placed in his own Virga or in exaltation

and aspected to a benefic produces no harm.

Andham—(blindness' If the 3rd, 6th, loth or the iitb

house from the rising . ^n b?* the house of Mercury, and
if the Moon be placed in the 9th or loth aspected to a

benefic, the evil effects of Ahdham do not exist.

MookhanvAndham & Badhiram—Powerful Moon, Venus,
Mercury and Jupiter holding the 4th, 7th or loth house
overthrow the effects of Mookham (Dumb asterisms),

Andham (Blind asterisms) and Badhiram (Deaf asterisms .
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The Moon in the 9th, 4th or 10th house, or, tne

location of benefics in the rising sign or the aspect of

benefics to the rising sign has the same effect on Andham
(blindness).

The bad influences connected with Pankii (lameness)

and Andham (blindness) Kana n (one-eyed) and Soonya-

Masa prevail only in the provinces of Magadtia and Gouda.

An asterism ruled by a malefic and the one on either

side of it become sanctified if the malefic has the aspect of

J upiter.

Venus and the Moon in the loth, and Jupiter (not in

combustion) in a quadrant purify a sign afflicted by

maleiics.

The Moon aspected by Jupiter in his exaltation,

occupying his own Navamsa, converts into a benefic an

asterism governed by malefics or just passed over

by them.

Malefics become agreeable by the aspect of beneficsi,

as boiling water becomes agreeable to drink by contact

with cold.

Thyajyam.—The following^ asterisms have no Thyaj-

yam:—Ardhra, Sravana, Mrigasirsha, Swathi, Uthara-

shada, Rohini and Anuradha.

A rising sign affected by Thyajyam becomes aus-

picious if the Moon be located in it, well-dignified, or, if

Jupiter be stationed in a quadrant.

The Moon located in the 9th or loth house aspected

to Jupiter transcends Thyajyam.

Waxing Moon in exaltation or in her own Navamsa
sweeps off the evil effects of Thyajyam as Garuda does

the serpent. Waxing Moon in the rising sign or in

" Simhasanamsa ’’ has the same influence.
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A sign occupied or aspected by a beneiic subdues -

the effect of Thyajyam.

A sign coinciding with Thyajyam at the ending mo-
ments of its (sign’s) duration should be rejected, if not

aspected by a benefic. If, however, there be a benefic in

the sign, there will be no Thyajyam.

Jupiter in exaltation and holding his own Navamsa
remedies the effects ofThyajyam coinciding with the rising

sign.

Kuhoo—This adverse Yoga does not touch the follow-

ing asterisms :—Aswini, Krithika, Ardhra, Chithra,

Pushya, Utharapalgfuni and Revathi.

Pradhosham—The evil influence of Pradhosham dis-

appears when Venus and Jupiter are strong in quadrants

or trines with the Moon in the 3rd, 6th or i ith house ;

nor does it affect Gurukkals, servants, Vaishnavites, mys-

tics, ascetics, donors of lighted lamps, dancing girls,

lyrists and dancers, in their worship of Vishnu.

Gandantham^This “evil” Yoga is nullified by the

location of the Moon in her Virga, in a friendly sign, in

conjunction with or aspected by benefics.

Athunasam, Samsarpam, Amhaspathy -The Spn in exal-

tation, or in a friendly sign, with Jupiter in his own Virga,

converts these evil Yogas into benefics.

Masadhosham—The evil effects of this vanish when the

Sun is in his own Navamsa aspected by benefics, as

Rakshasas in the sight of Sri Rama.

Samsarpam -This does not affect marriage, Upanaya-
nam and other functions when brilliant Jupiter occupies

his own sign or. sign of exaltation (Cancer).

Lone and Short Months—The adverse influence of these

need not be considered and any function may be started if

any planet be in exaltation at the time.
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Concerning the First'born—The Sun in Gemini, in con-

junction with or aspected by benefics, presents a very

good time even for affairs started in respect to the first-

born child. Jyeshta is not an unlucky month if the Sun
be aspected by Venus and Jupiter.

A General Rule- Any function may be started in the

month of one’s birth, if the lord of the rising sign in the

Radical and the lord of the month, in question, are placed

in a friendly sign apected to benefics.

Moudyam—(Frustration) If one of the two planets

(Venus and Jupiter) be well-placed in her or his own
house, in exaltation pr in friendly sign, Moudyam causes

no harm.

Asthangatha—Venus in combustion produces no harm
when the other planet Jupiter holds the rising sign with

malefics in the 3rd, 6th and nth houses—according to Lord

Paramasiva.

Venus located in the rising sign counteracts the evil

influence ofJupiter when combust, ^\hen both Jupiter and

Venus are combust there is no remedy for the evil influence.

Asthangatha adversely affects pnly Brahmanas, Kshatryas

and Vaisyas. The Sudras will be affected only if both

Jupiter and Venus be combust.

Samadhrishti -The adverse effects of •' Samadhrishti
”

are nullified by the location of Venus in the Navamsa
prior, or next to that held by Jupiter. “ Samadhrishti ’’

exists only when Venus and Jupiter are aspected to each

other from opposite signs unaccompanied by any other

planet. If such aspect takes place when one of the two

planets, Jupiter and Venus, occupies Sagittarius, Pisces or

Cancer, it would be a Moudyam(frustration) the evil effects

of which will last for three days; otherwise, it will

continue for seven days. It prevails only north of the

Narbada and not south of that river. It cuts off all hopes.
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Vara and Nakshathra Yogas are considered important

in the province of Bengal ; in the Yamala country impor-

tance is attached to Thithi and Vara Yogas
;
in Kalinga,

Amsa Yoga ; in Avanthi, Vishkamba and other Yogas are

observed.

Siddha Yoga destroys a hundred adverse influences

;

three hundred are done away with by Amirtha Yoga; while

Sutha Yoga kills a thousand—according to Sukracharya.

Venus, well-placed in the rising sign, suppresses a

thousand evil influences; Mercury, a hundred
; Jupiter,

many thousands.

Comparative Strength:—The influences and effects of

Lagna, asterism, day and -Thithi rank in importance in

the order in which they are mentioned.

Remedial Forces:-—Jupiter or Venus well-dignified in

the risign sign subdue all harmful forces.

Jupiter or Venus, well-placed in the rising sign or

aspecting it, has a marked influence on the adverse

effects of a Lagna and the Shad-virgas of a malefic planet,

or of an inauspicious day or Thithi.

The adverse elements in the Shad-virgas (Rasi,

Hora, Dhrekkana, Navamsa, Dhwadhasamsa and Thriins-

amsa figures, disperse like clouds before a storm when
powerful Jupiter occupies the risingfsign.

Juptiter, Venus or Mercury, stationed in quadrants

or trines, annihilates all malevolent influences as Vishnu
does the sins of those who meditate upon Him.

Jupiter, Venus or Mercury holding a quadrant comes
down upon all evil forces like a lion upon the herd of

elephants

Jupiter located well-dignified in a quadrant counter-

acts the evil effects due to (i) the ending days of a

year, (2) a half-year (Ayana) (3) a season (Ruthu) (4) a
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month (5) a Paksha (fortnight) (6) Lagna (Rising sign),

(7) a bad time, (8) an evil omen (9) the influence of a planet

unfavourably located.

Jupiter, Venus or Mercury governing the rismg sign

converts all evil into good. If they powerfully occupy the

rising sign, a trine or a quadrant, they do away with all

impediments as effectively as Jupiter.

The adverseness due to the aspect of a malefic planet

is emptied of its force like river in summer, if the rising

sign be in Virgothama position.

The Moon occupying the eleventh place from the

rising sign dispels all evils pertaining to an inauspicious

time and to Navamsas of maleflcs.

The Sun placed in the i ith house from the rising sign

during day and the Moon during night, are powerful

remedial forces, according to Sage Garga.

The Sun or the Moon in the nth house sanctifies

all Thithis, asterisms, Yogas etc.

THITHI.VARA.NAKSHATHRA YOGAS-

CHAPTER. XXXV.

We next come to the different Yogas that exercise a

favourable or unfavourable influence on all important

functions or affairs.

SUNDAY.

Siddha Yoga—Asterisms Utharapalguni,Utharashada,

Utharabadhrapada, Hastha, Revathi, Sravana and Mula.

Suba-Madhyama (benefic ofmiddling quality) Rohini,

Mrigasirsha, Sathabis, Swathi, Chithra, Punarvasu,

Bharani, Ardhra, Aslesha, Krithika, Sravishta, Purva-

Palguni-ashada-badhrapadha.
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Nasa Yoga (destructive)—Aswini, Magha, Visakha,

Anuradha and Jyeshta on Sunday.

MONDAY.

Amirtha Yoga—Rohini, Mrigasirsha, Swathi, Sravana

and Punarvasu. These are fruitful.

Sobana Yoga—Aswini, Bharani, Krithika, Ardhra,

Pushya, Aslesha, Magha, Purva-palguni-badhrapadha,

Sravishta, Sathabis, Hastha, Revathr, Anuradha, Jyeshta

and Mula.

Nasa Yoga (destructive)—Uthira-palguni - ashada

-badhrapadha, Visakha, Chithra and Purvashada.

TUESDAY.

Siddha Yoga—Aswini, Uthara-palg^ni-badhrapadha,

and Revathi.

Amirtha Yoga—Punarvasu, Pushya, Aslesha, Magha,

Purvapalguni, Mrigasirsha, Hastha, Chithra and Swathi

—these are powerful benefics.

Suba-Madhyama (middling)—^.Jyeshta, Mula, Purva-

shada, Rohini, Sravana, Bharani and Krithika.

Nasa Yoga—^Sravishta, Sathabis, Purvaba^hrapadha,

Ardhra, Utharashada and Visakha.

WEDNESDAY.

Siddha Yoga—^Anuradha, Krithika, Utharapalguni and

Utharashada, Purva-palguni-ashada-badhrapadha.

Amirtha Yoga—Ardhra, Punarvasu, Pushya, Aslesha,

Magha, Hastha, Chithra, Swathi, Visakha and Sravana

—

these are very auspicious.
•

Suba Yoga—Rohini, Sathabis, Jyeshta and Uthara-

badhrapadha—these are good.

Nasa Yoga—Sravishta, Mula, Bharani, Revathi and

Aswini.
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THURSDAY.

Ainirtha Yoga—Aswini, Punarvasu, Pushya, Magha,
and Swathi.

Subha Yoga—Bharani, Aslesha, Visakha, Anuradha,

Jyeshta, Mula, Purvashada, Utharashada, Sravana and
Sravishta.

Subha Madhyama Yoga (middling)—Hastha, Chithra,

Purvabadhrapadha, Utharabadhrapad ha.

Dhaktha Yoga (fatal)—Krithika, Rohini, Mrigasirsha,

Ardhra, Utharapalguni and Sathabis.

FRIDAY.

Amirtha Yoga—Aswini, Bharani, Purvapalguni, and
Revathi.

Siddha Yoga—Anuradha, Utharapalguni. Hastha,

Chithra. Swathi, Purvashada and the next six asterisms.

Sri Yoga—Mrigasirsha, Ardhra, Punarvasu, Bharani

and Krithika. .

Nasa Yoga (destructive)—Rohini. Pushya. Aslesha,

Magha, Visakha and Jyeshta.

SATURDAY

Amirtha Yoga—Krithika, Rohini,Sathabis and Swathi.

Subha Yoga—Aswini, Bharani, Mrigasirsha, Ardhra,

Pushya, Magha, Visakha and the*next three asterisms,

Utharapalguni.Sravishta, Sravana, Purvabadhrapadha and

Utharabadhrapadha.

Mruthyu Yoga (fatal)—Punarvasu, Aslesha, Purva-

palguni, : Hastha, Chithra, Purvashada. Utharashada and

Revathi.

FELICITOUS COMBINATIONS OF DAYS, THITHIS ETC.

Sunday—Pushya, Hastha or Mula coinciding with

Panchami or Sapthami.

26
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Monday—Mrigasirsha, Swathi. or Sravana coinciding

with Panchami or Sapthami.

Tuesday—Aswini, Rohini.Utharapalguni.Utharashada,

Purvabadhrapadha cr Utharabadhrapadha coinciding with

the same.

Wednesday—Purvapalguni and Purvashada, Aswini

and Purvabadhrapadha coinciding with the same.

Thursday—Punarvasu, Purvashada or Revathi coinci-

ding with Thrayodhasi.

Friday—Utharapalguni,Swathi or Sathabis coinciding

with Prathamai, Shashti ot Ekadhasi.

Saturday—Rohini, Swathi or Sravishta coinciding

with Dhwithiyai, Sapthami, or Dhwadhasi.

Sutha Yoga bestows all good and promotes prosperity.

A day marked by Subha, Amirtha, Siddha, Sri,

Sobhana or Sutha Yoga asterism is good for starting all

functions on which much depends for the future, as it tends

to produce lasting benefits. A marriage celebrated under

any of the Yogas will be blessed with children; the journey

commenced will prove profitable
;

the Brahmachari

invested with the sacred string will grow in life divine ;

the student that begins study will make rapid progress

in learning; and agricultural work will show a satisfactory

yield.
*#'##**

COMBINATIONS FOR POWERFUL YOGAS.

Sunday ruled by asterism Revathi, Utharapalguni,

Bharani, Mula, Sravana or Utharashada produces a Yoga
that controls all evil forces even as Lord Paramasiva

does the deadly poison of the Hindu Puranas.

Monday ruled by Rohini, Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu,

Swathi or Sravana forms a brilliant Yoga that kills all evil

forces as Garuda does the serpent.
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Tuesday ruled by Aswini, Rohini, Utharapalguni,

Hastha, Anuradha or Utharabadhrapadha forms a Yoga
that subdues all bad influences as Rama did the race of

Rakshasas.

Wednesday ruled by Krithika, Utharapalguni, Uthara-

shada, Mrigasirsha, Anuradha, Purvapalguni, Purva-

ashada or Purvabadhrapadha has a similar effect.

Thursday ruled by Aswini, Punai*vasu, Pushya,

Magha or Swathi makes a Yoga before which all malefic

effects flee as cotton before the wind.

Friday ruled by Aswini, Bharani, Mula and Revathi

forms a Yoga that dispels all evil as the Sun dispels

darkness.

Saturday ruled by Krithika, Rohini, Swathi and

Sathabis has the same effect.

Yogas formed by combination of Thithis, Asts & days of the

Week -All Thithis except Rikthai coinciding with thg

aforesaid Yogas produce good—a favourable time for all

happy functions.

Siddha yoga—Sunday coinciding with the .I'hithis,

Prathamai,Chathurthi,Shashti,Sapthami or Uhwadhasi and

ruled by asterisms Pushya,Hastha, Uthara-palguni-ashada,

Mula, Sravana or Utharabadhrapadha produces Siddha

Yoga.

Nasa yoga (fatal)—Sunday coinciding with Thrithiyai,

Chathurthi,A3htami,Navami,Thrayodhasi and Cbathurdasi

and with asterisms Bharani,Mrigasirsha, Aslesha, Visakha,

Anuradha, Jyeshta or Sravishta produces this Yoga.

Visha yoga* Sunday coinciding with Panchami and
with asterism Krithika produces Visha Yoga.

Siddha yoga. -Monday coinciding with Dhwithiyai,

Sapthami or Dhwadhasi and with asterisms Rohini

Mrigasirsha, Punarvasu, Chithra, Sravana, Sathabis,

Sravishta or Purvabadhrapadha, forms this benefic Yoga.
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Vinasa yoga.— Monday coinciding with Sapthami) Sha-

shti and Ekadhasi and with asterisms Krithika, Bharani,

Magha, Anuradha, Purvashada, Uthara-ashada-badhra-

padha forms this destructive Yoga.

Siddha yoga.—Tuesday coinciding with Nandhai and

Jayai and with asterisms, Mrigasirsha, Aswini, Chithra,

Anuradha, Mula, Utharapalguni, Sravishta and Purva-

badhrapadha.

Vinasa yoga.—Tuesday coinciding with Prathamai

Dhwithiyai, Sapthami, Ashtami, Ohasami, and the Full-

Moon and with asterisms Ardhra, Punarvasu, Purya-

shada, Utharashada, Sravana, Sravishta, Sathabis and
Jyeshta forms this destructive Yoga.

Siddha yoga.—Wednesday coinciding with Badhrai,

and Jayai and with asterisms, Rohini, Mrigasirsha,

Ardhra, Uthara-palguni-ashada, and Anuradha, produces

Siddha Yoga.

Vinasa yoga.—Wednesday coinciding Avith Dhwithiyai,

Thrithiyai, Ashtami and Navami with asterisms Aswini,

Bharani, Pushya, Aslesha, Magha, Mula, Sravishta or

Purvabadhrapadha, makes this Yoga.

Siddha yoga. -Thursday coinciding with Chathurthi,

Panchami,Sapthami,Navami, Thrayodhasi or Chathurdhasi

and with asterisms Magha, Pushya, Punarvasu, Swathi,

Purva—ashada—badhrapadha, Revathi or Aswini, pro-

duces this benefic Yoga.

Vinasa yoga,—Thursday coinciding with Ashtami,

Shashti, Navami, Dhwadhasi or Thrayodhasi and with

asterisms 'Krithika, Rohini, Mrigasirsha, Ardhra, Uthara-

palguni, Anuradha, Visakha^ or Sathabis, forms this evil

Yoga.

Siddha yoga.—Friday ruled by asterisms Aswini,

Bharani, Ardhra, Utharapalguni, Chithra, Swathi, Purva-

shada and Revathi coinciding with Nandhai and Badhrai,

produces this lucky Yoga.
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Vinasa yoga. Friday coinciding with Dhwithiyai,

Thrithiyai, Shashti, Ashtami. Dhasami and Kkadhasi and
ruled by asterisms Jycslita, Funarvasu, Sravana, Visakha.

Sravishta, Magha, Anuradha and Rohini. makes this fatal

Yoga.

Siddha yoga. Saturday coinciding with Hadhrai and

Rikthai and ruled by asterisms Rohini, .Swathi. Visakha,

.Anuradha, Sravishta, and Sathabis, forms Siddha Yoga.

Vinasa yoga. Saturday coinciding with Thrithiyai,

Sapthami, Navami and l'J<adhasi and with asterisms,

Mharani, Punarvasu, Purva-palguni-ashada, Hastha.

Pushx’a, Sravana, Uthara-palguni-ashada, forms this

Yoga.

General. Sunday ruled by Aswini,Monday by Chithra,

Tuesday by LJtharashada, Wednesday by Sravishta,

Thursday by Utharapalguni, Friday by Jyeshta and

Saturday by Revathi are all unfavourable days—no good

time for starting any important function ox affair. Marri-

age will result in widowhood
;
journey will be attended

with risk of life
;
education will deprive the student of the

power of speech ; and agricu I turiil work will have little

prospect.

Bad Combinations of Thitfiis and Asterisms.- -Anuradha
coinciding with Dhwithiyai, Oothara-palguni-ashada-

badhrapadha, with Thrithiyai, Magha and Hastha with

Panchami, Chithra and Swathi with Thrayodhasi, and

Rohini with Ashtami form very unlucky Yogas. Nothing

that is of importance to one's happiness or profit should be

commenced at such times. The evil effect will manifest it-

self in ten months.

Bad Combinations of days, Thithis and Asterisms -Sunday

Panchami and Krithika ; Friday, Shashti and Sravana

;

Wednesday, Sapthami and Bharani ; Saturday, Ashtami
and Revathi, Monday, Dhwithiyai and Chithra ; Tuesday,
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Full-Moon and Rohini
;
Thursday, Thrayodhasi and

Anuradha—these combinations are Visha Yogas as fatal

as cobra’s poison.

Mruthyu yoga. -Sunday ruled by asterism Visakha,

Monday by Purvashada. Tuesday by Sravishta, Wednes-
day by Anuradha, Thursday by Mrigasirsha, Friday by
Swathi and Rohini and Saturday by Sravana form Mruthyu
Yoga which shows disaster.

Dhugtha yoga.- -This is also an unfortunate Yoga form-
ed by the combination of Thithi and day:—Wednesday and
Dhwithiyai

; Thursday and Shashti
;
Friday and Ashtami

;

Saturday and Navami
; Sunday and F'ull-Moon or

Dhwadhasi ; Monday and Ekadhasi ; Tue.sday and Pan-
chami.

Nasa yoga.-- This is another harmful Yoga, as the name
itself indicates, formed by the combination of days and

asterisms. Pushya and Friday
;
Revathi and Saturday;

Visakha and Sunday
;
Krithika and Monday ; Mrigasirsha

and Tuesday
; Sravishta and Wednesday ; Utharapalguni

and Thursday.
f

Visha yoga. -This Yoga which is the combination of

a Thithi and a day of the week proves detrimental

to all undertakings —Shashti and Monday ; Dhwithiyai

and Tuesday
;
Sapthami and Wednesday : Ashtami and

Thursday
;
Navami and Friday.

Siddha yoga- -The following combinations produce a

fortunate Yoga;^—*Nandbai and Friday; Badhrai and
Wednesday; Jayai and Tuesday

; Rikthai and Saturday;
Poornai and Thursday

; asterism Hastha and Sunday

:

Mrigasirsha and Monday ; Aswini and Tuesday ; Anu-
radha and Wednesday

;
Pushya and Thursday ; Revathi

and Friday ; Rohini and Saturday.

* For explanation of Nandhai, Badhrai, Jayai, Rikthai etc.

See Chapter 33.

An auspicious day, an auspicious Thithi, and an auspicious
asterism make Nithya Yoga.
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THE TRANSIT SYSTEM.

CHAPTKR XXXVII.

Transit System or Lunar Horoscope is based

on the theory that the motions of planets from moment to

moment sigfnify good or evil. While the physical and

mental qualities and the chief events in the life and career

of the individual could be predicted from the configuration

of the planets at the moment of the nativity and the sign

of the zodiac under which the child comes into the world,

the modifications and changes in the prospect due to the

perennial movements of the planets are determined by the

Transit System of astrology.Given the sign occupied by the

Moon at the actual tnomcnt of bitth and the configuration of

the planets for any required time, which may be the moment
of propounding a question for astrological foresight, the

astrologer will be able to describe the effeerts of the changes
in the positions and movements of the .stars and planetg

on individual life for any period required.

The Sun -The location of the Sun (at any given time)

in the Jenma-Kasi (sign occupied by the Moon at birth)

signifies change of place ; in tire 2nd house, he bestows

wealth ; in the 3rd, he denotes success ; in the 4th, por-

tends dishonor
;
in the 5th, he shows sorrow ; in the 6th,

he causes ruin of enemies ; in the 7th, favours travel
;
in

the 8th,he manifests affliction; in the 9th, he breeds hatred;

in the loth, he gives.gains of labour ; in the i ith, he brings

pecuniary gains ; in the 12th, pecuniary loss.

The Moon -The Moon in the 12 houses from the

Jenma-Rasi signifies respectively (i) good eating, (2) loss

of wealth, (3) gain of money, (4) stomach complaint,

(5) spoiling of business, (6) pecuniary gain, (7) friend-

ship with women, (8) trouble, (9) intimidation, (10) well-

being, (1 1) pecuniary gain, (12) loss.
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Mars—Mars in the 12 houses indicates, respectively,

(i) trouble by enemies, (2) loss of property, (3) pecuniary

gain, (4) reconciliation with foes, (5) loss of money,

(6) wealth, (7) fatigue, (8) danger to life, (9) indisposition,

(loj sorrow, (ii) acquisition of lands, (12) disease.

Mercury—Mercury in the 12 houses shows, respec-

tively, (i) servitude, (2) pecuniary gain, (3) fortune,

(4) progress, (5) well-being. (6) stability, (7) illness,

(8) wealth, (9) disease, (10) comfort, (ii) profit, (12) ex-

penditure.

Jupiter—^Jupiter in the 12 houses denotes, respectively

(i) fear, (2) reward, (3) indisposition, (4) loss of wealth,

(5) happiness, (6) grief, (7) fortune, (8) dissatisfaction,

(9) wealth, (10) risk of losing place or position, (i i) sta-

bility, (12) affliction.

Venus —Venus in the twelve houses gives respectively

(i) pleasure, (2) pecuniary ‘•'ain, (3) happiness, (4) pecu-

niary gain, (s) happiness, ^S) fear of enemies, (7) grief,

(8) money, (9) clothes, (10) indisposition, (ii)
.
profit,

(12) mone}'.

Saturn- -Saturn in the 12 houses denotes respectively,

(i) loss of money, (2) sorrow, (3) gain. (4) waste of

money, (5) grief, (6) property, (7) mental a^liction, (8)

physical affliction, (9) loss of money, (10) mental pain,

(ii) pecuniary gain, (12) pecuniary want.

Rahu & Kethu—The delineations of the influence of

Rahu and Kethu in the twelve signs from Jenma-Rasi

are the same as those for Mars. Saturn, the Sun, Mars and

Jupiter in the Jenma-Rasi and in the 8th or 12th place

therefrom, portend fear cf death, change or loss of posi-

tion and decline of wealth.
•

Exception—A planet stationed in its own sign or in

its sign of exaltation, in the horoscope at birth, manifests

nothing unfavourable even if its position with reference

to Jetima-Rasi may indicate adverseness.
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b. A planet placed in its inimical sign or in its sign

of debilitation at Birth shows no good—«ven if its position

with reference to Jenma-Rasi may denote something

happy.

The Sun and Mars manifest their influences on their

entrance into a sign; Jupiter and Venus, in the middle

part of their period ;
Saturn and Rahu, towards the end ; .

and Mercury and the Moon, in the course of their career.

The planets except Jupiter manifest the effect of the

sign in which they are located, whether by acceleration or

by retrogression. Jupiter, however, is the only planet that

produces the effect of the sign ptior to the one occupied

by him by acceleration or retrogression as the case may be.

A planet located in his own house, in his own Virga,

in exaltation, in Virgothama position and in retrogression

possesses three-fold strength. Asthangatha planets and
those in debilitation put forth only half their power and

those in inimical signs exhibit but two-thirds of theirs.

Planetary Vedhai (Perturbation)

—

Note*—The strength

and influence of a planet in the Lunar Horoscope are en-

hanced or diminished by the positions of other planets with

reference to the house occupied by the Moon in the figure

;

so much so that a planet, well-located and possessing a

benevolent tendency, manifests its opposite by the resis-

tance of a planet or planets located in their Vedhai signs in-

dicated in the following table. And similarly, one that is

badly located loses its power for evil and produces good,its

adverse effects undermined by the counteractions of planets

holding their Vedhai signs. This fact should be borne in

mind in calculating the power of planets for good or for

evil in the Lunar Horoscope. The reciprocal disposition

(friendly or inimical) of the planets that cause the

perturbations should be carefully considered. The Moon
and Mercury, the Sun and Saturn do not affect each other

through Vedhai. Vedhai places of Rahu, ICethu, and
Saturn are the same as those of Mars. See table-next page.

27
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Vedhai Signs from the House of the Moon.

Planets^ I II III IV VF VII Vlll IXm XII

Sun... 1 2 9 3 12 7 8 11

Moon 5 1 9 3
1

® 12 2 7 10 4
1

8 11

Mars 1 2 12 3 6 7 8 6 11

Mercury 2 6 4 8 7 9 6 1 8| 12 11

Jupiter 1 12 2 5 4 6 8 11

Venus 8 7 1 10 9 12 1 4 3 6

N.B.—The position of Jupiter in the 5th, 9th or i ith

house from the Moon in the lunar horoscope is one that

presents very good prospects to the individual. In many
instances, however, predictions based on these positions of

Jupiter are seldom realised. This is a matter of common
knowledge and the Vedhais of planets is responsible for

the disappointment.

NAKSHATHRA DHASA.

CHAPTER XXXVII. •

X Count the asterisms from Krithika to Jenma-Naksha-

thra and divide the number by nine. Remainder, i denotes

the Dhasa period of the Sun ; 2, that of the Moon
; 3, that

of Mars; 4. that of Rahu
; 5, that of Jupiter; 6, that of

Saturn
; 7, that of Mercury ; 8, that of Kethu

; 9, that of

Venus.

* The preceding Chapter is XXXVI.

t Indian astrologers, as a rule, adopt this mode of calcula-

tion and interpretation of the horoscope of birth—Natal or

<^ethliacal astrology. Each of the nine sets of triangular aste-

risms given below has its loi'd, and the lord of the Dhasa, at the
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INFLUENCE OF PLANETARY DHASAS.

Dhas* period of the Sun—6 years. This signifies royal

displeasure, fear enmity, danger to life, loss of wealth,

death of father, eye-disease and disease of the head.

Dhasa period of the Moon—lo years. This gives the

individual a bright complexion, affluence, and endows him

with clothes and jewels, birth of female children, health and

comfort.

Dhasa period of Mars—

^

years. This indicates loss of

lands, sorrow and trouble by enemies, servitude, domestic

troubles and pain of mind.

Dhasa of Rahu— 18 years. This portends trouble from

government, danger to life and loss of property. The
Dhasa tends to prove fatal to the father and portends dis-

missal from service and deep grief.

Dhasa of Jupiter— 1 6 years. This foretells •Abhishekam

(or similar honours,) wealth and decoration. It favours

birth of children, gains of learning and a state of general

felicity.

Dha.<ia of Saturn— ig years. This signifies deficiency

of thought, dishonor and loss of wealth. It tends to expose

the individual to the passion of the king besides proving

fatal to his mother. It also portends grief.

moment of birth, is the lord of the asterism occupied by the Moon
at the time. This system is frequently known as “Udu-Dhasa”
of which the total number of years is, as will be seen, 120.

Krithika, Utharapalguni and Utharashada

Rohini, Hastha and Sravana
Mrigasirsha, Chithra and Sravishta

Ardhra, Swathi and Sathabis

Puna^asu, Visakha and Purvabadrapada
Pushya, Anuradha and Utharabadrapadha
Aslesha, Jyeshfa and Revathi

Aswini, Magha and Mula
Bharani, Purvapalguni and Purvashada

Sun.

Moon.

Mars.

Rahu.

Jupiter.

Saturn.

Mercury.

Kethu.

Venusf
This word is often used for initiation. Royal unction, etc.
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Dhasa of Mercury— 17 years. This favours ease, im-

proves trade and bestows wealth. The native receives the

benefit of his education and contracts relations. It welcomes

marriage and similar rejoicings.

Dhasa of Kethu—7 years. This denotes a bad state of

health, fever and carbuncle. The individual is likely to

lose wealth and suffer from fear of poison.

Dhasa of Venus—20 years. This period is signified by

increase of wealth and of the produce of the garden and

the field. There is also the prospect of much profit by

means of learning. The period favours also matrimony

and prospect of a good position.

•KALACHAKRA DHASA

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

Note—From a study of the foregoing pages the reader

will be familiar with the Election system and the Transit

system or the Lunar Horoscope. The influences and effects

of the movements of planets on the existence of man are

based upon the nature and characteristics of the planets

themselves, among other things, and the signs of the

zodiac in which they may happen to be located, not to

speak of their aspects and conjunctions. There is yet

another equally valuable and interesting mode of ascertain-

ing Dhasas and prognosticating the destiny for good or for

evil viz., that which is called the Kalachakra Dhasa.

Here is no question of the Ascendant nor of the strength

of planets nor yet of their endless variety of combinations

and aspects. There is a given Revolution of Time and a

stereotyped rule. If the planetary Dhasa indicated by

* This word means " the Wheel ofTime”.
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Kalachakra process co-operate with that by the horoscope

of birth there will be marked effect ; otherwise, the result

will be less pronounced. The asterisms are divided into

two classes, Savya and Aspasavya. The Dhasa at birth

should be determined from the s/e?//ar occupied by

the Moon at birth, as it is the most potent under this

system ;
the lord of the Dhasas and their signs are ascer-

tained from that alc^e and not from the Ascendant at the

moment of conception or of birth.

DHASA PERIOD OF SAVYA ASTERISMS.

The first’ quarter of Aswini, Punarvasu. Hastha, Mula and

Purvabadhrapadha - Dhasa of Mars of Aries. His sub-periods

are those of (i) himself, lord of Aries, (2) Venus of Taurus

(3) Mercury of Gemini (4) the Moon of Cancer (5) Sun of

Leo, (6) Mercury of Virgo, (7) Venus of Libra, (8) Mars ©1

Scorpio (9) Jupiter of Sagittarius. The Dhasa-periods

and the sub-periods belong to the first quarter of t^e

aforesaid asterisms.

Of the second quarter of those asterisms the Dhasa is

that of Venus of Taurus, and her sub-periods are those of

(i) Saturn of Capricorn, (2) Sa'turn of Aquarius, (3) Jupiter

of Pisces, (4) Mars of Scorpio, (3) Venus of Libra, (6) Mer-

cury of Virgo, (7) Moon of Cancer (8) Sun of Leo and

(9) Mercury of Gemini.

Of the 3rd stellar quarter of the said asterisms the

Dhasa is that of Mercury of Gemini. His sub-periods are:

—

( i) Venus of Taurus, (2) Mars of Aries, (3) Jupiter of Pisces

(4) Saturn of Aquarius (5) Saturn of Capricorn, (6) Jupiter

of Sagittari (7) Mars of Aries (8) Venus of Taurus, (9) Mer-

cury of Gemini.

Of the 4th quarter, the Dhasa is that of the Mopn of

Cancer. Her sub-periods are those of (i) the Moon of

Cancer, (2) the Sun of Leo (3) Mercury of Virgo (4) Venus
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of Libra, (5) Mars of Scorpio (6) Jupiter of Sagittari (7)

Saturn of Capricorn (8) Saturn of Aquarius and (9) Jupiter

of Pisces.

Bharani, Pusliya, Chitlira, Purvashada and Utharabadhrapa'

dha.—The Dhasas and the sub-periods of the -first quarter

of these asterisms is that of the; Sun of Leo. His sub-

periods are those of(i) Mars of Scorpio, (2) Venus of

Libra, ($) Mercury of Virgo, (4) the Sun of Leo, (j) the

Moon of Cancer, (6) Mercury ofGemini (7) Venus of Taurus

(8) Mars of Aries (9) Jupiter of Pisces.

Of the second quarter, the Dhasa is that of Mercury of

Virgo and his sub-periods are those of (i) Saturn of Aqua-

rius, (2) Saturn of Capricorn, (3) Jupiter of Sagittarius,

(4) Mars of Aries, (5) Venus of Taurus, (6) Mercury of

Gemini, (7) the Moon of Cancer, (8) the Sun of Leo (9)

Mercury of Virgo.

Of the third quarter of the said asterisms the Dhasa is

that of Venus of Libra and her sub-periods are those of (i)

Venus of Libra, (2) Mars of Scorpio, (3) Jupiter of Sagittari,

(4) Saturn of Capricorn (5) Saturn of Aquarius, (6) Jupiter

of Pisces, (7) Mars of Scorpio, (8) Venus of Libra, and (9)

Mercury of Virgo.

Of the fourth quarter, the Dhasa is that of Mars of

Scorpio and his sub-periods are those of (i) the Moon of

Cancer, (2) the Sun of Leo (3) Mercury of Gemini, (4)

Venus of Taurus, (5)^Mars of Aries, (6) Jupiter of Pisces,

(7) Saturn of Aquarius, (8) Saturn of Capricorn (9)

Jupiter of Sagittarius.

•

Krithika, Aslesha« Swathi, Utharashada and Reyathh

—

The Dhasa of the first quarter of these is that of Jupiter

of Sagittari^ second quarter is that of Saturn of Capricorn;

that of the 3rd quarter belongs to Saturn of Aquarius ; the

4tn quarter belongs to Jupiter of Pisces.' The sub-periods
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of these four -quarters are the same as those of the four

quarters of Aswini, Punarvasu, Hastha, Mula and Purva-

badhrapada, respectively.

DHASA PERIODS OF APASAVYA ASTERISMS.

Rohini, Magha* Visakha and Sravana.—The first quarter

of these asterisms is the Dhasa of Mars of Scorpio. His

sub-periods are those of fi) Jupiter of Sagittari (2) Saturn

of Capricorn, (3) Saturn of Aquarius, (4) Jupiter of Pisces,

(5) Mars of Aries, (6) Venus of Taurus, (7) Mercury of

Gemini, (8) the Sun of Leo, and (9) the Moon of Cancer.

The second quarter of the said asterisms is the Dhasa
of Venus of Libra. Her sub-periods are those of( i) Mercury

of Virgo, (2) Venus of Libra, (3) Mars of Scorpio, (4) Jupiter

of Pisces, (5) Saturn of Aquarius (6) Saturn of Capricorn,

(7) Jupiter of Sagittari, (8) Mars of Scorpio (9) V^enus

of Libra.

Of the third quarter, the Dhasa belongs to Mercury

of Virgo and his sub-periods are those of (O Mercury *of

Virgo, (2) the Sun of Leo, (3) the Moon of Cancer, (4) Mer-

cury of Gemini, (S) Venus of Taurus, (6) Mars of Aries,

(7) Jupiter of Sagittarius (8) Saturn of Capricorn (9)

Saturn of Aquarius. >

Of the fourth quarter the Dhasa is that of the Sun of

1^0. His sub-periods are those of (i) Jupiter of Pisces,

(2) Mars of Aries, (3) Venus of Taurus, (4) Mercury of

Gemini, (5) the Sun of Leo, (6) the Moon of Cancer,

(7) Mercury of Virgo, (8) Venus of Libra and (9) Mars of

Scorpio.

Mrigasirsha, Purvapalguni, Anuradha and Sravishta—The
first quarter of these asterisms is the Dhasa of the Moon
of Cancer. Her sub-periods are those of (i) Jupiter of

Pisces, (2) Saturn 'of Aquarius, (3) Saturn of Capricorn,

(4) J upiter of Sagittarius, (5) Mars of Scorpio, (6) Venus

of Libra, (7) Mercury of Virgo, (8) the Sun of Leo, (9) the

Moon of Cancer.



Of the second quarter, the lord of the Dhasa is Mer-
cury of Gemini. His sub-periods are those of (i) Mercury
of Gemini, (2) Venus of Taurus, (3) Mars of Aries,

(4) Jupiter of Sagittarius, (5) Saturn of Capricorn,

(6) Saturn of Aquarius, (7) Jupiter of Pisces, (8) Mars of
Aries, (g) Venus of Taurus.

Of the.third quarter, Venus of Taurus is the lord of
the Dhasa. Her sub-periods are those of (i) Mercury of

Gemini, (2) the Sun of Leo, (3) the Moon of Cancer,

(4) Mercury of Virgo, (5) Venus of Libra, (6) Mars of
Scorpio, (7) Jupiter of Pisces, (8) Saturn of Aquarius

(9) Saturn of Capricorn.

Of the fourth quarter, Mars of Aries is the lord of the

Dhasa. His sub-periods are those of (i) the Moon of

Cancer, (2) Mars of Scorpio, (3) Venus of Libra, (4) Mer-
cury of Virgo, (s) the Sun of Leo, (6) the Moon of Cancer,

(7) Mercury of Gemini, (8) Venus of Taurus and (9) Mars
of Aries.

Ardhra, Utharapalguni, Jyeshta and Sathabis—Jupiter of

Pisces is the lord of the Dhasa of the first quarter
; Satui n

of Aquarius governs that of the second quarter ; Saturn of

Capricorn, that of the 3rd ; the fourth'quarter' belongs to

Jupiter of (Sagittarius. The sub-periods of these Dhasasare
respectively the same as those of the four quarters of

Mrigasirsha, Purvapalguni, Anuradha and Sravishta.

Planetaty Dhasa periods —Mars,7 years; Venus, 16 years;

Mercury, 9 years; Moon, 21 years
; Sun, 5 years; Jupiter,

10 years ; Saturn, 4 years. The sub-periods follow one
another in the order in which they are mentioned.

To work out a Kalachkkra Dhasa, the first step is to

note the class (Savya or Apasavya) to which the Jenma-
Nakshathra belongs; then the Nakshathra-Padha or the
stellar quarter, at birth, and the lord of the Dhasa per-
taining to the quarter and his sub-periods. (Vide tables

annexed).
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EFFECTS OF THE DHASAS.

Dhasa of the Sun -This has an evil influence. It cau-

ses loss of friends, offspring and wife, besides loss of

independence and disease. The parents also will be

adversely affected.

Dhasa of the Moon -This gives bright bodily comple-

xion, clothes and jewels. It promotes female offspring,

health and comfort.

Dhasa of Mars -This indicates loss of land, eye-com-

plaint, trouble by enemies, waste of money and wounds.

It also portends the death of the mother.

Dhasa of Mercury -This bestows lands and wealth

and favours development of learning. Marriage, convey-

ances and progeny are its other blessings.

Dhasa of Jupiter -This shows pecuniary gain and gain

of landed property and a period of great happiness. It is

signified by birth of sons, marriage and royal preferment.

Dhasa of Venus—This welcomes increase of all kinds

of corn and wealth and promotes offspring and intellectual

growth. Marriages and the establishment of institutions

etc. dedicated to public benefit:are its other effects.

Dhasa of Saturn.—This causes loss of money, wife and

children, besides distress and great fear. The individual

is likely to contract disease. It also affects the life of the

mother.

THE SUB'PERIODS.

(1) The sub-period of Jupiter of Sagittarius suc-

ceeding that of Mars of Aries causes fever. The sub-

period of Mars of Scorpio subsequent to that of Jupiter of

Pisces shows the same effect.

(2) In the sub-period of the Moon subsequent to

that of Mercury of Virgo, the person will lose his mother
and other relations.

28
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(3) In the sub-period of the Sun following that of

the Moon the person will contract ulcer.

(4) In the sub-period of Mercury of Gemini after

that of the Sun, the person’s wife shall be seized with

illness.

(5) In the sub-period of Mars of Aries after that

of Jupiter of Sagjittari, the person loses his father and other

relations.

If the signs in question be occupied by benefic planets

in the horoscope of birth the effect will be good ;
if by

malehcs, the issue will be disease or death.

SAVYA.

I. Aswini, Punarvasu, Hastha, Mula, Puravabadhra-

padha.

II. Bharani, Pushya, Chithra, Purvashada, Uthara-

badhrapadha.

III. Krithika, Aslesha, Swathi, Utharashada and

Ravathi.

APASAVYA.

IV. Rohini, Magha, Visakba and Sravana.

y. Mrigasirsha, Purvapalguni. Anuradha and Sra-

vishta.

VI. Ardhra, Dtharapalguni, Jyeshta and Sathabis.

JVofe.—For the Savya order of Dhasas read from left

to tight] for Apasavya, from right to left. For sub-

periods of the Savya order Read doivn]i(tT those of Apasavya

Read up. The numerals in black-face type indicate the

comencing sub-period of the Dhasa. See Tables i to 4.

To fix the period or the remainder of that perijd, at

one’s birth, according to the tables, note the stellar quarter

or the amsa (the part) thereof at that moment and the

whole Dhasa period pertaining to it. The Dhasa period

or the remaining Dhasa period required can be arrived at

by the application of the rule of three.
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ON JENMA-NAKSHATHRA.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

The Sign'fication of the Month -Count the asterisms from

your Jenma-Nakshathra to the one under which the Sun
enters into the first point of the sign of the zodiac denoted

by the month in question. Multiply that number by seven

and divide the product by eight. Remainder i denotes

illness
; 2, gain

; 3. travel
; 4, loss of independence

; 5,

fortune; 6, wealth
; 7. loss of property ; o, fear of untimel}’

death.

Jenma-Nakshathra falling on Sunday, Monday, Tues-
day, Wednesda}’, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, respec-

tively signifies travel, good meals, indolence, culture,

clothes, good fortune and evil.

Count the asterisms from your Jenma-Nakshathra to

the ruling asterism on the day, in question, and to that

figure add the number denroted by the ruling Thithi, at

the time, as also that denoted by the day of the week
counting from Sunday, and the number of the rising sign

counting from Aries
;
divide the total by eight. Remain-

der I, shows disease ; 2, gain
; 3, travel

; 4, loss of

independence
; 5. gain of money

; 6. wealth
; 7, loss ol

property ;
fear of untimely death.

To choose your Good Day To understand the quality

and tendency of a day count the asterisms from your Jenma-
Nakshathra to that of the day in question,' and to that

number add the number denoted b^’ the Thithi of the day

and also tha’ of the week-day counting from Sunday.

Multiply the total by four and divide the product hy nine.

Remainder i, signifies unea-sin,ess ; 2, splendour; 3, evil

;

4, gain
; 5, corn ; 6. frenzy ; 7. rambling ; 8, danger to life

;

9, uneasiness.
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

Add the period of the lord of the sign occupied by the

Moon, at birth, to the period of the lord of the year,

multiply the total by three and divide the product by 1

5

adding 3, The remainder represents the profit for the

year.

Multiply the said mnamdcr by 3 and divide the pro-

duct by 15, adding 5, The remainder represents the

expenditure.

The Dhasa period.s (for purposes of this chapter) of

the .Sun, the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and
Saturn are respectively, 6, 17, S, 17, 19. 21 and 10 years.

Count the signs from the rising sign at the time

when the Sun enters into the first point of Capricorn to

your ascendant, at birth. Multiply the total by 3 and

divide the product by 8, adding 5. The remainder (i)

shows profit, (2) expenditure, (3) health, (4) indisposi-

tion, (s) happiness, (61 discomfort, (7) unea.siness

(8) stability.

ON SANKRAMA OR SOLAR INGRESSES.

CHAPTKK XI..

Sankrama or Sankaranthi, in common parlance, means
solar ingress, that is, the entry of the Sun into the first

point of a sign of the zodiac. This phenomenon takes

place every month, but of all the solar ingresses, the most

important are those into the four cardinal movable signs

Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn.

The influence and effects of Sankaranthi are judged

from the gait, bed, seat, bath, weapon, meal, conveyance,

the time and place, perfumes, flowers, clothes etc, of the

deity known as Sankaranthi Devi.
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Sankaranthi in the forenoon signifies destruction ; at

noon, grief
;
in the after-noon, well-being ; and at night,

prosperity.

Sankrama in the forenoon portends bad time for

Kshatriyas
;
at noon, for Hrahmanas

;
in the afternoon, for

Vaisyas; at sunset (between 4-30 and 6 n. m.) to Sudras.

Devils and apparitions are adversely affected by
Sankaranthi occurring at Pradhosha time

;
the Rakshasas

encounter evil if it occurs at dead of night; Sankaranthi

after midnight shows ruin to dancers; at daybreak, it affects

shepherds ;
and at twilight time, the Linghayats.

Sankaranthi into the sign Aries during da^' time

creates unrest and a rise in prices.

Sayanain:—Sankaranthi into Taurus, Virgo and
(,apricorn.

Prayaiiam :—Sankaranthi into Sagittarius, Pisces and
Aries.

•

//.---Sankaranthi into Libra, Gemini and Aqua-
rius.

Sthithi:—Sankaranthi into Scorpio, Cancer or Leo.

“ Prayanam ’’ denotes \yar
;

“ Asanam ” signifies

well-being ;
“ Sthithi ” gives treasure-trove ;

“ Sayanam ”

causes annihilation of all sins, subject to the above rules.

Sankrama on a Sunday signifies meagre rainfall
; on

Monday, prosperity
;
on Tuesday, unrest and pestilence

;

on Wednesday, storm ; on Thursday, growth of medicinal

herbs ;
on F’riday, rainfall ; on Saturday, universal

calamity.

The Outfits of Sankaranthi Devi She makes use of ele-

ven conveyances, viz ; the Lion, the Tiger, the Swine, the

Ass. the Klephant, the Buffalo, the Dog, the Camel, the

Sheep, the Bull and the Cock during the eleven Karanasf

The astrological terms in this chapter are explained in Cli. 33

29
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in the order in which these are mentioned. For the

eleven Karanas, the Devi handles the Veena, the sword,

a white lotus, missile, bow, scales, snake, trident, discus,

hook and firebrand, one after another in the order in

which the}'^ are given. Her Feed consists of a mess of

milk and rice, an admixture of milk and sugar, curd,

mango, fruit, apoopam (a sweet cake of circular shape

formed of a mixture of equal quantities of flour and sugar,

and prepared in ghee). She also abstains from food. Her
meal varies with each of the first ten Karanas. Milk and
rice, boiled mixture of milk and sugar, mangoes, saftVon-

coloured rice, ripe fruit, unripe fruit, apoopam, mess of

gram and rice, food of the colour of red ochre, and water.

On the eleventh Karana she abstains from food. Her
IVeapous for the eleven Karanas are the pestle,

Pindipalnm (an iron bar wielded with the hand for deliver-

ing heavy blows), scimitar, stick, bow, lance, spear, fetters,

snare, missile and arrow. Her lufi^^iimcnts on those days

are, respectively, white cloth, red cloth, clothes of different

colours, gold-coloured cloths, woollen cloths, rags, leaves,

rushes, barks of trees, bodice and new cloths. She per-

fumes her body with sandal, saffron powder, ashes,

bezoar; musk, saffron-coloured sandal, crimson-coloured

sandal, saffron and black pigment. She decoratds herself

with Punnaga, Karnikara, Bhdva, Mallica, Sivarnakethaka,

Patnla, Asoka, etc and other flowers.

Corals, pearls, gold, sapphire, diamond, ruby, topaz,

lazuli, mica, Soor^'aprabhai are her favourite ornaments

for the Karanas.

If the rising sign at the time of Sankrama be Aries

or Taurus, the face of Sankaranthi will be in Leo
;

if the

rising sign be Gemini or Cancer, sign Pisces will be the

face; if Libra or Virgo, the face will be in Capricorn ;

if .Sagittarius or Scorpio, it will be in Aquarius. Resting

and sleeping over Karajam and seated upon the Karanas^
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Bhava and Palava, with Kowlava and Thaithula to stand

upon, Sankrama Devi traverses Sakhunam and the other

Sthira Karanas. • Her rest and sleep signify fall in

prices ;
sitting shows normal condition ; standing indicates

rise in the prices; her locomotion portends famine prices.

The Sigrnifications —Sankrama on (i) Sunday is disastr-

ous to cows
; (2) Monday shows bad time for Vaisyas ;

(3) Tuesday causes suffering to thieves
; (4) Wednesday

indicates evil to kings
; (5) Thursday, to Brahmanas

;

(6) Friday afflicts cows; (7) Saturday denotes disaster'

to people of other castes. As regards Conveyances, the

lion signifies fear on the part of kings; the swine shows
damage to paddy crops

;
the ass denotes disaster to

Vaisyas ; elephant shows distress everywhere
;
the buffalo

indicates trouble to Sudras
;
the cock shows a bad time

for elephants
;
the horse portends ruin to atheists and to

hunters
; the sheep denotes ruin of Mlechas ; the bull

affects shepherds. Of her Weapons, the Veena signifies

well-being; the sWord foretells a terrible war
;
the white

lotus is a sign of prosperity'; missile causes great fear

;

the scales indicate affliction
;
the serpent shows fever

;

the trident, rebellion
;
the discus denotes fear of fire ; the

firebrand and hook predict universal prosperity of a very

high order ;
the pestle portends devastation of kingdoms

;

sword and arrows in both hands show disease ; clubs

indicate waste of lands
;
a lance in the hand causes damage

to crops ;
spear, fetter, hook and arrow- signify disaster

to cows. With regard to her Feed, the r;icc and milk fore-

show ruin
.
to cattle ; milk and sugar indicate disease ;

flour shows the same effect ; saffron-coloured rice brings

fever ;
fruit proves disastnms to orchards ; vegetable

meal indicates luxuriant growth of paddy ;
Apoopam

gives carbuncle ; white cooked rice foretells famine; food

of the color of ochre shows damage to crops ;
water denotes

contamination of all waters ; the Devi’s abstinence from

food favors a condition of prosperity all round.
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THE ANNUAL HOROSCOPE.

CHAPTER XLI.

•The lord of the day on which the Sun enters into the

first point of Aries is the King of that year ; the lord of

the day on which the Sun enters into the first point of

Taurus is his Minister', the lord of the day on which the Sun
enters into the first point of Cancer is the Lord of Paddy
crops ; the lord of the day on which the Sun enters into

the first point of Libra presides over all Fruits and Vegeta-

bles
;
the lord of the day on which the Sun enters into the

first point of Capricorn presides over the Mineral kingdom.

The lord, of the day in the month of Jyeshta when the

Sun enters asterism Ardhra is the Regent of Clouds

;

the lord of the day when the Sun enters into the first

point of Sagittarius presides over all kinds of Corn ;
the

lord of the day. on which the Sun enters into the first

point of Gemini controls all kinds of Fluid.

Influences of the Lords of the Year- -The Sun as the Lord
of the year foreshows tension of feeling among kings,

danger by thieves and by fire.

The Moon signifies universal rain, abundant growth
of all kinds of corn and happiness and prosperity ^11 round.

Mars indicates little rainfall. There will be trouble

by thieves and by fire, and kings will be at daggers

drawn.

Mercury denotes Insufficient rain and unsatisfactory

crops. If rainfall be sufficient, it will be local. There

will be much distress on account of storms and fear also

will prevail. The planet also indicates a big battle.

Jupiter, as the lord of the year, affords a felicitous time

for sacrifices and other functions of Brahmanas ; kings

will not swerve from the path of virtue
;
there will be pros-

perity and pontentment all round and freedom from

disease.

* See Introduction for the Lords of the days of the week.
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Venus signifies satisfactory rainfall everywhere and

luxuriant crops. Cattle will be in good condition and will

yield abundantly. There will be general contentment.

Saturn shows poor rainfall and trouble by fire and by

thieves. There will be a general tendency to commit

acts of sinful nature.

The influence of the Ministers - I he Sun indicates ran-

eouroiis feeling among kings, poor rainfall, scanty har-

vest and* a general tendency to acts of unrighteousness.

The Moon predicts good rainfall, luxuriant growth,

health and general well-being and prosperity.

Mars shows a tendency on the part of kings to acts

of injustice ; there will be little rain ; trade will sink and

people will suffer by means of weapons and bj’ fire.

Mercury denotes ill-feeling among kings and distress

by storms
; rainfall and agricultural growth will be

middling.

Jupiter promises luxuriant growth of all kinds of corn,

general happiness and contentment
;
cows will be in good*

condition and their yield of milk satisfactory.

Venus promotes devotion between husband and wife,

growth of all kinds of corn and the cow’s yield of milk.

Saturn gives poor rainfall and poorer agricultural

3Meld. He indicates bad days for people and cattle.

Mlechas will feel exalted.

Lords of Agricultural growth The Sun signifies a goodly

yield of white grains and grains having the colour of conch.

The Moon promises a luxuriant growth of wet and

dry crops and robust growth of trees.

Mars shows abundance of red paddy, big paddy and
grams of all sorts. The planet favours cultivation of gravel

soil.

Mercury indicates poor rainfall and scanty agricutural

growth. The rainfall will be very light and people will

be in a state of anxiety.
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Jupiter shows luxuriant growth, impartial adminis-

tration of justice kings and goodly yield of cow’s milk.

Venus indicates fertility of white soil and profuse

growth of white grains.

Saturn favours the growth of sesamum and blac'k

gram ; choose black soil.

Lords of Fluid 'I'he Sun denotes ri.se in the price of

ghee, oil, honey and other sweet substances.

The Moon shows rise in the price of ghee, oil, honey,

sugar, milk, curd, and siigarcandy. She promotes general

health.

Mars indicates rise in the price of black mustard, salt,

ghee, sesamum, oil and sugar. There will be danger by

fire in villages.

Mercury signifies a goodly yield of cow’s milk, fertile

growth of all kinds of corn ; rulers will be just.

Jupiter favours the growth of all succulent products.

There will be plenty of rain and cow’s milk.
»

Venus shows universal rainfall and excellent growth

of products that are sweet.

Saturn gives very poor rainfall, poor crops and'

.scanty growth of juicy products, grains and corn.

Mlechas will come to prominence.

Lord.s of Metals and Minerals The Sun indicates dear-

ness of lead, zinc, musk and sapphire.

The Moon signifies increase of camphor, sandal,

white clothes, pearls, gold, saffron-powder and flowers.

Mars gives increase of corals, gold, crimson-coloured

gems and red clothes.

Mercury indicates development of pearls and other

shell products, gold, emerald and saffron-coloured clothes.

Jupiter favours camphor, saffron, musk and sandal.

Venus brings up diamonds, gems, pearls, cardamons,

cotton and silver.
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Saturn indicates increase of metals, lead, tin, musk
and sapphire.

Lords of Clouds - I'he Sun shows great fear, small

profits, sporadic rains and growth of unhealthy wild corns.

The Moon favours good rain, agricultural prosperity,

increase of all kinds of corn and plenty of cow’s milk.

Mars causes storm, high prices, scattered rains and

growth of black corns.

Mercury signifies moderate rain and adecpiate

harvest. Much damage by storm and rain is likely in the

Central Provinces.

Jupiter favours luxuriant growth and prosperity

everywhere anct sufficient yield of cow’s milk.

Venus promises good rainfall, fruitful trees and

general prosperity, besides satisfactory yield of cow's milk.

Saturn promotes the growth of sesamum and moderate

rainfall and even that, only here and there.

Lords of Grains—The Sun shows scanty rain and conse-

(piently very little growth, slight fall in prices and growth

(if unhealthy or poisonous grains and a period of anxiety.
»

The Moon produces good rainfall and general pros-

perity, goodly yield of cow’s milk, peace of mind and

freedom from disease.

Mars denotes poor 3n'eld, high prices, growth of bad

corns and fertility of red soil.

Mercury' gives poor growth of corn and fruit and

meagre rainfall, and that only in some places,

Jupiter favours universal rain, fertilit}' and good

yield of cow's milk.

Venus signifies much rain, and growth, immunity

from illness.

Saturn denotes scantj’ rain, here and there, a period

of famine and great anxiety. Black soil proves fertile.
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INTERPRETATION OF DREAMS.

CIIAFriCR XLII.

Happy Dreams—To dream to behold the brilliant Sun
or the Moon signifies speedy recovery from all afflictions,

to be followed by good fortune.

To dream to catch hold of the Solar or the Lunar
system foretells the acquisition of dominion.

To dream to behold a large fruit-bearing tree, a

smiling forest, or a mountainous jungle presages fortune.

To dream to climb up any of these shows good-luck.

To dream to mount a large tree full of fruit, such as

the mango, the tamarind, the betel-nut, tlie:strawberry, the

cocoanut etc, or gathering the fruits thereof foreshows

acquisition of riches.

To dream to climb anything except a sacrificial post,

an ant-hill, or, a white tree indicates progress.

To dream to feel sucking up the sea without any

agitation or, a full river to. appease, thirst, indicates

acquisition of dominion.

To dream to cross a river or the sea indicates com-

plete shaking off of all causes of fear at the very end of

the dream.

To dream to behold a rising sea or a river foretells

acquisition of great wealth or dominion.

'fo dream to behold parents, sons, Brahmanas,
friends or relations foretells increase of affluence.

To dream to drink toddy and indulge in sexual inter-

course with one of unsuitable rank foretells the approach

of happy days.

'Fo dream to behold a virtuous person, handsome
and dressed in white silk, .foretells pecuniary gain.
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To dream to come in contact with the caul of a man,
(TOW or fish, with llesh, blood or prostitute foretells

acquisition (:)f immense riches.

To dream to behold a lady perfumed with scents and
j^arlands, wearing white clothes and getting on to the bed
predicts a high degree of alfiuence.

To dream to see a virgin or a (jouri (girl of ten years

of age) holding a lotus predicts fortune in the near future.

'I'o dream to behold a king, horse, gold, bull or <»w.

predicts the prosperity of the family.

To dream to behold a crane, cock, beast, wild tree or

a golden-coloured bird shows fortune.

To dream to behold a lofty dais or a king, universally

respected, or to hear a conversation among the Devas,

foretells prosperous days.

To dream to construct a house or a pial, or to do

honor to the race or family, to plant a tree, or cultivate a

farm, foretells settlement to a position of honour.

'I'o dream to rcc'eive Nvinpliaui alha (a waterplanl)

loins, while garland, jewel or ahil. shows happiness.

'I'o dream to see dung, e.'ccrement or mango fruit,

foretells fortune.

'Fo dream to drink the juice of the Soma plant or

toddy, or, to behold a Brahmana, foretells monetary gain.

'I'o dream to ride alone in a car, drawn by a bull or a

horse and to feel riding so. foretells fortune.

To feel in a dream seated on a plank, in a lounge, a

car. a conveyance <)r on the shoulders of a man, foretells

opulence.

To dream to bite the leg, hand or head of any beast

foretells increase of fortune.

'Fo dream to be bitten by a white snake, in the right

hand, loretells prodigious g;iin in ten days.
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To dream to feel drinking milk copiously, at the end

of a dream, foretells acquisition of a large sum of money.

To dream to bleed from snake-bite or the bite of a

dog, predicts the approach of fortune.

To dream to behold your head cut off and weltering

in blood, foretells gain of money and increase of health.

To dream to behold your youth transformed into old

age shows eminence. It also prolongs life.

To dream to behold a flag floating in one’.s land fore-

tells success and gain of money etc.

To dream to behold a gold umbrella bedecked with

white garlands and approaching from the sky, foreshows

the acquisition of dominion.

To dream to behold the images in a temple decorated

with white garlands is good fortune.

To dream to behold Brahmanas, white clothes and

white cows, it may be but once, «hows success.

To dream to behold gold, silver, weapon, white lotus

or jewel, foreshows happiness and perhaps also dominion.

To dream to behold a huge heap of corni a store of

Samai {panicum) bronze or a house enveloped in flames

foretells fortune.

To dream to feel itched on account of golden coloured

vermin signifies health, increase of wealth and products.

To dream to see one’s self transmuted into gold,

signifies dignity
; it also prolongfs life.

Sprouts, Conch, discus, creeper, fan, Chamara, blood,

pot full of water, ghee, Payasam (a sweet; admixture of

milk and sugar), mango, milk, sugar, curd, the sea, river,

or, mango and other fruits, cooked rice or flesh—to dream
to behold or taste any of these, or, to hear the Vedas
chanted, shows gain of money.
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To dream to be in the society of Deities, Brahmanas,
Guru, the learned and the Sadhu (one absolutely good in

word, thought and deed), or to be steeped in blood, flesh,

dung or excrement, or, to smear the body with these
; to

be bitten by a snake, stung by a scorpion, to be speaking

to a Deity, a Brahmana, a Guru or a lady—all these

forebode something good.

To dream to receive money, corn, betel, nut, cooked

rice, etc., to eat rice, or, to bathe one’s self in milk, fore-

tells pecuniary gain.

To dream to moynt a carriage, palanquin, elephant,

car, pial, or a good tree, shows gain of grains.

To dream to get into bondage indicates health.

BAD DREAMS.

To dream to see a dog, fox, vulture, devil or a black

worm portends grief.

To dream to behold a crow, eagle, vulture, devil or

Rakshasa lighting upon a b3nyan tree or falling there-

from, denotes sorrow.

To dream to behold black^vermin or a black cow,

ascending a tree, or, to dream ‘to come in contact with

them denotes intimidation.

To behold a horse, camel, car, buffalo, dog or a dark

woman, portends misery.

To dream to behold a place where Deities dance,

laugh, weep and pat one another on the shoulders and

run, portends the destruction of that place.

To dream to see a woollen cloth, silver dice, lump of

iron, sesamum, swine, cat, *phastata foreshows death.

To dream to embrace a woman wearing a red cloth

and perfumed with sweet scents portends death that very

night.

* In Tamil, Karutiguvalai,
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woman dresst-d in red and decorated with a red garland

foreshows death.

To behold at the end ol the dream a tawny woman with

hairs growing upward shows the dealli of’ the subject (jr

his master.

To dream to behold a I'hnudaln, one abandoned, or a

MIecha or anybody of low caste, a crow, a cruel beast (jr

a black cf)bra shows death.

To dream to feel smearing the body witli honey,

ghee or oil indicates di.sease.

T»j dream to come in contact with a monkey or swine

or any animal that has the teeth or the horns for weajmn
shows great peril.

To dream to sec a watcr|)ol smashed forebodes

grief.

To dream to -sec .stars falling, or, the .Sun ami liie

Moon bereft of light, forebodes griid or death.

I’o dream to behold a tank, a river or the sea dried

up, shows pecuniary loss.

To dream to smear the body with oil or saffron

signifies leprosy, besides altlietion by a dog. a cow or a

sloven.

To dream to behold the teeth shattered or falling

inditates mental pain, loss of relations and danger.

The Effect of Dreams during the ist quarter of the

night will be realised in a year ; that of dreatns of the 2nd

quarter, in six months ; the influence of dreams in the 3rd

(juarter will be evident in a month ; dreams before

dawn will be realisctl in twelve days ; dreams before

sunrise announce their effects in a day.

If there be two dreams, the effects of the latter alone

will prevaiT. It is well to go to sleep after an' evil dream ;

this should be divulged. Good dreams, however,

should always be kept secret.
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SREEJAYANTHI.

CHAPTKR XLIII.

I next proceed to give the rules for determining

the Sreejayanthi day in the year. Sri Krishna was born

unto Dhevaki under sign Taurus and asterism Rohini on

Wednesday—Ashtami of the dark half of the. month of

Sravana, coinciding with Harshana Yoga.

There are two orders of jayanthi acconriing to sages.

The one is called .Suddhai and the other, Viddhai. Those

whose goal is Moksha (release from birth and death, and

attainment of ineffable beatitude) should follow Suddhai

system and avoid the other.

Viddhai— I'his term denotes the combination of Sap-

thami and Ashtami with asterisms Krithika and Rohini on

one and the same day. No fasting is ordained for this

day nor for the day during which Saptharai ends and

.

Ashtami begins and Rohini follows Krithika—two Ghati-

kas after sunrise. (The idea is that the ending moment
of Sapthami should be before Sooryodhaya /.r., two

Ghatikas before sunrise, in whiyh case alone fasting is

('onsidered meritorious.)

The combination of asterism Rohini with Ashtami,

Navami or Dhasami without Vedhai signifies Jayanthi.

Suddhai—This denotes Ashtami and Navami synchro-

nising with Rohini and Mrigasirsha.

In this way, in all cases in which either the month, or

the vrrtr is of the essence of an auspicious time, where two
Thithis occur on the same day the latter of the two should

be chosen. A Thithi coinciding with Sankaranthi is unfit

for all devotional affairs. It is, nevertheless, to be pre-

ferred to the Sapthami ruled by asterism Krithika.
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Sreejayanthi— I'he incarnation of Vishnu was at Moon-

rise on Ashtanii of the dark fortnight under asterism

Rohini in the month of Sravana. The birth of the Lord

Krishna is known as Sreejayanthi.

Fasting' on Sreejayanthi is fruitful of all kinds of

blessings to the devotee. Free from all terrestrial desires

and attachment, he should worship Sri Krishna on that

day at Moonthc and before Paronai. Pancharathras.

(Vaishnavas) Ocekshithas (those who perform sacrifices)

and devotees pi Vishnu should partake of the same feast

(Parana!) in company with other Bakthas. Those who
keep fast out of pure devotion to God, free from material

considerations, should have Parana! at night. Those who
seek worldly advantages, through observance of Sree-

iayanthi, should have their Parana! at the end of the

Thithi.

In the Bralima Sambitha, Pithamaha says to Naradha:-

“ I'hat vow by the observance of which man attains the

objects of all his desires is Sreejayanthi, or, the day of the

incarnation of Lord Sri. Krishna into the world. For

the destruction of the wicked who are a burden upon

earth and for the protection of the virtuous, Sri-Krishna

was given birth to by Dhevaki at moonnsc' when the

Moon was in the fourth quarter of asterism Rohini, con-

ciding with Harshana Yoga and Kowlava Karana, on

Ashtami of the dark fortnight of the lunar month of Sra-

vana, at the time when the rising sign was Taurus, with

Jupiter and Rahu in Cancer, the Sun in Leo, Mercury in

Virgo, Saturn in conjunction with Venus in Libra, and

Mars and Kethu located in Capricorn. To abstain from

food and worship the Lord on the day of his incarnation,

every year, subdues all sins. Having performed his daily

ablutions, the devotee should stand in devotion before the

image of the Lord, duly installed on a pedestal, and

pronounce the following prayer:— “ Oh! Lord of Lotus

Eyes ! By solemn observance of the vow of fasting and of
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fixing my mind on 7'hee on this, the day of Thy incarna-

tion, I Thee adore. I break my fast next morning. Accept

this humble token of my devotion, and give me Oh ! Lord,

Thy blessings divine. ’’ Then follows the reiiular Pujah

with offerinp’s of sacred flowers and fruits—to be con-

cluded by silent meditation upon Sri Krishna. Balarama

(his brother), Vasudeva (father), Dhevaki (mother),

Nandhag(<pa (foster-father) and Ksodhai (foster-mother).

This over, the devotee should turn to the rising Moon and

offer Arghya with water of the tender cocoanut, and

cooked food and address the following prayer:— “Oh I

'I'hou Emanation from the Ocean of Milk, 'Fbou, born of

the eyes of Athri ! may this Arghya find favour with Thee
and with the Goddess Rohini, by Thy side !” These
devotional services should be crowned by the worship of

Sri Krishna (in the manner ordained by the Sastras) with

offerings of food and the fruits of the season. Sleep being

forbidden, the devotee should spend the night in meditation

on the Deity. The following morning, he should entertain

the devotees of V^ishnii at Parauai.

THE KRITHIKA FESTIVAL.

CHAPTER XLIV.

At sunset on the Full-Moon da^' ruled by asterism

Krithika when the Moon is located in Taurus and the Sun
in Scorpio, every house should be adorned with lighted

lamps. The Full-Moon is the fundamental significator

of this festival whether the ruling asterism, at the time,

be Bharani or Rohini. Any other time,(than the Full-Moon)
for celebrating this festival will adversely affect the king

and the country. The appropriate time for illumination

is about sunset—when the Sun is on the sensible horizon.
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The twilight time—the time when the Sun is less than

about i<S'’ below the horizon—is next in importaiiee. No
illumination should be started later.

Pradhosha on the Full- Moon day is also auspicious

lor lighting if the ruling asterisra be free from Vedhai.

So says Brahmadeva.

For making gifts of lighted lamps choose the interval

between the Full-Moon and Prathamai provided the Moon
does not decrease during the time. So says Brihaspathy.

I'he //>.?/ /a'c Ghatikas of Prathamai are, in strength and

quality, as good as Pournami (Full-Mf)on).

Pournami (Full-Moon) is considered free from

Vedhai when its ending moments coincide with Pradhosha.

It is also a fortunate time for making gifts of lighted

lamps. These gifts should be made during iiKU'ease of

the Moon, for then it bestows prosperity on the king and

his country. Gifts during decrease of the Moon produce

an adverse effect.

It the last Ghatika of Chathurdhasi synchronise with

the first part of Pradhosha ;he Pournami is (considered to

manifest the adverse qualitj of Kikthai. If, in the previous

evening, Pournami has the Vedhai of Chathurdhasi

the gifts should be made during Prathamai even if the

Full-Moon does not prolong to the next day.. If Pour-

nami exists in the two evenings, the second should be

chosen. If two Pournamis occur during the month, then

also the second should be chosen.

All public buildings, such as temples, palaces,;Sabahs,

and holy places should also be illuminated with lamps of

varying sizes, even if there be lunar eclipse on *• the Full-

Moon day ruled by Krithika, when the Moon is in Taurus.’’

Even if ast. Krithika does not co-exist with the P'ull-

Moon, there should be illumination. The celebration of

this festival, as ordained by the Sastras, bestows pros-

perity upon the king and the country
;
there will be no

failure of rainfall and no epidemics.' The people will live

in health, happiness and contentment everywhere.
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THE EKADHASI.

CHAPTER XLV.

On the cooked rice consumed on the Ekadhasi daj

subsist all sins such as the murder of a Brahmana.

All persons between eight and eighty years of age

should abstain from food on the Ekadhasi days of the

bright and dark fortnights. He who eats on the Ekadhasi

days kills his parents, a Brahmana and his Guru. But

t Paranai on Dhwadhasi should not be given up even for

reasons of great festivity, trouble, or pollution relating to

birth or death.

If, at t Artmodliaya, there is any part of Dhasami. there

should be no fasting on that day.

If Dhwadhasi touches the days of Ekadhasi and

Thrayodhesi Thithis. fasting should be kept on • the day

which is wholly Dhwadhasi, and the Paranai on the

Thrayodhasi day, when Dhwadhasi ends. Even if the

duration of Ekadhasi be less than that of Dhwadhasi,

fasting on the latter Thithi bestows good.

Sampoorna Ekadhasi -Ekadhasi that exists two Muhoor-
thas* before sunrise is called • Sampoorna Ekadhasi.

Grahasthas should fast on this day.

A person physically unable to fast may depute his

wife or his knowing son to observe Ekadhasi for his sake.

The reward for fasting is only attainable by complete
abstinence from food for the whole day (24 hours). Peo-

ple realise all their cherished desires for wealth, progeny,
heaven or Moksha through fasting on the Ekadhasi day.

Death-day anniversary of father or of mother should

not be performed on the Ekadhasi day ; it should be put
off to the next Thithi, Dhwadhasi, Sraddha (death-day

t The 4 Ghatika.s before Sunrise. •A Muhoorta is 48 minutes,

31
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aninversary) performed on the Ekadhasi day does not

find favour with the Pitrus. Sraddhas should not be

performed on Ekadhasi days any more than they ran be
on days of pollution.

A person under pollution should, as usual, have his

bath on the Ekadhasi day, mentally worship Vishnu, and
keep fast. This rule applies also to women who should

abstain from food on Ekadhasi, though they ma}"^ happen to

be menstruous at the time. 7'he Pantnai on the next

day should be had before the end of the Dhwadhasi, how-
ever short the duration of that Thithi may be. If the

duration of the said Thithi be very short, the daily mid-

day religious services may be done along with those of

the morning. If, under unavoidable circumstances, the

Paranai has to be put oft, plain water at least should be

taken in lieu of food within the specified time. The
Lord Sri Krishna says “ He who swallows food on Uttha-

na, Sayana and Parivarthana Ekad basis sends Salya

into my throat."

In all cases of uncertainty as to the exact day for

fasting, it is better to abstain from food on Dhwadhasi

day and breakfast on the next.

Those who seek material prosperity should not have

Paranat on Thrayodhasi day; not so for Nish-Kama
Yogis who, by abstraction of mind front all worldly desires,

attain Moksha.
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APPENDIX.

Ahc/Jiajjai/rthy. -(JoJiiplotion of the 1st year of tlie eliild.

Argkya .—OfFermg of water to a Deity in the act of worship.

-Tlie tVillowing is a list ot tlie 27 asterisms (used

in Astrolojiy) witli their Englisli names: -

Aswini /). Aricities

.

Bharani ... ... Jo, Aricties and Musea.

Krithika... ... y. Tauri, Alcyone.

Rohini ... ... a. Tauri, Aldebaran.

Mrigasirslia ... p. Orionib.

Ardhra ... ... a. Orionis.

Punarvasu />. Gemini, Pollux.

Pushya ... ... Cancri.

Aslesha ... ... d, Hydrae.

Magha ... ... a. Leonis, Regulas*

Purvapalguni ... Leonis.

Utliarapalguni ... ... A. Leonis.

Hastha .. ... d. Corvi.

Chithra ... .... a, Virginis Spica.

Swathi ... ... a. Bootis, Arcturus.

Visakha... ... i. Librae.

Anuradha s. Scorpionis.

Jyeshta ... ... a. Scorpionis, Aritares,

Mula ... 1. Scorpionis.

Purvashada ... 8. Sagittari.

Utharashada ... ... s. Sagittari.

Sravana ... a, Aquilae, Atiiir.

Sravishta h Delphin.

Sathabis 71. Aquarii,

Purvabadhrapadha 6. Pegasi.

Utharabadhrapadha . .

.

... r. Pegasi Aiidremedae

Revathi ... 5- Piscium.

Days of the Week and their Lords.— Introduction.

Dhasa,—Th<^ division of a man’s life which is under the iu-

tluence of a planet.

Ascendani,—^lie rising sign at the time of birth—see

Lagna, Radical,
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Apoklima—JYhG 3rd, 6th, 9tJi and 12th houses from the

rising sign.

Asthangathti.—Planets located within a particular degree of

the Sun are Asthangathas. The Sun obscures such ]ilanets so that

they foso their power. In direct course this obscuration takes

place as follows :
-

Moon within l:iMegroos from the Sun.

Mars Do. 17 Do.

Mercury' Do. 14 Do.

jj Do. \2 Do. when retrograde.

Jupiter Do. 11 Do.

Venus Do. 10 Do.

»• Do. 8 Do. wlion retrograde.

Saturn Do. 15 Do.

Athichara - (acceleration) The movement of a planet faster

than its mean velocity.

Ayana. See ])age 86.

Intro.

Common aigns.—Gemini, Virgo. Sagittarius and Pisces.

Conjunction .—The location of two or jiiore planets in the

same longitude. Conjunction is very powerful if the planets be

in the same degree and minute.

Degree of main Exaltation of Planets. -Hv.v page 49.

Dignities. -X planet is dignified when it occupies its own

liouse, its Moolathrikona or E!xaltation, aspected by a benefic,

unaspected by a malefic, when it is not retrograde and wlien it

is increasing in light.

f'igare. —A diagram representing the heavens
;
a horoscope

or othei* Chacras.

Fixed Signs. -TsLUVwfi, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius.

Go-ch It ram. --The configuration of planets at any given time.

Hotisee —The twelve divisions of the Zodiac.

Jenma-Nakshathra. —The asterism rulc<l by the Moon at

birth of a per-son is his—

.

Laqno. The rising sign at the moment of birth or at the

commencement of a function.
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LaMtiule ,—Tho distance of a planet from the Equator.

ijongititcl.e. —The distance of a planet from tlie first i>oint

of Aries.

hord.—A planet to whom a sifin belon.cjs and where he is

most ]>oworful. The Moon and Venus, thou^^li femah* planets,

are also denoted by the word ‘ fjord.’

/jU7i,ar (hvd idolar woidhti, - See pape, fio.

Moolathrilcona Signs of Playids. S(*(^ pa^e 1 19.

Movahlo Signs.—Aries, Cancer. Libra and Capricorn.

Moksha,—Liberation from earthly desinis and possession of

Divine Bliss.

-Frustration -See ]»ap‘ 197.

Nakshatkra-pnAlha.—Tlie st<*llar qiiartm*.

Mthya Yoga. -See Foot-Noir, -99.

Panapara. - Tho 2nd, 5tli. Hih and 1 Ith Jionses from

t lie I^agna.

I'lanetwry AspfHK. -All plamMs ilirow a full aspi*cl to the 7ili

house. The 4th aiul stii houses are asptarted with tliree quartcn-s^

of a sight; nth and 9th houses with half a sight-; ;n*d and loth

houses with (juarter sighi. Of the plamd.s asj>ecting with a full

sight the Sun, the Moon, Mercury and Venus are the strongest.

Of the planets as|)ectijig wit h half sight, Jupiter is tlie strongest

;

of those that a.s})ect with three, ifuarter of a sight, Mars is

the strongest.

Plffuetary Movemmls, - See Introdindion.

PLANETARY EXALTATION AND DEBILITY.

PUmets Kxaliaiion Dehiiity.

Sun Aries Libra.

Moon Taurus Scoi*i‘)io

Mars Capricorn Can(jer.

Mercury V'irgo Pisces.

Jupiter Cancer Capricorn.

Venus Pisces Virgo.

Saturn Libra Aries.

Planetary Directions.—See page 147.

Pa/ranai. -Meal taken at the end of a religious fast.
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Planetary Relations r -

Sun, -Satnrii ji^nd Venus are nieinies, t in* otlicr plfinets an*

his friends, Alorciuy is luuitral.

Moon ,—No enemies. The Sun and Mercury are heir friimds

and the rest are neutrals.

Mars—Tlie Sun. the Moon and Jupiler are fri(*nds : Venus
and Saturn are neutrals; Mercury is his enemy.

Mercury. -The Sun and Venus are friends : the Moon,
enemy; the rest, neutral.

Jupiter, -^lon^wvy and Vemus are imoinies; Saturn, neutral

;

the rest, friends.

Venti.s^ —Alercury and Saturn are friends: Mars and Ju]>iter,

neutrals; the rest, *‘.nemies.

Saturn. -Venus and Mercury are friends
;
Jupiter is neutral;

the rest, enemies.

Int roduction.

Quuulranfs. -The 4th, 7tli and lOtli and the 1st Jumses from

any sign.

Radical. -V\m^ Inuoscope at birth from which the ]»ast,

present and future are dc'tcrmined.

Retrognulc. -A planet decreasing in longitude. Sec Vahra.

Ruthus. -->i(^v page "io.

Saptha Risliis. Man*echi. Athri.Angiras, Pulasthya. Pulaha.

Krathu and Vasishta Nakshathra (h)thra, page 77. (Irutlia

on page 77 is a misprint for Krathu.

Sirodknya, Prishtodhaya and Sira-Prishtodhaya llasis. Sim*

f>age 14;i.

Significatioits of Zodvirtil signs. -1st //o/^^•c or the As(*,endant :

Body, complexion. b«Miuty, birth, inclination, mood, fame,

activity and high life.

2ud House .—family life, fortune, power of eye-sight, obser-

vation, memory, power of siieech, quality ofs])eeeli, imagination,

wealth, treasnn's etc.

Srd House. -Brothers, sisters(hninan aii Is) courage, patience,

servants and subordinates, power of hearing, diseases of the ear,

gold and silver vessels, deeds of heroism,
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i.fh Home, -Edui^atioii, rolations, nuitluT, JH»us(\fMmvi?yaii<*o

«M>nifniM, tloinorttic lov<* of work, ropntation.

po])iilarity.

otk House, (/Kildreii, nnch^. iiihcritaiico, iiilplliiionui*, s]>pcii-

lation. MaJiflnas. |)r»*vious Karina and fatlu'rV kindrril.

^!fk ll.oasf', (lis(*a.-^c. ‘ncniirs. injur'h's hy weapon, allliction.

at tacliiiKMit to oi* liatr(‘(] (d‘ Dlukyadhis. loss of money, intimid-

ation and ealamiti(‘s tliron.ijrh womon.

71h —Marri iue. affairs. l»appin(*<>. ridaTion>.

prefori'iiei* from royalty, trade, dural ion of wife's lifi* etc

and fioedom.

iSfli //bw.s#^. — Dangers, stru.irjrles. ehronie disea-e-. ohsl aides,

uneasiness, loss of money, exrra.va.iia.fiee, repul at ion. enmity.

fHit House,— Fatln‘r*s [M)siti«ni. virtue, puMie henefieence.

luejritoriou.s wealth, initialioii. fertih* lielih aiul .liardens, sati.s-

faction of dosires ami all the iiappijiesses vvhiidi wisalrh can sup-

l»ly. divine favoiir'and luedieine.

loth House, Cdiaril v. avocation, puhlie good.merc*y, wisdom. •

worship, renown, fortitmle. clothe.^.' meals and mendicancy.

ink Home. Elder brothers, followers, dependants, gains,

insight, vehiclo.s, power of ov<M'<*oming ohstacles. rodem|dion and

wealth of garments. *

\2th House .—Journey, ve.sidence in foreign countries on duty,

exp(»nditur(», real ha|)piness, repo.s(\ sound sleep, (‘xeellent beds,

disputes, genero.^ity, saeritiee. jiro.spcrity in business, self-un-

doing, sorrow and loss.

IViaes. —The 5tJi> 9th, and the 1st houses from the Lagna.

f7pfMj/6ai/a.---The *lrd. Hth, 10th, and llth Jionses from (he

Rising Sign.

Vahra.- (Retrograde) PlanetsThai do’nor. move in the regular

order of signs. Rahu ami Kethu are N'akra : tliey an* not

howevcu* plamds.

Viisiiaiii .— Planets that are in mutual receptimi. the natun*

of t he om> being (*oneordant to that of the otluu*.
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VedhaL—A Vedhm planet is one that prevents or cuts ott

the benefic or malefic effects manifested by another planet.

Vernal ami Autumnal Eqtdnox, page 153.

Virgothama.—See page 86.

Zodiac ,—See Introduction.

NARRATIVES ABOUT PLANETS*

Depart-
ments.

Sun Moon Mars
1

Mereiiryj .Tupiter 1 AVniis' Saturn

Color. Copper White Red
!

!

Gre(Mi Yellow Mixed
!

(Gold &
Silver)

FBaek

Nature. Sathwa Sathwa
1

TliamasiRajas Sathwa Rajas Tliamas

Sex. Male Femah* Male iFunneh

1

(female)
MaU‘ Female Kiinueh

’ (mah»)

Caste.

Elements.

Ksliatr-
ya

Fire

Yaisya

Water

Kahatr-iSmlra
yaj

,

Fire iKarth

Brahm-
j

nal

Kther
j

Brahm-
mi

Water

Chandala

Air

Deities. Agni \’’aruna S libra- :

manyaj
\Mslinu

i

jlndra i In (Irani
1

Brahma

Garments. Thick N.*w Half-
burnt

Wet Shabby |Strong
]

1
1

j

jliag
1

Metals. Copper GCMllS Gold Brass Silver Pearls jlron(l(*ad)

Parts. Bones Blood Marrctw Skin Fh'sli

& brain
Semen 1

Muscles

j

Grains. Wheat Paddy Lentil Green-
gram

Bengal
gram

j Beans jSesamum
i

!

Seasons. Summer Winter Summer Antiitun Snow Spring lAll

;
seasons

Taste. Pungent Salt Acerbity Mixed Sweet
eool

Sour Bitter
.Astrin-

gent

Residence. Place of

Worship
Springs Fire Play-

ground
Slore-

liousc

Bed-
!

ehambi'r
Dustbin

Tempera-
ment.

Bilious Phleg-
matic

Bilious Mixed

1

*

Phleg-
matie

Windy
& Phleg-

matie

AVindy
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Pa)i^ha—fSee Introduction. Page VI.

Thithis»‘‘—^ Thitlji is a day of the Moon. Thithis are 14 in

number reckoiir^^d from a New-Moon day to the next FulUMoon
or from the Fulr-^oon to the New-Moon. The 1st day, is, tlie

day following the iVew-Moon or the Full-Moon, is Prathamai

;

2nd, Dhwithiyai
;

;irJ, Thritliiyai
;

4th, Chathurthi
;

5th,

Panchami; 6th, Shashti; 7th, Sapthami
;
8th, Ashtami

;
9th,

Navami; 10th, Dhasami
;

iJth, Ekadhasi
;

I2th, Dhwadhasi

;

I3th, Thrayodhasi, 14th, Chathi?rdhasi. See Iivtro. Page VI.

English Names of liasis —Meshfi —Aries. Vrishaba—Taurus.

Mithuna—Gemini. Kataka—Cancer. Stinha —Leo. Kanya

—

Virgo. Thula—Libra. Vrischika —Scorpio. Dhanus - Sagittarius.

Makara—Capricorn. Kumbha—Aquarius. Meena— Pisces.

The Zordiac and the Body: —The Zordiac 5s repres ented in the

body -See })age XIII. The following sketch will be useful for

ready reference:

—

To DetemUne the position of the Moon in the Zodiac fai^ any

tifne:—Each sign of the Zodiac contains 2J astcrisms. Find out

from the almanac the ruling asterism at the time and its order

counting from Aswini. Divide this number by ;
the quotient

represents the number of signs passed by the Moon from Aries.

32
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^qf»g «qr gm: i

^vqqMTTsr^ w^r: iiqi«3 qf^qf^r: i

•ri^ww^q^is^rf^T q^i: mbt: frtSt^rqr: n ^ ii

qijft ^ q«q4l qrq^ qi^?ft i

^ q^qpq ii n

qqiwT qqqr: q«qqr«?:?;i7q; i

q^sfiqr: qqirq ifqJCr: || ^ ||

’jqli ’q q^w: WT?q«qi?f q iq^iqq: |

«fq^Tf ^ 5Cl5fr ’q q«qqr*r fqq^qq II ^ II

«i«qwr qfr: fq^qoi fqqf^r: |

^i^fqRtfqqr: ^«q;^q>r: Q'jf^qi: II U

qilpff^R fq^ H Olw^or fqq^qqq i

l^l^fqRJ fliff gqj gqq qqq: l| ^ ^ ||

frqq§rs«irq; i



II

I

sref^ %3i?i?-?riT i

ai?^r^ssw gi?*?aisr^ ii ^ II

qg 5r5r?qqigqi?i; i

Wliqrq^^Rfq 5 l%. wiiqriq^ 11 ^ II

5rirq^«iqqif«i: q^q 5i?qrf: i

^qiqsfiq: ^nq^Ti^^oisfisq^: n ^ n

^nrro^if?! qigfrq5=«r5T 51?^ fqjiriq: 1

9TiqT«9?^iir(ni7!r ii ^ n

qn^gf^jprqVq «iioi^i55 ’^qi^gr: 1

q«yq wuroi: ^qV«'^ || *\ 11

5H5Q qm5i: ^3r:i% 1
,

’q^jTSW ^Ct 5C 5EStl^q55W?g sTnqrlll II St II

«ig^« qqi^q isqiqqiqqiq^q; 1

qqqqgqiqqfiqq ^q 11 « 11

3^: I

sqifwmTq^sifqqf^qiq?: r%5ir: 11 € 11

>qTq4Vq5ofi?:fqf‘ ^TiqiScq^^TTI^-i:; !

^rCfq sTiqq qfiTPicqifrqqqrfqg 11 ii



II ^o II

>©

5fCmf5f: fqmsTi^r 15 l

?T«ni5fwg^ sr^ 5ITR 5irf^?r 3 11 < ^ ii

^cETT Ri'^F-3 ^^i?ii?^?fTT%?^T 3^ini%: I

Rr?rRT^5 ^1^3 •• ? ^ II

«Rf 5n%R *T*rT rf«ri 1

NO sa

asrw 11 ^ ^ II

i?%aTrqqn I

pis'll??: 3^: 511^: !6^nq% fgqr f*q u U

arfEJf qrq: qsRi^q: EWf^qqrqq^qi^ I

sfrq ^ ^ qqn ^^^qr^qr: 11 ll

q^55rq?qq f;q^r5:lrq?5qCfriqr: 1

^q^ifqqfn^rqr q^^^rftrq: fq?i: 11 ^^11

qiqq^ri^qr qTqi5«rqq?Tiqqr 1

jqr^iqr^r ^(%3%i EpKq^qff'^srqj^qqq i| ? v» ||

mqms ^tr^oqf q^ ^ qiqq |

5^iff'iW^o!rr%9Tq«qq fq^qqrqq i| 11

»rf%?qi'W aqi ^l«oi q"^r%q?qqq[ I

q^ioTtf^i^erq ^/^yqisqq qft^ajq 11 n

i%qra5r; ^oiq^qr 1

i%?nqr q^qr q#r qR«fr q^*fr qqr 11 q© n



^ §5 war: i

qfl;«'TiS^ II ^ ^ II

®wiq^ fi:5riq[ ^ q«rnr »nir ii Rq ||

q^€rfy?r «i%c*«5isR qi^?ir: i

siqTq^qT ?i«rr »ipif %jr^ifq i%i% fw^r ii ii

»qi«qiqreq)ff ^qrrsqrTr^r^qrq^iT i

fqi>: II II

3Tj^f^€ft*?rq>i5qi5Tr qf?:i: q?ir: i

q«q»T: srqqR: q«w: i| ii

»iJ=i?i?:qr q5?fr q^ f^fsurq^: i

W?T qm?q WRf qsqf l53!?IT;Trq 11^^ ||

f^?Tqfn5 qqf gvr5 «q?r I

nif%liqili«F?qi!q ^ II Rv» 11

gsi’qiqf “q •jsqr: ^qi q^qj qqrqq i

qq qqfq qqjf q fqqrq?Tlf?qqi fq || ||

fq^q qq?fr«; ?qi?^»qqifq«qq«ir/q?I I

r^i^qq fqq (qf: qa qqfq qi^q; it ii

gsiqi § qfqTfm: qi;%9¥§ ffti% i

qqr. ’j?qq ^jq «rqfr il 'io n

Trqq«q«F?-: qlq WT^iqqi^q; |

q«?q*??qq ri5rfqf^ qOqygqf^ II < ^ il



^W«fyswiT?i: I

3viH«r «R9 \k%: i

3# *im: ft3^r^»ii? i

«q5^i?ir ?:^r 5SW««Ta ijq;i il ii

g«r Ji^fsiiiyr || ? w ii

i%a i^*r^ ^gfi: ?iw?r »i^ri I

5«ii^i^^ii'W5rft ii ii

^3 : «i»rcsr ^ 1

5i«rr qriq ti^ II n

€H^q*Tm: «if ^i»qf: qiqTsq ^r^q^i: 1

I^w 955^ ^ q^^qwqi%q'm5iq^ il ^ w II

^ ^rq» ^ «qii«r ^ 1

fqwr^liq q|[[Tqf9q[ II ^ <: II

iqqqif%qg8r?ir«i« I

^ksRs ^«ic5g: ^ q^r: ii ii

qs qrqi: ifqqr: ^iqq rq^ri^rqq 1

iji»T iqfiKfir 3rq?:fq garr ii v® ii

f^«lf ^ iq^qRl ^Sqq^K ^ ^?Hq I

filirqifiqqwq qfoqqi: 11 Ii

«rw4 ^ garr srr??r f%«q ir/yq g^q^r: i

qr ^9Tsnf% g9 iri^qqil^qqil^ II a R II



«Rr55!T?RTftr<pr!iT

3®^ 53: sF*Tr5:«[T: 1

fir^T^r ^ ^ || ii

Tnri%5«TT^fi?qrqr ^s?Trr^% sr? 1

g^ig^rr: «rwi=«iTf^fr%^i: 11 v?? il

q:m ¥r«i ^'ri'^ ^Rm?iriT 1

3!rsi??i? ^ ?:s?Tr?ir il v'a ii

aTRSf5Tr5infc«T5i sTf: ^rsr^r jt ^i^fifr^ 1

g*isr%nrf: srcaTr »%-Ter: 11 ||

^§55i‘^r?;vr49 i *ir^ *?t« 3 1

^?[%^rff'iiT»T: 11 v^® il

1^1% >;iJT3rr?%95rr^f%?in3r5if<^: 1

^<T^T?l: ^^Tig5I«I sfC II )i4 II

5»r ^crsfr srr
1

511^^ 3^1 n vs 11

sfiq 5ri8iqi f«?i 1

sia'i f^g^?riisq’iq a^ia^i^qr^ir; ii «^o n

f«i5i?;n%ii^ gfTrq m asfa^q 1

qr^K^qsfr srar fq^ifW^rR^: n 'a^ ii

^i^imqfaqrt ^ ?in^ff^q^« i%^r: 1

^r^ii^qfa^n^ ^4svi f^a?r sra n II

fa^wir^rca:
1

qrqm^na ra«5:%a: n ii



w sr^fr ii sv li

« ^8 «a8 5jwfh«ni?^ II «\*\ II

3fr«f)Ti^94 €i|Fm^«« <rrv9q[ I

ai8i^ «rrg^i««i i^snsi^iT II II

*Tr5T^ 79(^3fr4 ^ 1

«jf^€i «?c^r sr9$i8i%^rtFi^q[^ II (\v* u

«^r%?r %?scn «Ti« i%««if^r«fr%5Ti5i5ig 1

«is=%5i Cr^: »i^iq[^ II ||

3fTI5«?5Cn9 ^r?r I

«*? i%<iiii'^Tri%iiHffJin II «\K II

«T«8^(«rnii>ig^ 1

i%^'i4f8«iv wg: «w: |

q^^9i% II ^ ^ II

qrqt5i^i«8iy!fi8Hfii3g «rg fq^iwq?!: 11 ^^11

gierqii^^aq fqi^^=q q»^«q«i«rr 1

fitn^q^rqqr^^ i%«fi9n q^ni wr 11 ^ ^ II

^¥nfifr5ii5i5«^qf^^rq’q8^*T: 1

«i8qi^«n%€i«rT5q iqsi^qr^r sc fi^isi; 11 il
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af55iF^?r: i

•IWUlfS'^fSlV^oi II II

fWf q^i% r5i««if^«iif^^Rr5T: i

^^11

WRivwr f^5ii^i^r sriiavr?? i

g«i g«^K 3^1%^ II II

^fgor^gTBT f«i;T^«iT% i

»ii?fi%N vR«?rr% u n

xsqi^qrr^fr ^r»«rr5r*iifw?r: i

3l5T»?rfti?r: ii it

^?i»f5W»raf i%?ir3^ ^f?:«?ri% i

UrTOUfwwi^r^r: RVTJi ^rsfi: ii v»o n

«Rq^<i^?3fr8^if!ft9n%w5 ^ i

g»iq; ||*N» ^ II

qiC^'V ^q «TreT'q fq«q4r ^ qqr I

51 ^ i^^j% q¥5ni%g# qsrr || ||

«qi«ri9 ^ 5r«rf fq^^^ir qftq qqr i

qqq'rqiq ^ noqrfqqo^qr: || n»^ II

^iq^ig ^ ^r«qia:q qqr i

•»^i| ^n«iqi^ ^ q^q?^iR»q5>^qq^ || >»« ||

«vfqqritiq ^qlquwTiSifirgq: i

qi^f «qq«fq mgqiq q*q«frgq: || ||



\\ ||

a^r 5Ti^i^!?ro:, «i?&«ii«Sf ?rr i

^?fi«iT^rft^'W5 «iir*Br%i^»r«^ II ^»<a ||

5iifr fSl^nnfirr fksFwrsf i

3fi% wg: II II

ir 5«ir isari^rgq^rQ^ I

gwi^pgspr: qicrW^nnr aife^: ?p«iig || ||

3irm 1551^*??% gw ^^: 1

g^5«i^i WR55W ?:4i 11 ^o n

gwin ^qr«r^ I

«iqm ?ii5ir ^rgg^'^^r: ^*Tig II ? II

«

3iw^w »rTOiT: f^5fiq5i?i^ g^: 1

^Tc<s:r5i5W5C5i: I

ffcT ^r^qqrrr^qrrqr ^fH*Trs«qrq: II

3reiTts«nq: 11

-¥tc—

I

9T?i: q^ q^rifqTm fqqir^c»^»igqr»fq 1

«r|fT^ TO«iww viTcitw 7iiT^i%«i?:; |M 11



•trS^v ^*r^r ^ il ^ II

ivvtliiiirf^f«l^r «qf^<iT: i

l^carqri%9Tf9cq7S«irq9I9rr%qT^aTr: II I |i

t^vi^r^qni^^itin 9'i^ar: |

tfi^sTf ^fifofr qlcaigqr^r neqirr: f^«if: ii v ii

%f^iVf^5W|5igquT qR'q’H}^ I

^qrf§ m^q*r: «ar f^qfaiar: ii h h

qr«q ^qeTr ^i»q ^f^'r i

^ 11 ^ n

•fif^sq twrq «t?rr rasqf^eifwqi^i: i

qiqgqi^ii^ ^1^511^ gU%5ri: II ^ II

qqif%qifrif9r9i«iir ^qi?rtff?ig;fqq^ 1

qtcorni«qii%r?rg9qm<qr: ?g: 11 11

q^iwi: ^g^Rgrg^qt^wii^r: 1

?rtrq ^ II ^ II

«rrg^ 1

?5rq'f ^ «i€l?rr ^ i%^i^q»ifjfft atfr || ^ o n

sri^qfq'^q't qer |

«rt^^r qqftwjq f^^eiT: 11 ^ ^ 11

«qi^ f%«ro: ^rqi: iwiiiw g «i«?rm: 1

W w; «iir«T ll II



5<iiT i

awr 51% ^ »i?e?iTq u ^ ^ II

q;4^r>: »i%%5r ff% 1

\\ 11

«rfSTTi[»H f<«r<r»§ TK^riifcTr: 1

5 <^r% II II

5 ^JTiq^iq; 1

ai5«i?«ir iTff,r: f^srr%5ri: || ^^11

wsfir^oi: I

»?iqr: «i^?n%ff«?i: 11 <v* II

qiqr: f%?r i%fja[?Tq- 1

sTrs«r T%r^'s?i^ II 11

^ ?:T4r =sr fijsr^^rl i

9i??f firg: 11 ^ 11

51^*1 «»qT®niT ^i?:f^9ifqq 1

8[f^ gw wf?w^gwT»i3Tr: i) ^© ||

5fS^ ^'rn »TT?:^sr9 ik%: 1

|| ti

«rriT 1

«Twwgwg 5 1̂?^ 11 11

*ri?:f5i?imr?T Rig: fRg«rr?arR?i%5f: 1

^riiR^iw es^r i 11 ii



sirg: i

5fr^?jr^ 5^51^ 11 II

5W#>r ^r*i 1%^: 1

3TrgfrHR«r^ «r4V «rr%^ 11 11

5*»ff^*m#T ?fs:f 5ariTT: ^ircfar^T 1

3^i<5r ^-?rm frf%«?m^r: 11 11

?i^fg?5srr ?T^ «5W ?fr»T: €rrc?ar^r 1

fgK^rf«i5 5V qwr^iy^fr^HrnJT li ^\» 11

^ «Tr»T: wfj; 1

^nkoi: %Tin asrr 11 11

*j^rwRSf«r ff?:raf fir«fr«frms«Tg’^»?: I

gsrr II II

iffR?«T r%?»5rr>s«€ f^«If^'tTfrs^Ig^^r; 1

arg^T ^ ^ || ^ • n

3ri?:5faj?raTr»Tr ^ ri*rr a:^r .ii < < 11

®f?iT «r«?f ^TTr?ii Twiafrms^igww: I

il 11

55W ir f^g: 1

afr^ f%5iT »fygr?:5ir€f^ li | ? Ji

S5il5ng^s5?i«n\5 «i^?r mg: 1

g«f e^ai^q^af^ar 1



VV*

qm?ii:^^iT IM v ll

fm 3TBWTS«qR; il

II

I

ai«ri^I«r€K qiR qq^fq?! |

aT«?TT«iT^r5qrq>^ 9?rqoqr ^i%€i^q»r: ii ^ ii

«rsioT 1^3 : i

^ il ^ II

afRirls^ sfigq^jf «rr^qt ^ 5?i5n'?«T?Tr i

^qiw ^ li^5T si^qr n ^ II

«if? srr r%’S5qrq?T???T% i

qg ?;i5ri 5i 5CJ5 ^ q^’q^fnqqn^rf ii v ii

•»

argrr^rir ^ ?i5i^ g?f% ^f«rr i

arf^qw q « 5PT#f ^ II ^ ii

q«rmqflfrg^5r ^rq’i ^^tqqrr^sfr i

9fTqvqT qisq^jT qi qsiriki^^T^ ii ^ ii

^ 5f5i «ir5roi if 35^1% 1

aiiqii’ wrq^r qigq^jrgqi^^r 11 v» 11

qra’^r^fq fiq^^^iqwqiqq «Fi^;qfi, 1

5o#r> «rrq«3^ ^qi^qm 11 < n



«r^^:r^if^^f?ii%5«r5i»ii'«^g,oT ?i«f[ u ^ ii

^qr«KR H q^:?r««9r ^fqf»Ti^ i

R>jrr^5qT(«?q5qi«®rqoT^q ^ it ^o II

RfflqiHqr: srrqoi^q ;r iqq? i

«?i«qi^3 qii^S n < ^ II

3Tf^qr€itf??tqr?^ ^ fg; i

qr<iii?r«i^g NT«i?qi?rqw»qfq ^u^rsiirt || ^ ^ ||

5^qr ^^r^q^rqi^r wrqoqrn^ ^r?:qr|[ i

«!Tqorr qiotqr«i ^r^aicqu^i^^geir II ^^11

«qf?r?:ft?ir«qTq?ci5af<ni|q i

#rf5roi^ g ^^crqf^^rgriq; ii \9 ti

^q55mi?fT«qi?r«?^'ni^q ^>:qi% I

gqWry ^ ^qrcsir sriqr^qrfk^airar: h h

qr«r liqm *TTif,5T f%«^rqq?qi% I

qT«rr?^JT iq«rrm^ qgsrr^qrqqrw; ti n

5i«riTTqi liferJarfq efteur:
1

qr^rerq^iq^ireTt ^qsq wrr?:5f?q;Trn 11 11

^q^errr%« er?r geni fteiwf«ern^ 1

«rfqoie«iiq?:in g qTqfkqiw'fsr: 11 ^^ ||

«TiTi ^gfqefrq^nr: w jtw ffH efnr 1

^mrq^rff 5?qr5«r qoi# 11 ? ^ II



?l5f ^ ?iei: sfw# ^<ira9: ii Ro n

^3:«r ?r«i«wcf?i?5r9r i

3rr^r5«i^T% li h

*cwi ^qrgqrfFf^q; i

^ffpsTri: qaji?wi«sr‘5?iiH**w'% ii ^^11

?il^«riqifFi^ 5^fc««jw I

«t»«r: aifsr?: sit«FWfc<jjfi?*ifq^f^ !%qi ii ii

w Jjp €rf»ig[f^Rwq wiwfor^r i^r: i

^ 5T»Tr% «ipFr R>srrt?f«i%fii: ii 9 v II

3?rr w??rr siHfqr qt^omfrk: i

^q^Tm ?:qWf?5 «f(qoT-g q qj^qr^ ii ii.

qr? qr qrf i

qrqqr ^mqr qq qf<^?Bri5q3;rqqr || ii

qiT«qTqfq «qR5^?fqi^iqoju^fir |

qf9|fq^r; ^ qiqoiqr q f%qq || II

qf^qf^q g^3p:riqrqiq 3 vwqqc 1

Hnfqwrsfqqfi®siq ^q’i^BSiqqqqrfrr 11 11

sqfqfc? qft9il3q5qrq»«niT 0i9r«r: 1

qfi[ aftq: ^rqf^qtOTisfq qr 11 11

«qq«q qrqor firJIq'iiVqiwRqsf^ q 1

qRqqqi qqrqnq ipp^q^jqf^qoir: tl < o ||
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)|i^s9 yrr^oi f?r^f?:[% gfrSrJT «rrRr«n^ it ^ t li

ivuroiT f9<c9 «i93ir3sr ii ii

^ij^crn «i9Rrir w ei«rr i

n55R R ^sfiqi^^oi fq?mr || ^ 9 II

eiRfiRRiir fisiiR R «P^sR R^r fs^: i

«ri«Iiqi^^oi^R qii^ II IV II

RRCIR 1 !«» R SRgspR^r: i

•iyRr% ^i?§rer rt^: i%»ir RWifsR^'qeiT ii m ii

vr^dnRT RRSRs^R^STRr iifRi pik i

R R^qiflfR ^RI^qRr^f'Rt^Rf^ II II II

RfRORT SITBqflf R! cgqiiCflq rri^ir I

RRr^s^NR^rqiR RrRIf^R^fSW’RRlR. || | v* ||

RIRORT RRRw «FRSRI RIRR RRt I

RiRor Rf9Rin Rr qlRRrRirgqififR: ii n

WRWRI^g R5RI^T RIRl: R^r?l5r fRIf^^ I

iri^RIOIT R IrRIRF lyciofi ^'iR^RRfqC I

gvIiRf R iffRiRr iRRioii ifiRerr rr?^ ii II

ftR RfRaRffeRTRI RR^S«RTR: ii



II

I

li t ii

^9r9r«T: g «i^«r n^ri i

•fmr^ «r?^5ir^: wf«®r«iof || ^ ||

si 5ii5ii5ri ^f5i% I

^f^«F«it 4rrqff%: gw^q: ll < II

3^ 3 irrq^rf^: qn^qiq i

II » H

5rr3fiT9frq^5qf5r ii ^ ||

^q^<iS«fVq§»i^*i«rKwq qfSrrif: ii ^ ||

^5cl¥i^i»rqT^qfq'«iq«ii: *pqi5^m: |

*»qr: «5f ^«riq>r9 f^sir^r^r; || \» ii

«T?^rac^H q«q iq?qf^^35qq^ I

?rms^^ 5PT^T %f^rq^^ II II

^r^qfrq^ mqaa ^«rqK»l ^»Tqi; i

ijj5 Tir9T«q fe^f^pqiqryq^qTfg wiqqq ii ^ ii



I

%TO^i«wnr ^rf^irir^r^ ^11 ^ e ||

^i ¥« ^iqg «vT¥qTT9i^ I

W v«i wr «rg: sirirr »i^: ?%«!> IM ^ li

«g^5i»«qiir^ 51??: 1

snuwnniiT^vq 1

f«««i«i5f€r«ifi'5n?raj'»^^ ^rsf^fi 11 ^ ^ it

fti«: i%«r ^^m^ f5gafir?e««i«iq>: 1

a?§fti«^5^3nqw ni5i3n 5i:ii if

9(«ii%^iirf9$qrr i

«iwi: ^ri«?r: arR'q^i^ II

5i%«?3 ^ 1̂%^ ?rf^Tf' ; 1

f5f^?ii% II II

^tkfkZ: 3TR:^n««J?3 q>??i<5|q[ 1

II ^v*
II

^f%fT^<rfiort sif^rr^Roi?i^?r ^ i

W^Wrir II II

^qriirs^ qqfl®?r: n 11

rr?i*?f5r^rs«qTq: 1



«

«Ri; q^c qawpqTW ^r?:»^q3qiq«r^ I

q«0|^Iiq3H%«q'5«fqWI^q>l%qi^on: II < II

«Ti%5fi q'Vsofgqr^i q«qqf: 11 ^ II

%qi?5 efr?;^i?€iqr qarK^ir fqqfirrfr: 1

gqiw qK^«^9 11 ^ 11

5iqi^^f «R«fr ^ qwjq qR^ri^ir 1

arsm qqr^r?^ srf^qw II » II

Siq^T 'q iqflp^r: ^qr«^ m«rq: g»?T: 1

wsr: i^^ir^iqRr q«qq^ II H 11

f^q«t^ €i^r q«qf qilR I

qqiRi qqqr: ^rif q«qqTai?C^I^q: || ^ ||

qqK»«r fqiiqar riq^r: ^rq fqqf^qr:
1

«TSqwr q^r: €iq q^C^;»w Tqq?%qf; || n* ||

q-a^qrwTfrJ^t^sgfqrSq qq'ti^oi: 1

I

^TR^qt q’g^qm^l^iqq: 11 c 11

qrq?n«qqiT ^f^rC^q^qr^q qr^qil^ |

qqg qnfrj qr^Mf q^ tqqq M % It



^r«i3^i^arW9ff<?V «ri^ ii ^ o n

^r g wir^r: «^T%«7riaTSTr^«?l[ i

?iro5«ii^pr^^«i?r II ^ < ||

«f w%: f^^iT I

^gr ?Tf^ f^tirrg^ ii ? ^ ii

arfTrsir^ii^r^jtB ^r?n?Wr^ I

«i^r ?ii*T;Tf^T f^sTTgw II M il

si^m: « g i%ii?i fm I
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w^q 3 qqsijfr q?qrqr q^oi §qq; i

q»??5'qf sciq'fiqi qqrq'qq: Ii «\ ii

g ^I»=qqf?jpl fqqiqt l^qqqiqq^ I'

^qr^i ^51^551%; »qi^qq:!frfq?%^i^q II ^ ||

qsjciq q?^qq«3^gi?jf q^r^r^qi^ I

g qi^qqf?!: ^q^^jqiqiq g II n» II

iq% g ^iq^qSl qq^mqq; I

qfS^Siqf qi?qil%q1q5| fqqwf^qiT II II

qi«qT^ sjqqqgqf^w •

«flc«r ^ K^m^: qirqi^qi^ q?® II g ||



sjqVftriVswfw: I

^ ^ ^q»rr q«if i

^g«fi 5iq»fi %q ii ? o ii

q^^l%®gr q«qqf qgr^K^ I

^vq^VT^q^iqiHT q^i: qi^ai: ^T^rfRqr: || H H

^1 qsqqt HlfSr I

g. ^^in: n Hu
4ir»i g qsi^ g^ ^i5Ti^«q?; i

g^T qipq^^r^iTq gqi ^r^nq^iqq: || H It

*I?^S|I>; ^qq^^q qR^ I

qsil^fw^qiqfqrr qsqWiqjq qi%q: )| H II

qi«T g ?:i^q: q^qR^ i

fq^ qRq«i«: ^qr^qsiqf qq qqq II H II

qs^^iqf qqqijiiiq q**\ qsqqV qq»T. I

«^?r g q^?«i^q g^jqf q qffg^q ii h ii

irq qqpq^g# qrqfrfqqnriqq |

g sqrfq'fi^r fqfg;fkr% fqqqrqqq; i

*pfg^ ?:T3TqFqr ^qRjfiq sqifqqq qqrf || H it

?rq qqifq^frs^qrq: i

#

II

«iq: qt qqapqriq qq^qoiqr^uiq^
I

^lf^«^f5'qqgi%qqqr qi^qrfq^: ii ^ ii



II ^ II

Wr 5i«?<ir ?qi«®qT?g qR^i'^qr: i

gqwV^U^raiT qt?:qnr*?qT; ^qr: || ? ||

'qrqmqfqr ^Tq ipsqr ’q qqi i

^jq'nqi^oiq II V ii

%'5fliqiqqr: qi’if: fqq^rqnrit: qc i

^qai fqqi^lTf: ii a M

qq^rir ftqq qiq 3 1

^qfq^anjqiqf«i% qiis^ci ifqfl || ^ It

qqwqr^q 4q %qiqV 1

^qor ^qoisf qrfrq«B «prF%^5r qq^T 11 vs n

^iifwqr qiVsq^qi% qq 1

^qiircqqK^q afrori'yq ii c 11

qqiq?:q^fqq: 1

q^iqqf qfrq'uTr qiajqiqqfeiqqq II << It

qqriqqfqq^q %?3rfq«fqiq I

q qi^q qrfq ^jq®i ^qrfsf^q 11 it

^wqrqiqq q*"? q« 1

f^qqiq^q ^q ^i^sigq qqfi, 11 ^ ^ 11

qcgqw f^qiqiq itcqi^sfiqqjtt 1

q^?qrqrr<1«^f^9 qKqq^sftq^pq II ^ ^ II



qi^^i5?fr«rr^«i H ? II

«FTr%3oi i

wgw«««r^ ^'5 3^r sfic3TO««r« || ? » ii

gsiw^FrorJr sfr^ 5r«rr % II ^ '^ ||

ifiTO*F«j^:5rti:4g5oify?if9r i

ewif®^r?j-rTaf ^ ii \\

^r«fr R^rir ^ i

^«r«i!«ir«iq3HOfr gqoiim ?itlrq ^ ii \\» \t

^ •q-iw^forr cr^q i

t»T<rif«fqi5iT«»if q^«srr<orqfr®qfr n n

Tr?! =q3fq^rS'iqFq: n

II

- 1 ^
I

•la; qt qqa^qrf^ f^^iqei: i

qn «iir ?J5 *iq iqn^ 5i«Tr ii t ii

q»f%f%f»iii ^rfq ^«ffsaq»»t ^qr :

sr^r^q: Wr?^*TRqr^qTKf^«fqiq II ^ II

wgfq ^«itqr f*igq ^ ?:qV K«m i

R5f^^*T: srq^r ^ ^gq^®nirT%^r^ u 5 ti
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9«rr i

5«frr5^ajoi: ii « ii

sn«<ir i

mi ii *\ i|

fil%5 v«Wii«rs i

«nKrv««ir4irir: srngqfa: 3ri*i; ii ^ ii

qif i

tw 39 II v» ||

Cifcorifq«3*iiw|55«i?ifti«inqwr'5i 9 1

gw«¥tf53«ri^3TiR®«¥¥r 11 ^ ii

¥»qqr qfliar: q>

¥lllf^?I!'5KI«q5 qi«qf «qR<rt II 3 II

¥¥ff5I«!q¥WS qi»q ¥qK¥?I. I

q^Rqr II ? o »l

¥Rf^§«f¥5qi3qiCOHqg ^ I

gw: qWr ^fiwwqrwf^ 11 n

f^aifii^wri: wgr: <3 : q^^T^^w^wfw |

«¥t(^q«si fiqRqiSq^ fq^q^r: II ||

•iqm i%’il4qrqqjrirtTOrq^3¥r: 1

^qiwiKr: qwRi: ?3 : qf»qgi«ir%«ft ||t 3 ll

%^3Mc«^sn%Ri9iqirwq^3Vr: 1

(^>9^ wi»q wgi: (gqirwrwrrqtl^ qr^r il X9 M



.<fy<i9ii9 ««ii^ qiwif ti x*^ II

9r«rr399Rair^ 9«?Rf> |pfi^ i

5# 9Rl9§^T899^ fRRf^m: 11 t ^ II

«II»RWTRWl5f5ff?l ^WSirniKRRRII. I

»iiTRRiRSRS^?rr/5r 99frc§«^Ril9Tf: ii II

sicm^il; R^^ar: i

Vsr a f^IpR^RIR 9n‘^«Rr RT'R^Rf || ^ ^ II

RI»^ 9(9R9t9r ^ ^fQ9iaii I

RIV»RT 9RRWfR RlR«Ri W X\ II

RTR^ 999191 Rl RTR^f ?lf99i|fli^ i

^«Kr1 RR9T9r ^RI^9l^f RIRiRf^^H II ||

9i9i»a trrr: •i^Ri: RR^r rRr^ri i

fi?flRr R9»rr R^ 3TR«RIR .1 II

55RRIR3 Rlifa R99l?l I

3R9r«iRRnRf^7aX^%97RRiq^ II R ^ ||

RRRR^ R99I^R fVi-^^5Rf^ r/®R:

RRIR ^Rlfe»R?f5 fwrClR S^R II II

R iRR tRiWT^ri*^ R^RlfR fR9RR: I

^7i^i«4aRfr R9r iR^RRRr ||9R}Rr ii ii

af«w a g^gRirssRRia^ i

99to^f<:99Ti: ^RR?: R^^Rff^Rr; || R<*; ii



qiqr%9r«rw*trr: i

*?5ftfV»T: 11 w

WW5T I

%«f WS«R^^ II II

S?T^5F>T** I

(ifVYfrRr wqsi w^iwrTRR^ ^11 ii

sr^r%rin€rv ^ gswwfor fi«rr i

^ffiFriim *?-5ira^; 3^f?r^: n n

^>f w acr%o?rr»i5jjri^ ^ i

f^irwi ^^3if cr^ ^ ii ^ • ii

IKW ^r^^«irq^ f<«r^ i

^oi^W «?rf5r % II ^ X II

gwr^ gn ^ g»i f%^r 1

wq^f4 i%9i ii ^ ^ ii

^It ^ m^r i

5»i qiqr?^m; ^iic^q^isn^qr IM ^ ii

i%r<w ^ |5»i55W 1

W'95 II I

^^n^rsqifoi «4qi: I

5|^; 9qi«3croTrR si r^«T«ri% ii u



8nii«ii ^ ii ii

q^sTf »if^^oit ^ ^riHsiit i

I

'^3t3W g srqi^qf^ II II

¥«rrciTS9 «m«fK li II

gwfcf^rg^ siTW »?«r5f g»iq; i

vrjm^h rjwi frifr li II

^ II tfo II

f^ ^i«rf5i% f^«?r i

^nur^'r ^i^rr Ritr ^ !

^ g^r?n5q«r*i II 9 ^ II.

qfil^* I

^ 5«jT3«fM gfes^ I

s^nT^rrsio^nV «5W 11 WR n

'^*i!^ffagtBT 9cp>rig9i tmi^: 1

gi^ 9i[sw»t fk4t 11 9\ 11

TO gjsB
1

TO 5^ g^ II v« II

«rff»r-v>»r ^r»irw 1

^ TO g^ 3?i ^^ 99^ 11 vw^ II



^ sTf^ ^TW ^ II II

g^ fir?Ti% 55W « f?«i>: 5nlir n vv* ii

g^ ^^«iR sTr ^Ti% ti II

^?irg«F Rf«r: ^3 351 : 1

gfrf^^ Rq?fiyi?^ «»ti3^ ii )i% 11

g*Bi^«r gfiq ^ €ri% 11 h« u

f%f«r: ^3t«?nf3^rT^: i

3^ fqqtr>^^ qr II ^ ||

^5^15*? H3«t: ?3 5fqi^?i3fr3«r: 1

fR> ilr?r?fr^ ^ 11 ii

rarr^t Rt«r: ^3 : 351*?^: I

mjfrqof ^q^rT. 11 ii

3f3:^r*T: 1

qi?r: qqf^ 1

33 3if ^ ^WrqrgqcfTl ^ qsuR n 11

^ »ii3dqqi ijqq«^ 1

f^qj: em^q.irt gqqfqs wq^ n M



«|0<VI9TSc€l^lS(f^ WWri: 11 II

«i«n ^«r ^r%^r 3««rH«r ^ i

^ 3 II *AN» II

^3 3«3 ^ I

^fk ^r*»^ II il

«firKsrf\ i

<ioi5Ti>e^ri‘^?i ^%^r «siafi«r^ II ||

air s^c i

^1^1%: ^ ii n

513$ 3 g^«rK I

^or3i’«3if^^ si%5ir t^sr li ^ ^ ii

31^13 «fRoi ’^rRr i

aii%^ ^ 3«5«>fr «3?i ii n

irer ?:f5i3i»fiwfi««i>r i

3?i3i^: ^ ^i5«inWr 3^3. II 11

5i3^if$«T3 53 g3«ii> ^«r3Tin 1

3$3r«3ti^^ ^T^sfifq 3 11 w 11

3 ^913 il %«\ II

«r«3fi5»3^ ^«T 55«f« 1

Rf3i5r: #5^wr3f 11 U



TOST<|>rftl«i>W1

HW* 91^: «ns9«i«n I

«qiiK^ i%S^99r Hq?ei«ir i

jsiiHw sre«»r»iW*Tr?:«: II M

5q«cd ^5®^ qrnfr ^ qitri
|

qrnW: «*t«i: §ww»Tr: || n

qi35?rs5ff^msfTq%9r: «rass? srr i

*133^15^ q(fqT»Jrf: ^R^rr^nr: ii ^*o ii

qrqiq^T: qf^err fi^r: ^ q |qi:n

«|?^T9qiTfq^l?^ ^ qim || II

^qfTqt fq ^lif qg«q!Oti I) v»^
||

q qifiqi«f?:i55q |

3^if^^qfqgmf ii v»^ ii

^qi: «?ir fqq^qrei i

ii n»» ii

^5q?it »i«W3qr3^k€iq?Tii i

35 5r5r>: ii ii

3f 353 I

«iq»qf3qqi^r<Tq5qrqFll«fr^q3 II ||

35 q«r^ ^5rrqrr fqq^r^rw i

q^nfi^idsirnrim qfir^q^ n >»\» u



5»«i3»‘«ig^i3rr5ft ii n

^rqi%frsrsrf^iisrf i

g It II

siTwrJf ^ I

«igr^#r sr^im ^g^^rwRq ii do n

5i^f^oi5Kw%m ^wjf^ »««yrw g i

5if^r‘^:«c^»i«rrfwgq’j^r*i5«5rn ii d< ii

afRf^remrRrlF^ir »fri% f%fi?r i

arora^ s?rrr«rw f^:«i5q ?i%oi i

^3ff% -^sfifisrrfR ^rsfrnHq^ ii d? li

5ffftisnT«V qr T

511^ >5n?q»^5H*T*IH II dV II

srq^ ^ nr^rtm gfoO ?ir% 11 dH 11

^isIrsfFi^ ft q3fw^or*Tif^$?t I

«rr««tK»4 sr%^ w qqof sfiqw ^ U d^ ll

i%qit ?cr3fifi^qv ^ i%5 5i!=«ig 1

q'w^fr ’^gs^n; ii ti

q^rejor^ 1

F^qiq-^wiTiji: ^g^s^qsiTqiq <«fOii^ ir dd 11
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*

53: 3«^«rf3<)>^'nq: 1

OTWE^g«nf3 i^fruf^crr^vr: 11 n

«naJfl^n%^»Rr 'T9fff^flTS«ir*T; ||

^

^f|^l»iW|m; II

«
5W3WrqirW^ I

«I9: R^WW JfRR^RRR^RH I

39'V9 RR8SRRn?«wirw«r«\ II \ n

3 5iRE«R R«Ri3 RT w«ra: 1

g^/^eii: i

JWRi ^ i3:<fi«ii ^ ?i«rf 11 | 11

^9FRVI3# «?f4V ^ I

fTO5B5^F3«it q^i^ir i>R€ii3«r: 11 v 11

«i«Rm 1

ffiriiw^^r: RR^rif n s n

w»T^3 ««f5 fRffi: tRi^9r«?R: 1

9^RR«r U % II

IR: R9 : f% 3W: 9«?93«: 1

RR9 II >» II



g 9i19V: II C II

g 9si9f9« 94^r I

^g^ ^pgsiTfi^^ g?i5ii9^^ ii H ii

99f«rsir9: wichrw ^fi[ofi^fir: i
>9

98^ § iTfrs^riW: ^ Hr8«8% 11 to Ii

sni^ ^o94l4 i

89^ 9r<^^r59i«4 aT9i««wf^ g5?r: ii 1 1 il

i^vr^ir ^*t ft:% *fiR8: i

«R» ^«ir?5?^T^rHr ?rf9i««n^ g ^fSran || t ^ II

4laF«iwrH i

gc4r «rr»i?fV stcr g9 iff^f ^ ^1^98: 11 1 1 II

wwRrawrW^ fl«i?ir ^ i

ois^firr g^r: 94 $189 xr^sr^r: || ttf II

gfsr49 €ft9?n 39«r5i%«ii*i i

n449r4 ^ ^iwfsi g ii t<\ ii

ffJr 9r9q^r%^r*»T >sj^ft9rs«rr«r: n

*

«qPi^sgqra : II
«

»!«: v[K i

7198^ 9g^fr 949 999|(4^ II t II



|
H<|ii»iHTjB^ II ^ tt

^ ^?r«riin i

«4?s^^<v« vifir^ai II I It

5lf^S ii » ii

^5irr Rrqv«r: wi«rir!^?f?I^ I

11 H II

9^r qffsrqr^i^ cfrqq«9|f7Tf^: i

qw«i gq^^'rqrT^ ^q^3T s^qfq ii ^ ii

OTrbr wRq^Tiofrqfq: |

^ II v9 II

^tf^wrf^rTO3i: q^?qr i

wiiffg ffwq: ^rqt: q^vrr qqql i%qr ii ^ ii

f^eTiqr ^Tqi^fq i

g9rf^qf^qiq«Kr qsqr: ^qr: ||«irq^r: ii ^ ||

^qqw qfr; qr^f q^iOqr nl^rqq; i

qriqiqiftnqi: qiqi; IM« ii

^WtTOl^wqoiqgjq^jqHI^ ^ |

qtwiiVqi^ilirqii^r ^q^^q IM Ml

qnqq^a iN^i; q ftqRnwqqfqqi i

^iqSP^qtvW (^qfiiur: IM ^ il



tl

arrw^r ^ siWT^ iw^ ^ \

»r«ii^9iwq^«<»!ir^f%5r?^?:R«g5 ii ^v n

5fi55inn§[or g»fi? i

sf^im «jprr«?f arrV 4r*ii^5ri%^ ii ii

5rr«r5Tf^r8[«»f 5f«rr i

?i?iisfffri55’Jfrn'fi^^r^f5ir%«ii^5i n n

«rw ^ mgirf KfBi^ir ^rsrKi^ffrf^srr^rV i

*?gf f%3r?fr w^rj; ii ?v* n

<inj I

«r5i%j=5r%fli5?riS5r§f^«55T®i'^V i

?I^*p3ggK ^T5T% rrsrr ii ii

^5151 ^ ^I5TT I

ftwr q€ifgflUTr«ir iig ^ tl ? ^ ii

g^R?siig»T gifT 5?# gq: I

ra««ry5wq^«oir5Tg§^gi4fq«g5 ti ^o n

^tK3 sir gsRiri^nsgrs^ i

^ ^«n wg ^qw ^?riT ii 9 ? n

I

f^»!?rrf^q»r?f8[?crr»r 1



wrfan^oiari^r: || ^^ ii

€iir3 I

3{«TRT Rr«i«rf^ H II

?r«rr i

»Tif^€w?:oFr^f5i 7T^r99i7«rf9«rr ii R» n

5»iq: i

ii R’a ii

«r|P9: vftoTT ?n««i: 51^^ i

^TSnmTR^: I

K^ 3fiw ^r ^TT II II

3iT*'^^^NrTTJ I

i[Rri^^r ^ tW ^ ^55r3«^n%srR«ir n ^v» n

firfri^r ?i«ff g*in 1

^r^iTfori^ ^ 5r<ri r%ainR^ ?i«ri 11 ?<: 11

«iRT8:onfV% ^fsr?fR^>5r^rsi8:r: 1

3f?*T RT?#o!r s^tst^jO II II

sm^^nifor 1

wsrrJif w^oTRWwvq; II |o II

5piT?ri?:i§ ^t\2 g»i«5ir 1

*T5rP!rra?j3ir^r wf IM ^ 11



^gr^^swtw : I ? ^ ^

3ypT^»TrTwf^g?ir>r<BC i

i%sif%STk^r«fi»«i^5srii5T^: || ii

*»1F® ^ I

Oi^W5=«i^^j«r m« ^vw.^: II ii

ar^«B5irr%«arf4 i

sjnt ?«crwi2i^ II IV II

?s4 SBqf^^il^MCriT: || I'a ||

q^ii ?i5^mwi?r €rin^iqi?«ti«Tqq: i

qiw 1^1% ^sisfriT qfi’q^ m€i^rT«miii ||

qqi^ ««q€fqr ^5ri?qf I

!%T5q^r § i

§ qiqs^ qii^oii ftmm qi^: ii |\» ||

cm «fii^5irs'iqiq: i

a!reiR5fts«nq: II

*

ir^TrlTWR^f^ I

»ffl: qc qqqqrrq qqqt^qiqq qqq^ I

qrqir 5Cq^ fqq^qf^ II I II

^q^ ^ 3vq$ q93^ i

cqqq Rrq® sqlfp qr^qifirc^r qqr 11 q II



«T9ifrsTr^f 5%: i

w^Tt ^ «sr w^'srrr:
i

sigifl'sr ^ »i«?mT: ii v il

311511^ i%«r«i: «®rn si5i^?!t ^erwf i

rWi^fr ii «\ ii

5«|oi ^I3fKl«li Wiq^ il ^ II

?:r5rq?3 iw^r; «gr ^qrffrsirqr: gnr: i

?:i9iq: Wq q^^Tiqr: Rq§i?r: ii >• ii

qrwwr5i»T<i«?5^r qgnn^r: §^rqf ; i

=^'5^3 5ri^^:n%wr ^ifisi n c ii

fqsryf^qqqrq?: i

5i5%?inri?[=q-5r: 5FK5«ir% n n

^j5CTi%?5^n^i^'q5wiq^ ^iT«7w?TF: i

qrq rr«ir ii ^ o n

g»»R?l5q€iwrw«qHr^q«i^iq5r: i

qqwwTrir; qiqi: ^qi^er q^mjqqq; || w ii

S«iif3 i^5i^R«5i«rw«rr: i

^rr3WR^?ri; q^rtgfgtqq^^r: ii II

ip^^Rq^r: qiqr: ®4i^5r |

W 5r^«qry?r s^Rqi^syr^firai: ti ^ ^ n



?i?i il«rnr: ii X« II

««ii!W5if: ii ll

51331% I

5«nw5isiti ^y5*ir»f4V ii %% »

4ilfk: «re«l«^5n5l: H »

^fiTf^5ri^*r9r^ 1

«re*i^«iT *131 : ^^5Ti5i*m^ I

wwW^ineiT: ^r^^rr: 1 1 II

^«TWfW?lt: Wl5|^I5I*t3.
•• II

#3«ii: ^I^i: •

55mwi!Tn?ii: *•

3:1351^1 *T3t: ^33^11^2131: 5331: I

ŷ %(^ 1 11 ^3 II

*1^511^3 ^ 331^^ 3T33^J3 I

S3f«r3$ 533*1313 35V3f^3 l%3 || M

3T«3Sf3t3^ 3Wr 3ft%3 *3 5?%^ I

33iFI%3^ ^3 53133 3^^g^: II 3» II

38T^^S«3r3; !!
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^

•r<i: qqi^lfq qi5ir I

qr qr scqV ihrq it \ n

qi?rT fqST fqqsqr ?qi5*l»q5qi?qi^«Tq I

fil^«B^Sqrlr«q wrwrq qq fq^rq?!; II ^ II

q^ qq^qqr ffyfr =q^^f ^qfi i

q^qqriTq^^q^ qfqqrqqqq || ^ II

qmt f^qq^fasrq^q qr^5 q«qiq i

^ ^qlrsq?yoi: ii v ii

397^ q^^qf ^qTclI«'»I’?% 3 qi*^qi I

^fqRl«qi>qg^qqiq9r<?{Ciqqciqqr: Ii H II

qqi^ ^ qiqrqr g ^qiq^T: I

€rt^oq‘fi?f^^55ri% qiqof ?qrsg^^r: n ^ 11

q«qqr: qrqsr: qrqiqf 3 fq^r^^: I

^qq qqri q^ofr II « II

fqRfr qrrq^iqfqir^ fii^q qqqql^qr; 1

qqf^qr w^qf qff qnlrvT: 11 ^ 11

qqrrf>vf^qr qa?t «ljF9 ^iqqr 1

fqRTw^rq^rqiCSiqqBTfqiq II ^ II



5rf%5ir n»?;!^«i5iT: i

fk^rirr ^ q^«f^ ^4i ?i«ir it ^ e ii

qr^; g»T^r *q i

^t?f ^ ^iqq'V ^ II < ^ II

qraq^i^^'r ^^irr qr?iiqr?5 f%aif%m: i

^ll^vrrifq^qrqT qw5iT9iT: g«ir%eTr: n ii

siqrorf qi^w^iWr qrqrqr?^ iqqf^^ir: i

iq<^f3®r^r«^rqr: «99qr: ¥«i5ir: ii ii

^qi^g ?:i5iq: qi^irat qftqfli?n: i

arrjFqrqfli^:^ ^^Tcg3[m: ii \9 II

^Fqiir §<n I

qi^ q^ ’q q?:«Jiqfff qqsq q«Tf ii ii

iqwsrq% qi^: 5^: '^qn'sf^qrsiq q 1
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ar^ g a$'B®5ii5r: mq^sfr^isiH || ii

afioTwt g^^iivsfr^ W gq* gnT««rq[ || ^^

fqnji*«n^ gn!T«9 ^ 'sr i

^rarT sirif^si g ii ^ o ii

^ g «B3ii ^ I

g«^ ?:faq5Trqr ?«rr#sv»5q-^s«fii^^ i

«W5iiqmi^ ii n

55% qisrii^i^ »fiaf?fr s?iiRr>:«r ^ 1

vfwar smi%qrvsii{^ H || ii

«qBV «r^ srarr^n: ql^rm aq^«^i¥5fn 1

qi® g q!¥5ii5r: 11 9 v 11

arjq ^iK^igr^r ^msafoiq;^ 1

qwriq «f¥¥r¥: ^W^pnsi^ic I! <H H

fqif^^?R«S|S¥ q»»ii^ I

« ^
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«r?i; <?i Ji!i^aif*r ^tarr^Rr "5® i

^ ?:i3Tr qsnr n^r «4ir «^«i;fr*i«: u ^ ||

*i«c 5i7wn'w: || ^ ii

ils I

Vt^qirq^C :^qrJii || ^ il

^cc’fl«ii'^Wmr ^ ?I?r «q?€r^irsrq i

gmsir «ri?q^35rT ii v II

^qgfsr: srsir: i

“q gSJqi ITiqi^qq II H ||

^(on^ qq'iiqq i.

ai5qfi%; qi?«i«wr ^wqffeq^sq^ ii ^ n

qigqlqr qqii^q «f% i

qir«^«[qr fqqi 3^1 qqqtiqorr: 11 w 11

^qi^Tqgiqajii^ ®'tq «q5«^nqq 1

q§qr gi^Tsj fik^gqr 11 ^ 11

niqf IBF: ?i»?f i

1%?^ ^iwrqn'lrfiqqii. 11 11

fq^pqwi: SI5IF: *F*'? I



II t ® II

f^sirsiw 3 I

3fT%: ’Ri%5rn% % n ii

3i^ai«n^TT? 3 vTiNri^ I

»rwi%c?ir ajqr 11 n

^r^riiv^^^r^r ^ 3 iiRsrf^ I

srrgifT «fn%5ri ^ir^i 3qrafirAn??i%Kiir: || ^ ^ II

wR?i 33^1 ^fl55ir || ?v II

%«iT€inr4 3^1^ ^ 3^:i^r^ 3 ^iRufdr 1

Rir^r 3f%F^r: ii ^<\.li

»Ti?i: 33m ^33% 3 5RR?rf^ I

*1^1%: "fi^r »TT3 ^^3 ^ IM ^ II

fT%[; 3^^3^ 3 1

I

33^1^11% ^r^'irbi %3^r'3irr% miir ^11 11

<i:RRrii% ^ ^tRt i

iiw'ifoi W5!W['«rif^ «nRf ^11 u

«iwi% 3ai3fran% ^i??iri^q ^ii% i

«Tfr3f^ 3^r 9«rr 11 ^^11



Wffe: «iTrf|«r: II Ro ||

fim ^ ^ I

»tr: g5«n: ^i%vr tir«i3nw; ii ii

^ ^151 sHw 1

W9wr«nf^ mfii ^ 11 il

<Kf%9r crr% 1

i1i«iii«rf^(iiif^^«omi^ni% «nr% ^ 11 11

’Ri%?rr *?^r €rf«iTr^ ^fr% 1

^ 5^5 ?!«rr^ ^ || ^« ||

«i^r«swr fij? «T% ccrrM 1

^ ^?i55wft5»»^n% II II

«i^r%: «froni I

^{^r gf^%g%gg€Tr^<Pii II II

irfiiwi^^r W)w «flr I

mw: 35«rr ’ijrafir <«F?iwr?r«r: 11 11

^f%TOT: «v «i% wrPli^ I

^«Tf^ wli 5^ ««nw:«»Tq^: 11 ^4 11

vfrnoir: 1

11%: «5i^r5if ^v. II II

nnr: gfe OTf^% 1

i^wr^«R«f«r: 11 ^ o i|



«5ft ^is^q *i»^<r II < ? li

5iR^ 5^»ir ^1% ?:^ 5ft?:5iq «m i

qi^r ii qq ii

5Qqr^qf fi?RT?:«q i

'q^n II

?;TEqr^ii%fT%; 5fi?:«qrq^ i

Ui%3[5qiior ^rqrioi fqniqqiqii^ ^ ll il

<^rqqqrrw ^^Af «r^ jfK^fiqq i

^ ^^^5Crq55qf?Cqq: II II

g3H ^iqq 5^ i

qqr 5^1W %q «FiqW qqr ii I q II

35IH 5IR^ sfR^q ?n% I

^ffT9i^T9 ^3 q II II

srrqq q?q ht% i

Wf^rrf^q^ 1

qs.i^q TO ffe: gfq II ^ ^ II

fljqu'qii^ sirqs'q ?:#T qqrfWq efq 1

^1%: ^4«?qi5iT qii%qT qRq^riqq: || qq ||

qS^^qqr ntq: qqifwq «i% 1

q^Rrgqfif 'q 31%: wiRiwviTr g/w 11 v« 11



^CO|«n^TI% I

flfrffk: 5^ ^qrf^q «i% i

9^^ ^rqwsrf II II

»i?rf??r »tr: .^ii% 1

5i»i^ ^ lfi%« f^srrei^r: 11 v< 11

»Tiq: gip ^«rif^q «I% I

^ fig: Wlr^og^l wfq II gV II

f?l55«II5q«fT«[Tq fl^Tlf^q «T% I

qi^qfig: qi® w^qwq^ •q qf^cqg; (I U

^i^fgisqiiq ^iqjjq qjl q^qiigq 1

q^'tqqqr mqi iq^rafl wmqi: II g^ II

5fl%f^ gl^iai ^ ^FqiT^ «!% I

qgr^ q hi qj^siq^g 11 g« 11

q5i%qT qr?qrfqq qiq 1

^qqqqi^q q;® fq^ fi%: ?qi?qiogw wOr iig^ii

w^q^rwirq qiiqsq 5^ qi-qiiqq ^11% 1

gift: ^gfiriqf 11 g^ il

qjiftqqqi qiqi 3^ qi^qiiqq qrft 1

qrftfft: gf^aj ’q q^q qfqqg«q: 11 'no 11

qgeqr sfi^i: wf g% qi»qrf^ qft I



^ ^ w *\X ii

«Ri%*5tf >»r-aiif>q «i% I

CfcT II

«

^

«lfi; qq?e«»IT^ ^8 qj^l'Saq; I

«ffR3iqo«® qr qf? || ^ n

q?q5'iniT%5’5q?f rliqqFffqif^ |

«III^3iqq««5 qifq ^jqo^irq qi || ^ ||

m ^5ti% f^?Trvqr ?:Rq wqrgqiw^: i

?fqj« qr qfifaj qq qr qqi« q^q II ^ ii

qqq qr ^51 ?qq fqq 1

afW^qq Vqqi iqqqiqriq^qrqin || 9 II

«fi5r q iqftrofif^ *Bgq>iq^% qqi 1

qii35«5c qfifv qfq*® qqi n ^ n

qiqir q«qi«5 qcir qt^qqqwqifi: 1

qflqiiqgqqiqir «q fisqqiqqiq; 11 ^ 11

qn'qq gq q5»ft% ^qi^ifqqnqiq: 1

f^q^Tq^q«[ri«q qsrqf qRq fqqfi. 11 « 11

gqqqi ^ /il5«qq qi Ctqq 3q% q?[: |



^T5W*blft!WI«li

WFc ^fT^i »rfg n ^ ii

w f^3rr5ft«iic«isii*^5 sr^ sr?:: i

^ «ir»Tt g«r «^raj ffftmiq srr ti ^ ii

fti«riisrijfti% ^isr am 55*1?^ i

3?irf>8:3rts=aw|fgf3rar*r. iMo ii

^ va

g^f fqm% a: wpf fajn**! •aifq n^ra IM t II

aifV^^a ^?aroi aw i

r
*

a^a ^q^’q^r gaa g^aiaen ii < r ii

ftra a? ais^ii wn af^r qaasarna: i

«^«avrva?wrar qra ara II H II

a^rgarajrfq a^^aaamacTi: i

ggrwcacr arfr ggaiaar gar^aar ii II

a«arawfmHrsi a^^r laaaijrarfi; i

>o

awr qga^arf a #ariq ais^q; u ii

wn a?:: ^fhr aae*ff aamai^qiT, i^ >o '

a?g aq^ara wa ?:i5rra faq[ ii ii

gaa faa at a aw a^a i

aisar^g^atSa ?ai^ aaqiaqia; n < v* h

ga<^qi%a^a rfr g sa?^ raai^ i

aiair^ ar aga ai ^rsria aagi^a^ ii ? ^ ii

cgisilfa ika wa ?aiat arfq araora i



. ftL^ilc<ITWVs«IW: I

^ff^co«riT%v?cor fp9«ihifk«rrsf^ air ii ii

7e<T9 ^9iii^«r<Tr«YCoi 9«ir ii ii

aiaiv ^rro ar:. ?atsi 9vim ^ g^i arwn |

^rfq ^rcr^mfq ^9 9«rr 11 11

a:v*iirai 5iaf airfq f^aruviffaint i

^rw*n5i gciqisT filsiw ii 11

»Taf0I^fcaril«aiT5lf WSTSWariar I

K9 «Wiaft ai^ST^Cffl% II II

amwvar gwi aic: 1

«rrgg aim 5r€\f^ aiw II ||

aiw I

•irai wig^aaro g ?^m5% ai^ 11 11

qi^ ai9:g9f«fla[r: qifaf^ I

^qq qr gam ^^qeffoim II II

q^g ’^«5i g^of apjiqq q%oi gg 1

gqq ilrq qgqs^fq u 11

aff< qr *15 «fi?qi g «r»isq q: qgaqq
1

f^ggrqqfqww gq?fti| q ggq: 11 11

g^: ^igq^ qgfq g^ngi q gifgq^ 1

qflqqi qq gr^iqqgqqfq^ ^ ^qq^ 11 h

%fi qgr fg?:; g^ ir^qq qiW^i^qil^ I
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m n \o ||

ri?|of ^7oi«ii5«iT^ f^JT «i¥g siq^ura i

lf% iqSTRrqiTigsqOT It ^ ^ II

q^qicjfiq: q^5l: ^qi^P^Srieqir^^JTq; I

Wfq^'r iqsiq ^ivrr ^ ^I5q?r ii ^^ ||

5ira^qqq 351 %?|qi?qftr»jrqcTq ;

air^T^TI^ «lfiq^«T f 11 ^ ^ II

^qisq q qi%qT |[|?qi5qi%^iqqH3[ I

wjT fqq «»=q^qFflqiwwqoiq || i>

fqqioiT ^^q^fOIT ^ nqiwq I

=q ^F?5^ir sejouf iM^ ii

I5;c4 llfqfmsq qqr I

q^iqf^^qqqi^rfq ?:i3q qrim fiq^gq li ^^ ||

i|^ ^ f%33 qr^q qs:*Tm»Tq qqr i

qmqiTTK q^r mn ii n

«fqo? fBmniFrW q?q fq^Tiqq I

qqqi^qqqijirnT ailcVq qr 3i[W^:: i| \^ \\

gqoifqq RSTl^q q^g q^qi% |

ff«W^q I'qgiR'iqifTgsqRtq^r qqg || ||

^5IRm|??:ryqifq 351 qqqqigqiri; I

3|f^«l3irCiR q(3frq q q^rq^q[ II Vo II

^iK ^ 3301 q:(q«qqqmqf?i; 1



nSit ^r ii ii
n9

^i»rt fq^«5»€i<iin*i: i

W5|TI^V ’KS5 ^rfq aT9r*iTf«!^fl^ '^11 11

fi«ri»T<?: ll ii

?:^inn^5ilii5sr »?sr4 ri«ir i

nfrf^^nq II «V ll

^5r%3i3^^rwwqoi ^ 3^4 i>5: i

vr^^f;^ir%9r«t ^ ii v'^ ll

aiWT^K 5iaii9ffq «nfq?: I

3ficq5i^qrim%qi3[’q afm^: ii ll

wq>4 ^ »75fr?[^q «rf3i4 RarMiqrrqfq •

?:«r% ^rfq ti vn* ii

vii?4 qimf% fqg^ gw rl«tf !

aricH^r q?<??Ts:%q II II

^

I

»i«ri?irq3Ei^ si qisyg^qi i

gn: QniSlrgSTW fqsil^iy^cui^lZqiig II II

^ssi 3 4i%?r 5ffq»qsmsi?t i

ipw gsT s4 ^q4 fq^ri^ si«r ?:r5ir?iq ii ii

^r«w qi%a arifq cgf i

fi«aii^i4 ^ Tff ^oif ii II



wctfaT «nfR^: i

wg^ vi »if^w ’«rR^w ^ ii ii

vsnii%«(^^ m q^q«9l«<17ig^g^ I

^qqi qsi ^ II ii

•iRqKieqf^q wiqf^ « fwfg i

wiwwci qrfr ^^q^qig^qqr ii \9 ii

w.fto# ^ I

fir» €fr qfr gei: ii ii

«

«q<l|[^ q: «r ?;ir9qs«r qf^^qr i

^qiWIT?qi«TC«rei qf q^^qroif f>5iqc || ||

V«Qiifrr€f gir *noi qfq i%fi|^?i: i

^ «cqTJR ?Rg qwf^ il ii U

^^qqsi qw q^Rgqqw qr i

^»o¥f«i9qrqqi5^i^F5qoff«im?iiqf^ ii ii

wqqi*^wir«qTq^ Xfr q^orqigqR^ i

q^r feqqi^q ^^qpqq qi q^T II ‘^^ II

«rvq9q qr ^iq qw firfi|f^?l I

«if^qr;q q«q<^ v\or: ^ik-qisf^ qr II %® II

qicr qr q^ifr qr q^q fqiayqq i

g^gvqrTl[qi^ ^ qqq^>q»qq!gqi?I, li ^ ^ II

qi^qrqq qr t^qqfjiqv qqr I

^ q^ qfw^^ qr qfif II i|



msw: \

5wff g«vf ^155 wr 5«w 3«vftoff 9tif II II

^^^5^ fiw 1

%9TfVif^^a:f^^%?^?!r^irr 11 11

9f^s«iif^9tcsilT% >!srT?3nTift?^ I

^«sr «IPT g !si*r«fNr i| ||

«^i<r ^ »«i?rsT ^ 1

ci w:^ ip<T(c<i;9<i^ il
••

TOfif I

3I^lf(«lVe7T^T II- II

«if^ *

aT|{«T: rhf^it: *ri Rmniuw: || ^^ ||

qiWSi’K^: w«!f: 5r?i »J5^g 1

^f|f «?I 5 31 I

5W«3i ^i^^5€Wi: gwji ^«i

fw i1M«rrft?Jts«inT*. 11

——
II (^M<<iiRMl<^i«r: II

«

•wr: qc sromrli •ftgfq^iiin%*nq 1

?rwo|r 3fr% «pwri5»^ w^ 11 % \\



g«i f^?rr it ^ ||

S«» 55#*»Wr 51 g i%«r I

«i?wr «ffmra!«r iiT%<Fnr«i5rr n ^ ii

f«I^T9 ?l?l STRSTT^TT^^ I

R«r ^m^rr^ofr ?if^ n y n

sfr?r;«i>ferT5T^W5T srtr^flTbr i

sra f%m5jafi»fRfW?Tig«ft || ^ ii

9ff9qr ^sim^g^r ^TI^^^^«r »ig: I

?J5if^5r 3 R3T 5Tf^g«fi ?rr^ 11 ^ Ii

5iR?i^ m g R'RiSJr a?f«i»4f^ i

ars^^rt ^r «r( ?5r»«ir ^rffofr || v» ||

wBf^r 5y«^?f m gr^iJ'^fr sr^rf^r i

R«r g ^ffiTrgw g fl[^*ng?ir || ^ ||

^rf^ifr ^r%^fg^r rst u«f i

WH II ^ II

ersTimi i^wflWr i

«ipil‘^?i^f^?fr ?TFg s^r: ^fr <TR8rf5frrr II ? II

W «epfR«i^T5^^«ir ^rR*fl^i%^Tg?fr i

fTRlfRRi^i II H Ii

f5iTc%5rsrinw;T ^Kiti || ? R ||



5i«if?ni% ?q5if arsTrircf^^ sr\: || ^ ^ n

?rf5iT% ^5rj% 5T% cti I

^rnsric^^iui ^r^^^cfrgqi^oTifr ii ^ v ii

sfurai 'q' ars'f ^?qr "jsit ^q!i%>i5q i

qi^of |fqi?i?q»fr^«qew^i*r, ii u

^iiajIr^Fn^riRfrurf i

«i4 ?:r5fr ^^^[=5 qKouq^ iM^ Ii

qrfor «bt^ 3T2f?5frqisr*T»sff5rr 1

qj«rw ?:r^i^q g qRorrq^ n ^v» n

sr5-€ir5trrqfq

srifrqr^

—

>«jg «g 8??nm ^sofsr^flf^iTIc^qq I

2T5^5qr ^*13 »Tf5!q; II ^^11
^

i«f?:n%n5r ?J5 «iqot *»n% i

fiwrq^ ^iqig^qr ili^iiq^ ii n

fq»?^n%w ^iifo^if «q?:qf5i^ i

gqr ^qoi^iTi ’q ir n

^fjiqq fq 55q q f€r?jq#r i

^?qiqis:q 5^ ^ip gsiqf ^ 5rqr ifq^ II II

qi^Vr ^1^3% ^ f«9 ^1^1 ^ ^4? I

fqqqf sfir ^cai^^ggsi: n ii



w«: ««wr«TW ^w^Rornr ^ i

^wrorr ft^ww Isiisir )%vr;ir9 ^ ii ii

^a^orr? ^ i

^ «^S4 ««<II5F*Tf^5fI«|^H^ II II

«Wf9^ «B^*n tiffqi9««ir9iT: i

qqrqirij ^rg?«riq ^Wc9«B5q«j4wt ii rk ii

5f« «wr qq:«I^,««qwyRqq»4ofr |

w: iHrii f^Rt^re: qjf j^?r ii R^ il

9R9^«ra7 3rfk'3i^i8iitBT9 i

f^qi«iT«Ra qf^iRsr: II R« Ii

qmjqqiwgqt^^rq 3®? 5»?iRir%v «B«q: 1

qw:8rn!rr5fq firf^qf^rw qi«qr%i ii r^ nj

«iq?qw Jjqgf^ €niiqrR?^ 1

scai«tr Rqfi«igqrT ritr^r^ 11 rr ii

9ifw«q Ri^T ^qfugRRW i

«wir ^ ^ qrgRR 'r rr^fr II Io m

R^mq q^RT ^ gqji *Rqn^ 1

«Tftl«q Rl^qW Rt^Ril^ RTRlf^R: i| %\ i|

qifeVlRqais^ q WWRfRq ««: I

l^ldRP^RRr»lR arfiiqqRi?^ IMR II

^RIRIIR^ RTRITfR Rlf^RI RTfRRT I

9̂ R5Rr fqwrq fRiq^jgqi rRi 11 R ^ II



s«ftfi|qT q«ir w: i

q^c^rq% sfirtgvq Wf5<3^ u ii

dic$ ^qr«T ^q«j ^ I

^ ’qgf^qqL ii ii

fgcqr qoi3pqr«r q4|f i

3i««rt%'iT: «?Tvq«4 ^^r«T'iior II ii

WJUTi?! ?i5r: ^?fi^fTi^;i%5q?r: §vft: i

5i^«q5«r< ^«ri5T«Ti% «5 i

STfll^q qncof ffqi?*iWJ|^?qf^5ii5iiqq;^ II II

f^’qcqiT<5frs«qrq: ii

*^g«r^Tft2^ts««Tn5r: ii

•ft

»ri«ir3rrq«^ qSfV ^l%sFrqiqfq<qqq^ I

qq ’q^sf 'jprFqrqfiiw |q u ^ n

«nqf^*iq: q^«i: ^qisr^qelf^qflr^ i

^of^qr qf qwi qr qiq qqf^ ii ^ n

«iq^f^ ^qr f^qqqR^ I

^csqqrqqqsvrqr ^r^>q: q^r^q H ^ i,

«i«qifr qqq^r ^qrqtq: qtq;^ 1

3»qq «ij»iWrq 11 » 11
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lF5i«iTq%q?«?4^ ^?qrf%q?Of^r(^; il ^ II

fiqq^R «Ri^f^?rq^gq: i

^srsfVs^^sffiqi 'jWiqf qf^ il ^ ii

arf^iqi q^qiq qrqqiq i

^*Tir <i5R:rgf^|f%«?i^ ii v* n

qcaj^ q'hr^R g ^ii?:igRrqwqH i

3TW qT% qfqq^qfrqr qj^qjcs^ ii ^ ii

qqqT ?f!qid^ I

q»enqiqr m qf^ ii ^ ii

f%%Rr jiWq^ qq1 ^ftqi^rq i

«Tq\or qq?^qT f^«r n ^ © ||

qfqq^Tiq ^I'lfrr ^q^Tqh^qf^Bqr i

«qrq! fqq^ ’iqV^grsftg^ssq'r: ii \ \ ||

aiqd^Nq ^qtqvqriq gqr^rq i

qr^ lil%«pif^q qrqifl^ II < ^ II

^iq^«7 qqRf|qi^^q>T!>€i#^r i

^qr®q gqqi qqiqf 3«qgfirg IM ^ ii

g# 'jpi’tqtqfl?^ I

wiq^f^ *4fq qtJU^qqcifOTH IM 9 ||

^VI^qTn g %qlkq I

q4«qq q?r fqr^q^rflqqdqqr^ il tn ii



^ II < ^ II

fi^T ^[^fir q^«n vw 5i^«if^ a?i i

^ s%4r «i5rf^ li ||
r

ffli ^gi»?qTft^s«rrq: ii

«

«

•ftrmww: q«p^ i

«rrf5i vrf^ •q qiqr^ irvf^Ti ^ iM ii

«f^qTf^9T frqm I

«i8i«?r^r^^r ^rsTf u ^ ii

q^qfq^wqiTF ^ «gqfl«r% ii I ii

gjr% q?rV ^ ^ ^r^i^qfrsrvii i

vf^oiV^qri^Rt ^ ^3?ir ii « ii

«r 9 f%^^: 1

«^qfQri<¥^^reR9 qri^^r u H II

•r^oit^q«5i% 9 wft i

<^Tqg9 mv Ir^qrr^^qigqWm ii ^ ii



SIT swf^swfir II
y$ II

^r^Kgqsrrdsr 9«Tir ^k: i

wwt g #sim sii?rn'wg5Sfi% ii <? ii

«Riwir gi^srf^ <r?i i

ci^vsiT 9f<i ^sTiwr^^sir 5 qi^orii^ ii S ii

sTff ^r s’l^^'V sif^ I

f»

^>^1 giTf^fi ^ si^«#fq^nt nfsiq; n ^ e ii

^sii?iiT»w ^^*l gf^ssT^gm i

iiqi fi^«ifqw€i^T || ^ ^ it

«rfirn«siT««<fw fr^ ^ i

qiiw«4q9ff arr gw ^ ni5rqrf^q?r*c || ^ ^ ||

•warifF^isft^ifi: riw arwr^ i

7qqT«<69q<^«n^^^ggqit IM I II

ST^II^f ?Rq^RI«^ 5ffqsn«^^ I

nfj-fi ?w ^f«rr^ m^aer ^sfuF^r: ii ii

^q^T^ sr*ri «ri« ^jsiqiF^ i

sr^^qiiiq qiwri ii ii

fl?I% ^ ^K: WI5qr qoi»q W5I«T I

wsf^sTT ST g^TTi 5r?iqq ST fecsr^ II \% w
9

WWt ST sjssfiTi 5iw 1% q^Tsrfq i

s^fvnsi qrf^ gi^^fi tl ^'•11
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